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1 Dogs on Beaches Community Engagement activities 

1.1 Engagement activities 
The primary focus of community engagement activities was to direct community members to the 
Participate PAE website to find out more about the Community Working Group’s options and to 
complete the survey. The Participate PAE pages included information about  
 

• the Community Working Group process 

• answers to frequently asked questions 

• information, maps and videos outlining each option 

• an ask a question/contact us option 

• directions to request a hardcopy survey 

• background information from earlier stages of engagement 

• the ability to follow the project 
Information about the engagement was communicated via 

• An email to all registered dog owners with email in the Dogs and Cats online system 

• Letter to all households on the Lefevre Peninsula (13,000+ letters) 

• 4000 emails across 4 email campaigns to site members and project followers 

• Signs at beach entrances and along foreshore areas across PAE – a significant number of 
these signs were illegally removed during the engagement period 

• Roadside banners 

• Postcards 

• 4 City of PAE Social media posts including promoted posts 

• One appearance on television news 

• 2 School groups, with abbreviated survey 

• 9 Pop-up sessions at locations across the beaches and PAE 
 

1.2 Pop-up sessions 
During the six weeks of community engagement, staff ran nine pop-up engagements across our 
community. The aim of the sessions was to ensure people had the opportunity to hear about the 
engagement and talk to us about the proposals that had been prepared by the Community Working 
Group. We spoke to approximately 250 community members across the pop-up activities. Below is a 
summary of key themes discussed at each session. Overall, discussions with community members, 
mainly centered around clarity of what the rules were currently, what the future rules were being 
proposed in the different options and background information about the process and specifics about 
each proposal. Many people asked for clarity around why the process was occurring and why it was 
needed. Many others thanked the City of PAE and Council for undertaking the process and shared 
their experiences with the current rules not meeting their needs or not being followed, with 
discussions also including implementation and enforcement of rules. 
 
The Dogs of LeFevre Peninsula group, shadowed several of our foreshore pop-up engagements, 
setting up a marquee and distributing information about how they would like the community to 
‘vote’ (via voting sheet, see heading 1.3). Several community members expressed their confusion 
about which pop-up tent was the official engagement tent. Some community members after speaking 
to the Dogs of LeFevre group, came over to the City of PAE marquee with misconceptions about the 
options that were being proposed, including that dogs were being excluded from areas of the beach. 
Once staff had the opportunity to speak through the proposed options, most then felt comfortable 
that the proposals offered variety, were reasonable and provided a compromise for different wants 
and needs across the community.  

https://participate.cityofpae.sa.gov.au/dogs-on-beaches
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?ref=saved&v=682984513755406


Pop-up activity Summary 
Semaphore Beach Pop-
up: 9-11am, Saturday 23 
September 2023 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Staff spoke to approximately 50 community members. Some members 
came specifically for the engagement and others stopped in on their 
way past. Postcards were given to families using the playground and 
community members on the shared pathway. There were mixed 
responses from community members around their support for the 
different options. Many community members were unaware that the 
rules for the grassed foreshore are currently off-leash at all times, with 
many thinking that on-leash zones around the jetties was reasonable 
and a few believing the entire grassed foreshore should be on-leash. 
Most people with dogs, expressed that they already leashed their 
dogs on the grassed foreshore when people were present. 
 
The Beach Dogs on Lefevre peninsula set up a marquee on the 
foreshore and spoke to community members sharing their preference 
for the engagement including a voting information sheet. 

North Haven Beach Pop-
up: 4.30-6pm, Thursday 
28 September 2023 
 

Staff spoke to approximately 25 community members over the 
session. A group of approximately 8 people arrived as staff were 
setting up, who were questioning why the engagement was occurring, 
resourcing, why Council was wasting time etc. The group presented 
different views about what should happen and when one person 
arrived who said they were attacked by a dog on the beach, they were 
made to feel uncomfortable by the group. There were very strong 
views about engagement and they were advised to complete the 
survey. A number of people requested a hard copy survey be sent to 
them. Quite a few received the letter in their letterbox the same day. 
 
As the session went on, others came along and there were many 
constructive conversations about how the beach could be shared. 
There were also concerns raised about if North Haven has different 
rules, it may become more popular compared to the current use 
which is more locals. 
 
A common theme throughout the session was the amount of dog 
feces not just near the beach but also at the reserve behind the surf 
living saving club. It appears to be a daily issue where dog owners fail 
to clean up after their dogs.  

Semaphore Beach Pop-
up: 7.30-9am, Tuesday 3 
October 2023 

Staff spoke to approximately 25 community members. Conversations 
were held with community members to understand what information 
they needed, talk through the process and function of the working 
group, and show the options as displayed on the maps and answering 
questions. 
 
A variety of opinions were shared including desire to keep things as 
they are as well as understanding the need to balance community 
needs, in particular areas such as the foreshore when busy and 
whether on-leash areas would need to be year-round. 
 
The Beach Dogs of LeFevre group setup a marquee on the grassed 
foreshore. 



Pop-up activity Summary 
Port Plaza Pop-up: 
5-7pm, Thursday 5  
October 2023 

Staff spoke to approximately 35 community members from PAE and 
surrounding suburbs about their use of PAE beaches and their 
preferred rules for dogs on beaches moving forward. A resident 
attended the session who specifically came down to talk to staff away 
from the foreshore where they were worried about neighbours 
hearing their feedback. They thanked us for the opportunity to speak 
to staff at different locations. Majority of people staff spoke to, felt 
that Semaphore South to Breakwater options 2 and 3 provided an 
opportunity/compromise for everyone. 

Touch a Truck Pop-up: 
10am to 12noon, 
Saturday 7 October 2023 

Staff spoke to approximately 15 community members who came up 
for a chat when they saw the display or knew we were going to be at 
the event. Most wanted to gain a better understanding of the 
engagement and the proposed options. We shared postcards as most 
were busy with children and looking to visit the engagement platform 
after the event. 

Largs Bay Beach Pop-up: 
7.30-9am, Wednesday 11 
October 2023 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Staff spoke to approximately 30 community members, predominantly 
of an older demographic, many on a morning walk with or without a 
dog(s). Some with familiarity of the engagement process and many 
seeking clarity, more information and answers to questions about the 
options and process. Postcards were handed out and a number of 
names and addresses recorded for hardcopy surveys to be distributed.  
 
A broad variety of opinions were shared understanding the need to 
balance community needs, experience of fear of dogs, keeping things 
as they are, cultural needs and preferences for and against dedicated 
off-leash areas. Conversation was held with participants to understand 
what information they needed, talking through the process and 
function of the working group, showing the options as displayed on 
the maps and answering questions. 
 
The Beach Dogs of LeFevre group spoke to people on the beach. 

Largs Bay Beach Pop-up:  
9-11am, Sunday 15  
October 2023 

Staff spoke to a steady flow of community members (50-60 across the 
morning) from PAE and other areas of Adelaide including Glenelg. 
Conversation was held with participants to understand what 
information they needed, talking through the process and function of 
the working group, showing the options as displayed on the maps and 
answering questions. 
 
The Beach Dogs of LeFevre group led a walk of 20-25 members and 
their dogs from Semaphore to arrive at their marquee setup a short 
distance down the path. 

Greenacres Library Pop-
up: 
10-11am, Wednesday 18 
October 2023 

Staff members spoke to six community members over the hour. Four 
were attending the English class held at the library and staff member 
spoke about how the engagement information could be viewed online 
in a variety of different languages. Another community member was 
quite familiar with the role of local government in planning and 
enforcing dog by-laws but wasn’t a regular beach visitor. The last 
community member was most interested in speaking about by-laws 
for local reserves as he had had a number of issues with dogs 
approaching him at reserves and not being under effective control.  



Pop-up activity Summary 
North Haven Beach Pop-
up: 9-11am, Saturday 21  
October 2023 

The Beach Dogs of LeFevre group setup near the entrance to the 
carpark. 
 
Staff spoke to about 20 community members including locals walking 
down and members of the North Haven Surf Life Saving Club. A very 
windy morning meant the Marquee had to be setup directly adjacent 
to the Surf Life Saving Club in a more sheltered area. Discussions were 
predominantly about familiarising with the options, in particular the 
options for North Haven. There were views shared in support and 
against the proposed on-leash area at the Northern end of North 
Haven beach. 



1.3 Beach Dogs of Lefevre Peninsula engagement hand out 
The Dogs of LeFevre Peninsula group distributed information flyers and posters about how they would like the community to ‘vote’. 



1.4 School Engagements 
Staff ran a simplified version of the Dogs on Beaches engagements with two school groups from Blair Athol North B-6 
School and Indie School Port Adelaide.  
 
31 students and 2 teachers participated in the engagement.  
How do you feel about dogs? 

• I love dogs - 10 

• I like dogs - 12 

• I don’t mind dogs - 9 

• I don’t like dogs - 7 

• I am scared of dogs - 10 

• I have a dog that is scared/aggressive around other dogs - 2  
 
The simplified survey asked students for feedback about how they felt about descriptive concepts for dog rules 
 

 
 
Main themes from student comments: 

• Importance of dogs having some freedom and access to sand and water – 4 

• Fear / dislike of dogs – allergies, fear of dog dogs, general dislike - 4 

• Don’t like dogs because against religion – 3  

• Owners responsibility to decide / based on dogs training - 2 

• People being able to relax - 2 

• Witnessed incidents with dogs 
 



1.4.1 Student Comments 
ID Tell us more about your answers 

12562 
There have been too many incidents where dog attacks/bites have occurred. Safety is important. On leash 
I think is really important. 

12561 I think owners should make an informed choice if they believe their dog is better or not on/off leash. 

12549 They have to be trained so they don't run off 

12545 I don't like big dogs 

12544 dog's deserve freedom as long as they are trained 

11607 because it's good for dogs (times/part day). 

11605 I think people might feel more safe. 

11604 
I feel like if the dogs are off leash they will maybe act crazy. but if they are off leash part day it will maybe 
be better. 

11603 I would say that owners should be able to choose when their dog would wear a leash. 

11602 I'm allergic to dogs so I don't like them 

11601 Some dog like beach and like to run around and to swim. 

11600 I think dog need to have some freedom to play in the water and sand on the beach. 

11599 I don't really like dogs that much because it is against my religion 

11598 I don't like dog. it's against my religion. 

11597 I don't like dog and it's against my religion. 

11596 at the beach people want to have a good time and relax so dogs should have a leash on. 

11595 I don't really mind dog but my family don't like dog. but other people like dog so I don't mind it 

11594 My family doesn't like dogs so do I so do my little cousins they are really scared of them. 

 
 



2 Public Engagement data 
This document provides a summary of community responses to the Dogs on beaches community engagement survey 
during September and October 2023. In addition to this a shorter survey was provided to children on school visits to 
the Town Hall. 

 

Community survey participants were asked to provide some information about themselves, for example where they 
live, gender, age, whether they own a dog and their relationship with dogs.  

It is noted that the age demographic is generally older than that of the City of PAE at the Census (see inset chart). 
Relative to the PAE population at the 2021 Census there is a higher proportion of female participants (55%) and 
lower male participants (24%), with 0.2% as non-binary and 21% not stating gender. Responses were received from 
46 of 51 PAE suburbs with the greatest proportion of respondents from beachside suburbs and 10% of responses 
from outside PAE.  

Most participants (79%) own a dog and had positive relationships with dogs (93%). Smaller group are scared of dogs 
(4.5%) or have a reactive dog (8.3%) 

 

Participants were asked to rate how they feel about each rule concept/type on a Likert scale including ‘Love it’, ‘Like 
it’, ‘Can live with it’, ‘Dislike it’ and ‘Love it’. 

This represents a summary of how strongly communities and groups within our community feel on the questions put 
to them. The data is presented for all respondents and followed by smaller groups (by their relationship with dogs) 
within the overall response the number of responses per group is listed in brackets in the left hand column. 
Data collected is summarized below. 

 

Please note: an individual may align with multiple smaller groups. For example they might love dogs (Positive group) 
and have a reactive dog (Reactive dog group), as a result the total for ‘All’ respondents does not equal the tally of all 
groups added together. 
 



Public Engagement – About the participants and their relationship with dogs 

Main Survey School Students City of PAE Pop-ups 

962 33 9 
Gender by age group 

 
Locations 

PAE Suburbs 

46 out of 51 

Total responses from top 
5 Suburbs 

499 

Semaphore 
Largs Bay 
North Haven 
Largs North 
Semaphore South 

Responses from 
outside PAE 

102 

Relationship with Dogs 

Do you own a dog? 

Yes 

758 

No 

126 

No, but I care for a dog 

75 

What is your relationship with dogs? 

Love dogs 

719 

Like dogs 

175 

Indifferent 

41 

Dislike dogs 

13 

I am scared of dogs 

43 

I have a reactive dog 

80 

 



3 Engagement Results – Concepts 
This section provides an overview of how participants feel about generalised rule concepts for dogs. 
The rule types include 

• Daylight savings rules (on-leash 10am-8pm) 

• Dog off-leash areas (all times) 

• Dog on-leash areas (all times) 

• Dog exclusion areas (all times) 

3.1 Daylight Savings Rules (DLS) 
In general participants across all groups indicated they are comfortable with the daylight savings rules concept. 
 
140 responses spoke about DLS rules or times providing the right/fair balance for users across the community and a 
separate 138 responses shared general support for the existing rules or leaving the rules as they currently are.  
 
There were a range of responses about DLS rules being too restrictive (61 total) with 45 of these responses relating to 
DLS being too restrictive for off-leash use. Of these 45 comments, 32 related to requests for reduced DLS hours and 
22 comments were around adjusting current days and/or months rules applied for. 16 people had comments relating 
to DLS hours being too restrictive for on-leash use and general beach use, with 8 of these comments requesting 
hours be increased to allow families and people with reactive dogs to access the beach earlier in the morning.  
  
14 people spoke about the current DLS rules not being followed and 8 people suggested daylight savings rules being 
in place all year around. 
 

How do you feel about Daylight savings rules (on-leash 10am-8pm)? 

Responses grouped by question: What is your Relationship with dogs? 

 
 

All responses 
(953)  

 

Positive –
love/like dogs 
(889) 

 

Indifferent to/ 
Dislike dogs 
(50)  

I have a 
Reactive dog 
(78) 

 

I am scared of 
dogs (42) 

 

 



3.2 Dog Off-leash areas 
There was a strong dislike of off-leash areas from people who are scared of dogs, dislike or are indifferent to dogs. 
 
111 comments shared support for off-leash at all times areas stating that they would provide access to shift workers 
and options for dog walkers all year around. 27 people shared that they didn't support off-leash areas listing the 
effect this could have on other beach users, especially locals to this space of beach and that these spaces may 
encourage dog congestion and poor dog management/behaviour. 
 

How do you feel about Dog off-leash areas (all times)? 

Responses grouped by question: What is your Relationship with dogs? 

 
 

All responses 
(933)  

 

Positive –
love/like dogs 
(869)  

Indifferent to/ 
Dislike dogs 
(50) 

 

I have a 
Reactive dog 
(77)  

I am scared of 
dogs (42) 

 

 



3.3 Dog On-leash areas  
People with a positive relationship with dogs expressed a dislike of on-leash areas while people who are scared of 
dogs, have reactive dogs, dislike or are indifferent to dogs expressed a strong liking for on-leash areas. 
 
87 comments shared support for on-leash at all times areas and 40 people spoke about the need to create safe 
community spaces and/or our beaches needing to be safe community spaces. A further 8 people supported on-leash 
areas only during daylight savings. 26 people shared that they didn't support on-leash areas on the beach with some 
mentioning that it would be frustrating and/or confusing to have different rules along the beach and that the 
beaches were often quiet outside of DLS months. 
 

How do you feel about Dog on-leash areas (all times)? 

Responses grouped by question: What is your Relationship with dogs? 

 
 

All responses 
(940)  

 

love/like dogs 
(873) 

 

Indifferent to/ 
Dislike dogs 
(51)  

I have a 
Reactive dog 
(79)  

I am scared of 
dogs (43) 

 

 



3.4 Dog Exclusion areas 
There was a strong dislike of exclusion areas from people with a positive relationship with dogs and people with 
reactive dogs. People who are scared of dogs, are indifferent to or dislike dogs expressed a strong liking of dog 
exclusion areas. 
 
21 comments shared support for dog exclusion areas stating they would create safe spaces for people who didn't 
want to interact with dogs. 35 comments shared a lack of support for dog exclusion areas and the impact that this 
could cause for the community. 
 

How do you feel about Dog exclusion areas (all times)? 

Responses grouped by question: What is your Relationship with dogs? 

 
 

All responses 
(936)  

 

Positive –
love/like dogs 
(872)  

Indifferent to/ 
Dislike dogs 
(50) 

 

I have a 
Reactive dog 
(78)  

I am scared of 
dogs (42) 

 



3.5 General Comments on Concepts 
99 people shared comments about effective control not currently being followed or enforced. 68 people requested 
that dogs be on-leash all times in public areas. 64 people mentioned having a fear of dogs or having a bad 
experience/incident with a dog not under effective control. 64 comments related to increased enforcement of rules 
whether they be the current ones or future ones. 25 people spoke about poor behaviour of some dog owners and 
the effects this had on their use of the beach. 18 people shared comments about them currently having issues or not 
being able to access our beaches because of the current rules and/or behaviours of beach users. 

83 comments spoke about the importance of dogs having opportunities to exercise and socialize. 57 people made 
reference to the enjoyment of their off-leash lifestyle and purchasing a house in this area or visiting this area, due to 
dog friendly beaches. 33 comments spoke about the need for dogs to be able to access adequate open space with 
several mentioning decreasing size of backyards. 27 people spoke about their want to be able to walk dogs off-leash 
at all times on the beach with majority of these comments also saying that this would need to be under adequate 
effective control and would be the owners responsibility to make a decision on whether it was appropriate to do this. 
27 people mentioned issues with disposal of dog poo with some stating the need for bin facilities.  

23 people spoke about the preferences of dog owners being put before other users of the beach or that the 
preferences of dog owners should be put placed before other users as the highest users of this space. 19 people 
thought that the views and preferences of locals should be put before the preferences of visitors to the beach/area. 
Grassed foreshore - 20 people shared comments that they thought the grassed foreshore should be on leash at all 
times. 3 people thought the grassed foreshore should be under DLS rules and 3 thought the rules should remain as 
they currently are. 
Top comments Daylight Savings Rules 

- DLS rules provide the right / a fair balance – 140 

- Leave the rules as they are / general support for DLS rules – 138 

- DLS rules too restrictive – 61 
o Too restrictive for off-leash use - 45 
o Requests to reduce DLS hours -  32 
o Requests to adjust days/months – 22 
o Too restrictive for on-leash and general beach use – 16 

Top comments for dog off-leash areas: 

- Comments in support for off-leash all times areas – 111 

- Comments against off-leash all times areas - 27 
 
Top comments for dog on-leash areas: 

- Comments in support for on-leash areas – 87 

- Creating safe community spaces and need for beaches to be safe community spaces – 40 

- Comments against on-leash all times areas - 26 
 
Top comments for dog exclusion areas: 

- Comments against dog exclusion areas – 35 

- Comments in support for dog exclusion areas - 21 
 
Top general comments for concepts: 

- Effective control not followed or enforced – 99 

- Important of off-leash access for dog health and socialisation – 83 

- Requests for dogs on-leash all times in public places – 68 

- Fear of dogs or bad experience/incident with dog – 64 

- Increased enforcement of rules (existing and/or new) – 64 

- Comments about off-leash lifestyle of local residents – 57 

- Suggestions for or reference around effective control and general dog ownership education – 56 

- Health benefits of owning a dog (mental and physical health and community socialisation) – 53 

- Owners responsibility / decision to follow the rules and/or may the right decision on rules for their pet – 44 

- Importance of access to open space for dogs – 33 

- Requests or preferences for off-leash all times under effective control – 27 

- Comments around lack of dog poo and availability of dog poo disposal - 27 



4 Engagement Results – Options, Grassed Foreshore 
Participants were asked how they feel about the current rules for the Grassed Foreshore and an option for on-leash 
in designated busier areas typically around the jetties. Participants could also provide a comment.  

4.1 Option 1 – Off-leash all areas (Current rules) 
People who are scared of dogs, are indifferent to or dislike dogs expressed a strong disliking of off-leash all areas. 
More than half of people who have a positive relationship with dogs were positive about off-leash all areas on the 
grassed foreshore. 
 
35 people commented in support of the current rules (off-leash all times), 39 people said that there was no issues 
with the current rules, and 13 just stated to leave the rules as they are (some cross over between responses). This 
cohort of respondents did not provide much context as to their support for the current rules other than providing 
areas for elderly and people with mobility issues to exercise their dogs (7), suggesting that the on-leash areas would 
impacts on business (6) and concerns about the impacts on dogs owners on having to put their dog on leash within 
the designated areas (6).  
 

Grassed Forehore – Off-leash all areas (Current rules) 

Responses grouped by question: What is your Relationship with dogs? 

 
 

All responses  
(769)  

 
Positive –
love/like dogs 
(716)  
Indifferent to/ 
Dislike dogs 
(44) 

 

I have a 
Reactive dog 
(66) 

 

I am scared of 
dogs (35) 

 



4.2 Option 2 – On-leash at designated areas 
People who are scared of dogs had a strong liking for designated on-leash areas. More than 75% of people who are 
scared of dogs, are indifferent to or dislike dogs or have a reactive dog loved, liked or could live with designated on-
leash areas, 62% of people with a positive relationship with dogs also supported on-leash at designated areas.  
63 people commented in support of the rules for the grassed foreshore being on-leash at all times.  
People who commented in support of the on-leash areas spoke in support of having safe areas for families and the 
general community to gather (27), support for on-leash in high traffic areas (25) and the general benefits of an on-
leash area (34).  

Grassed Forehore Option – On-leash at designated areas 

Responses grouped by question: What is your Relationship with dogs? 

Relationship 
with dogs  

All responses  
(768)   

Positive –
love/like dogs 
(714)  

Indifferent to/ 
Dislike dogs 
(44)  

I have a 
Reactive dog 
(67)  

I am scared of 
dogs (38) 

 



4.3 Grassed Foreshore General Comments 
33 people mentioned the need for more effective control education, and 33 spoke about effective control not 
currently being followed or enforced. There was a cohort of people who spoke about dog owners needing to have 
the rights to make the responsible decision based on their pet and the surrounding circumstances (22) and/or about 
how they already put their dog on-leash in these areas or around other people and animals. 
 
Top comments Option 1 – off-leash all areas: 

- Support for current rules -35 
- Nothing wrong with current rules - 39 
- Leave rules as they are - 13 
- Needs of people with mobility issues - 7 

 
Top comments Option 2: On-leash at designated areas 

- Benefits of on-leash area – 34 
- Safe family/community spaces – 27 
- Support for on-leash in high traffic areas – 25 
- On-leash all times around children, picnic areas and crowds – 20 
- On-leash at designated times e.g. daylight savings – 20 

 
General comments for Grassed Foreshore: 

- Grassed foreshore should be on-leash at all times – 63 
- Effective control education - 33 
- Effective control not follower or enforced – 33 
- Enforcement of rules - 22 
- Owners responsibility / decision – 22 

 



5 Engagement Results – Options, North Haven Beach 
Participants were asked how they feel about the current rules on the North Haven beaches and an option for on-
leash area in a northern section of the beach. Participants could also provide a comment.  
 
At the North Haven pop-up the Surf Life Saving Club President indicated the club is comfortable with the current 
rules on the beach. 

5.1 Option 1- Daylight Savings Rules 
More than 75% of people who have a positive relationship with dogs or have a reactive dog ‘loved’, ‘liked’ or could 
‘live with’ the current rules. 
 
More than 50% of people who are scared of dogs strongly disliked the current rules. 
 

North Haven Beach – Current Rules (Daylight Savings Rules) 

Responses grouped by question: What is your Relationship with dogs? 

Relationship 
with dogs  

All responses  
(676)   

Positive –
love/like dogs 
(628)  

Indifferent to/ 
Dislike dogs 
(36) 

 

I have a 
Reactive dog 
(54)  

I am scared of 
dogs (28) 

 

Comments 
The highest number of responses showed a lack of support for changes to current rules due to there being nothing 
wrong with the current rules (44), general support for daylight savings rules (37), that the current rules being a fair 
option for all (15) or just simply stated to leave the rules as they are (13) (some cross over between responses). 



5.2 Option 2 – North On-leash Area 
90% of people who are scared of dogs ‘loved’, ‘liked’ or could ‘live with’ this option and 80% for people who are 
indifferent about or dislike dogs. 52% of people with reactive dogs ‘loved’, ‘liked’ or could ‘live with’ this option. 
 
There was strong dislike of this option (greater than 65%) by people with a positive relationship with dogs. 
 
17 comments voiced support for the on-leash area in general, 12 spoke about creating safe community / family 
spaces and 10 voiced feelings that it would be a good compromise for all. Some people felt that that this area of the 
beach was too small to split (15), that the rules should be the same for the full section of the beach (10), the option 
unfairly would impact dog owners (16), create dog/people congestion (12) and that it would be confusing (11).  
 

North Haven Beach – Current Rules, North on-leash area 

Responses grouped by question: What is your Relationship with dogs? 

Relationship 
with dogs  

All responses  
(668)   

Positive –
love/like dogs 
(619)  

Indifferent to/ 
Dislike dogs 
(36) 

 

I have a 
Reactive dog 
(54)  

I am scared of 
dogs (30) 

 

 



5.3 North Haven General Comments 
A group of respondents thought that this beach and/or all beach areas should be on-leash at all times (27) and 
another group of respondents that thought this section of the beach could be appropriate for off-leash all times rules 
or an off-leash all times area (24).  
 
21 people spoke about effective control not currently being followed by dog owners and/or not being enforced by 
Council. 22 people mentioned that this area of the beach was quiet and 13 people said majority of the people using 
the beach were doing so with dogs.  
 
Top comment Option 1 – Daylight Savings Rules: 

• Nothing wrong with the current rules – 44 

• Support for daylight savings rules – 37 

• Fair option for all – 15 

• Leave rules as they are - 13 
 
Top comment Option 2 – North On-leash Area: 

• Support for on-leash area – 17 

• Impacts on dog owners - 16 

• Small area of beach to split – 15 

• Dog / people congestion – 12 

• Confusion around split rules – 11 

• Support safe space for children and families – 12 
 
General comments for North Haven Beach: 

• Support for on-leash all times – 27 

• Support for off-leash all times or off-leash all times area – 24 

• Comments about North Haven being a quiet beach – 22 

• Effective control not being followed or enforced – 21 
 



6 Engagement Results –Options, Semaphore South to Breakwater  
Participants were asked how they feel about options for Semaphore South to the Osborne Breakwater including 

• The current Daylight Savings Rules 

• On-leash around jetties 

• On-leash around jetties, off-leash north of Taperoo 

6.1 Option 1 – Current Rules Daylight Savings Rules 
More than 75% of people who have a positive relationship with dogs or have a reactive dog ‘loved’, ‘liked’ or could 
‘live with’ the current rules. Other groups recorded above 50% for ‘loved’, ‘liked’ or could ‘live with’. 
 
Commentary around staying with the current rules spoke about there being no issues with the current rules (64), DLS 
rules being fair for all users (26), requests to ‘leave rules as they are’ (17) and general support for DLS rules (42) 
(some cross over between responses).  20 people mentioned support for reducing DLS hours to increase off-leash 
hours on the beach especially in the evening. 
 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Current Rules – Daylight Savings Rules 

Responses grouped by question: What is your Relationship with dogs? 

Relationship 
with dogs  

All responses  
(840)  

 

Positive –
love/like dogs 
(788)  

Indifferent to/ 
Dislike dogs 
(43)  

I have a 
Reactive dog 
(73)  

I am scared of 
dogs (34) 

 

 



6.2 Option 2 – On-leash Around Jetties 
More than 75% of people who have are scared of dogs, dislike or are indifferent about dogs ‘loved’, ‘liked’ or could 
‘live with’ this option and 68% of people with reactive dogs. Just over half of people with a positive relationship with 
dogs ‘loved’, ‘liked’ or could ‘live with’ this option. 
 
People that felt Option 2 seemed like a reasonable approach commented in general support for on-leash areas (24), 
and more specifically about supporting the provision of a safe space for everyone all year round (18). 22 people 
mentioned only having the on-leash area during daylight savings.  
 
Commentary around the size of the on-leash jetty areas was as following: 

• 200m total per jetty – 20 

• 500m total per jetty – 9 

• 150m total per jetty – 7 

• At least 1km per jetty – 6 

• 300m per jetty – 6 

• 100m per jetty – 4 

• On leash between Semaphore and Largs Bay jetties - 4 
 

Semaphore South to Breakwater– On-leash around jetties 

Responses grouped by question: What is your Relationship with dogs? 

Relationship 
with dogs  

All responses  
(832)  

 

Positive –
love/like dogs 
(781)  

Indifferent to/ 
Dislike dogs 
(42)  

I have a 
Reactive dog 
(73)  

I am scared of 
dogs (36) 

 

 



6.3 Option 3 – On-leash Around Jetties, Off-leash North of Taperoo 
Reactive dog owners and people scared of dogs were the only groups to have more than 50% indicate they 
 ‘loved’, ‘liked’ or could ‘live with’ this option. 
 
The off-leash area in Option 3 provided the most contrast between respondents with 39 people being very 
supportive of accessing an off-leash area anytime of day all year around and others believing that no area should be 
off-leash all of the time and that this space may cause people to be less aware of their animals and congregate in one 
space (24), not supporting the location of the off-leash area (14) and/or not wanting to have to travel to the off-leash 
area (14). 39 people commented that option 3 provided the fairest option for all users.   
 
People who were not supporting of option 2 and 3 spoke about the confusion that these rules may cause in the 
community (27), issues enforcing the rules (20) and the effects on dog owners (28) and local businesses (10). 
 

Semaphore South to Breakwater – On-leash around jetties, off-leash north of Taperoo 

Responses grouped by question: What is your Relationship with dogs? 

Relationship 
with dogs  

All responses 
(832)  

 

Positive –
love/like dogs 
(780)  

Indifferent to/ 
Dislike dogs 
(43)  

I have a 
Reactive dog 
(71)  

I am scared of 
dogs (34) 

 

 



6.4 Semaphore South to Breakwater General Comments 
There were 28 comments about effective control not currently being followed by dog owners or enforced by council 
and 28 comments about further education around effective control being needed and 25 comments about better 
enforcement of the rules. 21 people thought that it should be dog owners responsibility to decide when and whether 
their dog should be off-leash.  
 
Top comments Option 1 – Daylight Savings Rules:  

• No problem with current rules – 64 

• Support daylight savings rules – 42 

• Fair for all users – 26 

• Support for reduced DLS hours  - 20 

• Leave as is - 17 
 
Top comments Option 2 – On-leash Around Jetties: 

• Support on-leash areas – 24 

• On-leash areas in line with daylight savings – 22 

• Support safe community space – 18 

• Jetty distance uncertainty - 16 
 
Top comments Option 3 – On-leash Around Jetties, Off-leash North of Taperoo:  

• Best options for all users – 40 

• Support off-leash all times area – 39 

• Don’t support off-leash at all times area – 24 

• Travel to Taperoo off-leash space – 14 

• Don’t support location of off-leash area - 14 
 
Top comments relating to Options 2 and 3: 

• Effects on dog owners – 28 

• Confusing – 27 

• Issues enforcing – 20 

• Effects on businesses and tourism – 10 
 
General comments for Semaphore South to Breakwater Beaches:  

• Effective control education - 28 

• Effective control not followed and/or enforced – 28 

• Enforcement of current or new rules – 25 

• Semaphore South to Breakwater on-leash at all times – 24 

• Signage and education – 23 

• Owners responsibility / decision - 21 
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 About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have taken my dog and 2 year old to a few beaches before but we 
love going to Semaphore on a regular basis (1-2 times a week). 
Sometimes i enjoy running with my dog on my own early and then 
after 10am i feel i can enjoy the beach with my family without the 
dogs running around everywhere. However that time in the 
morning is so peaceful and everyone seems happy and responsible. 
I'm not a fan of dog parks - I get worried about dog fights within 
those smaller spaces, but i have only ever had positive experiences 
at Semaphore with dogs off leashes and the adequate space to run 
to run with my dog. We would be absolutely devastated if these 
rules were to change, as I'm sure many others would be too! 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore I don't usually take my dog on the grass area, only the beach. 
However, i can see why the change would be better suits as it can 
get busy on the grassed foreshore. Not everyone likes dogs or 
some may be wary, so i do think in busier parts dogs are better 
suited on a leash. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

Current Rules 

North On-leash 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I prefer option 1 as usually my dog walks are between 7am-9am. 
Between those times, i can't say i have ever seen people picnic etc. 
Maybe 1 or 2 people sitting on the beach but never bothered. 
Especially if people can control their dogs not to go upto people. 
Unless it's been a very hot day and people are heading to the 
beach early. Could the weather be a consideration? 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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 About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; Other: I take my grandchildren to 
the beach to play in the sand and for swimming.() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My grand children have been charged by dogs quite often, terrify 
them, by dogs off leash. Some dog owners don't seem to have 
consideration for others. I would love to have dogs on their lead at 
all times, but I am aware that is not possible so the current Daylight 
Savings rules are fine. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore I feel that the areas near the jetties and kiosks that are heavily used 
by families both young and old should be protected by having the 
dogs under control by lead at all times. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

Current Rules 

North On-leash 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I have lived in the area for 30 years and paid my rates. We do use 
the beach near us often over the time have noticed the dogs of the 
lead more often. My rates have been used to provide dog parks in 
the area which I'm happy about so I don't think the beach area 
should be taken away from the freedom use of my family. I'm not 
sure when the rights of the dogs overrides the rights of the rates 
payer and their families. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 

ATTACHMENT 7
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore The grassed areas adjoin the pathway and are the access to the 
beach. There are too many people, dogs, bikes, skateboards, e 
bikes etc using the area to have dogs loose. Dogs should be on lead 
at all times. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven It traditionally is an area few people frequent and space allows 
dogs to move freely. Maybe restrict to peak usage times or rely on 
people to be reasonable and make that decision themselves!! 
Signage to encourage this?? 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Would consider including 100 metres north of the Breakwater 
(near noonies) as this is a busy area - kids, ice creams, e-scooters 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight Savings rules - Believe afternoon time is way to late. 6pm 
would be better. Dog off-lash areas - yes, but specific areas. Dog 
on-leash areas - yes, but specific areas. Dog exclusion areas - yes 
specific areas. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven I still though feel that 8pm is way to late and that maybe a 6pm 
start for off lead provisions is more logical and sensible especially 
when young children to have time with their dog/dogs off leash for 
possibly spending time in the water is to occur. Have only just 
visited this beach for first time today. Don't get the sense that this 
is a popular beach, good area for allowing off leash at all times. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater On popular beaches I agree with the current Daylight Savings rules, 
although feel that maybe 6pm might be a better time for off leash 
as families with young children and dog would have time to be on 
beach for playing/swimming with 8pm way to late for families 
whether you have children or not and for very elderly people also. 
Option 2 - 150m too short 500m if feasible. Option 3 - this is a good 
option, though if necessary it could start further up say at where 
the carpark/play area at Osborne. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I tore a cartilage after getting a dog and am unable to run. The only 
way I can exercise him is to let him run off lead. I would like an 
extra hour of off leash on D.S.T mornings. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Option 3 gives something to all parties. Jetty to breakwater and 
return is a reasonable walk for dogs and 150 mtr each side is 
enough for picnics on sand. I do notice most people on beach are 
with dogs in off-leash times. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… (Written submission will be included in engagement report) 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore Both options mean off-leash at all times on the grassed foreshore 
in front of our home. It is not possible to stop an off-leash dog on 
the grassed foreshore area from straying onto the coastal path. The 
off-leash dog does not understand the difference between being on 
the grass or the path. Allowing off-leash on foreshore grassed area 
at all times, in practical terms, means off-leash at all times on the 
coastal path. The grassed foreshore area from Semaphore South 
through to Semaphore jetty is used extensively on warm days for 
family picnics, ball games, riding bikes or scooters, using the 
showers to wash off sand, and by people jogging or walking on the 
path. If there is a high tide and fresh sea breeze the grassed areas 
can become extremely busy. The implication in the survey options 
is that if these people don't want to be approached by dogs they 
should cram into a small area around the Semaphore Jetty. (extra 
text included in written submission included in engagement report) 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

Have no specific views. Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The small area around the jetties outside of daylight saving is 
insignificant and unlikely to be complied with or policed. How 
many owners walking their dogs along the beach during the quiet 
winter months are going to remember to put the lead on the dog 
when they pass an imaginary line? The dog off-leash beach north 
of Strathfield Terrace does not affect us directly, but we would be 
greatly concerned if we lived at North Largs or Taperoo. No 
consideration has been given to whether the daylight savings rules 
are compatible with contemporary beach use. Easter Sunday can 
occur as late as April 25th and the South Australian school holiday 
dates are 13th to 28th April in 2024 and 12th to 27th April in 2025. 
Victoria has school holidays during September with significant 
numbers of interstate visitors to our beaches and foreshore. 
Parents with young children regularly visit the beach before 10am 
to minimise sun and heat exposure. (extra text included in written 
submission) 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) NA 

Exclusion (all times) NA 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

North Haven 

Leave as is Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash NA 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) NA 

Exclusion (all times) NA 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash NA 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As old saying if it ain't broke, don't try to fix it leave alone 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) NA 

Exclusion (all times) NA 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash NA 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) NA 

Exclusion (all times) NA 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash NA 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… To keep all areas as is 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) NA 

Exclusion (all times) NA 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash NA 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Current daylight savings rules work well 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Agree, dogs should be on leash in grassed areas. Current Rules NA 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash NA 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… All dogs that are aggressive should be on a leash at all times. If 
walking dog on beach early and dog is trained to stay with you 
should be okay off lead. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
My dog stays with me when off leash other than to say hello to 
another dog off lead. My dog is a small dog. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 
What if you work and can only take dog for a walk or swim out of 
those hours. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

This should make areas safe for people and their dogs. 
Current Rules NA 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog on leash areas at all times near jetties removed the use of 
watering points for dogs - ie dangerous. Hard and confusing to 
deliniate and police. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Option 1 - means that families can bring the family dog down to tea 
on the grass. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 1 - very few people on beach generally in winter - I am 
sometimes the only person from Semaphore South to Semaphore 
Jetty - and my dog. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… 10am till 8pm dog on lead is to restricted. Off lead area all year 
round would be fantastic for all. Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) NA 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 3 - This is ideal for everyone, it gives everyone more time to 
walk there dogs 

Current Rules NA 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Agree dog's to be off leash's but owner's still need to be in control 
ie. have a lead with them. Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) NA 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

North of Taperoo, to North Haven still leave lots of beach for 
people who dislike dogs. 

Current Rules NA 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Oakden 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… When a dog is under voice control, they should have freedom. It is 
important to continue to allow dogs to have time off lead. 
Exclusion areas is not being inclusive to allow everyone to enjoy 
the space. This is not fair/right. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
Its important to give dog owners an opportunity to enjoy the area 
too. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater If on-leash rules are implemented I will not continue to come to 
the area. This will hurt local business as when we come, we 
contribute to the community by spending money. You will be 
encouraging people who own dogs to break your new proposed 
laws. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the Daylight Savings Rules just think 11am -7pm on-leash 
would be better, its almost dark sometimes at 8pm. Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash NA 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 1 - 11am-7pm 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… If beach is empty dog off leash should be ok. On the occasional 
really hot day/night responsible people leash dogs when beach 
really busy. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Need owners discretion as to amount of visitors / picnicers - as to 
whether a good idea to have dog off leash. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
We let our dog off leash if no one is on beach. When cold this is 
often the case. We put her on leash at all times if beach is really 
busy - ie hot nights. 500m to wide. maybe 100m. On hot day 
people everywhere along beach so this doesn't help. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 2 - between 150-500 metres too far - would prohibit dogs 
on Semaphore/ largs beach (between jetties). Option 1 - mostly 
dog walkers go to beach outside of daylight savings months. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog off-leash areas (all times) I think this is not a fair arrangement. 
There are times and areas when dogs would be annoying. I don't 
want dogs running free while I am enjoying an outdoor meal. I 
have not rated "dog exclusion areas all times" because there is not 
enough detail about the areas. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) NA 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven I do not take my dog to the North Haven Beach, however, I have 
visited area as a swimmer. I have chosen option 2 because there is 
a SLC in the area and there are often young people training who 
deserve a dog free area. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I think option 3 is very fair. As for the jetty areas, the ones indicated 
in red on your map look good. May I suggest some signage to 
indicate where the dogs on leash begin and end. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I've had a medium dog run up to me and jump up. I've tried to say 
to owners to stop only to be abused. A dog was bitten by a seal at 
Semaphore beach near the rocks. 

Daylight Savings Rules NA 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) NA 

Grassed Foreshore 
I am to scared to be near a dog off the leash if its med to large dog. 
Don't know if it will bite. 

Current Rules NA 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

Dogs should be on leash at all times. Current Rules NA 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Dogs should be on leash. 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: NA Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Within 100 metres of Semaphore and Largs Bay jetties, dogs should 
be on leads at all times. If not many people on the rest of the 
beach, dogs should be allowed off leash under owner control. In 
summer, low tide is in the middle of the day. Usually. Plenty of 
beach for everybody. 

Daylight Savings Rules NA 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore The walkway between Semaphore and Semaphore South should 
have the same signage and rules as Victor Harbor. A white line 
down the middle dogs on leads. Walk on the left hand side. Cyclists 
to ring bell and not exceed 10kph. If stopped and talking, move off 
path. WE NEED SIGNS AND RULES. 

Current Rules NA 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater Dogs should be allowed off the leash when being walked with no 
people in close proximity. When a council inspector drives up and 
tells me to put my dog on a leash, when there is no-one within 
hundreds of metres is very frustrating. Common sense should 
prevail. Option 3 on-leash around jetties everywhere else, with 
dogs under owners control. Other big dogs chase my dogs. I need 
to be able to let my dogs off the lead when there aren't 100 other 
dogs on the beach. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to 
certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I love dogs, always have/always expect to own 1, but I also like to 
be free to enjoy beaches + foreshore areas (+ other public 
reserves) while feeling safe (whether along, with others of any age 
+/or with my dog. I understand dogs like to (+ need to) run + love 
giving my dog that pleasure off lead when appropriate. ie if no-one 
else has dogs on the reserve, I'll give my girl a free walk/run, 
making sure she is still close by + can be put back on leash if others 
arrive. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Other than Nth Haven Beach Option 2 - all other area's shown on 
maps as on leash area too small. Off leash area's are significantly 
larger. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven The Term "under effective control" needs to be more specific (ie as 
to how the owner needs to be in control; including specific 
distance of dog from owner. The best trained dog cannot be 
effectively controlled if they can't properly hear/see the commands 
they rely on. Also, no dog (just like no human) can ALWAYS be 
relied on to obey rules/follow directions/obey owner etc in 
ANY/ALL situations/circumstances. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Further to this particular survey I would also like to see measures 
for ALL public reserves, not just beachfronts. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the idea of daylight savings rules - but that means I can only 
access the beach in the hottest part of the day - so in summer it's a 
bit impractical - and the reality is that whether daylight saving rules 
are applied or on leash areas, when people think that no-one is 
around to encourage them to adhere to the rules - they 
don't/won't. As soon as they think no-one is watching, they will let 
their dogs off the leash. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore I think this is a start on recognising that not everyone is 
comfortable with dogs being off leash all the time - at least it's a 
recognition that there might be an issue for some people. I'm 
unconvinced that people with dogs will do as asked, but it's a start. 

Current Rules NA 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
I don't use North Haven Beach - but I think there needs to be 
options for both groups of people to use the beach. 

Current Rules NA 

North On-leash NA 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I think giving this area for people who don't want to be bothered 
by dogs is a great idea, especially where small children are more 
likely to be present. I would like to see this area from maybe 
Chester or Roslyn Street on the North side, to Alexander Street on 
the south side - that's a comfortable size area and allows for 
families to access the lawns and and beach without being hasseled. 

Current Rules NA 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… People on roller skates bikes and E scooters are more of a problem 
than dogs. Had injured leg for 3 months due to roller skater. If you 
ask bike riders to slow down have been thretened to have head 
punched in. 

Daylight Savings Rules NA 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) NA 

Exclusion (all times) NA 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I walk my 2 grey hounds on Largs Beach every morning. Almost all 
of the people I see have dogs. (I know most). Although my dogs 
must be leashed at all times by law, most dogs and owners are very 
responsible. The current rules are working well, no need for 
change. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) NA 

Exclusion (all times) NA 

Grassed Foreshore 
Option 1 - All the people that I meet daily on the beach want the 
rules to remain as they are. 

Current Rules NA 

On-leash around jetties NA 

North Haven I went to a foreshore meeting organised by council recently. About 
15 people attended, 2 wanted dogs to be leashed at all times as 
one of them was approached by a dog which licked her. Another 
did not like dog poo in an area of the park (people are letting dogs 
do their business out the back gate). All others want the current 
rules to stay. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash NA 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Option 1 works well, most beach goers other than dog owners go 
to the beach after 10.00am in summertime. Most dog owners walk 
dogs before 9.00am. If any change is to be made, suggest the times 
on leash could be 9.00am to 9.00pm? 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The on-leash between 10-8pm is being ignored by majority of dog 
owners and there's been minimal monitoring by Council. The 
growing population on beaches calls for greater safety measures to 
protect vulnerable people and dogs from aggressive x over-friendly 
dogs (a neighbour was pushed over by a large dog a week ago- 
resulting in a broken knee!! 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore On leash in designated areas again encourages dog owners to take 
responsibility for their animals. Families picnicing won't be at risk 
of being harassed by strays. The elderly (frail people) would feel 
safer at not at risk of being bitten or knocked over, 

Current Rules NA 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven My prior reasons for on-leash at all times is supported by examples 
of incidents wherein smaller dogs have been attacked and even 
killed by more aggressive dogs whose owners are ineffective in 
controlling them. Our own dog was reactive to others so we were 
unable to walk him (on leash) on the beach whilst he was alive 
because of dogs that were unleashed. 

Current Rules NA 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater My overall observations and concerns have changed over 30 years' 
residing in both Semaphore and Largs Bay - primarily because of 
the greater number of beach-goers, some who are not taking rules 
seriously that affect our community and undermine the safety of 
the greater population. 

Current Rules NA 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would be happy to have daylight savings rules all year around at 
North Haven. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) NA 

Exclusion (all times) NA 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash NA 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) NA 

On-leash (all times) NA 

Exclusion (all times) NA 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules NA 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash NA 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties NA 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

NA 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Windsor Gardens 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family; To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Our young family have lived at Semaphore South for many years 
and a visit to the beach is a daily routine. Summer time when there 
are many people at the beach, yes dogs should be on a leash, its 
best to exercise your dogs early in day or late anyway during the 
warmer months. Sometimes feel 8pm is far too late to go for walk 
safely on my own with the dog to enjoy a run. Winter time the 
beaches are empty often we are the only ones there and our dog 
loves chasing the ball and running along the beach meeting other 
friendly dogs.  
We are so thankful our kids can grow up with memories of 
enjoying the beach with their pet dog. It's been our way of life and 
for all the local community, please do not change our way of life 
when there is no need for change, it would be far more beneficial 
to provide more education for owners to effectively control their 
own dogs on public beaches. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore All grassed foreshore areas are in close proximity to carparking, 
walking paths where dogs should be under control and on a leash 
at all times. Once we are off the beach, we always put our dog back 
on the leash to avoid him potentially running through the path or 
over to the carpark and an incident occuring. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Having grown up on the peninsula and lived in semaphore south 
for many years there is no problem with the current daylight saving 
rules and we go to the beach every morning and night with our 
dog. Sometimes I feel 8pm is too late to safely go for a walk along 
the beach with the dog and often we are the only ones there on 
weeknights so not a bother to anyone if our dog would like a run 
on the beach enjoying time with the kids, chasing his ball. Also 
when it's a cooler summer night, often no one is on the beach 
again not impacting anyone by taking our dog for a run leash free 
on our local beach. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I feel there is a place each of the first three zones, with careful 
consideration this would provide an area for everyone to enjoy. Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I am not that fussed by the two options here, as the areas near the 
jetties are busy and close to the road I always use a lead anyway. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven Adding a very small on leash year round area seems complex and 
at odds with the announcement last year to create an off leash 
zone at this beach. It's hard to understand the need and rationale 
behind this suggestion, especially if the jetty areas end up 
becoming on leash year round (which is where families can go if 
they want this option). 
I also would normally not rate daylight savings rules as 'love it' but 
in the context of the Taperoo beach hopefully becoming off leash 
year round, this would mean there would be a nearby option for 
those who wish to go to a beach off leash. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I am fully supportive of creating an off leash year round zone. I am 
not fussed by the jetty part.  
Creating this zone from Strathfield Tce means that you could park 
at the large carpark and head north or south depending on your 
leash preference. The size of the off leash zone is good and the 
location, as the quietest part of the beach, makes complete sense 
(given that this area is often full of seaweed & very wide). Many 
people in this area also already use it as an off leash area year 
round.  
It's unfortunate that the question around jetties and off leash have 
been added together - ie you cannot vote for off leash and no 
change to jetties. It would have made more sense to ask 1) what do 
you think about the jetty area, and 2) the off leash proposal. This 
means many people who are supportive of off leash areas, but 
don't want the jetty rule (particularly if living in the south area), are 
voting for option 1, and it will be unknown how many people 
actually support the off leash idea. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We live in Salisbury east and our closest dog beach is 50 mins away. 
Our dogs love north Largs beach. We always go straight to the 
water for swims even though there is barely anyone there possibly 
the seaweed. The pooches love seaweed that accumulates there 
and they love to fetch their ball from the water which is a great 
workout and enriching quality of life for them. Ball is life to them so 
they don't bother a soul. We train our pooches to be civilised 
pooches and we take the responsibility of letting them off leash 
incredibly seriously like every owner should.  
I really, really hope you go with option 3 because we need a beach 
north of Adelaide all year round. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Please this option please this exactly where we go anyway with the 
dogs outside daylight saving times I just have to make sure it warm 
a enough for me to get into the water so they can swim 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Queenstown 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; Other: Volunteer Coastguard() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs on the beach was one of the reasons we purchased our 
house. 
I am quite happy with the on leash regulations at the moment. 
During the winter it is  generally only dog walkers on the beach. 
Also it was very sneaky of the council to try and sneak the change 
under everyone’s radar also our council leader seems to have made 
up her mind that we will not have dogs on the beach or was that 
just a slip of the tongue. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven To be honest you could make dogs off beach from 0900 and I could 
live with either I feel that we are making mountains out of mole 
hills 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Keep it simple. 
Slight changes to make it fair for families to to enjoy the beach 
during the summer. 
Again during winter I have never seen a Family having a picnic. ( 
walk dog nearly every day) 
You could also have the rules when the schools are in holiday , 
I still feel that the beach is there for everyone including dogs and 
should be shared equally. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; With my young family; To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Responsible dog ownership enables excellent wellbeing for all of 
our community on our beach & grass reserves Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Queenstown 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like to walk my dog off lead. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Not sure why I can't comment on Option 1 
your Survey isn't opening on option 1. 
I VOTE for OPTION 1! 
Leave the rules as is. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I prefer to walk my dog as much as possible off lead. I find it gives 
myself & my dog more freedom to exercise easier. 
It is important for dogs to socialise without restraint. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore My vote is Option 1. To keep it the same. 
The only thing I would like changed would be daylight saving times 
to be 10am to 7pm. At 8pm I would not be walking my dog on the 
beach in the dark. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I'm opposed to changing the dogs on beaches laws from 
Semaphore to Northhaven, I feel that all our metropolitan beaches 
should have the same rules. I understand some people are afraid of 
dogs but I don't think that justifies changes to our beaches if it was 
a significant public concern all beaches would be changing the 
rules. In the Summer after 10 am dogs are on leashes until 8 pm, I 
think this is very reasonable.  In the cold winter, most of the 
beachgoers are people who specifically go there because their dogs 
are allowed to exercise off-leash. Your proposal is unclear regarding 
on leash distance between  Semaphore and Largs Bay, there are 
only 1.7 kilometres between both Jetties, so anything over 150 
meters is going to impact the use for residents who live between 
the jetties that walk to the beach to exercise their dogs off-leash. If 
you create a permanent off-leash beach area that could create a 
concentration of dogs in an area that could be more dangerous. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
The current rule has always existed and if it's fine with all other 
beaches then there is no justification to change them. If you create 
a permanent off-leash beach area that could create a concentration 
of dogs in an area that could be more dangerous. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; With my adult friends and family; 
To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think the current rules are fair relating to day light savings.  
If there is a consensus that Dogs should be on leads near the jetty, 
This could be attached to the day light savings rule to create 
consistency.  For many months of the year it is only people with 
dogs on the foreshore and beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I would like to see the on- leash close to the jetties rule be attached 
to the day-light savings rule during the busy summer period when 
many people are picnicking. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

As indicated before, attaching on-leash around jetties to day-light 
savings rule may be easier to enforce. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; With my 
young family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am an older resident with a 30kg very sociable and friendly dog 
who is  very difficult for me to get into and out of a car. This 
restricts our beach visits to Semaphore as walking further to say 
north of Largs is too far. I am happy with the current daylight saving 
rules as we can be off the beach by 10am. My dog has been trained 
to come back immediately when called from a young age. If she 
didn't she was put on the leash and learned quite soon that this 
was a form of discipline. For quite a number of years now she has 
never had to be leashed on the beach. Outside daylight saving 
time, particularly in winter we are often the only 2 beings on any 
area of the beach. Why should she have to go an a leash on those 
days? 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore This would be costly to police and realistically the major grassed 
areas are around the jetties anyway. I prefer the current rules with 
an emphasis on "under effective control" . I would agree that dogs 
should be on a leash when there are events on any of the grassed 
foreshore areas such as cultural celebrations, Anzac dawn service. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater I have never noticed more beach goers around or under the jetties 
than other parts of the beach before 10am on the daylight saving 
period . After 10 am on very hot days there would be but then dogs 
would be on leash then anyway, so don't see the point in the on 
leash around jetties areas. Most days outside daylight saving there 
are very few people on the beach and quite a few  days in winter 
myself and my dog have been the only beachgoers so what would 
be the point of putting her on a leash when no one is around? 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Day light saving (on-leash 10am-8pm) - Dogs need some off leash 
time.  
The current DS rules regarding dogs being allowed off lead at 
certain times works well. Most dogs are walked in the early mane 
or late evening when it is cooler in summer. I do feel additional 
education and signage would help people be aware of what they 
need to do. Occasional Inspectors would help to enforce the rules 
and remind people on what is appropriate. 
If someone is walking their dog on lead, people need to put there 
dog on lead when walking past. Then they can remove their lead 
once past. Dogs are more reactive if they are on lead and 
approached by an off lead dog.  
For a dog to be off lead, the owner needs to have effective control 
and have the dog within 10-20 m of them, and be able to call their 
dog to them. I have had owners be running down the beach and 
their dog be 500m away. 
Don't let your dog run out onto the beach when the owner is still 
walking down the path. 
Thank you 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Most dogs are not under effective control and owners do not have 
a solid recall. I think dogs should be allowed to be on the beach off 
lead at certain times (more space less people) but think dogs 
should be leashed on the grassed areas. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

I think the current DS rules work well. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I like the current DS rules and think having dogs leashed around 
jetties is a good idea. I don't like option 3 as it means all the off 
leash dogs will be in a smaller area and it is unfair for people who 
live south of Taperoo. They will have to drive to an area to take 
their dogs off leash. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Northfield 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Off leash areas need to be properly sign posted and enforced if 
they are to be implemented.  Off leash dogs need to be under 
complete control of the owner and not wandering away - too many 
off leash dogs come over to our on leash dog and scare both the 
dog and my children.   
Off leash zones need to be away from areas with high numbers of 
people. 
Off leash dogs that cause issues need to be expelled from the area 
and given a "do not return" notice. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore The area around Semaphore jetty, cafe and playground need to be 
designated on-leash areas at all times.  This includes the toilet, 
carnival and skate ramp.   
Area from : Dunn street to Blackler street to be designated on-
leash at all times. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater On-leash areas should be the same all year round and the area 
should be extended and clearly marked on the beach to ensure all 
families can enjoy their time at the beach.   
The beach area between Semaphore Jetty and Largs Jetty and 
extending 200 metres beyond should be designated on leash at all 
times, no exceptions. 
Off-leash dogs need to be under complete control of the owners!! 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Male Suburb: Northfield 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I strongly support on leash dogs being allowed in one public areas 
such as parks, beaches, etc (but only when on leash!) Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Dogs should only be allowed on leash and never off leash Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Dogs should only be allowed on leash and never off leash Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Dogs should only be allowed on leash and never off leash 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog ownership is becoming so much more prevalent. Part of 
responsible dog ownership is providing them enrichment and 
exercise opportunities. Well caredfor dogs in turn leads to less 
disruptive behaviour in neighbourhoods. 
With the cost of living crisis & boom in the housing market, dog 
owners can’t necessarily afford the backyard space we once would 
have provided to our pets. We rely heavily on off leash walking 
opportunities to let our dogs play with each other and engage in 
their environment. 
Particularly in spring (grass seed season), the beach provides a 
great place to do this. Forcing all dogs to be on leash for prime 
parts of the day removes rights of responsible dog owners. 
Rather than a forcing all dogs to adhere to strict leash rules, council 
should instead patrol dog parks during busy times & be tougher on 
irresponsible owners that can’t control their dogs and are unfit to 
own them. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog ownership is becoming so much more prevalent. Part of 
responsible dog ownership is providing them enrichment and 
exercise opportunities. Well caredfor dogs in turn leads to less 
disruptive behaviour in neighbourhoods. 
With the cost of living crisis and boom in the housing market, dog 
owners can’t necessarily afford the backyard space we once would 
have provided to our pets. We rely heavily on off leash walking 
opportunities to let our dogs play with each other and engage in 
their environment. 
Particularly in grass seed season, the beach provides a great place 
to do this. Forcing all dogs to be on leash for prime parts of the day 
removes rights of responsible dog owners. It also forces young 
women like myself to walk at often the darkest times of the day. 
Rather than a forcing all dogs to adhere to strict leash rules, council 
should instead be tougher on those irresponsible owners. I 
reported multiple dog attacks as a constituent when living in 
Oakden and council enforced nothing. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Grass seed season provides dog owners with months of potential 
injury any time they walk their dog on grassed areas.  
The beach is the perfect place to avoid this risk which comes with 
costly vet bills, injuries, and can even be fatal. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven As previously mentioned, grass seed season means many dog 
owners rely on sand rather than grass to walk their dogs. 
Why should only humans be allowed to enjoy the beach when 
often people (especially children) are far more disruptive and leave 
rubbish when dogs typically just enjoy a walk and focus on their 
own walk. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Why do you make the offleash ares the most difficult to get to? 
Please refer to previous answers about grass seeds and the reality 
of walking dogs off leash - a vast majority of dogs are happy 
enjoying their walk not disrupting others. I have been far more 
inconvenienced at the beach by young children than I ever have 
been by dogs off leash. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Semaphore South To Breakwater - just keep rules as they are. the 
majority of people walk their dogs on the beach early to avoid 
crowds and the heat of the day during summer. I walk every 
morning between 7-8 am and sometimes am the only person on 
the beach from Semaphore to Largs!! Why change what is not 
broken? Council seem intent on ignoring the majority as can be 
witnessed by the actions and attitude of their staff at the recent 
'pop-ups' at the beaches. They have been very offhand and 
dismissive of locals thoughts and suggestions, seemingly already 
having their minds made up to get the outcome they have wanted 
all along. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater Why is council determined to change something that already works 
for the majority of people? Most people exercise their dogs off-
leash before 10am anyway especially in Summer due to the heat. 
The only people on the beach before this time are dog walkers with 
a few people jogging or walkers doing their daily routines. Council 
have obviously not listened to local sentiment at their 'pop-ups' 
being off-handed and very dismissive, with the outcome seemingly 
already decided but needing to keep up the charade of public 
engagement. This has been a total waste of tax-payers money 
trying to fix something that is not broken whilst pampering to a 
minority. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As long as dogs are under control I do not object to their presence 
at all times and in all places. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

Don't approve of segregation on our beaches. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Northfield 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I always keep my dog on leash (unless in single use park - she's 
friendly, but we've been attacked).  I've been walking on the PAE 
beaches for over 20 years, with a few dogs!  We've been rushed 
many times by dogs off lead and an idiot owner screaming "he's 
friendly".  Well, some dogs aren't friendly, and if they're on lead, 
they're allowed to go out too!!  They need exercise and 
enrichment, why shouldn't they enjoy the parks and beaches if 
they're doing so without interrupting anyone else?  Also, some 
people are scared of dogs.  I watched an idiot at the dog park let 
his dog off lead outside the park and it terrorised a poor lady, just 
walking past.  The dog was friendly, but the lady was scared.  That's 
not ok. 
People are just too irresponsible to let their dogs off lead just 
anywhere.  Give them a spot they can go and harrass each other 
and leave the rest of us alone. 
Also, there are entire dogs who still need outings, and they can do 
so safely if there aren't dogs running around!! 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Under control rarely works.  Everyone claims it, few can actually do 
it. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

It's the under effective control problem.  Few dogs really are... Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Still the under effective control issue, few dogs are if off lead.   I'd 
love to go watch the sunset, after 8pm, but I don't want to risk my 
friendly dog being attacked. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Option 3. Don’t like the idea of dogs off leash all year round 
between Semaphore and Outer Harbour. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Please keep North Haven Beach rules as they are, the change to on 
leash at all times would be detrimental to us and our community. 
The grassed area and reserve behind North Haven Beach should 
not be classified as foreshore in the same way as Semaphore and 
Largs Bay. It is  totally different and much quieter. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven VERY IMPORTANT please keep option 1.  
This is a quiet area and the current rules work. Option 2 would 
severely impact us and our family nearby and could also affect the 
value of our home.  
We use the beach (sometimes) and the northern reserve area 
every day to walk and exercise our dog (and ourselves). Off leash 
paths, grassed area and beach is very important - particularly as all 
the houses along Gulf Point Drive and the beach facing South 
Australia One Drive do not have backyards.  
I am in my late 60s and my husband in his late 70s - and we are not 
always able to walk the dog on the beach because of mobility. As 
we age we won't be able to walk the dog on the beach at all. The 
walking paths/reserve at the north end are therefor very important 
for us to walk/exercise the dog offleash and socialise with others. 
The area is very quiet and is very windy and cold. Necessitating 
dogs on leash in the middle of winter at 7am (when we walk) is 
ridiculous - and you get sandblasted on the beach. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog exclusion areas and on-leash at all times would be 
discriminatory to many people including the elderly and unwell / 
disabled.   
The number of people on the beaches without dogs is minimal so 
there is not a problem with the current rules.  
Local businesses would suffer as people will not be there to make 
buy from them.  
Finding huge fish heads and fish bones from the fishers on the 
jetties is more disgusting than having dogs on the beach. 
There are no services (toilets /cafes) down the Largs - Taperoo end 
of the beach which is huge problem if you want to force people to 
move to there.  You would need to spend a lot of money to make 
that work. 
There are no car parks either, where are you going to put them in? 
Plus with the extra distance from the road to the beach it is unsafe 
as there is a lot of areas dangerous people can hide in not to 
mention the additional risk of snakes in the warmer months. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore If you introduce on leash areas you are creating work for 
yourselves.  I have never seen a problem or heard of a problem 
with off leash dogs in the current option.   
It's working perfectly fine now why change it? 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven Changing the rule here is the most stupid idea ever.  Why?  Nobody 
but dog walkers use this stretch of the beach anyway.  It's usually 
covered with seaweed and stinks. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

How exactly are you planning on notifying people where the on / 
off leash areas are?  Signs in the sand? 
This is just a totally impractical idea to implement and maintain. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current daylight saving on /off leash rules are adequate. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight savings rules are problematic as early morning (before 
10am) is the only feasible time my young children can visit the 
beach in summer to avoid heat & UV risks. It often feels crowded 
with off-leash dogs & inconsiderate owners, leading to negative 
experiences. Off leash rules don't work because most dog owners 
don't have effective control & don't respect other beach users. I 
have to constantly watch for approaching dogs & my kids have 
been bothered & scared by them - sniffed, licked, jumped on, 
knocked over, chased. We've had dogs disrupt our belongings & 
encountered unpleasant situations, such as a dog jumping on me 
when I was heavily pregnant. This has made me hesitant to visit the 
beach without my husband as I worry about protecting my kids. 
Families should be able enjoy the beach without fear of unwanted 
dog interactions. We should have dog-free zones on the beach & at 
the very least require dogs to be on leash at all times during 
daylight savings & within 2km of jetties. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 2 is better than option 1 but it doesn't go far enough to 
address the need to manage off-leash dog interactions and the 
impacts on members of the community who don't want to be 
approached by dogs. Semaphore foreshore gets very busy at 
certain times in the year and dogs should be required to be on 
leash across a much more extensive area of the grassed foreshore. 
This would provide more opportunities for children and families to 
enjoy the area safely and reduce unwanted interactions with dogs 
while playing, picnicking, etc. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven Daylight savings rules are problematic as early morning (before 
10am) is the only feasible time my young children can visit the 
beach in summer to avoid heat & UV risks. The combination of off-
leash dogs & inconsiderate owners has led to negative experiences 
for me, my children & others who don’t want to interact with dogs. 
Families should be able enjoy the beach without fear of unwanted 
dog interactions impacting their safety and enjoyment. Option 2 
would be an improvement on current rules but doesn’t go far 
enough to take into account the needs of families to enjoy the 
beach safely. We should have dog-free zones on the beach & at the 
very least require dogs to be on leash at all times during daylight 
savings & all year-round within 2km of jetties and the Outer 
Harbour breakwater. I don't understand why off-leash dog 
experiences are being prioritised over the safety and wellbeing of 
children, families and other people across the vast majority of 
areas of beach and foreshore in PAE?? 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Option 2 is better than 1 or 3 but none are suitable. Early morning 
(before 10am) is the only feasible time my young children can visit 
the beach in summer to avoid heat & UV risks. Dogs should be 
leashed at all times during daylight savings & within 2km of the 
jetties all year round to manage unwanted interactions between 
people & dogs. I’m disappointed the proposals presented 
throughout this engagement generally prioritise the desire for dog 
owners to give their dogs off-leash exercise over the needs of the 
broader community to enjoy our public places safely & without the 
fear, discomfort & aggravation associated with unwelcome 
interactions with off-leash dogs. The concept of designated leash-

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 



 

free areas would be ok if they were also balanced with dog-free 
areas. It would be more equitable, understandable & enforceable 
for the council to propose dog-free zones, areas where dogs must 
be on leashes & designated off-leash zones. Ecologically sensitive 
areas should also be considered. 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe that one area, north taperoo beach should be dogs off 
leash at all times. There are many beaches where dogs are on 
leash. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 
I believe at least one part of the beach should be dogs off leash at 
all time. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

At least one area of the beach should be dogs off leash all year 
round. There are lots of beach areas where dogs are on leash all or 
most of the time 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; Other: When dog sitting friends dogs I use the beach to exercise the 
dogs.() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… This response like the questions are very generalised and not 
precise.  These survey questions are badly structured as it is 
unclear to which option the questions and answers refer.  Each 
option should have had its own set of questions with a clear vote 
for or against the option.  This survey is too wishy-washy to be 
taken earnestly. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore The on-leash areas need to be clearly defined, voting for an on-
leash area that has no boundaries is like writing an open cheque.  
Areas at entrances to jetties, beside jetties and down to the ocean 
should be a consistent size to enable people to become familiar 
with them.  The size of the on-leash area could be 50 metres to the 
north and 50 metres to the south each jetty (as an example).  
People need to know what they are voting for when answering this 
survey, there are grey areas in the descriptions and proposals. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven Option 2 reduces available areas of beach where dogs must be on a 
leash to a small cramped northern end of North Haven beach, it is 
not very accomodating or compromising to meet the needs of all. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Option 2 again does not provide a definitive boundary and a vote 
for this could be agreeing with untenable options. 
Option 3 provides no area for people wanting a dogs free or dog on 
leash area, this means they would have to use an area further to 
the south. 
I can't see, firstly, that Council have the man-power or the budget 
to manage these, secondly convey the rules to residents so they 
would be clearly understood, and thirdly, how they would inform 
visitors to the area as to which areas are suitable for what. 
I know the Council doesn't want a proliferation of signs on 
roadways and footpaths and I assume they would be resistant to 
having signs everywhere all over the beaches. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; To participate in environmental activities; Other: to walk friends dogs 
that we sometimes look after() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Happy with Daylight saving rules as is = Love Them 
Dog off- leash areas (all times) = Love them for what we currently 
have but not in the area suggested north of Taperoo on the beach. 
Doesn't take in the needs of the new development in the area and 
North Haven residents. 
Dogs on-leash areas (all Times) = Loathe them .....too ambiguous  
Dog exclusion areas (all times) = Loathe them 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 1 - Off-leash all areas = Love it ....very happy with how 
things are now 
Option 2 - on-leash at Designated areas = Loathe it......too 
ambiguous in size of area. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Too hard to police. Keep as is 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I do not really support any of the options offered. Rather, I think a 
common sense approach ought be adopted, such as requiring dog 
owners to use leads when appropriate, such as when young beach-
using families are present, or when large numbers of people are 
present, as is typical on warm days. At any rate, rule regimes are 
pointless if they are not monitored and policed. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

(As previously stated.) Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

(As previously stated.) Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

(As previously stated.) 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog owners need outdoor places to walk and exercise their dogs. 
Benefits for the dogs as they can run freely, and also significant 
enjoyment for owners. There's plenty of beaches for the public to 
enjoy a beach where dogs are excluded, or on a lead. However 
there are limited beaches where dogs can exercise freely at ALL 
TIMES. Let's be fair!! Please create another dog off leash beach 

area for dogs and dog owners        

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am a non-dog owner with young kids who are often frightened by 
dogs. The daylight savings rules create major challenges, during 
summer, we only go to the beach between 8-10am to avoid 
extreme heat/UV. Every beach visit includes negative encounters, 
with unrestrained dogs consistently approaching our kids, resulting 
in knockdowns, licking, a dog jumped up on my heavily pregnant 
wife, our kids have come into contact with faeces. We are 
constantly navigating a challenging environment created by dogs 
and their owners, who act as if they own the beach. I want my 
children to feel safe at the beach. It's perplexing why the safety and 
preferences of families without dogs aren't prioritised over entitled 
dog owners. Why do dog owners enjoy access to all beaches while 
my family can't find a dog-free area to visit? The only option is a 
small, proposed leash zone around the jetties. The council should 
prioritise making most beaches dog-free and allow leashed dogs in 
limited designated areas. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 2 is better than 1. Consideration should be given to dog-
free areas, I would prefer off-leash areas to be well away from the 
main public spaces. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven Need to include dog-free areas. The daylight savings rules create 
major challenges, during summer, we only go to the beach 
between 8-10am to avoid extreme heat/UV. Every beach visit 
includes negative encounters, with unrestrained dogs consistently 
approaching our kids, resulting in knockdowns, licking, a dog 
jumped up on my heavily pregnant wife, our kids have come into 
contact with faeces. We are constantly navigating a challenging 
environment created by dogs and their owners, who act as if they 
own the beach. I want my children to feel safe at the beach. It's 
perplexing why the safety and preferences of families without dogs 
aren't prioritised over entitled dog owners. Why do dog owners 
enjoy access to all beaches while my family can't find a dog-free 
area to visit? The only option is a small, proposed leash zone. The 
council should designate dog-free areas in the populous places and 
allow leashed dogs elsewhere. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Option 3 is the best but all fall short. I don’t mind the concept of 
designated leash-free areas, but they need to be balanced with 
dog-free areas too. All 3 options give dog owners’ access to all 
beaches. It reinforces the impression I feel from many dog owners 
that it’s their beach. There are no options for people to enjoy a 
dog-free beach. A better option would be to make the proposed 
leashed areas around jetties dog-free (& extend them 500m N & S). 
It frustrates and annoys me as a non-dog owner, that my family and 
I are constantly running the gauntlet of dogs and their owners. 
Why is it that dog owners have access to all beaches, at all times, 
yet there is no-where I can take my family that is dog free, and the 
only option is to access a small, proposed zone either side of the 
jetties, where dogs must be on a leash. The council should be 
proposing the reverse, with dog-free zones, zones ok for dogs on 
leashes, and designated zones where it’s permitted to have a dog 
off a leash. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current ruling requiring dogs to be on leash from 10am and 
8pm between October to March is already too long given that 
beach usage drops significantly from late Feb/March to well into 
October. This is not a rule to love, only tolerate.  Any additional 
year-long total restrictions are unnecessary and unreasonable. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the rules the way they are. The people who walk dogs on the 
beaches are considerate of others and genuinely committed to the 
welfare of the beaches and the people who use them. Daylight 
savings rules don't intrude on summer visitors. Wintertime off-
leash areas allow everyone to enjoy the beaches. Please keep 
things the way they are. Thank you 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have lived here for 16 years and being able to walk my dog to the 
beach every day directly from my home is one of the reasons I love 
living here. 
While I know they occur, I have never witnessed a dog attack and 
we are there all the time. Dog walking is a healthy and social 
activity and a great way for dogs to be able to run free and get 
exercise off leash. I imagine that if it was not easy to give well 
behaved dogs a great run in this way, many would not be able to 
unload the energy they have, causing problems of barking and 
frustration in the neighbourhood. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Dog owners will either comply with rules, (including having dogs 
under effective control) or not.  Everyone I know as regulars 
voluntarily put their dogs on a lead at times when it appears others 
are afraid of a dog, or another dog is looking unfriendly. This can 
happen in any zone, and an education program of how to manage 
dog etiquette wherever you are would be of great value. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
We need to be able to easily walk from our home to the beach with 
our dogs being able to run free, while being under effective 
control. This is one of the reasons for living here, not to have to 
jump in the car and drive to Taperoo. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As a non resident of PAE my wife and I visit at least once a week to 
walk our small dog off leash.  We generally go to Semaphore and 
the have breakfast along Semaphore Rd at one of the Cafe's.  This 
means, these days, on average we are putting $50 a time into the 
local community.  We happily observe leash rules on the grassed 
areas and stringently observe the times.  Simply put, it Council 
prohibits off leash at the jetty area we will change our habits, but 
once in the car we'll not stop for breakfast.  I would add as an 
aside, my wife and I have travelled extensively through other 
States.  In States such as Queensland and NSW where dogs have 
been excluded from beaches, very often they are deserted with 
little economic activity in surrounding areas.  The current rules are 
a wonderful compromise. WIIth respect, I suggest you might 
change them at your peril. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

See my previous coomet 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As a Semaphore resident I enjoy the ability to walk my dog to the 
beach and allow her to run freely on the beach. Restricting the off 
leash areas only benefits non dog owners and visitors to the area. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 2, Once again this only benefits people that don’t like dogs 
and non local visitors. It doesn’t consider locals who pay a 
premium to live here and enjoy being able to walk their dogs as 
and when it is convenient. Additionally, I consider myself a 
responsible dog owner and would ensure my dog is on a leash on a 
busy day regardless of the rules. 
I would like to know how these rules will be monitored as currently 
there is little or no monitoring of the beach and foreshore areas. If 
they were to be regularly monitored it may prevent issues that 
occur because of irresponsible dog owners and these reviews 
would be unnecessary. 
In the 11 years I’ve lived in Semaphore and walk dog on a daily 
basis (other more) I have never seen a Council officer patrolling the 
beach or foreshore areas. I have seen them in the Charles Sturt 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven Further restrictions to beach areas only seeks to disadvantage local 
residents.  
Once again, if you don’t monitor or patrol these areas nothing will 
change. How about we try to educate people who visit the area 
about the requirements of being a responsible dog owner. And 
patrol these areas to further ensure compliance and education. 
Let’s not punish all dog owners because of a few bad ones. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I can not possible agree to an option of exclusion of an 
undetermined area, it’s like signing a blank cheque?  
Furthermore, to exclude dogs off leach until Taperoo is intolerable, 
it marginalise dog owners. Currently I can walk my dog to the 
beach and then along the beach, albeit at restricted times of the 
day. If we are forced to go to Taperoo, I would need a vehicle to 
drive my dog to the beach which is counter productive to living in a 
village area like Semaphore, where I don’t need a vehicle, I catch 
the train into the CBD and ride my bicycle everywhere else. 
How about we patrol these areas to ensure the current rules are 
informed instead of punishing everyone for the actions of a few 
recalcitrance. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules provide a balance between the ability to exercise 
our dogs off leash and other beach/foreshore users.  Restricting 
access further will make it difficult for dog owners many of whom 
are residents and moved here for the lifestyle including for our 
dogs.  As residents, our perspectives should hold more weight than 
non-residents or ratepayers who may only visit a few a times a 
year. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore The current rules provide a balance between dog owners and other 
users.  Further restrictions only penalise dog owners who do the 
right thing.  Those irresponsible dog owners will continue to flout 
the rules as they do now. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven The concept of an off leash area at all times is good except that it 
will require residents to drive to get there.  Also, if the area is not 
large enough, it will congregate too many dogs in one area which 
,any increase issues (similar to dog parks). 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current rules provide a balance between dog owners and other 
users.  Further restrictions only penalise dog owners who do the 
right thing.  Those irresponsible dog owners will continue to flout 
the rules as they do now.  The off leash area north of Taperoo will 
require residents to drive to use it.  Feedback from 
resident/ratepayers should be weighted higher than visitors as we 
would use the beach more often and are contributing financially to 
the upkeep. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs off leash before 8am I agree is the best way 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The Daylight savings rule time line long, With large amounts of 
subdivisions and small blocks approved at an alarming rate, these 
blocks have little to no yards. The working class person can only let 
their dog run off the leash after 8pm at night during daylight 
savings  Most work first thing in the morning or getting kids to 
school. The result is that their dog is not able to be off the leash. 
You only need to look at New Port to see there is going to be a 
larger part of PAE with no or little yards. We are over developing 
and not creating enough reserves/recreational areas for people or 
animals or maintaining.  ( example, the grass area next to the North 
Haven school and Hunter Reserve, these areas get over taken & full 
of prickles/burrs in late spring and summer so people have to use 
the parks near the water front. The grass area near north haven 
school needs new grass, has no bins or dog bags. Would make a 
great dog Park, needs trees near railway tracks.) 
Thank you for your time. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Again Daylight saving time frame should be shorter ie 10am-
6.30pm 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Again Daylight saving times should be shorter. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Daylight saving off leash times need to be shorter ie 10am to 
6.30pm 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My preference is for Dogs on leash all times in specified areas and 
on shared paths. Happy for them to be off leash in other areas as 
long as they are under control. This needs to be policed because 
not all owners can control their dogs when off the leash. 
Thanks for the chance to provide input. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Jetties should be included on the on leash option. Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

Dogs should be on leash at all times on any shared path/footpath Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Croydon Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I'm happy with the current rules. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules are fine and dont need changing 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

The current rules are fine Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership:  Relationship with dogs:  

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): I don't currently visit() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think exclusion areas are the answer to help people with phobias 
but also it will just make the rules clearer.  
As it is people act like they didn't realise it was time to put their 
dog on a leash. An exclusion area would be a very small percentage 
of beach where dogs can't go. It would provide a safer environment 
for young kids and people that don't want wet dogs running up to 
them as they relax. 
I think leashes should be compulsory at all times as most people do 
not have effective control of their dogs....but yeah I don't think I 
can ever win that argument. 
When I had my dog I got injured, yelled at and abused for having 
him on a leash and not allowing other dogs to run up and "play" 
(intimidate) with him. To be honest it has put me off dog ownership 
as other people are just idiots!!!! 
It's time people were given clearer boundaries for their dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I actually think we need exclusion zones 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 20-24 Gender:  Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I HAVE ANSWERED THE LAST 2 QUESTIONS WITH DISLIKE AS THE 
QUESTIONS ARENT TELLING  
YOU EXACTLY WHAT YOU MEAN BY ONLEASH AREAS AT ALL TIMES 
WHAT THE AREA IS 
AND WHAT THE EXCLUSION AREAS ARE. 
- I WALK MY DOGS MON - FRIDAY 
- I AM HAPPY WITH THE 10AM-8PM ONLEASH RULE 
- OUT SIDE OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL HOLIDAYS MOST PEOPLE 
PRIOR TO 10AM ARE DOG  
  WALKERS 
- THINK A BOUNDRY AROUND THE JETTY AREAS WOULD BE A 
GOOD SOLUTION 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore OPTION 1 I CHOOSE - DISLIKE IT  AS IM NOT SURE ABOUT OFF 
LEASH AS LOTS OF PEOPLE LIKE TO SIT ON THE GRASSED AREAS  
ESPECIALLY DURING BUSY TIMES  AND HAVING DOGS RUNNING 
AROUND OFF LEAD COULD BE A PROBLEM 
OPTION 2  I CHOOSE - CAN LIVE WITH IT AS IM NOT SURE HOW 
WELL THAT WOULD WORK. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I WALK MY TWO DOGS MON - FRI 
I DONT HAVE ANY PROBLEMS WITH THE ON LEASH AROUND THE 
JETTIES 
WHAT MARKERS WILL BE PUT IN PLACE SO THAT THE AREA IS 
OBVIOUS TO DOG WALKERS 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… All dogs should be on leads in public places. I walk my dog around 
the Port Loop path and there is always that one person with a dog 
off lead who doesnt come back when called and runs up to people 
with kids, dogs, on bikes and causes mayhem. Last week we had a 
dog try to bite my dog and the owners didnt apologise or make any 
effort to control their off lead dog. The rest of us have our dogs on 
lead. The only places that dogs should be off lead are fully enclosed 
dog parks or ovals, where the owner has full control of their dog. If 
you cannot control your dog - then it stays on a lead. If you dont 
have a garden big enough for your pet - then maybe getting a pet 
wasnt the smartest of decisions for you.  The easiest thing is ALL 
dogs must be on a lead in public. No lead = fine. i love my dog 
however I dont have to love everyone elses 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore People will fail to understand that they can have a dog off lead on 
part of a path, then have to put on a lead on another, only to be off 
lead again just down the path. People can still exercise an animal 
with it on a lead. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

On leash at all times. Regardless of time of year Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Just have one set of rules at all times. These are ridiculous and 
confusing. 
I love my dog, on lead at all times is fine. 
The people with their dogs off lead do not control them, you see 
them not clean up after them, there are fights, kids get scared etc. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Walk along Semaphore Road year round and who do you see as the 
most consistent demographic enjoying the region? Not just 
enjoying the beach but the also the businesses close to the beach? 
The cafes, the restaurants and boutique shops? Dog owners. 
Rain, shine, hot and cold, those with dogs will bring in steady, loyal 
repeated business to the area. They don't turn up twice a year on a 
heatwave, leave a pile of litter and then grumble about the dogs 
and their owners who are there year round. 
Aggressive and disruptive dogs are by far the minority (and should 
be addressed when noted), and are normally animals brought 
down by people not local to the area. Humans on average cause 
more problems than the animals. 
Dog owners walk the beach every day. They collect litter, often 
clean up after other dogs and bring in reliable business. Making 
them unwelcome for a minority of grumblers who use the space, at 
best, half a dozen times in a year is not reasonable. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Walk along Semaphore Road year round and who do you see as the 
most consistent demographic enjoying the region? Not just 
enjoying the beach but the also the businesses close to the beach? 
The cafes, the restaurants and boutique shops? Dog owners. 
Rain, shine, hot and cold, those with dogs will bring in steady, loyal 
repeated business to the area. They don't turn up twice a year on a 
heatwave, leave a pile of litter and then grumble about the dogs 
and their owners who are there year round. 
Aggressive and disruptive dogs are by far the minority (and should 
be addressed when noted), and are normally animals brought 
down by people not local to the area. Humans on average cause 
more problems than the animals. 
Dog owners walk the beach every day. They collect litter, often 
clean up after other dogs and bring in reliable business. Making 
them unwelcome for a minority of grumblers who use the space, at 
best, half a dozen times in a year is not reasonable. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven Walk along Semaphore Road year round and who do you see as the 
most consistent demographic enjoying the region? Not just 
enjoying the beach but the also the businesses close to the beach? 
The cafes, the restaurants and boutique shops? Dog owners. 
Rain, shine, hot and cold, those with dogs will bring in steady, loyal 
repeated business to the area. They don't turn up twice a year on a 
heatwave, leave a pile of litter and then grumble about the dogs 
and their owners who are there year round. 
Aggressive and disruptive dogs are by far the minority (and should 
be addressed when noted), and are normally animals brought 
down by people not local to the area. Humans on average cause 
more problems than the animals. 
Dog owners walk the beach every day. They collect litter, often 
clean up after other dogs and bring in reliable business. Making 
them unwelcome for a minority of grumblers who use the space, at 
best, half a dozen times in a year is not reasonable. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Walk along Semaphore Road year round and who do you see as the 
most consistent demographic enjoying the region? Not just 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 



 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it enjoying the beach but the also the businesses close to the beach? 
The cafes, the restaurants and boutique shops? Dog owners. 
Rain, shine, hot and cold, those with dogs will bring in steady, loyal 
repeated business to the area. They don't turn up twice a year on a 
heatwave, leave a pile of litter and then grumble about the dogs 
and their owners who are there year round. 
Aggressive and disruptive dogs are by far the minority (and should 
be addressed when noted), and are normally animals brought 
down by people not local to the area. Humans on average cause 
more problems than the animals. 
Dog owners walk the beach every day. They collect litter, often 
clean up after other dogs and bring in reliable business. Making 
them unwelcome for a minority of grumblers who use the space, at 
best, half a dozen times in a year is not reasonable. 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think existing rules work perfectly well, suit dog walkers ALL year, 
meet needs of dogs and owners to freely exercise, socialize, make 
new friends, share local news, provide supportive interaction and 
enjoyment each day of the year.  I bought my home to give me this 
lifestyle and in my retirement and into the future and think it 
would be a travesty for Council to change the rules. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I think dogs should be on the lead on grassed foreshore.  Much of it 
is not fenced from the road and the parking areas.  Safety for dogs 
is important. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We have a well behaved dog who loves to walk and socialise on the 
beach. Both here and in our previous council area we found 
walking on the beach with the dog a wonderful way to engage with 
the community and make friends in the local area. It is also great 
for local business as dog walkers will stop and grab a coffee, 
breakfast or lunch all year round.  
I understand having an on leash time during summer, especially for 
younger children who may be nervous around dogs. However I find 
8pm to be quite late to walk as it is often dark by then and families 
with young children have generally already left a couple of hours 
earlier so it would be good to have this adjusted to end at 6pm or 
even 7. During winter it is primarily dog walkers on the beach so to 
lose that off lead time would be a shame for the local community 
and as many people would then chose to walk somewhere more 
flexible (myself included) it would be a shame for local businesses 
who regulars frequent post beach walk year round 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater It would be good to have an area where dogs are allowed off lead 
at all times year round however not at the cost of having areas of 
the beach where dogs are never allowed off lead. During daylight 
savings it would be good to have the on lead time end a little 
earlier as 8pm is quite late and is generally already dark by then.  
Having reduced on lead daylight savings times and an area where 
dogs are allowed off lead at all times would be ideal.  
Reducing the ability to walk dogs off lead will have an impact not 
only on the community of local dog walkers and dog lovers but also 
on local businesses who rely on their business, particularly during 
the cooler months when the vast majority of people still on the 
beach and frequenting local cafes are the regular, dedicated dog 
walkers. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Gillman 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I don't think that dog on leas areas/exclusion areas would be 
respected if they were implemented, and I think it would be hard 
to enforce. Not to mention it would be really cumbersome to go off 
leash, to on leash to walk under and through the jetty zone. 
Personally, I feel that the red zone should not happen. 
I think Daylight savings rules (on-leash 10am-8pm) are a bit silly as 
outside of school holidays you aren't going to have a beach that is 
pumping at 1pm on a Wednesday afternoon. Kids would still be in 
school and people would still be at work. If you wanted to enforce 
a lockout time where dogs should be on a leash it should be more 
aligned with busy periods rather than an arbitrary date and time. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
i have not experienced an issue with the current rules and think it 
offers the most flexibility. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I appreciate that there is an off-leash zone for dogs all year round. 
This would be an improvement on the current rules. Dogs don't 
care if it is 10:01 and they don't understand that today is now a 
part of daylight savings. As long as they are under effective control I 
believe that off-leash should be allowed and I appreciate the 
inclusion of this zone.  
I don't think that the red zones would be respected if they were 
implemented, and I think it would be hard to enforce. Not to 
mention it would be really cumbersome to go off leash, to on leash 
to walk under and through the jetty zone. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Walking dogs responsibly is great exercise for both dog and 
owner/s but more importantly has other health benefits Re sense 
of purpose, occasional social contact with others and vitamin D. 
Overall creates a sense of meaning and happiness, particularly for 
the ageing and/or isolated 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Unfortunately some owners do not control  their dogs. Space is 
needed for families and dogs on leashes to feel safe for picnics and 
gatherings 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven High proportion of dog ownership many large breeds. Exercise for 
larger dogs off leash will reduce disruptive residential dog 
interactions 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Tricky enough to give your dog a good run (under control with a 
ball) and s as good walk in the remaining space between Largs and 
Semaphore jetties. I have rarely if ever seen families under jetties 
outside side daylight savings dates or hours 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate in environmental 
activities; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Lived in North Haven for a couple of years, regularly dogs off leash 
run at us at North Haven beach, clearly not under control by their 
owners. We have a young daughter who is quite scared of big dogs 
jumping at her, this is a constant fear it will happen at the beach, 
we have to be wary when dogs run towards us when she is at the 
beach. Dog exclusion areas are needed, and the enforcement of 
dogs on leash too. We witnessed recently 2 big dogs running wild 
at the beach, in the water where people were having a bit of a 
swim and paddle boards; they fell of their boards when the dogs 
arrived. The owner was not controlling his dogs as he was far 
behind in the sand whilst his 2 big dogs were in the water. We like 
dogs but they need to be under the control in public spaces. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven we have lived in North Haven for a couple of years, regularly dogs 
off leash run at us at North Haven beach, clearly not under control 
by their owners. We have a young daughter who is quite scared of 
big dogs jumping at her, this is a constant fear it will happen at the 
beach, we have to be wary when dogs run towards us when she is 
at the beach. Dog exclusion areas are needed, and the 
enforcement of dogs on leash too. We witnessed recently 2 big 
dogs running wild at the beach, in the water where people were 
having a bit of a swim and paddle boards; they fell of their boards 
when the dogs arrived. The owner was not controlling his dogs as 
he was far behind in the sand whilst his 2 big dogs were in the 
water. We like dogs but they need to be under control in public 
spaces. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Off leash north of Taperoo means we/young family won't be able 
to go to this beach. I am not in favour of this. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… If at any time there is a family on the beach in the time prior to 
10am or after 8pm I place my dog on a leash.    But for all the time 
I’ve walked my dog (over 15 years) during the time prior to 10am 
I’ve never seen hardly anyone on the beach without a dog. Like this 
morning, lovely sunny morning and there was probably 6 people 
on the beach, mostly with dogs.  
Unless it’s very hot people generally do not got to the beach before 
10,11 or 12 o’clock. 
I’d leave the laws the way they are. That’s my suggestion. Cheers 
Zane 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I’d leave the laws as they are. In 15 years I’ve seen no problems 
ever the way it is. Zane 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Queenstown 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As a shift worker times are not appropriate 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

depends on control the  of the dog Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

Unfair Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Distance at a minimum around Jetty 150 m 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Walk daily at various times on North Haven Beach with my elderly 
husband. We are fed up with wet dogs running up and jumping on 
us. Dirtying and on a recent occasion having my top ripped. My 
husband has been bitten. Owners nowhere near the dog.  
My other gripe is people can't see where their dog has done its 
business, therefore don't pick it up. There are also incidents where 
they just dump the full poo bag on the beach. We called one man 
out over this, he said he'd pick it up later, then left the beach.  
I like dogs, so does my husband, but they must be on leashes, 
preferably at all times. Short leashes, not the long ones. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven How will an unleashed dog know what part of the beach it can go 
on. The suggested northern end for leashed dogs is less than a 
third of the beach, leaving most of the current problems unsolved. 
The leash rules should also be in place all year round, not just 
daylight saving times 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We walk from our address to the beach and we are able to walk 
with her off the lead. However depending on the time of 
day/season we then have to put her on the lead on an area where 
we should be able to play.  
I understand that there are different standards of training among 
dog owners, but feel having to put a dog on a lead if you’re walking 
within a certain proximity of a jetty isn’t appropriate. 
Realistically, will the rules really be followed by irresponsible 
owners? Where as well trained dogs wouldn’t need the rule.  
Not being native to Australia, I see dogs are less socialised here and 
therefore aren’t as well behaved. This will only worsen the more 
restrictions being implemented as dogs aren’t able to learn from a 
young age about their environment/behaviour around 
people/dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore If a dog is under effective control, it is irrelevant where they are in 
relation to the jetty/specific areas.  
If an area seems busier/likely to impose on other people, a 
responsible owner would put them on a lead regardless of the 
rules. Again not all owners are responsible, however those that are 
shouldn’t be penalised. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater If you are walking between beaches, on the beach, with a dog 
under effective control there isn’t a need for the lead to be put on, 
because they are already under effective control without a lead 
being used.   
Also the proposed ideas would mainly affect dog walkers during 
the colder weather, which predominantly are the main users of the 
beach due to them being empty.  
Why hinder the majority of people using the beach to appease the 
minority that may/may not use the area. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender:  Suburb: Blair Athol 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Klemzig 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Clearview 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Would prefer daylight saving finish time for dogs be 7.30pm 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater Would prefer start point for off leash a little furth south closer to 
Largs pier. I have accessibility issues and the jetty provides me a 
stable gateway to the beach and disability car parking is easily 
accessible. I do not believe the Taparoo walk will be as easy walk 
onto the beach. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Sefton Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My family and friends have walked our dogs on weekends at 
Semaphore Beach for +7 years.  Dog owners are regular people 
who come to the beach for all seasons, including in Winter. There 
are many dog owners who walk thier Dogs regularly. It such a 
lovely community. I don't understand why you want to destroy this!  
If the beach is not dog friendly by have to be on leash, THERE IS NO 
REASON FOR US TO GO BACK THERE AGAIN EVER! 
Thank you for listening to our voice and we hope the right decision 
will be made. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
It does not make sense to put dog on leash on some certain area 
because they dot know where their boundaries are. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

It doesn't make sense. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Same reason as previous questions. 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my young 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… These questions are too generalised. They need to be more specific 
and relate to area of proposed changes relate too. Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore I put my dog on a lead around the jetty if it's busy. I understand   
not all dog owners are conscious of crowds and their dogs 
intruding. I'd support a zone of 150m around the jetty for dogs on 
leads. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Preferred distance 150m around Jetty for on leash option. 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; With my adult friends and family; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We like the idea of a dog exclusion area so that we can enjoy the 
beach without worrying about unruly dogs. Daylight saving rules 
are good if they are enforced. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Queenstown 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs; I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be under effective control at all times. During summer 
daylight saving hours dogs should be leashes 10am to 8pm, as 
these are the busiest times. 
Better patrolling during summer and ensuring people understand 
the rules, and good dog etiquette would be a much wiser use of 
time and money.  
I like dogs very much - but am also scared of large, aggressive, 
unleashed dogs at any time of the year, whose owners are not in 
control. Where are the patrols for these dog owners, whose poor 
behaviours ruin it for everyone? 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Grassed areas during daylight savings - dogs should be leashed, 
same as for the beach. Other times of the year unleashed. Provides 
a safe opportunity for families to picnic and gather without random 
dogs joining , and possibly scaring those with a fear of dogs. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): Other: To walk the dog and for recreation 
purposes() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules make sense. A fair balance for everyone. As a 
frequent visitor to the beach on the regular dog walks during the 
allotted daylight savings period, I have taken numerous photos that 
we share with our family and friends in Sydney gloating how 
spacious and deserted the beach is early on by comparison. It is 
great PAE are progressive to the work life balance in this wonderful 
open space and the importance on our furry companions that get 
people of all ages outdoors. After walks there are then the 
beautiful cafes along Semaphore where everyone and their dogs 
gather and chat with one another. This current arrangement will 
ensure the welfare and wellbeing of this lovely community not 
withstanding the benefits for mental health and fitness. Also 
beneficial for dogs to have a good run before owners head to work 
as they relax better and helps reduce fretting. This is a most 
positive initiative by council to which people appreciate most as a 
middle ground strategy fair for all 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Blair Athol 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Beach users, especially in winter, are predominantly dog owners. It 
seems very unfair to have such harsh rules during summer (daylight 
savings). I believe it would be more fair to have majority dog 
friendly areas, and a specific small portion of the beach/area zoned 
for no dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

There is so much beach area in pae, surely a large portion of this 
can be dog off leash all year round. Dog owners make up a very 
large portion of beach users. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I feel that on leash distance from jetty should be 150 to max 200 
meters either side if jetties 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I currently keep my dog on a leash along Semaphore beaches, 
however I would not like to see off-leash banned anywhere along 
our beaches.  The beauty of living close to the beach is that you 
can stroll down to take your dog on the beach, I wouldn't want my 
neighbours to have to drive to another part of the beach to enjoy 
this.  I think there is nothing wrong with the way it is now. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I do think dogs should be on leash around the busy area of 
semaphore jetty/playground.  Lots of small children and dogs 
sitting with families in this area 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe dogs should be able to access the foreshore areas and 
beach, but should be on a lead at all times during daylight savings, 
and in play areas where people picnic. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Makes sense for consistency for option2 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven Why is this area special/better than any other area of the beach. 
Could set a precedence for other exclusion zones along the beach 
which would not be good. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Why do we have any restrictions, it is every bodies right to go to a 
public beach. With that right you also have a personal 
responsibility to asses the environment you enter. Dog fights can 
occur, People can also fight, next will we be banning people of 
certain weights and sizes only allowing certain entry times for the 
select few people in the event to avoid fights between people?.... 
Dog poo is left on the beaches in some scenarios, everyday I collect 
rubbish off the beach again will we all now be banned from the 
beach, no eating drinking between these hours on the sand. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… It would be great to have some off leash beach areas during the 
usual daylight saving restrictions Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Glanville 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs on lead in Summer between 10am to 8pm is a reasonable 
compromise in summer especially as most people on beach 
especially in mornings are dog walkers. Restricting dog walkers to 
using leads prevents the enjoyment of walking on the beach for 
both dogs & people. Dogs on leads also tend to be more 
aggressive. Most beachgoers use the beach after 10am in Summer 
& the beaches are almost empty in winter. Most dog walkers are 
responsible for the behaviour of their dogs and the exception 
penalise the rest. 
If Semaphore & Largs beaches become restricted to leash only then 
people will move to other beaches which will impact on the use 
and safety on those beaches due to increased numbers. 
The current rules in summer are working and any changes will have 
a negative impact on dog owners. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 1 is currently working. Creating restrictive rules is both 
unnecessary & confusing. The current rules are reasonable & do 
not need to be changed & over regulated 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven The current rules work. Over regulation will cause issues for local 
dog owners who are mostly responsible for the behaviour of their 
dogs. Over regulation onnthese beaches will mean people will 
move to other areas where there is regulation & cause problems 
with overuse in thise areas 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Current rules are working. Restrictive & over legislative rules are 
unfair to dog owners who are primarily the users of beach early 
morning 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The majority of dog owners are out early in the morning with 
minimal interaction with other beach goers.   The existing rules  are 
fine.   
Councils are responsible for allowing the subdivision of blocks 
reducing/ removing gardens/ play areas for dogs and children and 
creating the issues. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… In changing the rules this can make it extremely hard for the dog 
owner especially if; 1. having a picnic with family and 
friendsaround the Jetty's, 2. if you want to go for a walk on the 
beach near the jetty and have a dog, 3. hard for the children to play 
with a dog, 4. deciding to walk the dog on the beach between 
jettys - hard to divert your walk.  I am a responsible dog owner, and 
I want to give the freedom to my dog just like all humans.  I 
understand some people are scared of dogs, why don't we make a 
fenced off areas for humans to sit in whilst they are enjoying 
themselves dog free or giving a time limit for cyclists.  So the point 
is why do you want to spend unnecessary money on signage and 
rules when the rules are sufficient.  Osborne I do believe that it 
should be dog off leash all year round as the beach is full of 
seaweed.  Why waste money when you could put the money into 
improving Semphore road. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore You cannot have a picinic with family and friends with a dog near 
the Jetty.  Cannot walk along and stop for an icecream and a sit 
down when you are walking the dog.  Why change the rules not in 
favour 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Osborne beach is full of seaweed should be a leash off beach 
anyway 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think the current rules are good. 
I also think owners should not let dogs off until they get onto the 
beach! 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Male Suburb: Kilburn 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations); I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog exclusion or leashed dog areas are a great idea so people who 
are scared of dogs can enjoy the area. Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I think the current rules work well an enables all beach goers have 
their time and space 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Happy with current rule but  … dogs on leash around jetty does 
make sense as with all the young families that use this space… not 
everyone loves dogs so I can see that it is suitable as long as it is 
well sign posted etc.  
the off leash area at all times at Taperoo is brilliant, (I currently 
walk my dogs there) I have two very active dogs that like to run and 
it’s good to know that there could possibly be a place for them to 
run and socialise at all times as I can’t always take them for a walk 
at the current designated times :) 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family; With 
my adult friends and family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Being a responsible dog owner I fully understand that our beaches 
and parks are to be shared with everyone. I use a lead if the beach 
or a park is occupied by many people including younger families. I 
also embrace the idea that when the beach is mostly free of people 
I like to let my two dogs run without a lead.  It lets them explore 
and exercise. It is a very joyful experience for me as well as them. 
This is one of the reasons I chose to live in this part of the city.  The 
freedom it offers, but also keeping in mind other people who enjoy 
the area. In the last 13 years of enjoying this beautiful part of 
Adelaide I have never witnessed any kind of negative experience 
with other dogs or my dogs being attacked. My dogs have never 
been a problem or interfered with other people using the beach or 
parks.  
I think the council is trying to over regulate by imposing new rules 
and excessive restrictions. We have enough of this happening in 
our daily lives. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven This particular beach is mostly deserted for a majority of the year. I 
would agree to have the dogs required to stay on lead I’d there are 
sporting events 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Oakden 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog Owners need to be responsible and know their dogs 
behaviours etc.  I am a dog owner and have no problem with dogs 
being on leashes in areas and along the beach.  I am actually not a 
fan of off leash dogs on beaches and in large open spaces.   Dogs 
can sometimes be unpredicable and off-leash just is a recipe for 
disaster for other dogs, owners & the public. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think the proposals for on and off leash areas are a great idea. the 
option of a permanent off leash is fantastic. I regularly use the off 
leash area at Glenelg North. Everyone who goes there knows it is 
the dog off leash beach and accepts that. It is a well used beach 
and an additional one in the PAE council area would be a great 
addition. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven Option one appears to be the fairest option. The area of beach 
designated as on leash all year round is probably the worst part of 
that beach. If anything the SLSC nippers set up to the south of this 
area so i am unsure what you hope to achieve with option 2. The 
northern area up to the breakwater has very soft sandy areas. In 
my experience all of the dog owners using this beach keep their 
dogs under control and the existing day light saving rules are 
sufficient 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Northfield 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I often take my two smalls dogs to the Semaphore foreshore quite 
early on weekend mornings.  Given how deep the foreshore is with 
plenty of room for dog lovers and those not interested in dogs, I've 
found this to be the best place to let my dogs run around and enjoy 
the beach, while being respectful of those around us who may not 
like or fear dogs.  I would hate to see this area become on-lease at 
all times - I often see children behaving less respectfully than many 
dogs do.  Provided that the dogs are adequately under the control 
of their owners, I see no reason to change the rules currently in 
place.  I often see many other people down at Semaphore for the 
same reasons, and feel that if the foreshore became an on-lease 
only area, I and many others certainly would not make the trip 
down, and I imagine the local cafes would suffer as a result of the 
high dog-owner traffic. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Croydon Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Public spaces, especially beaches and foreshaw lawn areas are 
usually populated by families and children in particular (even 
during off peak times). Having any dog (regardless how well 
trained) off leash poses a risk. So more stricter rules during peak 
busy times needs to occur. Dogs should be kept on leashes on 
these spaces at all times - I say this as a dog lover and owner. I've 
lost count how many times unleashed dogs will come running 
towards my children or small dog whilst walking along the beach. 
It's a risk and about time owners of dogs were more responsible 
and not give `they're harmless'. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Unsure why Option 1 only applies for DSL. Why not extend these 
rules all year round? Avoids confusion and keeps rules simple all 
year round for dog owners. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities; Other: To create art() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The problem is that no matter the "rules" people with dogs feel 
entitled to do as they please. Especially people wth the problem 
dogs. Every year, many times, people let their dogs run up to you, 
and I am terrified of dogs, thinning "its ok, my dog is not going to 
hurt you". Dogs should be on leash at all times in public places, no 
exceptions. There are dog parks for them to go to. The beach 
should be a safe place for everyone. Also, these rules don't get 
policed. I have never seen a member of council on the beach 
watching for unruly dogs. I know this is all a bit negative, but bad 
dog owners ruin it for the good ones. So the only sensible solution 
is on leash at all times. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Effective control is not observed by enough owners to make any of 
these options suitable. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore Too many dog owners do not have control over their dogs - they do 
not come when called. When I have asked for dogs to be called off I 
have been told on two occasions I should not be on the beach if I 
am afraid of dogs. These are my beaches not the exclusive right of 
dog owners and their pets 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore For most of the year the beach and foreshore are not very 
crowded. When there are a lot of people around, eg festivals, 
Christmas, school hols etc, then I put my dog on a lead. It is just a 
sensible thing to do. But I don’t see the need of having the dog on 
a lead when there is no one around. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Why on leash around jetties all year long? For most of the year the 
beach is sparsely populated and there is no need for dogs to be on 
leash. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am reluctant to vote for on leash areas due to the lack of clarity 
about the size of the proposed areas around jetties.  While i feel it 
may be reasonable for some area to be on leash, I am concerned 
that if the larger area ie 500m (and especially if this is each side) is 
a possibility, this would negatively impact on our beach use. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
I am reluctant to indicate support for the on leash around jetties 
while the distance is so ambiguous. While i agree that some on 
leash area could be acceptable,  i would want to know what 
distance is being proposed to able to vote more definately. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… POORLY CONSTRUCTED SURVEY QUESTION WITHOUT MORE 
INFORMATION, WHERE IS THIS INFORMATION??? VERY LEADING 
OPENING QUESTION 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore GRASSED AREAS SHOULD BE LEFT AS THEY ARE FOR THE BENEFIT 
OF ELDERLY AND THOSE WITH MOBILITY AND DISABILITY ISSUES 
WHO MAY NOT BE ABLE TO ACCESS/USE THE BEACH TO EXERCISE 
THEIR DOGS. ANY RESTRICTIONS IN THESE AREAS COULD HAVE AN 
ADVERSE EFFECT ON LOCAL BUSINESS AS PEOPLE WILL CHOOSE 
OTHER AREAS TO EXERCISE THEIR DOGS AND NOT RETURN TO 
THESE RED ZONE AREAS TO SUPPORT LOCAL BUSINESSES. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven OPTION 2: RED ZONE FOR NORTH HAVEN BEACH IS NOT 
APPROPRIATE BECAUSE IT IS SUCH A SMALL BEACH AND 
UNNECESSARY DUE TO THE SMALL AMOUNT OF DOG RELATED 
INCIDENTS IN THIS AREA. ACCESS FOR POLICING???? VERY LIMITED 
ACCESS. EDUCATION AROUND DOG ETIQUETTE AND  SAFE BEACH 
USE WOULD BE MORE APPROPRIATE. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater ONCE AGAIN RED ZONES ARE INAPPROPRIATE FOR THOSE WITH 
MOBILITY ISSUES INCLUDING THE ELDERLY. AGAIN NEGATIVE 
EFFECT ON LOCAL BUSINESSES AS PEOPLE WILL GO ELSEWHERE TO 
EXERCISE THEIR DOGS. AS A LOCAL BUSINESS OWNER I AM 
OPPOSED TO ANY CHANGES TO THE CURRENT BY-LAWS. 
 THE PROPOSED GREEN ZONE HAS NO DISABILITY ACCESS AND 
LIMITED FACILITIES LIKE TOILETS AND RUBBISH BINS WHICH ARE A 
LONG WAY FROM THE BEACH.  
UNIFORM DOG LAWS ALONG OUR COAST LINE IS  HELPFUL FOR 
THE WIDER COMMUNITY  WHEN VISITING FROM OUTSIDE THE 
LOCAL AREA. 
HOW PEOPLE WITH DOGS USE THE BEACH IS MORE IMPORTANT 
THAN WHEN, THEREFORE EDUCATION FOR DOG OWNERS  RE: DOG 
ETIQUETTE AND SAFE BEACH USE WOULD BE A MORE POSITIVE 
APPROACH AND A BETTER USE OF RATE PAYERS MONEY.  
POLICING OF THE PROPOSED RED ZONE DURING THE WINTER 
MONTHS IS A WASTE OF MONEY AND TIME WITH THE MAJORITY 
OF BEACH USERS BEING DOG OWNERS EXERCISING THEIR DOGS 
RATHER THAN BEACH GOERS USING THE BEACH. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As a Hooded Plover volunteer within the Fleurieu Peninsula, I wish 
to represent the information that these vulnerable beach nesting 
birds are tending to nest further north than more recently. The 
more southern beach councils have introduced better regulations 
to protect these birds from predators, dogs being a major concern. 
I therefore ask you to seriously consider regulations that require 
dogs to be leashes within 100m of any roped area that identifies 
the presence of a Hooded Plover nest, and working in conjunction 
with Birdlife Australia teams to administer such. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have never had any problems with local residents and their dogs 
during the long period of time I have been a resident in the Pt 
Adelaide Enfield Council area. It seems to be when people from 
outside the area visit that there are issues. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I support the current rules for dogs on beaches and the foreshore. 
How much is this going to cost if this is changed? 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
I support the current rules for dogs on beaches and the foreshore. 
Who is going to monitor these changes if they occur? 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

This is my local beach area. I support the current rules for dogs on 
beaches and the foreshore. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities; Other: I visit South Australia, stay at 
Semaphore very regularly. My pooch is registered in Victoria and is up to date on ALL 
vaccinations. She is also a therapy d() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight savings and dogs off leash areas. 
As a responsible dog owner (a golden labrador) I feel if you are in 
control of your dog at all times in a public area, your dog can be off 
lead and enjoy socialisation and exercise. My dog loves meeting 
children, adults and other dogs . 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 1 - I like this option. I would also put my dog on leash if i felt 
others were intimidated by dogs.  
Option 2 - As per option 1. Hopefully i am responsible enough to 
assess the environment. I would always keep my dog on lead in a 
populated grass area. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

Option 1 - Continuity for all beaches and grassed areas. Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Continuity please for all areas. In line with daylight savings and 
Semaphore beach rules. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My dog is obedience trained and enjoys socialising with other 
people and dogs on the beach daily. This occurs best when she is 
off lead and we have never experienced a bad or difficult time 
other people and dogs. We are happy to continue using the beach 
off lead according to the day light savings times. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Dogs should be under effective control when off lead. I would 
always put my dog on lead to ensure she was under control around 
families and others using the area. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
Continuity with Semaphore beach area so walking my dog along 
the beach is simple and encouraged. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Continuity of walking dogs off lead on the beaches from 
Semaphore South to North Haven during winter or outside 10am-
8.30pm during daylight savings, summer time. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; With my young family; With my 
adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs wee and poo on beautiful sandy beaches. some dog owners 
do not pick up the dog poo and pretend they dont see their dogs 
poo. children come to play on the beaches and swim in the ocean 
which is infested with dog wee and poo. Seacliff Brighton beach is 
the worst! Ive had a dog come up to my children happily building a 
sandcastle and the dog cocked its leg and did a wee on their 
sandcastle. Bins are full of green dog poo bags and they smell and 
are fly infested. Footpaths stink of dog wee and dog poo. Going to 
the beach is not the experience it should be anymore! 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Sefton Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am a dog owner and dog lover but know that not every dog is 
trained or well behaved. We all run the risk of dog fights dog 
attacks and people being confronted with dogs they are terrified of 
which can all be eliminated by enforcing a dog on leash 24/7 rule 
everywhere except dog parks 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Dogs need to be controlled at all times to provide community 
safety everywhere 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven As mentioned previously, community safety is paramount so I 
believe there should be no off leash areas or times except at dog 
parks 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Dogs require control at all times 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Queenstown 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think the beach is a great place for dogs! I also think that they 
need to be on leashes between the hours of 10am to 8pm. There 
are people who are afraid of dogs and do not want dogs coming up 
to them. I find when I walk my dog (on the leash) that dogs often 
come up to us and I do not know who or where their owner is. I 
think the most responsible thing is to have them on leashes from 
10am to 8pm to keep everyone safe.  
Thank you 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We moved to the beach to be able to go to the beach with our 
family (including our dogs) would be absolutely devastated if new 
rules prevented our dogs being able to be on the beach at all - our 
dogs are always on lead as I don’t trust their recall so happy with 
the current rules 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my young 
family; With my adult friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The daylight saving rules work perfectly well and do not require 
any further changes being made. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

No changes are necessary Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

No changes necessary Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

No changes are necessary 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs:  

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Have been badly bitten by a stranger's dog and can't enjoy outdoor 
activities when dogs are off leash. Also have a small granddaughter 
that I love to take to the beach who has been knocked over by 
playful dogs of leash. 
We just want to enjoy the out doors without having dogs run at us.  
Even with the rules we find often people have their dogs off leash 
and say don't worry he's friendly as a dog runs up to us. The do's 
that bit me was friendly till he wasn't and the dogs that knocked 
my granddaughter over was friendly just playing but she is small. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore There are dog parks where dogs can be off leash for people who 
don't have yards. 
I do love animals but people have to come first and is all good to 
say 'have the dogs under control ' but most people don't, if they 
did these dogs wouldn't be running up to people. 
Whatever rules are in place you have to have adequate monitoring 
and penalties being issued, as even now there are too many not 
obeying them. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater It's sad that people come second to animals. As much as you say on 
' under effective control ' most people do not have this with their 
dogs off leash,  
I can't see people walking down the beach stopping their dogs 
crossing into the no dog area 
No rules are of use when the are not monitored or adequately 
penalties given 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Other: Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… we need more dog inspectors to catch people letting their dogs shit 
everywhere. i love how there are free dog bags all along the beach 
but some people just dont use them. if dogs were made to be on 
the 2 meter leash then the owners would see them shit and 
hopefully clean it up. i know of some owners who take their dog for 
a walk and then as soon as it shits turn around and go home. i live 
in a street by the beach where owners come from the inner suburb 
and we constantly get dog shits out the front of our house and 
neighbours houses. its not the dogs fault but the lazy disrespectful 
owners who wont pick up after their pet and we are not just talking 
about the old lady or old bloke who think they are too old to pick 
up their dogs shit, but also the younger people who think that its 
grose to pick their dogs shit. if the dog is off the lead then the 
owner makes out they dont see the dog having a shit or they 
genuinely dont see it so then its there for someone to step in it 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
put them on a leash everywhere until the irresponsible owners get 
the hint to pick up their dogs shit 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

on leash at all times Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

on leash at all times 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; Other: Walk with friends dog() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… An off leash dog permitted area, on the least used beach in the 
council area, would be great all day, all year round. Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Male Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… dog on lead within 150m of jetty, otherwise off lead, 24 x 365 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

on lead within 150m of jetty, off lead elsewhere 24 x 365 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs:  

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs are family too. Communities bond over dogs.  
Laws and Regs that exclude due to fear and not fact is a very bad 
policy. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven Why haven't you turned NH beach into a full time dog park? It's 
away from all other beaches. It's normally full of seaweed and next 
to giant tankers. Not attractive. Used by locals as a dog beach 
anyway. There are no full time dog beaches this side of the city so 
you'd have pollination from across Adelaide coming to a beach, 
which increases revenue. And all the other beaches don't have to 
allow dogs, because then dogs have their own beach. People who 
can't be bothered to train thier dogs offleash can put them on 
leashes like responsible adults.  
It's pretty bloody simple. Make North Haven the designated dog 
beach. It's obvious. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Sefton Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… There are not enough "dog parks" around for dogs to run 
unhindered as they can at the beach. If there were areas where 
dogs could run at the beach off leash at anytime there would be 
less issues. I believe that each council should have a beach set 
aside for dogs to run off leash at any time (remembering that most 
dogs won't be there when it's hot as their paws will burn). 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
The designated areas would need to be fenced to allow the 
boundaries to be set. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

The off leash areas would need to be clearly marked, and/or fenced 
to allow everyone to know where the boundaries are. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Beaches are such a great space for dogs to exercise. In summer it 
provides a healthy way to cool our dog down on hot days. 
Our dog loves chasing her ball and jumping in the water, she 
doesn’t really pay attention to anything else but her ball. She’s 
good on recall and if we see other dogs getting close to her we 
make sure they interact safely. 
I had more inconvenience with noisy kids and teenagers when 
sitting on the beach than with dogs. Often people with dogs are 
focused on their dogs, more so than people with kids. So I’m all for 
dogs having access to pae beaches at all time. Dog owners often 
keep their dogs on lead when going through crowded areas and 
only let them off lead in areas where less people are sitting, it’s just 
common sense. There are only very few disrespectful dog owners 
who leave waste behind or don’t control their dogs so punishing 
the responsible ones by forbidding them access to the beaches 
isn’t fair at all, when there are so very few dog parks in Pae. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore If beaches and grassy areas are only on lead areas, I might as well 
not take my dog at all, she’s so excited and happy to run around 
grassed reserves that being on lead only would be cruel. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven Too small a space if going option 2. 
Also walking with dogs on the beach as a human when space is so 
small is boring, often people go to the beach to walk their dogs on 
long walks along the shore, good for both dogs and human health. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Some days there are lots of people around jetty and some other 
days there aren’t, dog owners know that on busy days they must 
keep their dogs on lead when walking through crowded areas and 
only let them off lead when away from crowded areas. On less busy 
days, they can just let their dogs run near the jetty. It’s cruel to 
dogs to have the area on lead at all time. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe that we should be given some time where dogs are not 
allowed to be off leash. We love dogs but have experienced dogs 
running up to and being aggressive with our children and its really 
scary. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I understand that down areas require dogs to be on leash and that 
some areas are better suited for dogs off leash.  
Obviously, we'd love to be able to take our dog off leash at other 
times but we can live with the restrictions, especially since we 
don't have many places left or take our dog since the council 
allowed Port Adelaide Football club to take away our local dog 
park. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Would love for dogs to be on leash at all times near the jetty. Kids 
have been charged and approached by off leash dogs and knocked 
over. We will also be getting a puppy next year and would prefer for 
dogs to be on leash. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like walking my dogs off lead on the beach, I do struggle to get 
there during the daylight savings times. If the beach is too busy 
with people and dogs I do have my dogs on the leash. I make sure 
my dogs stay away from people and families when off lead. But not 
all people have control of their dogs at all times. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
I don’t live in the area but feel it would be hard to manage 2 
different options on the one strip of beach. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

should be off leash year round. Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight Savings - 1 Oct; commences 10 weeks before school 
holidays start!  The beach during the week (Mon-Fri) is not busy 
enough to force dog owners to lease on the beach!  Usually the 
weather is still cold and the beach is deserted yet the dogs have to 
be leashed.  I understand that we have to comply on the weekend 
as it can get busier. 
Off leash areas (parks) - the green reserve/park area adjacent to 
the Semaphore jetty is a non-leash area all times yet this can have 
a significant number of picnickers as those around the jetty on the 
beach!  Not sure what the difference is as both have the same 
potential nusiance factor with a dog off leash! 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s); For recreation; 
With my young family; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Just because people fear dogs or are uncomfortable around them 
IS NOT reason to ban or restrict responsible off lead dog owners. 
FEAR ISN"T reasonable and its unreasonable to base regulations 
and restrictions BASED on fear.  Dogs aren't harming people at 
north haven beach. they are doing what healthy dogs and dog 
owners are supposed to be doing - swimming, exercising, playing 
and using energy in healthy ways. Base your restrictions on FACTS 
not FEARS. the majority of people using north haven are 
responsible local dog owners who want their beach to be a happy 
play space for thier family. STOP bowing to a vocal minority who 
want OTHER people restricted to coddle THIER unrealised fears. 
regualation and law is supposed to be based in reality, not fictional 
'what if's" 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven north haven is a perfect place for a permanant off-leash dog beach 
year round. the beach doesn't touch other beaches, it isn't a pretty 
beach, it's normally covered with seaweed. the only people going 
there are locals with dogs anyway. North haven beach is next to 
industrial and shipping areas not exactly a tourist destination. 
there is a minority of the people who have to have on lead dogs 
because they haven't taken the time and effort to train thier dogs.  
- those are often the vocal and abusive minority who try to 
demand all dogs are restricted because they won't take the 
responsibility to socialise and train thier pets. these people 
irrationally expect others be restricted to make up for thier 
laziness. those with well socialised and trained  off-leash dogs 
should not be restricted based on other peoples fears. fears are 
NOT rational. laws are supposed to be. 
make north haven off lead all year round. it solves the issues. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Queenstown 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Myself, my partner and our dog find that the beach is our happy 
place. We love being down there with, or without, our dog. But our 
dog certainly loves walking/running on the beach 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I think the distance for on leash around jetties should be no more 
than 200 meters.  
In regards to daylight saving times, I think at the beginning of 
daylight saving you should be allow the dogs to be on lead from 
10am to 6:30/7pm. At least this will allow people who work late a 
chance to let there dogs off leash from 6:30/7pm whilst it is still 
light. Once the daylight hours start getting longer then it can revert 
back to on leash till 8pm, as it will still be light after 8pm. 
In regards to option 3, an off-leash area all year round I am strongly 
in favour of this and am happy with the suggested area where this 
can occur. Perhaps extending it to be a distance of 2kms, instead of 
1.8kms, would be good. Then it's an easy distance to measure out. 
Makes for a nice 4km walk/run up and back for the dogs and 
owners. Thank you 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

We believe dogs should be on leash at all times. Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

No-one takes any notice of the 10am-8pm times. Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing); To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am born and raised in Largs and for pretty well my entire 26 years 
I have walked my dog/s on the beach every morning off lead with 
nil issues.  
The proposed changes o the rules, specifically semaphore to 
breakwater regarding the on lead around each jetty, would 
logistically be a nightmare and doesn’t seem to be necessary.   
For anyone who lives in the area and visits the beach often you 
would notice that for a majority of the year the only people on the 
beach in the morning or anytime are dog walkers, and punishing 
the people that use and love the beach the most seems ridiculous. 
Considering the summer months in weekend and holidays- when 
the beach has the most visitors these areas before 10am still 
mostly consist of dog walkers, considering most beach goers are 
aware of the rules and plan their day accordingly if they’re afraid of 
dogs. As for children, I have 3 children in my family under the age 
of 4 and the current rules have not nor can I anticipate them being 
an issue. Option 1 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven For anyone who lives in this area they would know that this is for 
the most part a very quiet stretch of beach and seems outrageous 
to have dogs be on lead in this area at all times 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater For anyone who knows dogs they would understand when I say it 
will be very difficult to get your dog back onto a lead for a short 
stretch when they have been enjoying themselves and have done 
nothing wrong to need to go onto a lead. People will find dogs 
getting agitated around these areas in either anticipating being 
back on lead or confused on why their owner is punishing them like 
this. Also how are people visiting the area not local suppose to 
know that you just have to put your dog on a lead mid walk around 
the jetty- even though for 99% of the year before 10am everyone in 
the beach are dog walkers 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight savings rules, I walk my dog every morning and sometimes 
afternoons if work permits, rain, hail or shine. During winter it is 
very rare to see anyone on the beach that is not giving their dogs 
the daily exercise they need. I actually don't understand why and 
how this current rule doesn't work. Having a well socialised dog 
makes for a healthier community, it enables both dog and owner to 
socialise in a positive environment. My dog loves the freedom of 
being able to swim and run it sets him up as it does for myself to be 
regulated for the day ahead. I have tried a dog park three times 
and on all three occasions, my dog was attacked and I felt 
threatened. Not once have we felt that on the beach, not once. 
Having access to the beach for my dog is my main reason for 
buying my house in Semaphore 23 years ago. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I usually have my dog on leash especially around the Semaphore 
jetty grassed area, not everyone likes dogs and I don't want my dog 
near bikes for obvious reasons. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
On leash around jetties, if this was to go ahead I think a good 
landmark would be Coppin Street to Hall Street. However in winter 
this seems really silly as the beach does not get used by non dog 
walkers. people walk the jetty not the beach. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Male Suburb: Gilles Plains 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight savings rules really can limit the pleasure we can have 
when we come to the beach. We have to rush to be there early, 
and then the dogs become restless when we we have to put the 
leash on at 10am. We are essentially forced to leave. We can live 
with it, but its frustrating and annoying. The beach in winter isn't 
really a destination with family or friends - its too cold - so its really 
only for a bit of personal exercise and fresh-air with the dogs. 
Dog off leash areas at all times is great. Gives the freedom for 
those with dogs. They are our family and deserve that right as well. 
They will still be limited by where this freedom is provided, but at 
least there are limited places this should be available. 
Taking dogs on and off a leash for a short period (eg. around a 
jetty) should be avoided. It can be all sorts of a hassle and upsets 
the dogs and families with them. 
Complete dog exclusion areas seem a bit extreme. If the dog is on a 
leash that should suffice. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore If walking along the off grassed foreshore with my dogs off-leash, it 
would be painful to have to put them on-leash for just a short 
period (eg. 200-300m) just to get through one area. 
Even off-leash dogs it is requried that dogs are to be under 
effective control which should be enough. If dogs aren't under 
effective control then they shouldn't be off-leash anyhow. 
If option 2 does unfortunately pass - on-leash designated areas - 
then PAE council will also have to provide very clear and numerous 
markings and sign-postings across the grassed foreshore, especially 
when crossing into and out of the off-leash area. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven This is not as bad as the other stretches in this survey whereby you 
cross into and out of designated on-leash areas. At least with this 
its one end of the beach - although a very significant chunk! 
The current daylight savings rules work well and provide families 
and those with dogs some, already limited, freedoms. A change to 
Option 2 would just be further restricting the enjoyment we get 
from visiting the beach area - whether with or without our dogs 
(yes, we sometimes visit without our dogs but love seeing the 
other dogs enjoying themselves and running around cheerfully). 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I would have actually liked to see the option to expand the 
freedom for dogs rather than options that restrict them even 
further. 
No matter what however, the on-leash restrictions around jetties 
are a bad idea. When someone goes to the beach with their dogs 
they walk up and down, they don't just stay in the one spot. So 
they'll end up constantly being frustrated in having to get the leash 
out, crouch down, put it on their dogs (and many have more than 
one dog), then a few hundred metres later have to take it off their 
dog. 
The above process is frustrating and annoying for dog-owners, but 
also very confusing for the dogs themselves. Considering how 
frustrating and annoying it would end up being, I'm sure many will 
flout the rules and not bother as well - which itself will cause many 
extra, probably unforeseen issues. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 



 

The beach will also have to be polluted with lots of signposting so 
people know when they are entering an on-leash area. One small 
sign on each side is not enough. 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am only interested in maintaining the current rules. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
dogs should be leashed on foreshore around jetties as this is fair 
and reasonable for everyone 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Preference is to Maintain current rules. 
I cannot support an option that is unclear and with no certainty 
(150-500m on-leash zone). 
Strongly object to option 3 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Concept 3 is a great idea. No one really uses the proposed off leash 
area anyway. Horses should be banned from that area though. On 
leash around jetty ok but 500m is excessive especially during cooler 
months when it's 99% dog walkers. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Leave as is Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have dogs and young kids. I have a balanced view of beach usage 
because i love to exercise my dogs freely but also like my children 
to be able play in the sand without the threat of a dog  bowling 
them over. The current rules enable balanced beach usage.  
I want to support on-leashed areas around jetties but up to 500m is 
grossly over the top, not to mention the lack of certainty around 
the on-leash area is misleading! (The interactive map indicates no 
more than 200m on-leash zone).  
Off leash at all times would have an adverse effect in my view. The 
beach would become known around adelaide as the 'dog beach' 
and would attract high numbers of dogs and dog groups increasing 
the likelihood of conflict and attacks.  
I feel that dogs on leash is as good as an 'exclusion area'. if dogs are 
leashed and controlled then there is no need to exclude them 
altogether from public places. it's not a national park! 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Personally I don't like dogs off leash on the foreshore reserves at 
all. But most people are responsible in these areas and I haven't  
personally seen dogs running freely around families. This is a 
recreation area, people play, picnic and this should be the priority 
in foreshore area without dogs running around. I support the 
proposed on leash areas. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater Option 1 - Preferred 
Option 2 - I would like to favour this option because I believe 
children should be able to play without interference  (even friendly, 
playful dogs can cause damage). Unfortunately the misleading info 
& lack of clarity around this option has spoiled it. Why am I being 
asked to select an option that does not have a defined zone? 150-
500m is too broad. With 500m each side, may as well make 
semaphore to largs jetty an on-leash zone. And that is not what the 
map indicates. I feel a sense of deception by this option, even 
though, in principle, it has the most merit. 
 3) Strongly against option 3 for the following reasons: 
a) word will spread quickly about a dog beach through dog group 
grapevine  & the general marketing reach of this campaign . It will 
attract greater no. of dogs, increase likelihood of conflict, attacks & 
irresponsible behaviours. (ie not picking up poops) 
2) The people who will be most affected (future residents of Fort 
largs) will not have a say. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Off leash dogs are often not under the owners control. When my 
dog has been on lead, other dogs have come up and attacked her. I 
have also been jumped on by other dogs. This has happened in 
both on and off leash dog areas, and it appears there is no policing 
or reinforcing of rules. It makes public areas unsafe, and people 
seem to lack awareness that others do not want their dog coming 
up to them. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Currently there is no monitoring of ‘effective control’ therefore, 
there is limited effective control in these areas. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender:  Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Less rules, the better! I think there is no need to apply dogs on lead 
areas e.g., around the Semaphore and Largs Bay jetty area. As a 
dog owner, I use the beach in a responsible manner and put my 
dog on a lead when it's necessary. Please let people be people. We 
all consider everyone's use of the beach and I therefore believe it's 
not necessary to put restrictions in place. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would prefer daylight savings rule to be 10am-7pm.  
I would prefer areas around cafes etc to be on-leash. Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Would prefer daylight savings rule to allow dogs off-leash from 
7pm. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

Current rules work well. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Current rules work well. 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Manningham 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog exclusion areas:  exclusion areas are unfair and restrictive.  
Everyone should be allowed  to have equal access to the foreshore 
and beach.  While it is reasonable to expect dogs to be on lead at 
busy times there is no reason why they should be excluded from 
certain areas.  I doubt the council would support child exclusion 
areas or provide areas where only dogs and their owners are 
allowed.  Promoting responsible behaviour, educating the general 
public about how to behave around dogs and ensuring dog owners 
act responsibly would ensure that everyone can enjoy our beautiful 
beaches. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… why not just keep to daylight saving rules all year round 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 20-24 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Its dependent on where and the size of the areas as to how I would 
feel about them Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… its important to maintain areas handlers can exercise their dogs 
offlead,especially for those larger breeds and working dogs or for 
handlers with mobility issues.  I  also recognise  that for people 
who don't like or feel uncomfortable around dogs should be able to  
enjoy the beautiful foreshore of the Le Fever peninsula, without 
concern.  
As a shift worker, the daylight savings rules are challenging, but I 
would rather have them as is then dog exclusion areas along the 
beach front. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I love this option, as it allows for a good  stretch of offleash range 
outside the busy areas throughout the year. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

leave it as is- the area is too small Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 80-84 Gender: Male Suburb: Valley View 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current Daylight savings rules provide a good balance for all 
beach users. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight saving rules: I feel this is a great compromise that 
manages the busy summers on the beach to the deserted beaches 
over winter and should enable everyone to enjoy the beach as well 
as the foreshore areas to their fullest. 
Rules that apply at all times: I do not think that these rules are 
appropriate as they do not adapt to the changing conditions that 
do occur over the course of the year. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore As per my response from the previous page, I feel that rules which 
apply at all times do not correspond to the varying levels of 
business in the areas. while I agree that dogs may need to be 
managed over the summer months, these places are largely 
deserted over winter  and the restrictions are overkill. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater for the beach I feel that current rules are appropriate. I have 
noticed issues that arose from the interaction from dogs and beach 
visitors, however these were consistently caused by dogs that were 
off leash during times when they should have been on leash. 
In my opinion, the daylight saving rules correspond in a great way 
to the changing business of these areas without disadvantaging 
either interest group. 
I do not think that it would be a good idea to designate an area to 
be used as a permanent "dog beach". Reasons for that is that this 
would be a disadvantage to people who would prefer to use this 
quiet part of the beach to relax over the busy times of the years.  
Overall, I support a solution which focusses on a co-existence of 
dog owners and non dog owners without excluding (actively or 
passively) either group. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… For over 18 Years I have walked the beach with up to 3 dogs that 
never bothered or harmed or annoyed anyone. If someone looked 
annoyed, we would leash or move our dogs away with treats. 
In summer I don't want to walk dogs when too hot but also waiting 
for 8 o'clock to walk them is a bit late. 
I also try to follow tides so we can have a good amount of beach to 
walk on. This may take us over daylight savings 10am off lead time. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

I do not wish to have this as the only area to walk my dogs! Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

This area should be off lead all year round. Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Don’t need to reinvent the wheel because the current laws work 
well. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Certain areas should be restricted to only dogs on leash, grassed 
areas, under and near jetties. 
If there is no person within 100 metres of you on the beach, you 
should be able to have your dog off leash at any time. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore In areas just around jetties, say 50 metres either side and on 
grassed areas near the jetty and shops, I think it is far enough to 
expect your dog to be on a leash at all times.  However in other 
areas such as the beach away from jetties you should be able to let 
your dog off leash so it can run around and exercise.  The current 
day light saving rules are ok, however if there is no one else on the 
beach or within say 50 -100 metres of you and your dog, you 
should be able to let him off leash at all times. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

An area of up to 500 metres around a jetty is too large. Families are 
generally near the jetty and 50 - 100 metres around the jetty would 
be adequate. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); With my adult friends 
and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Croydon Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think dog exclusion areas are a bit much when referring to our 
open spaces, such as the beaches and reserves. Similarly, the on 
leash at all times rule seems very harsh particularly when areas are 
deserted. I can understand having dogs on-leash when other 
people are around, but when a beach is empty then I feel having a 
dog under effective control should be all that is necessary. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Designated zoning of off and on-leash areas of the foreshore 
becomes too confusing. I feel that my enjoyment of the foreshore 
area would be diminished significantly as I would be constantly 
concerned about checking which area I was in and if I happened to 
set up a picnic in the on-leash area then juggling managing keeping 
my dogs on a leash whilst trying to enjoy a picnic. Normally all they 
do is sit with me, but when on a lead they think they are about to 
go for a walk and so get restless and anxious and start pulling. It 
would result in me not bothering to visit the beach with my dogs 
which would be a shame as the beach is a reason I chose to live in 
this area. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven I find the daylight savings rules consistent and easy to follow. I 
would find it difficult to have different rules applying to different 
sections of the beach. I could easily see me getting it wrong, 
possibly experiencing unpleasant interactions or being fined for 
unwittingly entering the on-leash zone at all times. I expect that 
this would stop me from using the beach all together as I would 
want to avoid such situations. This would be disappointing as being 
close to the beach was a big reason for me choosing to live in this 
council area. I find walking the beach with my dogs aids my mental 
health and so I do it regularly throughout the year. If these 
restrictions were to be brought in I fear it would affect my anxiety 
and consequently my depression as I would be anxious about being 
in the wrong section with my dogs off-leash and so would not be 
able to use the beach as an outlet to de-stress. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current daylight savings rules are easy to follow and I find I can 
walk my dogs freely down the beach without the anxiety of having 
to make sure they don't venture into an on-leash zone. Although, in 
ways, I do like the idea of a permanent off-leash zone at the 
Taperoo end of the beach, I am not willing to sacrifice being 
mentally free of the burden of knowing which areas are on-leash 
and which are off-leash. I would much rather keep the rules as they 
are as they are easy to follow and provide a balance for both dog 
owners and non-dog owners to happily enjoy the beach and its 
surrounds. 
My dogs love to swim and it is hard to take them for an evening 
swim outside of daylight savings restrictions. However, I'd rather 
follow the restrictions and grab the fleeting twilight for my dogs to 
have an off-leash swim, than be burdened with the stress of 
potential dog attacks from uncontrolled dogs in a permanent off-
leash area (prior experience) or by my dogs straying into an on-
leash area. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the option to know where I can go where dogs will be on a 
lead. I enjoy my kids being able to pat dogs and meet community 
with dogs but I don’t like it when dogs come and try to eat our food 
or scare our children when they don’t respond to their owner. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore I think there needs to be far more education about what effective 
control is. And signs educating dog owners that not everyone 
wants to engage with dogs or may be scared of them. They are 
responsible for their dogs behaviour like I am for my children‘S 
behaviour 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Both option 2 and 3 are positive for families and people using the 
space without interference from dogs . I also like there there is a 
space that dogs can run free in option 3. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… No need to change the current process, maybe more dog owner 
education. 
I'd appreciate seeing any data about dog attacks at the beach area, 
as I've never seen any in my 30 years living here. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I feel the council is wasting a lot of rate payers money, while we 
have a suitable process in place. 
Agree that more education about owning dogs would be helpful. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I feel the council is wasting a lot of rate payers money, while we 
have a suitable process in place. 
Agree that more education about owning dogs would be helpful. 
Designated areas will only be followed by some dog owners, 
currently we have 'on-leash between 10am and 8pm' but so many 
dog owners don't seem to understand this, education would be 
more helpful. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven I feel the council is wasting a lot of rate payers money, while we 
have a suitable process in place. 
Agree that more education about owning dogs would be helpful. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I feel the council is wasting a lot of rate payers money, while we 
have a suitable process in place. 
Dog owners in general don't need or want more restrictions, we 
should be encouraging healthy out door exercise for humans and 
dogs!Agree that more education about owning dogs would be 
helpful. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would like to think I approach this topic with a fair point of view. I 
do understand that without any rules, then irresponsible dog 
owners may take advantage and make things unsafe for people and 
other dogs.  
I don't like the concept of making only the northern beaches off-
leash. This is unfair and inconvenient for many responsible dog 
owners. Off-leash rules on all of our beaches in appropriate times is 
fantastic. You only have to spend time on the beaches in these 
times to see how beneficial it is to the dogs and how responsible 
the dog owners who frequent during those times are. Off-leash 
periods really are a special time to be on our beaches - all of them! 
I see so many more big problems and environmental issues from 
people on our beaches that don't involves dogs - extensive 
littering, free camping, unsafe use of jet skis etc. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… One thing the 3 options does not cater for are people who walk 
dogs to the beach and home again, it is presumed people travel to 
the beach by car. option 3 is out of reach for people who walk to 
beach with dogs who live closer to semaphore. An off leish at all 
times area is required at more reasonable intervals all along the 
foreshore, also during school term the beach is all but deserted 
except by people with dogs, we are being denied access to those 
areas when they aren't even in use 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore My opinion on the above is for the safety of the animal as the 
grassed areas are close to bike track/road the animal if not leished 
could wander onto these areas and be seriosly hurt or killed 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater These options are useless, there are people out here who cannot 
get to the proposed off leish all year area, neither does the daylight 
savings rule help if you are unable to get to the beach before 10am 
or after 8pm. We need off leish hours extended eg before 11am 
after 6pm or off leish at all times at more accessable areas at 
semaphore, largs bay, most people and people with kids cling to 
the jetty areas the huge space between is empty off leish areas 
should be allowed at the centre point between the jetties at all 
times of year with on leish near jetties 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I understand why the council is thinking about changing the rules 
for dogs in order to make it fair for all, however with the new plans 
it looks like you are now forcing more dogs into a smaller area and 
for people who has a dog that is reactive towards other dogs (she 
has major anxiety issues, ex-rescue dog), it then makes it hard to 
take her down to the beach, which she absolutely loves, and not 
come into contact with other dogs.  At the moment I try to keep as 
far away from other dogs as I can. 
The rules may state that dogs have to be under control however it 
seems that on a regular basis when at the beach I have had to ask 
other owners to call their dog back as it has come running over to 
my dog even though she is on the lead and they can see I am trying 
to keep her away from their dog. 
Going forward we might no longer be able to go to the beach and 
therefore she is the one who is going to suffer because of the new 
rules you are thinking about implementing. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 20-24 Gender: Female Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To exercise; To participate in 
environmental activities; With my adult friends and family; Other: to walk my friends 
dog() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like seeing dogs on the beach running around, chasing balls, 
swimming. When my friend who has a dog visits I like to take it to 
the beach. I don't like the idea of beaches where dogs are banned. 
I also think once one beach bans dogs more will follow until it is 
like Sydney where you cant take a dog on the beach at all . 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Angle Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I dislike dogs; I am scared of dogs; I have a reactive dog 
(sensitive to certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Some owners have poor control over off lead dogs. 
Some owners have little respect for other people and their dogs Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Would prefer on lead in all areas Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

As specified before, prefer on lead all times Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

On lead always still prefer 
Rule feel complicated and clunky. Better to have clear concise rules 
predictable in all areas at all times. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Having limited on-leash areas is good for people or dogs that have 
any issues with other dogs. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
Having limited on-leash areas is good for people or dogs that have 
any issues with other dogs. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Having limited on-leash areas is good for people or dogs that have 
any issues with other dogs. Having one fully off-leash area is a great 
compromise to tightening rules in other areas. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Klemzig 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be allowed to be walked on all beaches at all times but 
only if they are on a leash.  This is to protect the public and other 
dogs.  Dogs and the public have the right to walk on beaches and 
be safe. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I would like to know how 'under effective control, at all times all 
year round' would be Policed.  Dogs should be on a leash for their 
own safety as well as the safety of the community and other dogs. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
Again, I'd like to know how 'under effective control, at all times all 
year round' would be Policed. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current daylight savings dog on-leash hours are OK. They 
provide a necessary level of protection to some heavy traffic areas 
that may require a level of dog control (depending on the dog and 
the citizens). I'd rather continue this policy and have dog off lead 
zones as well, not have permanent on-leash dog zones. It's 
unnecessary given the number of people on the beach most days 
and nights. For local residents who want to walk their dog (and 
there's heaps of them), and that do it everyday should be 
permitted to do so freely. We can take responsibility for ourselves 
and our pets and don't need excessive control 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Let owners decide if there pet needs to be under greater control. 
People have common sense and know if their pet is likely to be in 
distress in certain areas and put their dog on a lead. No more 
control is required 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Preferentially I'd love current daylight savings rules across all areas 
(including jetties) and an off leash dog area 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Responding on behalf of the North Haven SLSC Board of 
Management. Consultation with our BoM and lifesavers has 
provided overwhelming feedback that for North Haven beach - we 
request the rules remain UNCHANGED. Supporting reasons are: 
Unpredictable seagrass formation up/down the beach - may 
neccesitate Nippers and Patrol Flag area being located in off-leash 
area. This is not kind to dog owners nor safe for Nippers and our 
Patrolling Lifesavers if responding to a rescue in a vehicle. Just last 
weekend we nearly collided with a dog off leach whilst in our 4WD. 
Patrol hours are 11-5pm Saturday and 1pm-5pm Sunday 
(occasionally til 6pm in Dec/Jan). Based on current rules - there is 
no conflict between Nippers, Lifesavers, 4WD and dogs during our 
patrols as we patrol whilst DST is in effect. Whilst Option 2 may 
look good - we can't control how the beach forms and feel by 
adding an offleash area we are placing our 5-13 yr old Nippers at 
risk if we need to position near the Northern Breakwater. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

Please see earlier comments for North Haven beach. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; With my adult friends and family; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing); To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I feel the current rules of dogs off leash all times except day light 
savings is perfect. Don't change it. Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Option 1 is best as there have never been any issues for there to 
need change. As a local dog owner who walks their dogs several 
times a week on the beach directly down from Hall street. I'd be 
remiss and very unhappy with council if I had to take my family and 
pets away from where I live to enjoy it. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think the rules are just fine the way they are 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I think the rules are fine just the way they are.  This survey is 
confusing 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

I think the rules are fine just the way they are Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Really hard to understand this survey.  I hope the ratepayers didn't 
pay too much for it.  Really? 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s); With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules for dogs on leads10am to 8 pm in summer is a 
good balance for all Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater Leave it all as it us please it works  fine for all 
Every time I go to the beach and see all the council signs  saying all 
the things that are banned I wonder what will be banned next  
I now know it will be people banned from walking their dogs off 
leads in the early mornings when the only problems are risk of 
being run down by a massive sand carting haul pack truck  
I suggest you concentrate on the real 
issues to our beaches for example the lead contaminated fresh 
water brown road run off being washed up from the far too short 
outlet pipe  at west beach which does not disperse this 
contaminated water  
far enough off shore 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We have been responsible dog owners with a large breed dog for 
more than 20 years. We moved to Semaphore in 2021 partly due to 
the sensible access to the beaches. We adhere to the daylight 
savings rules and recognise that during the busy summer season it 
is a delicate balance to have amenity for non-dog families and also 
dog families. In our experience the local dog owning community is 
both responsible and community-minded, leaving the beach in a 
clean condition and also being mindful of the behaviour of our 
dogs. In non-busy periods, the only people using the beach is 
generally dog walkers. It is a very social community that connects 
and supports one another in different ways. It is the only point of 
social contact for some. Having this resource means that dogs are 
well socialised and get their daily exercise needs. We encourage 
the council to leave the rules as they are. Thank you for your 
consideration. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore My experience of this space is that it is currently working well - 
there seems no reason to change it and introduce the 
complications of differently designated zones. As mentioned 
previously there is a strong social component to dog walking and 
this should be a valued component of local planning. It is for the 
dogs and for the humans too! 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

The current situation is working well Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current arrangements are working well for dogs and families - 
indeed it is one of the reasons that we moved to Semaphore. It is a 
defining feature of the Semaphore community that we value the 
benefits of well socialised and well exercised dogs as well as the 
physical benefits and social contact that dog walking brings for 
their humans. Let's hold on to this wonderful aspect of our 
community. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I feel so disappointed with the options. I’ve been attacked twice by 
dogs on Semaphore Beach on morning runs, and a few years ago 
my son was attacked when we went for a dusk swim. From what I 
understand, the best outcome I can hope for is the status quo? 
Everywhere else I’ve lived in Australia, dogs are completely banned 
from beaches 24/7, 365 (except for specific dedicated isolated dog 
walking beaches). This is the only outcome that makes sense and 
puts humans first. Has the working group researched other 
jurisdictions? Or received legal advice on the liability and danger of 
allowing leash free dogs to roam about attacking beach-going 
ratepayers in the mornings and evenings? 
Please allocate some faraway stretches of beach like north haven 
for the dogs, and leave the rest of the beach for humans to enjoy 
free from dog attacks. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Off-leash all areas is frankly insane. Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 
Willing to accept either proposal if it’s a trade off for dogs being 
completely banned from semaphore beach. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have been attacked by 2 dogs before and I am highly anxious 
around dogs - they pick up on this and always come to me.  It 
means I cant visit the beach in the morning.  I would love to walk 
along the beach at 7am but I can't.  I only go on the weekend 
during summer when my partner is also there to protect me.  I 
would hate for my kids to have gone through what I went through. 
I would like to see areas of the beach where no dogs are allowed - 
or at least they are on a leash.  It will be hard to police as already 
during the day at Semaphore beach there are dogs off leash there.  
I like dogs, I am just petrified of them and I understand that people 
love their dogs but we have to put children and humans first. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Dogs definitely need to be on a leash in areas near the jetty and 
also playground going 500 meters each way is helpful 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven Maybe having an off-leash area is good - I don't live in this area and 
don't go there very often so I don't know.  I would still think that 
dogs need to be on a leash especially if there are children or other 
dogs around? 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
I think the on-leash area should span 500 metres each way from 
the jetty.  I would be good to be able to walk from Semaphore Jetty 
to Largs Bay jetty knowing dogs were on a leash - I currently cant 
do this. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Angle Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to 
certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Having a split of on and off leash spaces ensures that everyone can 
use those spaces. Especially a big fan on on-leash areas / times to 
allow reactive dogs to go outside without fear of encountering an 
off lead dog. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore I like the proposed on leash areas, however I think it becomes 
problematic in less busy times. I.e. during summer, or if there is an 
event on, absolutely these areas should be on lead. However in 
winter, mid-week, when there is no event, there if no reason to 
enforce on-lead for these areas. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven I have used the proposed On-Lead area multiple times with 
reactive dogs because it is minimally attended by other people or 
dogs. In my friends words it's the 'ugly end where no one goes'. 
Having this taken away would be a real blow. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Current set up is good, but I can understand the concern. Love 
Option 3 as a fair exchange between making safe spaces for people 
who do not like dogs, and giving space for dogs. 
Only concern is enforcement, in two parts. Firstly, it's hard to 
eyeball 500m, and no one should be penalised for leashing up 50m 
late / unleashing early. Secondly, my dog doesnt approach people, 
and I'll be leashing up. The people who cannot control their dog to 
prevent them harrassing families are the same people that won't 
leash up. The sentiment is good, but it will take constant policing to 
have an impact. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; With my 
adult friends and family; For recreation; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have been approached many times by dogs unleashed on the 
beach, with the owners allowing their dog to approach myself and 
my children. The owners are often fmiles away, as their dogs are 
allowed to run freely on the beach. The dogs are too far to hear 
their owners commands, or the owners simply have no control 
over the dogs. I have been nipped at, and jumped on many times 
by out of control wet sandy dogs, my kids have been jumped on by 
'friendly' dogs, and scratched and nearly pulled under the water by 
dogs swimming in the water. Also the amount of dog poo (much of 
it bagged and dumped) on the beach is revolting, check out the 
state of the track to the beach at Osborne, I counted more than 20 
piles of dog poo on the path alone. I am a dog owner, I love dogs, 
but I but despise off-leash times at the beach. Many dog walkers 
feel their dogs have more right to enjoy the beach than the people! 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I feel dogs should be on-leash at all times on grassed foreshore 
areas 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Option 1 is the only option that is reasonable and fair to 
EVERYONE. During winter dog walkers are the only people who use 
the beach so not having this freely available to us would be a gross 
injustice. The city planning doesn’t not take into account enough 
green spaces for the amount of households with dogs, and the 
little (small areas and few of) green spaces we have not suitable for 
off leash dogs because children frequent these spaces and they’re 
often not fenced in. So taking away or restricting access to the ONE 
place dog owners have where there’s enough space to walk dogs 
safety (for dogs and people) is disgusting. People who do not like 
dogs have so many other options to choose from (ie going between 
10am-8pm or walking on paths where dogs need to be on leash). 
Dog walkers are already limited enough. Please don’t take away 
such a valuable resource to dog owners that help us maintain 
happy and healthy dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater Option 1 is the only option that is reasonable and fair to 
EVERYONE. During winter dog walkers are the only people who use 
the beach so not having this freely available to us would be a gross 
injustice. The city planning doesn’t not take into account enough 
green spaces for the amount of households with dogs, and the 
little (small areas and few of) green spaces we have not suitable for 
off leash dogs because children frequent these spaces and they’re 
often not fenced in. So taking away or restricting access to the ONE 
place dog owners have where there’s enough space to walk dogs 
safety (for dogs and people) is disgusting. People who do not like 
dogs have so many other options to choose from (ie going between 
10am-8pm or walking on paths where dogs need to be on leash). 
Dog walkers are already limited enough. Please don’t take away 
such a valuable resource to dog owners that help us maintain 
happy and healthy dogs. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
These are the only areas accessible to us as elderly dog walkers 
from our retirement village. We walk with the dog off-leash within 
the daylight saving rules, between Largs Sailing club and the Largs 
Jetty.  These options remove that pleasure from us. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Greenacres 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in sport (SLS, sailing); With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The vast majority of people do the right thing and only let friendly, 
well behaved dogs off lead- usually putting them back on lead 
when approaching other dogs or people, regardless of the rules 
about off lead being ok. People who don’t obey the existing rules 
and/or have badly behaved dogs are clearly bad owners. The 
existing rules don’t need to be changed. They just need to be 
enforced so that people who don’t or won’t do the right thing get 
caught and fined. Don’t penalise the majority because a small 
minority who don’t obey the rules now still won’t obey them if 
they change. Making half of North Haven beach an exclusion zone 
just concentrates dogs into a smaller area which probably will 
cause problems. The beach is rarely ever crowded and most dog 
owners are already considerate of others. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

It works fine as it is. Just leave it alone. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); For 
recreation; To exercise; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Current rules are reasonable.  No additional new enforcement 
activity needed.  
Note many cooler, wetter days when almost no one is on the beach 
during daylight savings, the rules are utterly useless & stupid....but 
I can live with the rules because your inspectors are not as stupid 
as the rules they enforce.  Eg. They don't fine people letting dogs 
run on an empty beach... the rules are not about whether & when 
dogs should be allowed,  but about when & how people can safely 
and comfortably enjoy the beach without dogs running at them. 
In that sense the whole survey and situation is ridiculous...though 
pragmatic  
Please retain the current rules and methods of enforcement. My 
rates can be spent better (PAE is usually quite good at spending it's 
money well) 
Thanks  
Kaarina 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore See notes on previous. Focus on the outcome of community 
enjoyment, noting that "community enjoyment" includes dog 
lovers as well as those who don't like them much. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules are fair, reasonable and balanced. 
There are very few people who use the beach before 10am for 
something other than walking their dog. 
I regularly walk my dog on the beach before 10am and estimate 
95% of people on the beach before 10am are dog walkers. 
Why would you change it and see the beaches become near empty 
and under utilised at those warming morning times. 
As I’ve said the current rules are fair, reasonable and balanced. 
The fact that this is even being proposed and discussed (yet again) 
is moronic and shows the incompetence and stupidity of the PAE 
council.  
Surely you can find something better to put your time towards? 
Leave the rules as is and allow dogs to exercise, socialise and enjoy 
the beach during hours that they would otherwise be almost 
completely empty. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like it the way it is. Off lead in winter and daylight savings rules in 
summer Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
I think the Semaphore South to Breakwater option 1 
Daylight savings rules, should have extended off leash hours for 
dogs 
ie Before 11am and after 7pm Dogs should be allowed off leash. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Manningham 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The situation at present is good and I do not want it to change at all 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Keep it as is 
I vote for option 1 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Vote for option 1 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Having to put a dog on and off at different areas of the beach is 
ridiculous. The dog I walk would not and has not harmed any 
person or any dog. 
This options feedback should be a simple vote, not this 
complicated and designed to confuse. 
Leave everything as it is. 
This has been a complete waste of my council rates and could be 
spent in many better ways. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs need somewhere to run off lead 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven The dogs will not know when they are crossing into the on-lead 
area. 
This will cause extra stress to people walking them. Have it all on 
lead or all off lead. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… You may like to consider an education program to remind dog 
owners/handlers that dogs are required to be on-leash at all times, 
all year round on shared pathways and footpaths. (including 
suburban streets) 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Option 4 
Daylight saving rules, off-leash north of Taperoo all year round, 
with no requirement to be on-leash around jetties. 
I would tick the box as "love them" 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Feel strongly about having dog off-leash areas and areas where no 
dogs allowed during summer  
Especially on leash during daylight savings is a good compromise 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Don't see how you will enforce area around jetty with dogs running 
loose having to be called and leash put on. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family; With 
my adult friends and family; To exercise; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be allowed on the beach all year round. I can not 
understand that on days were no single person is on the beach, 
dogs have to be on lead. Have a look how many people enjoy 
walking their dogs during the week and the dog has to be on lead 
despite no one being on the beach? The area north of Largs Bay 
jetty is so infrequently used by beach visitors.  
I am happy to keep my dog on lead during day light saving times 
between 10am and 8 pm south of the Largs jetty but not 
north.where I live the council has supplied zero dog parks, now you 
want to restrict me even further from walking my dog on the 
beach. I have consulted many dog owners and they feel the same 
way as me about the topic. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Why is there no option for current rules, off lead before 10am and 
off lead all year long at north haven? This would be a proposal I 
endorse. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Current rules for dogs on the beach & foreshore support daylight 
saving rules. (Option 1) Which provides plenty of dog free hours. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Support current rules for dogs on the beach and foreshore. 
 Daylight saving rules. Option 1 Which provides plenty of dog free 
hours. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Support current rules option 1 
Daylight saving rules. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities; Other: I pick up rubbish every day off the beach when I walk 
my dog!() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… If my dog has to be on-leash at all times I will no longer visit that 
beach. 
That would be unfortunate because I pick up rubbish and frequent 
the cafe. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… - 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

- Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

- Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

- 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 20-24 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): I don't currently visit() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Long leash so you can pull them back to you if you see trouble 
coming. I have done this will all my dogs and it works. From 
bunnings, stretch rope. They can run and then you can pull them 
back 

Daylight Savings Rules  

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore You say allowed off leash under effective control but this is a 
problem because sometimes the owner is not in control of 
themself. If you have your dog on a extended lead you can pull 
them back gently by calling them. Maybe a treat 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

. Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… “If it ain’t broke don’t fix it “ 
Shared space works well and many dog owners treat their dogs like 
a family member - they should I’d be included in these spaces and 
no changes required. These areas are for everyone  
All creatures great and small 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore If it ain’t broke don’t fix it  
No need to make any changes to separate  
Dogs are a wonderful inclusion to the ambience of the space and 
place 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

No changes Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

No changes 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Klemzig 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… the current rules accommodate all; the new rules proposed would 
be ineffective. 
proposed rules would be more cost to the council which will feed 
down to the residents unnecessarily to patrol zones. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Love the current rules. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Leave it like it is, current one. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

Staying in current plan. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I think it will be too confusing about kniwing which areas the dogs 
need to be on lead. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 
It is not a huge area - most dogs like to run. I think options 1 is the 
best 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I think zoning areas will be too confusing. 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; To walk my 
dog(s); With my adult friends and family; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Every weekend we meet other dog walkers who have come from 
outside of the council area to walk their dog on the beach. They do 
this as their weekly ritual and then have breakfast on Semaphore 
road. Changing the rules for dogs on our beaches just means these 
people will drive to another ‘off leash’ beach and spend their 
money in another council area. Seems ridiculous. In winter, the 
only people who use the beach are dog walkers. There aren’t 
families frolicking in the wind and rain! During summer, most dog 
walkers will be off the beach before 10 because it gets too hot for 
the dogs. Council needs to use a bit of common sense with this 
proposal. Even with 3 young kids, I can’t see how the benefits of 
changing the rules would outweigh the negatives. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my young 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules work well at PAE beaches and all the other 
Western suburb beaches so should remain unchanged. They 
provide a fair balance during the summer and the significant 
majority of people who use the beaches during the winter are 
people walking their dogs with no issues. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore The current rules work well at should remain unchanged. This is a 
part of local people's public open space to be shared by all. It gives 
access to elderly people who can not walk on the beach and gives 
them an area to exercise their dogs. I utilize this area on a daily 
basis along with a cohort of walkers, cyclists, and joggers. all 
coexist with no issues. This provides an opportunity for community 
inclusion for many. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

I can see no reason for this change. Seems senseless. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current rules work well at PAE beaches and all the other 
Western suburb beaches so should remain unchanged. They 
provide a fair balance during the summer and the significant 
majority of people who use the beaches during the winter are 
people walking their dogs with no issues.  
Dogs off-leash area all year round should be added to Option 1 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Clearview 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I dislike dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Feedback relates to dogs off-leash - Utterly irresponsible to have 
dogs off-leash in a public area. Who will be responsible if someone 
is mauled on the beach? Yes, it is the owners responsibility for the 
dog but if this is council-approved some of the blame lies with 
them. Not to mention dogs are annoying and not everyone wants a 
strangers dog running up to them and sniffing/licking them or 
ruining picnics. If they have to be on the beach they should 
definitely be required to be on a leash at all times. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I feel some areas ie jetty access, may need on leash to allow those 
with a dislike of dogs or reactive dog to feel safe. However our dog 
(good recall) loves the freedom of off leash play. In our many visits 
to the beach I haven't witnessed any major issues with dogs off 
leash. It is important that the dogs owners understand and recall 
their dog around new people arriving and while assessing o t her 
dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I understand that the busier beach areas are not always 
appropriate places to have off-leash dogs.  However, there should 
be designated low-traffic areas where dogs can be off-leash at all 
times.  Shift workers, sporting parents and others may not always 
have access to dog-off-leash times as currently identified. 
Residents and visitors know these areas are dog-friendly, and can 
avoid if they are worried. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

Off-leash times during daylight savings times to start earlier Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

On leash around populated areas is a common-sense approach to 
dog ownership 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s); With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I walk my dog between the North Haven Beach Break Waters and 
like the ability to let my dog off leash and roam, under positive 
control of course. The mandated times for when a dog can be on, 
or off leash are acceptable to me. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The daylight savings rules work well and have done for a number of 
years, no need to change them. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current daylight savings rule work well and are simple for 
everyone to understand and align with other council rules on other 
metro beaches.  Generally in winter there is no one at the beach, it 
doesn't seem right for dogs to be on lead if they are the only ones 
there. 
Maybe some clearer signage of these rules needs to be put in place 
for the non regular users of our beaches. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Enfield 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am happy with the current rules for dogs on beaches.  I'm down 
there at 7am all year round, from Largs Bay jetty, heading north. 
When visiting this area outside daylight saving times there may be 
one or two non dog walkers at this time. The proposal to have dogs 
on leads in the designated areas out side daylight saving times is 
silly as there is no one there so early in the morning. I can only 
comment on the this area.  
From Largs Bay heading south to Semaphore is busier, so this may 
be a different especially around the jetty areas.  I like to keep my 
dogs in the quieter and wider part from Largs heading north. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

Im happy with the current rules for this area Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations); I like dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… More times than I can count large Pur of control dogs have run up 
to my family on Semaphore and Largs beaches. 
It scares me when they run at my small children. They scare and 
knock over my kids. 
Dogs have jumped on me while I was pregnant and off lead dogs 
often scare my reactive small dog. 
They are such popular beaches and foreshore areas. I believe dogs 
should always be leashed so it can be enjoyed by everyone. 
Semaphore south is less popular and could be a designated dog 
beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Valley View 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Should be an area for dogs to run around on the beach. Too many 
dog unfriendly places in Adelaide.  Pets are like family.  They have 
rights to.  BTW was as it so hard to provide feedback..surely you 
could make it simpler.   There needs to be pet friendly places in 
Valley View as well as the beach. One day I want to buy a dog but 
need lots of places for the dog to go. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Please provide more pet friendly places.  Dogs need to socialise 
with other dogs and people 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

More run areas for dogs please...why is this survey so long? Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Off lead as well 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; For recreation; 
To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like it just the way it is currently, it is the same at all or almost all 
Adelaide beaches. It makes sense and doesn't unnecessarily 
restrict dogs from being off-leash when there is often nobody else 
there anyway, and when there are other people there, it's fine 
anyway. The only time they should be on leash on the beach and 
foreshore is peak summer school holidays when it is crowded, but 
giving the dogs owners until 10am and after 8pm off leash means 
they have their fair time too. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Current regulations where dogs can be off lead on beaches 
between 10am and 8pm during daylight saving hours has been 
effective and most people are aware of the regulations.  This is my 
preference. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules are fine. No need to change them. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current arrangements of having dogs on-leash between 10am 
and 8pm through the summer period is a balanced, sensible and 
pragmatic approach to allowing multiple interest users of the 
beach have their own period to enjoy the great beaches within 
PAE. 
I don’t believe the on-leash hours should be confined to daylight 
light saving however, but more the summer months (1 December 
to 1 March) as on most weekdays between October and December 
the beaches are empty during the day (and is a great time to walk 
the dog on the beach without impacting others). The summer 
months would cover the school holidays and majority of public 
holidays.  
10am to 8pm restrictions could be extended to weekends within 
daylight saving (ie remain as is for weekends). 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current arrangements of having dogs on-leash between 10am 
and 8pm through the summer period is a balanced, sensible and 
pragmatic approach to allowing multiple interest users of the 
beach have their own period to enjoy the great beaches within 
PAE. 
I don’t believe the on-leash hours should be confined to daylight 
light saving however, but more the summer months (1 December 
to 1 March) as on most weekdays between October and December 
the beaches are empty during the day (and is a great time to walk 
the dog on the beach without impacting others). The summer 
months would cover the school holidays and majority of public 
holidays.  
10am to 8pm restrictions could be extended to weekends within 
daylight saving (ie remain as is for weekends). 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… 2. The beach gives me and my dog quality of life. We don't get the 
same enjoyment or exercise at a dog park. I happily travel 35min 
each way once a week to spend quality time with my dog. 
3. Most dog owners tend to come early and are off the beach 
before it gets busy. The 10am restriction gives those of us coming 
from further way a chance to have sufficient off lead time. In 
winter, the beaches are much emptier and the vast majority of 
people are dog walkers.  
4. A perpetual off lead area would allow dog users like me to make 
more use of the beach after work when it's too hot to walk 
elsewhere. 
5. Dog on-leash areas at all times are important for community 
members but it would be good not to have on and off leash areas 
cut off each other. Having to walk through an on-lead area to get to 
the next off-lead area and vice versa creates issues. Daylight saving 
rules help avoid those. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater There are multiple acess paths to beach so on lead around jetties 
doesn't really give clear access. The area is a through area for dog 
walkers. Dog love sniffing at the jetties and most people with dogs 
walk past the jetties so on-lead areas cuts the walk and can be 
awkward if a ball goes further than intended or a dog sees a friend 
they want to meet.  
We want our dogs under control as much as non-dog owners do 
but to train a dog well, the have to be in a situation and that 
means, like children, there will be times    a dog need reminding 
about what's expected. The on-lead around jetties  rule has the 
potential to divide the community rather than unite it through 
intolerance rather than education and training. 
I think it would be better to keep the on lead area south of the 
Semaphore kiosk where there is a bird breeding ground and the 24 
hour off lead at the other end, with daylight saving rules for the 
entire area between. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am option 1 leave the dog rules the same there is no reason while 
they have to the changed it works well Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Option 1 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 1 the current rules don’t need to change them the only 
people on the beach first thing in the mornings are dog owners 
why changed it 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We currently walk our dog at 6:30am on the beach off lead and the 
only people we see are other people with dogs.  
Dogs are currently on leash from 10am-8pm so I would find it 
surprising if people that didn’t like dogs or had dogs that they 
wanted to walk on lead couldn’t go at the current times.  
The idea that a set area is ok for off lead dogs surprises me and 
honestly makes me think that some people that have proposed this 
suggestion live in that area and are being selfish  and taking away 
the option for other people in other areas along the beach.  
Please just keep it the way it currently is with day light savings 
options so our dogs and community can continue having both off 
lead and on lead times. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I can live with dogs on leads at restricted times. I would much 
prefer that dogs be allowed off leads at all times. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore For most who walk their dogs on the beach and foreshore it is a 
tharaputic way of life. To allow their dogs to be under effective 
control, including off the lead, is very much a part of that life-giving 
therapy. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
Dogs that are under effective control off the lead should be allows 
off the lead as often as they can be, they need to run free. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

It is optimum for dogs that are under effective control off the, be 
allowed to be off the lead as much as possible. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs; I dislike dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We need a section of beach that is on leash at all times or even an 
exclusion zone where families can enjoy the beach without being 
harrassed by dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

The on leash section should be larger. Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

More of the beach needs to be on leash always 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Leave dog control rules as they are 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Leave existing regulations and rules as they are Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Leave existing rules as they are Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Leave existing rules as they are 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I am scared of dogs; I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules for daylight savings are okay, but 10am is late for 
leashing. Particularly in summer, we want to be down the beach 
early and then out of the heat of the day. This means sharing with 
dogs off leash, and many are NOT under effective control. When on 
the beach prior to 10am, our children (2 and 5) are consistently 
approached (EVERY TIME) and our stuff is frequently urinated on 
by dogs.  
Exclusion areas aren't the answer and unfair to dog owners. If a 
dog can be on a leash, these seem unnecessary 
A significant part of the issue is the enforcement. There is a major 
problem with dogs not generally being under effective control 
when they should be (always). If dogs were under effective control 
at all times, I feel like this wouldn't even need to be a conversation. 
So, unless there is going to be an increase in the Council's 
investment in time and follow through in ensuring its bylaws are 
followed, the effectiveness of any model will be questionable. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I care less about grassed areas, as we don't really use them. 
However, I think on the grassed areas and pathways, dogs should 
be on leash at all times and the proposals put forward don't 
contemplate this. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven We frequently go to this beach and Option 2 would work well for 
us. Dislike Option 1, as current rules aren't being followed by dog 
owners (leashing and effective control), and would like something 
to change. However, this North Haven beach seems to be better 
than other section of beaches under review, perhaps because it is 
quieter? 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Option 1, status quo, is not working. Within a 30 minute period, 7 
dogs came up to our children one day last summer. This was a 
particularly bad day, but not unusual. Current situation not 
wroking. 
Option 2, giving people the option of, before 10am, being in a 
500m on leash zone around a jetty, will funnel more people to the 
already busiest sections of our beaches. Parking is already an issue 
in these areas. 
Option 3, there is currently an issue with dogs approaching people 
and not being under effective control. Option 3 gives greater space 
in favour of dogs and their owners on our beaches, rather than 
helping their management in any way. As above, the jetty proposal 
is also inadequate. 
Other options: extending daylight saving times (eg 8am-8pm), 
dividing between jetties in a similar way to the North Haven option 
2 proposal, on leash 500m BOTH sides of the jetties. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight saving times off lead currently have people with dogs 
walking when the tide is usually high and there is very little beach 
to share. This causes more dogs off lead in a smaller space. Time 
off lead at low tide allows more space for everyone to enjoy the 
beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Great idea off lead beach area accessible all day 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Sefton Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We have walked our dogs every saturday morning for the last ten 
years from semaphore south to largs and back. Its the only thing 
which brings us to this beach, and sometimes semaphore road 
afterwards each week. The rules at the moment are fair for 
everyone, and a major drawcard for the area. I'd love to see the list 
of reported incidents /reasons leading to these proposals. Don't 
ruin what we have please! 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
Other: Mental health() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As a local to Semaphore, I’m happy to have the daylight savings 
rules, where beaches are often more busy with people visiting etc. I 
do not agree with exclusion zones and on leash areas at all times 
throughout the year, this will significantly impact elderly residents 
with dogs in particular who do not drive and have accessibility. I go 
to the beach regularly and have not witnessed dog attacks and 
issues, people are generally very responsible and do the right thing. 
Most people in this area own dogs, so will be severely negatively 
impacted by new laws of exclusion zones and on leash at all times. 
Please consider a balanced approach like is currently in place. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs off leash areas : I would like to see the grasssed areas & 
walking / bike riding path & carparking areas along the foreshore 
be DOG on LEASH ALL TIMES areas. 
 The ruling as it stands sees some owners with the dog not close 
enough to them or under voice control.. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
As previously stated I think dogs should be on a leash on all grassed 
areas/ walking paths & carparking areas 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

Why cant the on leash rules apply all year Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater You have a whole new area being developed at Fort Largs, where I 
imagine a lot of the new residences may be young with young 
family.  Dont think one area of the beqch should be open to off 
lead all the time. There are multiple dog parks which owners can 
take their dogs to & have them off the lead. I think times should be 
set as they are during  daylight savings all year round. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight savings rules apply to PAE, Charles Sturt and Holdfast 
councils. They have been in place since the inception of dog by-
laws and have served the community as the best approach to laws. 
Universally time is the most understood mechanism and is the 
easiest approach in understanding rules around dogs on beaches. If 
this was not the case the current rules would not have stood up to 
nearly 30 years of implementation. Statistically reported incidences 
are at the lowest of all areas governed by by-laws and this has been 
nothing but a waste of ratepayers money and has been to the 
detriment of the community, causing divide and hatred amongst 
people. Had the council actually taken the time to implement other 
initiatives from the 2018 to 2023 Dog and Cat Management plan 
the outcomes for the community would have been more 
constructive. The effects of any changes will have far reaching 
effects on the physical and mental health of those within the 
community who use our beaches daily. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 1 will continue to provide the community with a consistent 
approach to by-laws. The concept of hard surfaces being (on lead) 
and soft surfaces being (off lead) is a simple approach to 
understanding rules around on and off leash use. Education around 
the best ways to approach use in these zones would have a more 
responsible effect on how these zones are used and minimize a 
unnecessary stress and hardship restrictions would have on those 
who have to police any rule changes. Restrictions may also have an 
effect on foreshore businesses with some choosing to congregate 
in other places. Should these areas come under any restrictions 
they should only be implemented in the daylight savings months. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven With such a small area of beach any changes to this area would be 
ineffective. With plenty of daylight hours restricted to on leash 
during daylight saving there is a good balance for both on and off 
leash use. During the winter months it is evident from many 
conversations with users of this area that there is no need for any 
restrictions during this time. I am curious to know if any extra 
funding has been secured for beach patrols during the winter 
months and has there been any communication with Charles Sturt 
council in relation to the extra patrols required. Once again had 
council taken the time to connect with people around the use of 
this area and implemented positive changes by way of education 
especially when the surf life saving club has activities in place the 
outcomes would have a more impact. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater A uniform approach to by-laws along the metro coast is the best 
way to ensure compliance when visiting our coastline. Being part of 
a community of daily beach walkers I am yet to see or hear any 
evidence that changes to how people use the beach will have any 
positive impact on those who use this space for whatever reason. 
The assumption that the proposed changes will be the solution for 
those who do not like dogs or are afraid of dogs is an irresponsible 
approach to the needs of the community. The single biggest issue 
raised in the community is unleashed dogs approaching leashed 
dogs and families. The proposed restrictions around jetties is not 
necessary in winter months. The proposed off leash area is an even 
bigger issue for PAE to face. The proposed area does not take into 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 



 

account the lack of facilities for both dog walkers and families using 
the beach. The distance across the dunes is not physically possible 
for those with disabilities or mobility issues. Dog attacks will 
increase. 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); With my adult friends 
and family; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Semaphore has always been very dog friendly. We picnic in areas 
that are proposed on leash areas and have never had an issue with 
our dog or other dogs in the area. We have found that people, 
including us, put their dogs on a leash when they can see people or 
other dogs are worried about their interaction. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven The current system works well, it is a small beach which allows 
dogs to run all year round. We walk our dog during summer and 
during the off-leash time the beach is not very busy, especially near 
the Outer Harbour break water. It is not a tourist beach, and almost 
everyone is local and know how the beach works. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The areas around the jetties, are not busy enough in the colder 
weather to justify having to put the dog back on lead. On a walk on 
colder days you are lucky to see 4-5 other people walking. Keeping 
it to day light saving makes sense, especially closer to Semaphore 
jetty. I love the off leash all year section of beach from Strathfield 
Tce. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the rules for dogs on beaches that we now have. On the 
foreshore and lawn areas dogs should be on leash at all times as 
there are so many families in that area. I have a problem with dog 
owners not having full control of their dogs or not paying attention 
to where their dog is. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think more effort needs to be put into dogs that ARE allowed off 
leash. Education about dogs being socialised and trained etc. if 
more owners were responsible for their dogs then off leash options 
aren’t problematic. Increase patrols on beaches and make sure 
owners are doing the right thing- most already are (picking up after 
dogs, interacting well with other dogs and people, under effective 
control). The truth is that most people who don’t have recall etc 
with their dogs, either don’t go to the beach or keep them on leash 
anyway. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Footpaths should be on lead so dogs aren’t walking in front of 
cyclists and runners etc. grassed areas are fine if dogs are under 
control but I am open to these areas being on leash 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

The jetty rules are harder to abide by- too awkward to enforce 
while you are walking. They would require signs about where the 
areas begin and end. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think daylight savings rules are fine as they are. 
There is good reason to have some areas for Dog On Leash at all 
time; On the Semaphore & Largs Bay foreshores which are popular 
for picnics, family games I feel it would be beneficial for this to be 
on leash at all times ( or certain times of day/year) 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Specific areas will become crowded and meeting places (like dog 
parks) too dangerous. I don’t want to have to travel to an area. I 
want to be on the beach when it suits me and my lifestyle. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I used to be a dog owner, and I can empathise with the strong 
emotional connection between dogs and their owners. However, it 
has come to my attention that there is a growing issue of 
irresponsible dog owners allowing their dogs to roam off-leash, 
particularly large dogs, in public spaces. On numerous occasions, 
while enjoying walks in parks or at the beach, I have observed 
situations where dog owners confidently assert that their dogs are 
friendly, even when those dogs proceed to behave disruptively. 
These instances typically involve dogs rushing at people, damaging 
the surroundings and encroaching on the personal space of 
individuals or families. In response to any resulting inconvenience, 
these dog owners often offer a casual apology and continue 
without addressing the consequences of their pets' actions. 
Dogs owners have a responsibility to have the capacity to 
understand these rulings so that a harmonious space can be 
created without prejudice. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven This is my local beach, it has become a common sight to witness a 
significant number of dog owners allowing their dogs to roam 
freely without leashes with the required leashed times. This 
practice has led to several unsettling situations where I've had to 
step in to protect my son from approaching dogs. In response to 
my concerns, dog owners often reassure me by saying, "Don't 
worry; my dog is friendly," before promptly walking away. As a 
result, instead of being able to fully enjoy our time at the beach, I 
find myself constantly on alert, anticipating the next intrusion by an 
off-leash dog into our personal space. 
I have also encountered situations where I've felt compelled to 
address dog owners about the need to have their dogs on leashes, 
which unfortunately sometimes leads to arguments. Faced with 
such resistance, I've found it more practical to disengage from such 
discussions and hope for the best, rather than prolonging a 
contentious exchange. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations); I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… With a reactive dog who is situation dependent it is great to have 
off leash areas where she does well but I also appreciate the need 
for on leash areas as if she is on leash she can be reactive to dogs 
who approach. 
Having an off leash area within the half hour drive for us would 
mean that we can take her somewhere to run and swim through 
summer when local creek areas here are especially dangerous due 
to the number of snakes. 
Currently due to work schedules during daylight saving rules the 
only time I am able to use the beach off leash is 8-10am on 
Sundays so it is very restrictive. I find often the only users around 
the proposed off leash area at Largs are other dog owners anyway. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 2 would tie in with a designated off leash area at Largs 
better as it provides people the assurance that they have an access 
point where dogs will always be on leash. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Please allow this small area as off leash as there are no other 
options nearby for dogs during day light savings. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The daylight savings rules are frustrating and make little practical 
sense. North Haven beach is always busy and being used by a 
strong community of dogs and dog owners in the lead up to 
daylight savings.  This community disappears and is arbitrarily 
restricted during daylight savings. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven North Haven beach should be an off-leash area at all times. This 
matches how the community uses this beach between April and 
October. 
Option 2 will be impractical for dog owners to follow. Due to the 
extensive dunes and flora at North Haven it can be difficult to tell 
where landmarks, such as the Australia II Ave carpark, are located 
from the shoreline. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 3 takes into consideration the desperate need for more off-
leash spaces North of Adelaide 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Gepps Cross 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); For 
recreation; With my adult friends and family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

200m distance seems reasonable. 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Windsor Gardens 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I don't like when dogs are not under effective control. Especially 
when their owners allow them to roam and they urinate on 
belongings of swimmers that are unattended. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
option 2:-  Area involved for on-leash areas need to include around 
the playground and kiosk, the train station and areas highly used by 
elderly, children and young families. So maybe the areas bounded 
by the southern edge of playground and Palais. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe it is extremely important to keep some dog OFF leash 
areas on the sand/water/beach at all times. I can accept some 
restrictions during daylight savings times especially in hot summer 
months. But the public health benefits of dog ownership and dog 
walking are proven by numerous international studies. Physical 
health and fitness of both people and animals is greatly improved 
as is people’s social connectedness and mental health. Beaches are 
especially good as they offer dogs the opportunity to run over 
some distance and to swim. Using their physical capacities daily 
means a dog is calmer and better behaved at home. It is a tragedy 
when older people or those with less physical ability feel they have 
to relinquish their dog as they can’t keep it sufficiently exercised on 
lead. This can lead to a rapid decline in the person’s health, 
depression and isolation. Keeping beaches and grassed foreshore 
areas available for off-leash use is critical at least for some part of 
each day. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven I don’t believe the on-leash at all times option for the Northern end 
of the North Haven beach adequately accommodates some older 
or less mobile residents who may not be able to walk down to the 
southern end of the beach. As I explained in my first response the 
public health benefits of dog walking are significant and it would 
have serious deleterious effects if people felt they had to give up 
their dogs prematurely as they could not exercise them adequately. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater My preference is strongly for the current daylight savings 
arrangements. I think the complexity of requiring people to leash 
their dogs for a certain distance around the jetties is going to lead 
to unnecessary confusion. For at least half of the daylight savings 
period there are hardly any people on the beaches even in those 
designated times so dog owners and their animals are being 
inconvenienced needlessly. If you move to designating a certain 
area in-leash at all times it should be substantially less than 500 
metres as most people sit with 100 metres of the jetties and 500 
metres would exclude too much of the space. The off leash at 
Taperoo option is all very well but many dog owners who don’t 
drive to the beach cannot access that area. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: New Port 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven Daylight savings on leash period is a good policy in general due 
non-dog people (if such people exist!) and reactive dogs, but 
should be much shorter. Walking the dog before 0800 or after 2000 
is just impractical! 1000 to 1900 during daylight saving would be 
much more suitable for on-lead hours. There aren’t many young 
families and visitors etc outside of these times anyway. I prefer off 
leash walks as my dog has arthritis and the lead (pulling) 
aggravates this.  
Thanks for looking into this. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 1000 to 1900 on leash period during daylight saving would be more 
suitable, compared to  through to 2000 when it is basically dark.  
The off leash all year region north of Taparoo is a good idea. 
However, near jetties should absolutely remain off leash. ‘Near 
jetties’ is so poorly defined. There are already the other 
restrictions- does this one really make a difference when pretty 
much everyone who might be concerned about off leash dogs visits 
in summer? It’s just an I’ll-defined, awkward and inconvenient 
proposal that only affects the off-season. I understand though 
keeping dogs on the lead up to the point of sand (on pavement and 
grass) 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); For 
recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think dog off leash areas ‘at all times’ encourages irresponsible 
dog owners to let dogs off leash that are not under effective 
control and/or aggressive 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore I’ve seen dogs off leash in the grassed area at semaphore that are 
not under effective control & circling young children/babies sitting 
on the grass with their families. The owners have been unable to 
call them back. I’ve also seen aggressive dogs off leash in the 
grassed area approaching dogs on lead on the walkways. I don’t 
believe the grassed areas should be off lead at all but option 2 is 
the better of the options. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven I think a designated area on lead at all times is good for families 
with young children as well as timid dogs that don’t like other dogs 
off lead approaching them. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I think option 2 is the best as it provides an area throughout the 
year that families can attend without fear of dogs approaching 
their dogs or children. Option 3 I feel will encourage pet owners to 
let their dogs off like they do in dog parks where they are not 
supervising their dogs & the dogs are not under effective control 
resulting in more reports of dogs fighting/biting people. If you visit 
the dog beach at Lonsdale where dogs can be off lead all year 
round there are dogs everywhere approaching other dogs/people 
with no owners in sight. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think it would be most sensible to maintain and police the policy 
we already have .It is clear and precise ,and unnecessary to be 
changed or complicated in any way .The current policy also  
ensures ,our beach is in line with the policy’s other beaches enjoy 
in this region. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I dislike dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation; Other: grandkids visiting() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My dream would be no dogs on beaches at any time and if 
necessary on leashes in all foreshore areas. So at worst dogs on 
leashes at all times on beach. 
I do not like being approached, licked, barked at and jumped on, 
and I'm afraid for my grandkids when a dog bounds up. I'm 
continually warning them to watch for droppings in the grassed 
areas. What is effective control? Who's going to police these rules? 
Do I need to snap photos of those breaking the rules? 
How can you police the on/off leash areas [i.e. paths and grass] 
through Semaphore Sth and similar areas. 
All I have seen so far is dogcentric - how about a peoplecentric area 
where there would be no dogs at any time. 
I'm interested in the composition of the committee - doesn't seem 
to be anyone putting people first!!! 
Good for people's health to walk their dog's one might say - what 
about the health of people who don't want to be confronted by 
dog's? Maybe you need to pass a test to be able to let your dog run 
free amongst people!! 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore You cannot separate the grass and path areas so dogs should be on 
leashes at all times in ALL foreshore areas.  Maybe then the owners 
might know where their dog left droppings, and picnickers can eat 
without being pestered. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Ambiguous again - I don't think dogs should be off leash anywhere 
kids are playing - note SA Govt campaign re 'Good dog, bad day'. 
The least you can do is extend the leash at all times area from Hart 
St in the sth to nth of the Palais and similar at Largs. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am happy with the current arrangements and can make it work 
for my family and dogs. I think it is important that my dogs have 
the opportunity to enjoy the beach and go for runs.  
We as dog walkers look after our beach, cleaning up after people 
who do not clean up after themselves 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I personally don’t let me dogs off the lead on the grassed 
foreshore, it is too close to the road and for their safer I chose not 
to. I don’t have an issue if others feel fit to do so. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current restrictions on both on and off leash dogs on beaches 
are more than adequate. Further restricting dog access to beaches 
and parks would be counter-productive to community well-being 
and the health of dogs and their owners. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 
The current rules are more than adequately restrictive for off-leash 
dog access. No further restriction is warranted. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

The current restrictions are more than adequate. 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have lived in Semaphore for >15 years and have always enjoyed 
the dog-friendly nature of the beaches and the community in 
general. I was saddened to hear of the proposal to abolish off-leash 
times for dogs at local beaches given their importance for many 
residents and their animals –from both an exercise and mental 
health perspective. While I appreciate that there may have been 
isolated incidents in the past, it seems extremely unfair to punish 
the vast majority of residents (and their dogs) who do the right 
thing and who utilise the beach weekly (if not daily). I regularly 
walk my dog off-leash and have always found other dog owners to 
be highly responsible. I have also never had any issues with me or 
my young children feeling unsafe. I have no issue with on-leash 
times during busy periods – since this provides the best of both 
worlds – not disadvantaging local (or visiting) dog owners, while 
also allowing those who feel less comfortable around animals to 
enjoy our beaches. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
I can live with having an on-leash zone around jetties, but note that 
many dog owners use the jetty steps, so if people have reactive 
dogs they would need to ensure that they are sitting away from 
this area. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs; I like dogs; I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe that dogs should have the freedom to socialise and be off 
lead if they are well behaved. It is a civil liberties issue as well! In all 
the years I’ve been walking dogs on the beach I’ve never had an 
issue that couldn’t be resolved by communication. I live near the 
beach for the freedom to be able to have my dog off lead. Our dog 
was a rescue and because he has now been trained to be off leash 
on the beach, he now socialises well with all the regular dog owner 
who also enjoy the interaction. It’s also a way people can have a 
chat with others and stay fit and healthy. Emphasis should be on 
behaviour and dogs on leads are often straining to run free. It is an 
issue of training, so the dog listens. Dog parks seem to initiate a 
pack mentality with aggressive bullying animals. I experienced this 
on several occasions before deciding that the beach is a much 
friendlier place for dogs to socialise and listen to their owners. I live 
near the beach for the above reasons! 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Option one, dogs should be allowed the freedom to walk off leash 
if well behaved and owners have responsibilities to make decisions 
based on this. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I believe that rules for dogs on/off leash could be dependant on 
other factors, including how busy the area is at any given time. This 
is where responsible owners owners could be using their initiative. 
Blanket rules are not an option as there are too many variables. I 
live at the beachside precisely so I can walk to and on the beach 
with my well behaved and sociable dog being able to enjoy a little 
freedom. He looks forward to it every day. Why should the “rules” 
be for the few? Mostly the beach is practically deserted apart from 
dog owners/walkers. When it is busy on the beach it is generally 
very warm and I’d bet most people are not from the areas you 
want to make changes too. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… No change required to existing rules. When it’s not daylight savings 
there’s hardly anyone down the beach other than dog walking. 
Dogs love the freedom to run and play at the beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Leave it as it is. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

Leave it as is. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Leave it as is. 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The beach areas current rules regarding dogs being on/off lead 
works fine - that is, on lead during the day light saving months 
between 10:00 and 20:00 and off lead any other time. We, like 
most dog owners use the beach early in the morning all year round 
before the beaches start being used by families, who I hasten to 
add don't even live in the area. The huge expanse of beach always 
means that they are quiet and there is plenty of space for everyone 
- so why change this?! This consultation, yet again appears to be a 
waste of tax payers money by PAE council. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

Why change a rule that works perfectly already? Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Again, why change the current rules when they work perfectly 
now?! 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Why change what works ? Responsible dog owners care for our 
beaches especially the locals and obey the rules dogs on leads at 
appropriate times or if you don’t have complete control. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): I don't currently visit(Because of unleashed dogs 
that are not under control by their owners. I have yet to come across any dog that's is 
under effective control or owners that even worry about their dogs approaching 
others when off the leash. Too many unpleasant incidences occu) 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The biggest concern is the amount of owners who have little dogs 
off lead who do not respond to owners commands or the owners 
that have no control over them(or care too). Small dogs do not 
need alot of exercise...large dogs do. If there is any problem with 
small dogs approaching a larger dog.. 
odds are on the large dog gets blamed if anything untoward 
happens. Maybe consider areas for the dog size....not the humans 
who want to walk and not take responsibility for their pets. My 
dogs love the beach but we will not take them because of this 
issue. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
under effective control does not exist. Please go to these areas and 
watch...particularly in very busy times 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven All dogs can feel safe when on a leash and owners do not stress 
about every dog running up to theirs with no control by other 
owners. I have never come across an owner who has their dog 
under effective control on the beach. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My dog I keep on a leash, for his safety, though I understand there 
are dogs that need to run and burn off energy. 
I feel that the Daylight Savings rules are good, though I am sure you 
could find a stretch of beach on our foreshore somewhere, (maybe 
Taperoo which is not busy, where dogs can run off leash at all time, 
for people that can not meet this rules, ie shift workers etc. 
Kind regards 
Marcia 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I feel if you provide a part of the beach where dogs can be off leash 
all time, there is no reason for dogs to be off-leash on the Grassed 
Foreshore 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven This would be a perfect beach to allow dogs, under control, to run 
free all year round. 
Easy for people to understand 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I feel the green zone would be a perfect solution to an area where 
dogs can be off leash year round 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; To participate in 
sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Leave the Rules as they currently are. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Leave the rules as they are currently 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have always had dogs and they too deserve freedoms on the 
beaches and surrounding areas. I am a responsible dog owner and 
pay attention to the needs of people around my dogs, putting them 
on a leash if required. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
To have to have dogs on lead at all times is completely unfair and 
prejudicial 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
To have to have dogs on lead at all times is totally unfair and 
prejudicial 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The winter off leash time is fantastic. There are so few people at 
the beach throughout the day and most people are sensible about 
leashing their dogs as required. 
I'm concerned about dog exclusion areas being applied to 
significant amounts of prime beach that would preclude less 
mobile people from accessing a beach closest to their home (I note 
a number of less mobile people I know also don't drive or have 
access to car) 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

150m around jetties (if this rule ends up applying in any format). 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I find the question above quite confusing as the consultation about 
dogs on and off leash relates to different areas of the beach. I 
would be happy with dogs on a leash on foreshore reserves in 
select areas (eg around jetties) and/or on all areas of the reserve 
during daylight saving hours (eg 10am to 8pm) as there are often 
community events or people picnicking or playing games on the 
reserve during summer. 
However, I think current rules for dogs and and off the leash on the 
beach should be left as they currently are ie only on a leash during 
daylight savings (10am-8pm in summer), off leash in winter 
I think the dog on leashes rules need to consider all users of the 
beach and not one group over another as well as the times 
different groups use the beach. Dogs on leashes 10am-8pm in 
summer gives dogs a chance to run & play when fewer non-dog 
owners are on the beach but restricts them when the general 
public is more likely to use the beach 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Prefer on leash in designated areas only but these should be quite 
limited areas. The info talks about restricted areas of between 100-
500metres. The latter area is much too big, ie the restricted area 
should be limited to where large numbers of people gather. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater Prefer current rules ie dogs on leashes only during daylight savings 
hours (ie summertime on leash 10am-8pm). I think this is a good 
compromise - it allows dog owners a chance to freely run their 
dogs when their are fewer people on the beach but restricts dogs 
when there are more people using the beach. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… While I like the idea of dogs having off lead areas to run free, I am 
concerned about the impacts on wildlife when this happens on our 
beaches that have precious sand dune habitat. When I take 
children to the beach, they are very fearful of approached by 
strangers' off-lead dogs - this is a natural reaction, and one I don't 
want to dismiss, as there is no way for them or I to know if that dog 
poses a threat. 
Large, fenced reserves for off lead dog play might be a more 
considerate option. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater I live in Taperoo, and the beach east of Fort Largs is the one I most 
frequently use, meaning I would be impacted if option 3 were to go 
ahead allowing dogs to be off lead north of Taperoo. I am very 
unhappy with this proposal, due to concerns about safety of 
humans and of the wildlife that inhabits this area. We are lucky to 
have deep sand dune habitat preserved in this area, with local 
conservation groups working hard to eradicate pest species and 
protect endemic plants and animals. Having dogs run loose in the 
area could threaten this. With the First Largs development bringing 
hundreds more human residents to the areas, there will likely be 
an increase in pet dogs, and they should be appropriately 
restrained in public spaces. The fact we don't have a jetty in 
Taperoo doesn't mean we are not entitled to the same protections 
on our beaches. Keep dogs on leads. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I feel the proposed changes punish and segregate people with 
dogs. If you look at the number of people using the beach during 
the off lead allowable hours you will note that the beach is 
completely filled with responsible dog owners and at best 1 to 2 
families. All other people who are walking there without dogs are 
not bothered by the dogs. People should be allowed to have time 
to walk their dogs off lead and during these periods there are 
limited other beach goers who don’t have dogs visiting the site. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore As mentioned in my previous response the proposed change is 
punishing people with dogs who are using the location when it 
does not affect non dog owners. If the change goes through it will 
limit the amount of people that visit the area and decrease the 
business these people bring to the area. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Please see my previous two responses Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Please see my previous responses, changes that limit where dogs 
can be off leash will affect the tourism and people should not be 
punished for having a dog that they want to have of leash exercise 
with. Furthermore why change the rules when the off leash dogs 
are not affecting anyone. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Rules only work if enforced. 
Too many owners are irresponsible 
And unfortunately this reflects on all owners. 
I love to see dogs off lead that are well controlled.  
Good dogs should get a free pass to be off lead all the time. 
Others should be on lead all the time. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Again who is going to monitor the irresponsible? Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have marked the current Daylight Savings Rules as a dislike as i 
think they are tough... i am often one of only a few people on the 
beach and the others are generally other dog owners.  Based on 
this rule, I should not let my dog off lead even when the area is 
deserted.  
Option 3 if accepted will alleviate this issue but i am concerned 
that if oodles of off leash dog owners are on top of each other, 
things may get a little more difficult.  
Many dog owners will deliberately give each other space and this 
may be harder.   
Will have to wait and see i guess.  
Most days during Daylight Savings are just average weather 
days...the beach only gets busy with non dog people on hot 
summery days. 
Off leash areas, i think are really important for dogs to be able to 
run.  Dog parks are too small for exercise 
Totally understand some of the on leash areas at times, but most 
responsible dog owners would keep their dogs on leash in busy 
areas 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore my dog and i will avoid heavy populated areas generally whilst off 
lead, so this will make little difference to us.   
I would have him on lead in these areas anyway, if there were lots 
of people around so option 2 makes sense.  It's only when they are 
essentially deserted that it would affect me, but i can live with it. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater I think option 3 is probably the most workable.  I love that there 
will potentially be an off leash area at all times  
Whilst the off lead area is in close proximity to me and therefore 
very viable, i can imagine that anyone that would have to walk a 
distance before they could let their dog off lead may be 
disappointed. 
Currently and for anyone not in close proximity to the proposed off 
lead area (future), the option to finish work at 5, come home and 
take your dog for an off lead walk aren't allowed during daylight 
savings which seems silly when most of the time the beach is 
deserted.  It only gets busy at this time during hot weather when i 
would totally understand the necessity. for leads.   
Saying all this i do understand the necessity for some rules but 
would love to see common sense prevail. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I appreciate all dogs being on leash on the beach during daylight 
saving times between 10 and 8. This is very much a shared area 
with young children and less agile elderly people enjoying the 
space. When an uncontrolled dog (or 2) create havoc it is not only 
disruptive, but can be dangerous for those around. 
Thank you for considering the needs of all users on our wonderful 
shoreline area. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Options 2 provides a 'safe' grassed area for those people who enjoy 
having a picnic on the grassed area, without fear of dogs that think 
they should join in! Sadly, some dog owners think this is fine but 
for many of us, we'd rather eat without an extra uninvited guest.  
However, I also see many dogs and their owners using the grassed 
area for recreation together, which is wonderful. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I believe that Option 2 covers most bases well. 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): I don't currently visit(It’s not safe to walk my 
dogs. One of my dogs was attacked at the beach and is now reactive to other dogs 
that come into his face. Other people who walk their dogs at the beach are not 
respectful of the space of other dogs. I very occasionally walk my bon) 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Off leash only areas creates the dog park concept. Dog parks are 
the worst thing in existence. People do not watch over their dogs 
and their behaviour. Dog parks create behaviour problems. 
Off leash times are good. It allows people to visit quieter parts of 
the beaches at quieter times with their dogs. I have three dogs one 
reactive, who is never off lead. Two who I want to protect from 
disrespectful owners and their dogs. Off leash times allows me to 
find protected areas to walk them. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore The shared footpaths are adjacent to the grasses areas. There is no 
way to police on leash and off leash in these spaces. People will 
just be off leash at all times. Most people do not have the voice 
control to stop their dog who might be off leash on the grass from 
interacting with people/dogs/bikes on the shared footpath if the 
chooses to interact with them. It’s dangerous. Bikes, scooters and 
kids should not have to deal with dogs running across the footpath. 
The car park is also adjacent to the grassed areas and shared 
footpath. People consistently release their dog from the car with 
no leash. Dogs often run from the car park across the path, grassed 
area and onto the beach unaccompanied. This is dangerous. And 
unfair others using the space. Not least the people/dogs on the 
beach that then have to deal with an unaccompanied off leash dog. 
Dogs should on leash on the entire foreshore area at all times all 
year round. Dogs can be off leash on the beach itself at specified 
times. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

I think option 1 provides flexibility for all beach users. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater To repeat my previous comments by creating off leash at all times 
all year creates a dog park environment. Dog parks are terrible. 
People don’t pay attention to their dogs. Dogs can be bullies or are 
bullied. Most owners cannot read dog body language even when 
they do pay attention. This is not a good idea. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Not all dogs are gentle. Owners always say "he's only playing", no 
dogs should run up and jump at you. Locals are quite obviously 
conscientious but on weekends and holidays, visitors do not have 
the same sensitivity.  I have been bitten and knocked over, no 
lasting inuries, but it does make me extremely cautious. I avoid the 
beach on the weekend. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Too dangerous with children, elderly, differently abled to share a 
path with dogs off leash. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in sport (SLS, sailing); With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Would love to have a clear area where dogs are allowed off leash 
as this would make it much easier to exercise dogs during summer. 
Very strongly in favour of establishing an always off leash area and 
believe this would stop people who don't enjoy dogs from having 
to interact with off leash dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Creating a distinct area for dogs off leash is a fantastic option. Will 
solve alot of problems for dog owners and non dog owners alike. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Well trained/behaved dogs should be allowed off lead at the 
beach. Owners just need to take responsibility Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog owners are very responsible, when they see someone fearful 
of their dog, if it is off lead they put it on a lead until they have 
passed that person.  What ever the outcome of the survey that 
some bins and dog bags should be placed at the end of the 
walkways to the beach (to augment the ones at the top of the 
road) as some 'out of town dog owners' do not respect the beach 
and do not pick up their dog poo at all times or put rubbish in the 
bin, because of laziness. (or disrespect).   As a resident I always pick 
up rubbish and dog poo whether it is from my dog or not.  I think 
having dog exclusive zones is discriminatory against people who 
are not fully ambulant and cannot walk long distances from where 
they live.  It is impossible to exercise a dog that has to remain on a 
lead and this can lead to unsociable behaviour.  Dogs need to be 
able to run and frolic in the water.  Not all dog owners can access 
the beach for dogs off leash during daylight saving hours due to 
work hours. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Dogs on leashes tend to be more aggressive and naughty than 
when they are not on a leash.  When they are leashed they get 
anxious and think they must protect their owner.  When they are 
off the leash they know they can relax and play. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
Why change the daylight saving rules on this beach?  They work 
just fine 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I could like with daylight saving rules and off leash at all times north 
of Taparoo but do not see why dogs need to be on leash near 
jetties.   We urgently need a poo bag dispenser at the at the end of 
Strathfield Terrace at the top of the road.   Poo bag dispensers at all 
paths to the beach. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore As long as the dogs are well behaved i think it's fine. Also having on 
lead say 50-100 meters either side of the jetty makes sense as that 
is where the majority of people are. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 120-124 Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe owners have a good understanding of their own dog/s and 
if they have an angry dog or aggressive dog, they will keep it on the 
lead. Not all dogs are the same so having a blanket rule across the 
board in not appropriate. I think dogs should be allowed off leads 
in allocated times like day light savings rules which allows times for 
dogs and times for people. Especially when it's not day light savings 
and in the cooler months there is sometimes no one on the beach. 
Also, early in the morning this can be the case as well in both day 
light savings times and non-day light savings times. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore As mentioned, people know their animals and if they have a dog 
that is aggressive or not trained, they will keep it on the lead. Most 
people keep their dogs on the lead anyway. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven Option 1- If you have effective control of your dog there is no 
reason it should be on the lead especially in non-daylight savings 
times and in the mornings this a good time for dogs to socialise. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 1- Have there been issues with dogs off the leash? Why are 
you propossing to change something when there is no problem 
with it? Please read previous comments. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I feel strongly that all dog owners who intend to use off leash 
communal areas have a responsibility to train their dog to be safe 
off leash. My own dog attended 4 levels of obedience training and 
we continue to practice recall and good behaviour on and off leash. 
It is therefore frustrating that there are no year round off leash dog 
beaches north of west beach for us to enjoy, particularly as I work 
shift work so need to walk her at varying hours. I can appreciate 
that many people are fearful of dogs and many dogs are not safe to 
be off leash, so I support on leash areas and I feel it is reasonable 
for this to encompass the more densely populated jetty areas. 
Truthfully my main frustration is owners who do not train their 
dogs and create unsafe environments for everyone else, but these 
owners don’t tend to abide by on/off leash rules and so are unlikely 
to be affected by any rule change. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven I don’t think it is fair for the people living within short walking 
distance of this beach to eliminate all opportunity for off leash 
time. Not everyone is able to drive their dogs to a more distant 
beach and not everyone is able bodied enough to walk the 
distance. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I would love to have an off leash beach within walking distance, 
finally! There is nothing north of west beach which is further than I 
am able to take my dog. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to 
certain stimuli or situations); I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Some stakeholders believe that their dogs require time off-leash 
while in public. I don't agree with this view, and would prefer that 
dogs on beaches and the surrounding foreshore and grassed areas 
be leashed at all times. I feel that dogs should be welcomed to the 
beaches as part of an Australian cultural activity of enjoying time 
with pets, but that the needs of other users should be included in 
this decision. I don't agree that the views of one group should 
prevail - the beach is a public asset that all users should be able to 
enjoy. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 2 is confusing, will add unnecessary complexity. The current 
rules are confusing enough.  
I see many people who are not aware that their dogs must be on 
leash at all times on the pedestrian path. I walk this path every day 
and see lots of unleashed dogs. Some simple signage would assist. 
Charles Sturt Council uses sprayed signage on its paths that says 
'dogs on leash'. 
I have a reactive dog. I walk him on-leash only. Unfortunately he 
cannot enjoy the beach because he is at high risk of attack from 
unleashed dogs - he's very small and a natural target. As many 
people do not leash their dogs along the pedestrian path, he is 
often also at risk of attack there. I am genuinely frightened of 
taking him to the grassed area or pedestrian path because of this 
risk. As a consequence, we mainly walk the nearby streets because 
there are fewer unleashed dogs. We moved to the beach to be able 
to use it, but the high number of people with unleashed dogs not 
under control make this impossible. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven I suspect that many users will find changes confusing. If any 
changes are adopted, these should be adopted uniformly along the 
length of the beach.  
I reiterate my view that dogs should be on-leash all the time while 
on the beach. If there is an off-leash area, it would be best suited 
to a part of the beach that is less used by people. However, less use 
by people means more use by fauna and flora, so an off leash area 
would compromise valuable local biodiversity. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Changes will result in confusion among the community, so the aim 
of any changes should be to introduce rules that are as clear and 
consistent as possible.  
An off leash area is a sensible idea to appease those who believe 
that their dogs require off-leash time. Option 3 proposes that area 
should be located in the area of greatest biodiversity along the 
beach front, which is a difficult compromise. If the choice is 
between dogs and biodiversity, my view is that biodiversity is more 
important. An off-leash area could be located  away from the 
beachfront. 
Huge population influx is expected from new housing and AUKUS 
project in next 10 years. The needs of all users need to be better 
balanced in these circumstances. Current rules favour dog users. 
With the Council's focus on inclusive multi-cultural beachside 
events, continuing current arrangements would be unwise. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 



 

Permanent off-leash areas must be demarcated so that people who 
don't want to encounter anti-social dogs/owners can do so. 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities; Other: To 
manage my mental health() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Living in Largs and walking on the beach every day all year, I see 
how the seasons and days change the types of people here. The 
people that live here should have the right to walk their dog on the 
beach off leash all the time in winter when no-one is here and with 
daylight savings rules that enables families or others who wish to 
be away from off leash dogs to know when to come to the beach. 
The current rules are fine. The bigger issue for me and it really only 
happens on weekends with dogs I don't recognise is people who 
don't live here, who come here with unsocial dogs that they can't 
control. As a local beachside resident it feels like you are proposing 
rules for the 95% of people in PAE council who don't live on the 
foreshore who only come here twice a year. Surely people who 
actually live here and use the beach every day should have a bigger 
say? 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore The current rules are not perfect but they work well for people 
who live here. The image you provided is not clear so its hard to 
answer this question is it only the grass foreshore bit? or the beach 
bit? We have a lot of beautiful wildlife in the dunes and ideally 
dogs should be on lead to protect them. But on the beach they 
should be free to run around if under effective recall from their 
owners. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater One of the reasons we bought in this area was the lifestyle to walk 
our dogs freely on teh beach all year round in the morning. If you 
impose these laws this will affect the lifestyle of people who live 
here and may impact the economy of the area as people choose to 
then move away to more progressive council areas down the coast. 
There are more snakes and wildlife that can hurt dogs (and people) 
I'm not going to jump in my car to go and walk my dog off leash on 
the beach north of Taperoo. I'd rather move. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My wife and I visit the beach around 7am most Sundays. We’re off 
the beach by 9am usually. Our spaniel cross cavaliers love the 
opportunity to run, swim, and meet other dogs and people. It is 
wonderful enrichment for them. It’s good for us too. :-) We rarely 
see anyone else than other people like us  walking their dogs at 
that time of the day. We’ve been coming to the beaches 
(semaphore to Largs) regularly for the last 10 years or so, and we 
have never had or even witnessed any trouble with dogs off the 
lead. We can appreciate people being afraid of dogs, and we can 
appreciate the need to provide a safe environment for all beach 
users. Personally I feel this is more an issue of dog owner 
awareness and training. Fine those who do the wrong thing, but 
please don’t punish everyone because of those very  few. The 
current situation of areas and times where dogs can be off leash 
works well and could just be communicated better with prominent 
signage at the location entrances. Thank you. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe you need to have both. a section of beach that is off lead 
all year round and exclusion zones for people who are afraid of 
dogs so they must be on lead.  
One other thing is I do feel 8pm is to late for the daylight saving 
rules. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
In busy areas like around the jetty entrances I think it’s important 
to have dogs on leads. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
Honestly I think north haven should be an off lead beach at all 
times of the year. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater This is a great compromise. I do feel the 8pm of the day light saving 
rule is a little late still. But can live with it.  
I think 500m is a little extreme unless it’s 250 each side of the jetty 
but i understand people need space and these are very popular 
areas. 100% agree that the beach at taparoo should be off lead all 
year round. I would definitely take my dog here to walk everyday as 
to avoid the nasty people who like to yell and abuse dog owners. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Glanville 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations); I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I live walking distance to Semaphore beach and use it daily to walk 
my dog who is a highly energetic and harmless Jack Russell. He 
loves to get on the beach every day to have a run and get his sillies 
out doing zoomies and digging in the sand. I am a frequent user of 
this beach and on weekends there are lots of dog walkers going 
between Semaphore and Largs jetties. On hot days on weekends 
we get lots of tourists through the day. In winter it is deserted. Its 
common sense that I put my dog on a lead when there are lots of 
people about or if I need to keep him near me. I can work that out 
for myself. The daylight savings rules are OK as is. Why change 
them? In summer time we just do our walkies in the morning and 
don't bother anyone. Never had a problem in the 5 years I have 
had my Jacky down there. The beach is empty in the winter so why 
do we need dog leash rules then? 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore It is fine as is. Need to consider that it is not always busy around 
the jetty for people that use this area every day. Most of the time it 
is pretty quiet. Only in summer and on weekends when there are 
events does it get really busy around this area. I walk my dog in this 
area frequently and never have had a problem. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven Really why? I do not often walk my dog in this area but I have 
before, probably around 4 times a year for the last 5 years have we 
gone this far up the beach. It is so deserted and spread out up 
here, hardly see anyone but the odd dog walker so really why is 
this needed? 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Option 1 - Please leave as is. Daylight saving rules are good as is. 
Option 2 - This doesn't make sense. Up to 500m from jetties? There 
is only 1.5km between Semaphore and Largs jetty. It's just silly to 
have these invisible lines and rules on rules. 
Option 3 - Same as Option 2 but with off leash north of Taperoo. 
Doesn't really make sense since it is mostly deserted north of 
Taperoo anyway. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I visit the beaches daily if not twice a day. Sometimes with my dog 
and sometimes without.  
The beaches currently are used by everyone in a safe and 
respectful manner. There are no issues currently so why the need 
for change?  
Proposed changes will make little difference anyway. Clearly drawn 
up by people who do not use the beach every day. Another waste 
of rate payers money. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

There is no issue with the current rules. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

No issue with current rules 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; With my adult friends and family; 
To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I don't like the idea of dogs being off leash on grassed foreshore 
and park areas. I believe that dogs should be on a leash at certain 
times. We have lovely parks along the beach. These parks are 
utilised by lots of people for barbecues, picnics, Birthday Parties 
etc. Often many young children are at these activities and often 
playing with balls and balloons and eating food, all which are 
attractive to dogs. 
We should be able to use these parks without free running dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore I don't like the idea of dogs being off leash on grassed foreshore 
and park areas. I believe that dogs should be on a leash at certain 
times. We have lovely parks along the beach. These parks are 
utilised by lots of people for barbecues, picnics, Birthday Parties 
etc. Often many young children are at these activities and often 
playing with balls and balloons and eating food, all which are 
attractive to dogs. 
We should be able to use these parks without free running dogs. 
Jaycee Park North Haven, Osborne Foreshore Playground Park 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Dogs should be on leashes for 350 metre either side of jetties. 
Many people picnic and seek shade around jetties. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Waiting until 8 pm for dog off leash in early day light savings (now 
first weeks of October) is tricky, as only option is in the dark Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Please keep as is. No change Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

It’s tricky. I can’t see how you can segregate a beach. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Current system is good. As a frequent beach user and shift worker, 
in WINTER, I only see dog walkers use the beach. Restrictions 
during this time seem punitive and unnecessary. 
It is really good now as people & dogs can SPREAD out across the 
areas, especially if you have nervous dogs/reactive dogs and for 
people who aren’t a big fan of dogs.  
Whilst I can approve of the jetty based on leash areas, allocating 
one single dog off lead beach area would crowd people to one 
single area & reduce opportunities for dogs to go out and do vital 
sniffing, exploring and enrichment especially those unsuited to dog 
parks - elderly dogs, young dogs, nervous dogs.. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 90-94 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Nothing wrong with the current daylight savings laws. I would 
support off leash all the time but can’t trust council because they 
used this option to inflict the last terrible options on this dog loving 
community. Shows how little council understands its own 
community. 
The others are just unnecessary bureaucratic nonsense. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Keep the same rules that have served this community adequately 
since my family moved here in the 1980s and before. The leashed 
at all times options, especially in the colder months, make no sense 
whatsoever and haven’t been supported by any evidence or 
rationale by council. 
Council made a terrible decision to go down this path. A waste of 
time and money and inflicting of unnecessary distress for the local 
people who have been a dog loving community for decades. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Kilburn 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think dogs should be able to run free on beaches, though 
understand daylight savings rules. I am supportive of them Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times)  

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Beach rules. As they currently are (on leash during daylight savings) 
are extremely onerous and unnecessary. You are punishing all dog 
owners for the behaviour of a minority who don't know how to 
control their dogs and even then only a few of those pose any real 
threat to members of the community or other dogs. If I had it my 
way, the rules would be that you can have your dog off leash at all 
times if you have it under effective control. At the worst, stick with 
what you currently have. If you are imposing leash restrictions near 
the jetty, why on earth you'd need to have that restriction be any 
more than 50 to 100 metres is beyond me. The suggestion of 500 
metres is absurd. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to 
certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be on lead, unless in an off lead area. Helps me take 
my reactive dog out with less stress for both of us. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I would prefer on leash all times, with the exception of designated 
off lead areas 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I prefer on lead in most areas, with a clealy defined area for off 
lead all year, so those people go  there instead of break the rules at 
the on lead areas. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I agree that some areas of the beach need to be protected at all 
times - like the breeding habitat for the endangered birds.  There 
should be alot more regulation around these sensitive areas.  If you 
give dog owners a portion of the beach year round they will go 
there rather than break the rules anyway. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I would not use this area anyway with my dog  as it is too close to 
the road. And the dogs love the water 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 
There is no context provided on option 2 to consider.  Is there a 
species at risk here or is it a heavily populated place? 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Option three makes sense for everyone.  If you give dog owners 
somewhere they can go year round it makes the rules easier to 
follow rather than just dodging the rangers which I see all the time 
and it makes it easer to regulate the restricted zones 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The beach is a shared space between the community and should 
feel like a comfortable place to bring a family and own a dog. My 
dog in particular needs a lot off of leash exercise.  
I like the beach rules as they stand, but I would be happy to adhere 
to on-lead Dog rules near the jetty. I do think the council should 
maintain a 24-hr of lead park for those dog owners that can’t 
commit to the daylight savings hours.  
Thank you for giving the community the opportunity to weigh in on 
the issue! 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Recommend the on-lead areas around jetties be no more than 
200m in total to allow dog owners access to the beach amenities.  
The more restriction there is around jetties the more you will force 
populations of dogs into the center parts of the beaches. The more 
dogs in one place means a higher likelihood of negative 
interactions between dogs and owners. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs need to be kept on a leash at all times but I don't see why you 
can't walk them in some places. I have had bad run ins with 
unleashed dogs so I am strongly in favour of 24/7 on-leash rules. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe the current rules should stay with dogs allowed on the 
beach and foreshore with daylight savings on-leash time limits and 
all hours non daylight savings 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore No physical zones only time zones. 
Time zones should stay as they are an easy way for all beach goers 
to share the beach and can be explained with good signage. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 
Time zones are an easy way for all beach goers to share the beach 
and can be explained with good signage. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

No physical zones only time zones. 
Time zones should stay as they are an easy way for all beach goers 
to share the beach and can be explained with good signage. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The beach is for everyone, and making Adelaide’s amazing beaches 
open to dogs is fantastic - and is part of what makes Adelaide 
Australia’s most liveable city.  
I believe the current Daylight Savings rules mostly work well for 
everyone - the beaches are busy with friendly dogs and their 
friendly owners until 10am.  
However, the 8pm ‘changeover’ is mostly after dark and therefore 
too late for us dog owners to exercise our dogs in the evening (eg. 
after work).  
6pm would be a much more appropriate changeover time. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… During winter about the only people on the beach are walking dogs 
so to me it seems stupid to restrict dogs off leash to daylight saving 
restrictions. 
Currently high tides are morning tides which limits beach area for 
walking. 
Would be nice to have an area for off leash walking at anytime but 
if it were to be north of Strathfield I would be wanting better and 
safer access as have had 2 runs ins with snakes down that end 
already this year so I now only access the beach from the jetty. 
I have no objections to on leash around jetties as long as limited to 
daylight savings period. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Queenstown 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Inclusion is the issue. Why should a person be excluded from their 
local beach because they happen to have their dog with them. 
Accept that the dog might sometimes need to be on a leash but to 
never be able to walk across the road with your dog despite 
investing millions in a property and paying huge council rates 
cannot possibly be fair or legally supported. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore If dogs can be off leash on the beach then I see it as a reasonable 
compromise that some areas of the grassed section the could be 
expected to be on leash. We cannot separate the two. They need 
to be considered together so everyone can find a spot that suits 
their needs. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven As before I don’t believe residents should be excluded from their 
local beach because they have a dog with them. They should not 
have to get the car out to go else where when they have paid to 
live walking distance from the beach. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To exercise; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As ratepayers we should have free access with dogs at all 
times..restricted at times to protect all families on all beaches to 
relax witout animals at specificvtimes of the day. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current laws work very well for responsible dog owners 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Current rules work well for responsible dog owners. 
Being a daily visitor with my dog and friend's dogs, we notice 
positive interaction between us, our dogs and people unable to 
access beach due to mobility issues, in fact I would say it is the 
highlight of some peoples day. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Again, current rules work very well for responsible dog owners, 
most of us are off the beach by 10am anyway. We dont walk our 
dogs in the heat. 
During winter, the beach is almost empty all day long. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… North haven beach - option 1. Its a small beach and i like to find a 
spot with less people and dogs to let my dog off its leash. By 
cutting the beach in half, it will just squish everyone closer together 
and increase the likelihood of dog/human interaction. 
Grassed foreshore - option 1 
Semaphore beaches - option 3. I think creating a dog friendly part 
of the beach with no leash requirements all day is a good way to 
increase tourism and foster a dog friendly area. It will also make 
dog owners more likely to visit that section of the beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven The beach is small and cutting it in half by restricting access to half 
of the beach for offleash activities will just squish dog owners into 
a smaller area. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

A designated offleash area at all times is a great idea 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… preference is to leave as is - dogs on leash daylight savings from 
10am- 8pm 
this makes the most sense - I walk my dog all year on the beach in 
the early morning - in winter the beach is basically empty and in 
summer (early morning) there are very few beachgoers of any 
description. 
obviously on warm to hot days in the summer months there will be 
many visitors of various ages on the beach between 10am and 8pm 
so it makes sense for dogs to ne on a leash during these periods of 
high beach use. 
easy to read signage especially for visitors unaware of the daylight 
savings rules would be an advantage 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

can't agree with option 2 as it is all year round (and 24/7 ?) Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

current rules work well - zoning creates confusion Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

current rules work wel - cannot agree to options 2 and 3 as this is 
for all year round 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like to walk at Semaphore Beach and I often meet friends for a 
walk on the beach with the dogs and for coffee.  I walk at 
Semaphore Beach all year round - there is a great community of 
people who walk with their dogs.    In Winter especially, there are 
very few (if any) people walking at the beach without dogs.  The 
Daylight savings rules seem to work really well.  During Daylight 
Saving, especially during the week, Semaphore Beach after 10am is  
deserted.  I like that I can play ball, swim in the sea and walk with 
the dogs.  If I see areas usually near the jetty where there are small 
children I will put my dog on the lead, not because I am worried 
about my dogs behaviour, more because the kids usually come up 
and want to pat and say hello to my dog. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We travel to the beach several times a week all year round in the 
early morning (leave beach by 10am) from outside PAE to walk our 
dogs off the leash. We always visit local cafes and shops while we 
are there, bringing in business to the PAE businesses. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Queenstown 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Please keep the existing rules in place, they’re simple to 
understand, work well for the community and enable all kinds of 
beach users time to enjoy the foreshore however they choose 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my young 
family; With my adult friends and family; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules on Semaphore beach and foreshore work really 
well .  
I’ve lived in Semaphore for 36 yrs .  
I am a ratepayer and a dog owner.  
My experience over many years are that the majority of dog 
owners are respectful of others on the beach .  
There is a very strong community of dog lovers who regularly meet 
each other on the beach . I have not met one person who states 
they would like the rules changed.  
If option 2 or 3 are put in place how will this be monitored and 
regulated both are very confusing rules.  
I do not see where on the beach this signage can  be displayed for 
all to see to clearly state the rules if they change to option 2 or 3 .  
I also strongly object to option 3 . People with a disability or the 
elderly that have a dog will have to get to Taperoo to exercise their 
dog off lead at all times. This is very restrictive for them  
Leave well alone it works so well just how it is. Don’t change the 
rules.  
I go for option 1 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times)  

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 

Leave the rules as they are they work well. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The specific distance needs to be clarified as this could be very 
limiting as a dog owner or a happy balance between the freedom 
to let your dog roam and other enjoying an area of dog on lead if 
not comfortable around dogs. The information you’re currently 
providing is too vague. 
A possible 500m either Side of the jetty is 1km where I must have 
my dog on lead. This is excessive. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
It is good to have some areas where people feel comfortable if they 
don’t like dogs 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

200 m within jetty’s areas would allow safe spaces for people who 
don’t feel safe around dogs 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight savings rules should be modified to On-leash 8am - 8 pm 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

On leash times should be 8 am to 8 pm Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven Option 2. I live opposite this area of the beach. Only when the 
weather is warm (Nov-Feb) are there consistently people on the 
beach. Even the lightest breezes keeps people off the beach. I 
windsurf so monitor the wind and use the beach in 10-20+knots. 
Most people stay away in these conditions even when warm. 
Frequently, NorthHaven beach is empty or with 2 or 3 people 
spread out walking or with dogs between March - Oct. 
It would be a shame to close one end to dogs off leash when the 
traffic is minimal. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; To participate in 
sport (SLS, sailing); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Extending the times and areas where dogs need to be on leashes, 
or are not allowed at all, is unnecessary.  North Haven beach is not 
a busy beach, often only with people walking their dogs.  The 
current rules for daylight saving are acceptable as this allows 
everyone time to exercise their dogs and others to use the beach 
too.   
It should be noted that exercising dogs is an important social 
activity for many in the area. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

As mentioned previously, option 2 is unnecessary. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules and regulations work well. It caters to everyone 
who wants to use the beach and foreshore and public spaces.  All 
you need to consider is just how many vets are around who care 
and support dog ownership to see that the community wants to 
continue walking and exercising and utilising our whole community 
with our pets. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

as long as the dogs are under affective control it will be wonderful. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven I want to see the current rules remain, we have lived here for over 
20 years and use the beach daily . It us unnecessary to make these 
changes. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

don't need to fix something tha tint broke, Keep rules as is. 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As dogs are a large part of our lives and are integral to many as a 
balance to mental health and well-being, excluding them from 
family activities and beaches is not fundamental to an inclusive 
society that the world now demands. 
The problem is the minority who do not control their dogs and 
think about the use of beaches for others.  These are people who 
should not have dogs in the first instance. Unfortunately this is not 
something that can be properly controlled and managed.  
I fully support dogs off leash on beaches. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

I don't see any need to make any changes. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
I don't see any need to change the rules. Again it is about effective 
and responsible dog ownership.  
Unruly children can also ruin a day at the beach but there are no 
surveys for this 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I'd like to see a 24/7 all year around dog off leash beach area. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I support the concept of off leash areas. Noting that my dog is very 
good off leash, others may not be so I can accept that areas that 
are more popular or have heavier thru traffic will need to be 
restricted. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

Prefer to see an all year around off leash area. Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Can live with a dog exclusion area if an off leash area is also 
provided at all times, not just during daylight savings hours. 10-
8pm is not very practical, too restrictive. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Designated areas okay, so long as there is a decent area for dogs 
under effective control to be off leash. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

Too restrictive. Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Having a separate off leash area would be fantastic, and seems like 
the obvious solution, providing a happy medium between an area 
for people to go who aren’t comfortable around dogs whilst still 
allowing responsible dog owners an area to exercise their dogs off 
leash at convenient times of the day. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family; To 
exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The best part about living in Semaphore South is being able to walk 
along the beach or foreshore with my daughter and doggo George. 
I have to walk with a pram and it’s difficult navigating that as well 
as a leash for my dog. It’s much easier for George to walk alongside 
of us without a leash. He can sniff either side without getting 
tangled up. Please don’t change the rules, I’ve never seen any 
aggressive dogs down there and nobody has ever been scared 
when my dog approaches 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think the current rules should continue keeping us in line with the 
rest of the sa beaches.  An on lead only 50m each side of the jetties 
may also be a good option.  Keeping the rules as is other than that. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Really don't like the fact that it has not been specified what the on 
leash area either side of the jetty would be.  There is a huge 
difference between 150m and 500m. I would support 50m either 
side of the net and the rest of the rules remaining as is. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… This whole issue has been a dogs’ breakfast and a poorly planned 
and managed total farce. Even this ‘survey’ has been made as 
inconvenient and vague as possible.  PAE obviously has been ‘got 
at’ by a small but influential group with their own agenda to 
change perfectly satisfactory rules that have been in force for 
YEARS with only a VERY few problems.  The great majority of dog 
owners are responsible where their dogs are concerned, unlike, 
some parents who have never taught kids how to approach the 
OWNER before trying to pat a dog. If you speak to shop owners and 
especially cafes on Semaphore Rd, they are virtually all in 
agreement that if the rules are changed, they will lose business.  In 
summer, the majority of time, families with kids only get to the 
beach near or after 10.00am so dogs are already on leads by then.  
In winter, the beach is either totally empty of people or just us 
regulars with dogs. Having to keep dogs on leads then would be 
totally ridiculous. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

My comments at the very beginning of this survey should be 
enough ALL your proposed rule changes. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I have my dog on-leash in the grassed foreshore reserves 
throughout the year as they are used for picnics, public events and 
by young families (especially near cafes and playgrounds). As such, 
I am open to having my dog on-leash at designated areas, and 
throughout more of the grassed foreshore areas. However, when 
we're on the beach and in the allotted times I let my dog off-leash 
and actively call her away from people if she goes near them. The 
key here is 'under effective control' which is what we practice. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven Under daylight saving rules, dogs should be allowed access to all of 
North Haven beach as long they they are 'under effective control'. 
There can be more focus on this (education, signage) rather than 
introducing restrictions that would be difficult to enforce. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Dogs should be allowed access to all of the beach under daylight 
saving rules as long they they are 'under effective control'. There 
can be more focus on this (education, signage) rather than bringing 
in restrictions that would be difficult to enforce. Around jetties and 
where people gather, dog owners can exercise greater control of 
their dogs rather than being required put them on-leash for an 
arbitrary distance. 
The options for grassed foreshore reserves and beaches would be 
better considered together in a coordinated response and not 
separately. It makes good sense to have dogs on-leash along the 
grassy areas where there are more public facilities, but not to 
restrict them on the beach; except for a few hot days in Summer, 
most of our beaches are not widely used before 10am (apart from 
dogs and owners who generally leave by 10am) or after 8pm. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the current rules. Dogs have off-leash times so we can walk 
them on the beach or play with them on the grassed areas, but 
we're gone before the blow-ins come in to take over the beach and 
leave their garbage everywhere that us dog walkers have to collect 
as we walk our dogs the next morning. Perhaps police the tossers 
leaving garbage on our beaches instead of wasting rates money on 
an issue that isn't needed. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I'm sure this survey wasted thousands of rates dollars on 
something that doesn't need changing. Thanks for that... I love my 
rates increasing every year just so the council can find pointless 
things to waste that money on. The current dog walking system is 
great. Why change it?  
Families love to play with their dogs on the grassed foreshore 
areas. They don't cause harm, so why are you taking that from 
them? 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven People walk their dogs early in the morning, they need off-leash 
time so the dogs can play together and socialise. There are no day-
trippers before 9am so there don't need to be laws for the dogs to 
be on-leash. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Oh this is just complete bullshit. No-one is on the beach before 
9am except dog walkers so why do you need the dogs on leash? 
We're the ones who actually own homes in the area and are paying 
the damn rates. At least give us something from it. First you 
destroy the beach with the sand-carting (thanks for the sprained 
ankle I got from that) and now you want dogs on leads when no-
one is there but other dog walkers? This is just stupid. How are we 
supposed to let our dogs run? Will you be providing more and 
larger dog parks? The one closest to semaphore is way too tiny to 
run a dog in.  You're pandering to the people who aren't even on 
the beach when we are. These same people who leave garbage 
everywhere for us to collect while we walk our dogs. Do something 
about that. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To participate in environmental 
activities; To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think a blanket rule for dogs is unfairly applied to dogs and 
owners who are responsible, respectful of other beach goers and 
most importantly have their dogs under effective control. I do 
however think the community and state government need to 
address the ease and accessibility to dogs by humans who have 
illegal puppy farms and breeding practices that encourage 
irresponsible animal population growth, cruelty and practices that 
do not hold dog owners accountable for the care and training 
needed when a dog becomes a part of their lives. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; To walk my dog(s); To 
participate in environmental activities; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Each morning, I wander down the street to walk my dog on the 
beach, with other locals who do the same. The dogs know each 
other better than the owners! In 14 yrs of doing so, I have had only 
two questionable experiences with a local and their unruly dog -- 
once at the beach (off lead) and once on Semaphore Rd (on 
lead)...so I'm not convinced that leads matter as much as 
responsible owners. I avoid taking my small dog out on evenings 
and weekends due to the volume of non-locals and their dogs, 
generally having driven there, and generally oblivious to rules and 
rapport. 
The pet-friendliness of the area is a HUGE part of my moving here, 
and staying here. It would be very upsetting to see dogs restricted 
from their beach mornings, especially when there is virtually no 
one else on the beach at that time! Essentially, why try and "fix" 
what isn't broken?! I have trained, care for, maintained and paid 
registrations for my dog...he deserves to enjoy the area to its 
fullest, as much as I do. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore The current restrictions work well, as they have for decades. There 
is NO reason for change. Any change would have a negative impact 
of the beautifully unique culture of the peninsula. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven The current restrictions work well, as they have for decades. There 
is NO reason for change. This option is NOT popular with North 
Haven residents!! 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

The current restrictions work well, as they have for decades. There 
is NO reason for change. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I'm happy with option 3 which states Dogs can be off leash at North 
Haven Beach. As someone who has childhood trauma from a dog 
bite as a young child I want dogs to be on leash at all times on 
grassed areas &  beach sand areas as we all know owners can't 
always have full control of their dogs off leash. It just takes that 1st 
time for a dog to bite another dog or small child. I've heard way too 
many times the story of a dog never having bitten anyone and then 
turning on their owner or someone else.  
I think it's completely reasonable that if dog owners wish to allow 
their dogs to run off leash then they can drive the small distance to 
North Haven or go to an enclosed Pooch park. I should be able to 
enjoy my time at the beach without living in fear of being attacked 
by a dog or even just having dogs running up to our picnic trying to 
steal our food or weeing on our esky. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

I would like to see dogs on leash on grassed areas at all times Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven What about having North Haven Beach as a dog friendly beach? I 
grew up at NH and no one ever swam or met there because the 
seaweed was so bad. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater As someone who still suffers from childhood dog attack trauma I 
would like to see dogs on leash at all times everywhere apart from 
North Haven Beach. I grew up there and hardly anyone swam there 
due to the large amounts of seaweed. 
As we all know no one knows when a dog will attack someone for 
the 1st time and many dog owners do not always have full control 
of their dog 100% of the time. I think it's completely reasonable for 
dog owners to drive the short distance to North Haven or an 
enclosed pooch park if their dog needs to run free.  
I believe I and my family have every right to sit in peace without 
fear of being attacked by a dog in a public place. Even having dogs 
coming up trying to pinch food or wee on an esky is really not okay. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules work fine. Dogs on lead during the warmer 
months when there are more people on the beach.  
During winter, rainy days and cold windy days we are often the only 
people on the beach and so off lead does not bother anyone.  
Also when we have seen problems on the North Haven beach it has 
been caused by non local dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven North Haven is a small beach that can be completely empty during 
winter. Often we are the only people walking our dogs during 
winter and the surf lifesaving does not set up in winter. Local dogs 
all know each other and I have not even seen any problems with 
local dogs mixing off lead on the beach. I have lived at North Haven 
for 8 years now. 
The problems occur when other people bring their unsocialised 
dogs to the beach during summer and let them loose. Often this is 
during daylight savings time too but we very rarely see council 
inspectors and if we do they only come out during work times. 
Keep the current rules and actually send council inspectors out to 
check the beaches and fine (not just warn) the owners of off lead 
dogs during daylight savings time during summer. These people 
should be working on weekends and especially public holidays. 
Don’t punish the local residents and their dogs because of others. 
Keep a record of off lead dogs during on lead times and where the 
owners live. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in sport (SLS, sailing); With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would like to keep the rules as they are. 
I appreciate people don't like dogs off the leash, as I also 
experience dogs that don't behave well. 
However, especially in winter it is really quiet on the beaches and 
the only people visiting the beach are dog owners. So it feels 
somewhat unfair to restrict that. 
In summer, I understand some restrictions are necessary for 
everyone to feel safe, both on the beach and in the grassy areas. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I would understand if dogs would ave to be on the leash in daylight 
saving, however during winter I think it should be fine if they're off 
the leash as it's usually very quiet 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven There are not many people on the beach in winter, so it's not fair to 
keep dogs on the leash all year as they're the only ones visiting the 
beach in winter 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Winter is quiet on the beaches, so I feel if there are restrictions 
they should be limited to daylight savings. I understand if there are 
restrictions during summer as it does get a lot busier. However, 
during winter there are not many people without a dog in the area. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Queenstown 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I understand there are many users of the beach, I am a responsible 
dog owner whose dog doesn’t do well in enclosed dog parks. She 
feels threatened and trapped, she reacts to dogs larger than her. 
She has great recall but feels overwhelmed if bigger dogs come 
towards her. I have always respected the current beach rules and 
would be loathed to restrict her and my off leash beach time. She is 
happiest off leash exploring and engaging on her terms with 
others. Please don’t take this joy away from us. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Option 1. Dogs should be on leash on grassed reserves by beach all 
year, this is actually where families with children do picnic and due 
to the nature of that space dogs should not be allowed to roam 
even if under good control. As for the beach daylight savings rules 
are great, please don’t change them. No one but dog owners and 
walkers really use the beach in winter other than brave teens 
swimming for a lark. I have been a regular user of Semaphore 
beach and grassed reserves for 20 years both with and without 
small children and as dog owner and have a good understanding of 
how theses spaces are used at different times of the day. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore I think you have this wrong and need to rethink options if you are 
changing them.  
Beach current daylight saving rules work well 
Grassed reserves dogs should be on leash during the day 
irrespective of the time of the year, you could put a time range on 
it, eg between 10am-6pm, see previous comments for why. 
Comments refer to semaphore to Largs only I don’t interact with 
north haven enough to know 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Agree with dogs on leash all times around jetties daylight savings 
months but revert to current rules for the rest of the year. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Northgate 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs under effective control of owners are not a concern for me.  
Creepy people taking unwanted photos of others & generally being 
a social risk and litter are of greater concern to me than dogs. I 
have experienced this at glenelg- seeing a man doing this to teen 
girls.  
Dogs are part of life and families. I like the flexibility to have 
leashes times and free times. No one should be able to stop well 
behaved, controlled animals from sharing our beaches and 
reserves at all times. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 
It probably reduces risks and problems in busier spaces to have 
dogs leashed. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations); I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Keep it simple and consistent.  It will be confusing for many, if there 
are changes in rules depending on where you are. 
I have been on the beach, with my young children before, where a 
dog was off lead and not under effective control.  This brought 
much distress to my children. 
Everyone should feel safe, and everyone should have a time of day 
to enjoy the beaches and grass appropriately.  By keeping on-leash 
times between 10am-8pm, this allows ample time for people to 
enjoy the beach without dogs bothering them.  Off lead before 10 
and after 8, provides ample time for dogs to enjoy the same. 
Disappointingly, its some dog owners that simply dont train their 
dogs appropriately. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Semaphore South to North haven beach: 
I prefer dogs off-leash in all areas at all times. 
On my daily beach dog-walks between Semaphore and Largs jetties 
the beach is almost entirely vacant. Around midday Wed 
4/10/2023, I walked back and forth between jetties (3.2km) and 
saw only one other person walking their dog.  
IT DOESN'T MAKE SENSE FORCING DOGS ON-LEAD IF THERE'S ONLY 
ONE OTHER PERSON ON THE BEACH FOR 3.2KM FOR AN HOUR'S 
WALK - DAYLIGHT SAVINGS OR NOT!!! 
Grassed Reserves: 
In summer of 2022 I received contradictory advice from council 
and the female dog inspector driving the Charles Sturt small 4WD 
on the beach advising I was not permitted to walk my dog off-lead 
on the grassed foreshore areas - which is clearly incorrect.  
PLEASE RETAIN ALL GRASSED RESERVES AS DOG OFF-LEAD 
AREAS!!! 
DO NOT INTRODUCE ANY DOG EXCLUSION ZONES AROUND 
JETTIES!!! 
CAN PAE POSSIBLY INTRODUCE EXCLUSION ZONES FOR CHILDREN 
AND NORTHERN SUBURBS VISITORS TO KEEP THEM OFF OUR 
BEACHES TOO?? THAT'D BE AWESOME!! 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Please retain all grass foreshore areas as off-lead areas. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Let the dogs be off-lead everywhere as long as possible!! Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Forcing dogs on-leash around jetties is deplorable!! 
Rather have dogs off-lead in as many areas for as long as possible. 
Restricting off-lead access based on geography and time is too 
limiting.  Particularly when the beach is not in high demand/use. 
And PAE Council presenting the option without specifically stating 
exactly how large and from which point each exclusion area begins 
is misleading.  How can residents possibly comment or vote on 
something that hasn't been properly defined???  This isn't a Voice 
Referendum... 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think it works great just how it is on beaches and grassed 
foreshores. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

I'd like to see it stay how it is currently. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
No need to change from current approach, and that keeps it the 
same as other Adelaide beaches which is a good thing. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Option 1 is best as I would like to see it kept how it is as it works 
well, and it encourages the most number of people to exercise 
themselves and to exercise their dogs off-leash which is a good 
thing. We need people exercising, being outdoors, and letting their 
dogs run off-leash for healthy socialising and fitness. I don't really 
support Option 3 even though it could be seen as a compromise 
because I think it will be a shame to have more signage on the 
beach, more rules, more confusion, and less happiness of the very 
many good dog owner local residents who are those who are in 
reality probably the most regular users of the beaches, especially 
from jetty to jetty where they walk daily and bring a wonderful 
sense of community to our beaches. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I love the idea of the dog off leash areas open at all times, as I have 
a reactive dog that I would like to be able to take these ateas for off 
leash areas for exercise, after seeing if its quiet first, as shes has 
been attacked before by other dogs, however she is also equally 
capable of attacking others as shes reactive, and shes agressive 
towards small fluffy dogs. And I repsect the need for exclusion 
zones, and on leash areas only, as I know there are people that are 
afraid of dogs etc, amd families that want to be safe.  
There needs to be more enforcement though in regards to on leash 
times and zones, as the amount of off leash dogs that approach my 
dog when mine is on leash is ridiculous, and its always during on 
leash only times or in on leash only areas, snd the other owners 
take offence to me questioning them, and they blame me for any 
incident thay happens as my dog will defend herself if she feels 
threated, and theyre the ones breaking the rules in the first place 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I think they should be on leash in grassed areas, as people use 
these areas for picnic gatherings etc. Or at least provide off leash 
areas in the grassed areas during certain times as this would be 
useful for people training dogs etc, but I dont agree there should 
be off leash areas in grassed zones at all times unless there is 
significant signage, amd proper enforcement carried out to ensure 
dogs are under effective control, and there should be rules made 
that if an incident occurs between dogs, or a dog and human, even 
a near miss, that details are exchanged and passed onto the cpuncil 
tp follow up on, as there is too many times that incidents occur, 
and the offending dog goes on to exhibit dangerous behaviour and 
may end up hurting a child or another dog in the future. Also, the 
victim dog or human gets terrorised, and with a dog, getting 
attacked is extremely traumatic and puts back the dogs trust and 
tarining backs months, years or even permanently 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven I agree with these rules. However, as stated in previous feedback, 
there need sto be more significant signage to alert people, and 
more enfoecement. I hope that if and when any changes to the 
rules of on leash/off leash areas are carried out, that perhaps there 
can be patrols, info booths set up at veaches, perhaps educate 
people that regularly visit the areas to volunteer to wear an 
identifying volunteer empblem such as a badge or shirt  or lanyard 
or hat, that can upon asked, also help spread the word and educate 
visitors to the beach in a tactful manner, the new rules etc. Not 
everyone comes across a booth in a shopping centre like I did that 
led me to this survey. Education is paramount. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I agree with this, but could there be an option considered to create 
a small off leash area the furthest south of Taparoo? The very 
south end of the map shown? 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Greenacres 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I love being able to take my dogs places but Iam not supportive of 
dogs off leash in public areas as too many dog owners fail to 
understand the concept of 'effective control'. 
On two occasions earlier this year my husband and I took our dogs 
to Semaphore during daylight savings. Our dogs were approached 
by numerous dogs who were off lead (when meant to be leashed) 
on our beach walk. On all these occasions these dogs had zero 
recall - therefore the owners had no effective control. This was 
incredibly stressful for us as our dogs, who were on lead, felt 
threatened and become aggressive trying to protect themselves. 
We will no longer take our dogs to Semaphore as there is no 
enforcing the requirement for leash during mandate on-leash 
periods as it is and I don't want my dogs injured due to 
irresponsible dog owners. As a result, I am not supportive of dogs 
being off leash at any time in any public areas due to dog owner's 
inability to appropriately control them. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore As per previous response - I am supportive of dogs in all these 
areas, providing they are on leash at all times due to most dog 
owners not having effective control of their dogs. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater As per previous response - I am supportive of dogs in all these 
areas, providing they are on leash at all times due to most dog 
owners not having effective control of their dogs. 
I would prefer the daylight savings hours extended so that we could 
have the flexibility to visit the beach outside of 1000 - 2000 
without the fear of being approached by an uncontrolled dog. 
I am interested to understand how the on-leash time is monitored 
and what the consequence is for owners who do not abide by it. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Valley View 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I thank you for the opportunity to provide my opinion. 
On so many occasions I have been interrupted in my time at the 
beach and foreshore by unleashed and uncontrolled dogs. Dogs 
that run up to my small grandchild who are sometimes less in 
height than the dog who are away from their owners in a fast and 
alarming manner are too often. Communications with the dog 
owners to control their dogs often results in insults and raised 
voices given my continued dismay at the disregard and disrespect 
from said dog owners to my young grandchildren and myself. 
The grassed areas are wonderful places for picnics and there is 
nothing worse than uncontrolled dogs intruding.  
Whatever the community decides I will have to manage however I 
want to see any regulations enforced by council. 
Increase my rates if you have to but make sure there is a presence 
of council officers prepared to intervene with fines if bylaws are 
regularly floated.  
Thanks Greg 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to 
certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Off-leash areas and/or rules really allow dogs to get the exercise 
and speed when running that they cannot get on a lead, even a 
long leash. 
I think there needs to be more of an educational campaign for dog 
etiquette, I have some friends who let their dogs off leash, but 
don't really take responsibility for the dog. 
People need to be aware that sometimes it's not that their dog is 
'bad' or reactive, but perhaps the other person's on-leash dog. 
There is some signage at the Semaphore Park Dog Park that 
explains dog behaviour, but you don't really see that elsewhere 
and, even then, it would be good to have a stronger education 
campaign. 
I think when everyone is aware of and educated in the etiquette of 
dog ownership and behaviour, it will improve dog-dog, dog-human, 
and human-human relationships. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Manningham 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore It is nice to have my dog off of its leash. 
Inbetween certain times is understandable for animals to be on a 
leash. Through high traffic areas like the semaphore jetty it is 
certainly reasonable to have them on a leash. 
To not to be able to have areas where a dog can be let off for a run 
isn't reasonable.. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We found this part ambiguous.  Didn't make any sense or how to 
respond as not one size fits all. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore We don't feel the need for dogs to be off lead on these grassed 
foreshore areas at any time.  People are picnicking and shouldn't 
have to put up with dogs near them loose while eating drinking or 
generally lazing on the grass. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven We feel this area of the beach should comply with current daylight 
savings rules and the whole area should be off leash outside these 
times. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

We like current daylight savings rules with the new stipulation of 
must be on leash 100 meters each side of the jetties year round. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight Savings - would like to see the rules finish at 7pm and only 
be 8pm during mid-Dec to the end of Jan 
Off leash areas - these are excellent areas to let your dogs socialise 
and run off some energy 
Dog on leash areas - these areas could do with much better 
policing. there are many people who let their dogs off leash which 
makes it hard for those of us who are walking dogs on leash and 
obeying the rules 
Dog exclusion areas - responsible dog owners should be able to 
have their dogs in these areas on leash and well behaved 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore The problem with the current rules is the huge number of dog 
owners who have a very poor understanding and appreciation of 
'under effective control'. Many dogs are roaming around making a 
nuisance of themselves but it's not their fault, it's their owners. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender:  Suburb: Woodville Gardens 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe the current laws are sufficient and do not need to be 
changed. It’s not broken. Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 15-19 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise; To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing); To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Promote people walking to the beach and then socialising at local 
shops and cafes.  We regularly walk on Charles Sturt Council and 
Brighton Beaches in the morning. The beaches are busy with 
people and dogs off leads. Needing dogs on leads before 8 will 
mean very few people  early on the beaches to enjoy them,  and 
less people to clean up after less socially conscious revellers from 
the night before. 
Consider if it is easier to police dog owners 24/7 or just on off lead 
hours to ensure dogs under effective control.  
Regular beach patrols can run  in the summer only not all year 
round with current rules. 
The current rules have worked and we have not been presented 
with any information otherwise and how new rules will improve 
life for anyone. Current rules align with other councils. 
Don’t let people who never frequent the beach in the morning or 
late at night determine rules for those who pay rates and live their 
lives on the beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater Semaphore is a walkable suburb. Many people walk their dog to 
the foreshore, let them off lead and play catch or socialise with 
other dogs. Frequently the beach is too windy or the tide is too 
high. This can be done without a car and cafes can be attended 
with more socialising. 
If the distance was 100 metres either side of the jetty, this would 
still allow current behaviour. Option 2 takes people from the Main 
Street and stops those without a car or licence enjoying their dog 
life. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing); To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Promote people walking to the beach and then socialising at local 
shops and cafes.  We regularly walk on Charles Sturt Council and 
Brighton Beaches in the morning. The beaches are busy with 
people and dogs off leads. Needing dogs on leads before 8 will 
mean very few people  early on the beaches to enjoy them,  and 
less people to clean up after less socially conscious revellers from 
the night before. 
Consider if it is easier to police dog owners 24/7 or just on off lead 
hours to ensure dogs under effective control.  
Regular beach patrols can run  in the summer only not all year 
round with current rules. 
The current rules have worked and we have not been presented 
with any information otherwise and how new rules will improve 
life for anyone. Current rules align with other councils. 
Don’t let people who never frequent the beach in the morning or 
late at night determine rules for those who pay rates and live their 
lives on the beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Semaphore is a walkable suburb. Many people walk their dog to 
the foreshore, let them off lead and play catch or socialise with 
other dogs. Frequently the beach is too windy or the tide is too 
high. This can be done without a car and cafes can be attended 
with more socialising. 
If the distance was 100 metres either side of the jetty, this would 
still allow current behaviour. Option 2 takes people from the Main 
Street and stops those without a car or licence enjoying their dog 
life. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

See previous responses 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We have used the beach from North Haven breakwater to 
Semaphore on a nearly daily basis for the past 29 years. We have 
previously owned a dog and from our personal experience we 
would say the best solution for everyone is to keep the current 
rules plus the inclusion of dogs on leads around the jetties. The 
proposal to have the section between Strathfield Terrace and the 
breakwater as permanently leash free for dogs is unfair to 
residents between those areas who do not own (or like) dogs. Also 
there is a lot of seaweed in this section and many people do not 
pick up their dog's waste if they defecate in this area - leading to an 
increase in people/children coming into contact with this waste. 
This area is also becoming more frequented, particularly during the 
summer, with families with young children. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater We have used the beach from North Haven breakwater to 
Semaphore on a nearly daily basis for the past 29 years. We have 
previously owned a dog and from our personal experience we 
would say the best solution for everyone is to keep the current 
rules plus the inclusion of dogs on leads around the jetties. The 
proposal to have the section between Strathfield Terrace and the 
breakwater as permanently leash free for dogs is unfair to 
residents between those areas who do not own (or like) dogs. Also 
there is a lot of seaweed in this section and many people do not 
pick up their dog's waste if they defecate in this area - leading to an 
increase in people/children coming into contact with this waste. 
This area is also becoming more frequented, particularly during the 
summer, with families with young children. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… All dogs should be on leash for environmental reasons also, they 
disrupt birds and other wildlife, plus inhibit fox baiting initiatives Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The day light saving on leash times are good but there needs to be 
something in place all year round. It is unsettling to take toddlers to 
the beach to play during the day in non day light saving times. 
Large dogs run up to young children and frighten them.  
Exclusion zones around jetties and grassed areas are good idea but 
need to be extended. Off leash on grassed areas but dogs must be 
on leads on the path often doesn't work. Dogs run across in front 
of you when riding bikes. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore Riding bikes along the path can be difficult as dogs run across in 
front of you. On leash grass areas are a good idea but need to be 
be extended. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 2 but continue some on leash rules all year round not just 
for day light saving, to enable safe visits to the beach during the 
day with children. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to 
certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I enjoy a walk with friends who all gave dogs & they run free - this 
is early morning  
I do not take 1 of my dogs who can be reactive to other dog’s 
particularly those who come close to her otherwise she will ignore 
them.  Very friendly with people. I choose not to take as it is not 
fair to her or others. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Unfortunately not all dogs are under affective control! Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven This is the area I currently walk off lead with my dog and others. I 
have found all other dogs off lead at the time I go are all friendly 
and under control of owner 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; With my 
young family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am happy with the current daylight savings rules for off leash dogs 
at the beaches. I feel that gives everyone a fair time. The early 
morning walks on the beach with many Happy off leash dogs are 
the best. I haven’t had issues with any dogs, and I feel majority are 
very sensible. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

500m around jetties is too far! We often walk between semaphore 
and Largs, this would give no room for off leash play for dogs. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; With my adult friends and family; 
For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am a resident that loves dogs and thoroughly enjoy interacting 
with dogs if the owner welcomes it.  
The current rules work very well, dogs have their morning and 
evening walks with their owners. 
If a person is scared or concerned about dogs they have 10 hours 
during day light saving hours to have the beach to them selves and 
on leash dogs. 
For 8 months of the year in the cooler months, it is only dogs and 
their owners utilising the beach.  
It is rare to see a non-dog owner. If it ain’t broke, why change it! 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

The current rules work and are reasonable. No change required Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

The current arrangements work, do not change. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; To walk my 
dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… While I understand concerns regarding dogs off lead especially 
during summer, I am yet to experience or observe aggressive dog 
behaviour toward beach goers. There will always be exceptions, 
but on the whole owners who take their dogs to the beach are 
those that care for and love  their animals. I struggle to understand 
why every dog owner who shares the freedom afforded for dogs 
currently should have this opportunity limited or taken away. Even 
more so during the cooler months when there are few beach goers. 
Would it not be more appropriate that there are more stringet 
penalties for owners who are not responsible and are not able to 
control their dogs? 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would really like to see a balanced outcome whereby both dog 
owners and other users of the beaches and foreshores give a little 
and take a little. I consider the current arrangement of on leash 
10am-8pm during daylight savings adequately provides a balanced 
outcome. Dog owners know they can go to the beach before 10am 
and after 8pm and have their dog off leash; other visitors know 
they can go to the beach between 10am and 8pm and not have to 
worry about off leash dogs hassling them. 
No matter what outcome is decided on, you will never prevent 
some people doing whatever they want regardless of the rules.  
I would hate to see a draconian response, whereby dogs are 
required to be on leash at all times 365 days per year, just to try 
and prevent an incident that is never likely to happen. Most dog 
owners are responsible and most do the right thing. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I see nothing wrong with the current arrangements, leave them as 
they are off leash all areas. As previously stated, some people will 
do what they like regardless of what the rules say. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

Leave the rules as they are, no change is required. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Keep the rules as they are, on leash during daylight savings 10am-
8pm, off leash all the rest of the time. No need for any changes to 
the rules. Let's assume most dog owners will do the right thing, 
keep their dog under control and keep them away from other dogs 
and people. Dog owners who don't do the right thing will continue 
to do that regardless of the rules. Don't ruin the amenity of the 
majority because of the bad behaviour of a small minority. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Works fine and weighting to replies should be given to those who 
live and use the beaches every day. Dogs bring joy to people's lives, 
in 7 years since we got our dog never had any incident. Current 
rules work fine, align with other councils, and allow us to maintain 
regular exercise dogs require close to home.  Specific areas you 
need to drive to are not welcome, indeed bad for the environment, 
my vote is to keep the rules as is, works fine. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

current rules work well, leave as is there are not broken Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

leave as is, current rules work well Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

leave things as is, current rules work well 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think a space where dogs can be off lead at all times would 
eliminate any dog haters to be confronted with them. That way a 
person who doesn't want to be near dogs won't have to go do to 
that area of the beach and be happy. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore On the grassed areas and on walkways I am happy and comfortable 
with dogs being on lead. There's a lot more traffic, foot, bike etc 
and it would be fine for dogs to be kept on lead. The beach is 
where I think they need to have a run and swim. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

This option is ridiculous Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Option 3 to me is the best solution. You keep the area around the 
jetty's on lead and have a designated area for dogs to be off lead at 
all times. 150m on either side would be enough seeing that it 
would make up enough space in total. 500m seems a lot and 
doesn't leave much space. This option seems the best compromise 
for every type of person and encourages this community of PAE to 
be more inclusive and accepting to all. We wouldn't want to be the 
worst council in Adelaide would we?  
So many beaches down south are a lot more tolerant to dogs. I'm 
from Europe and am quite shocked as to how dog loathing this 
community can be. We take our dogs everywhere in Europe and 
don't have these type of issues. Because we take our dogs with us 
they are exposed to many situations and therefore don't react. 
Keeping them away from every scenario will only make them 
worse. Exposure and training makes for good dogs, forbidding 
them from going anywhere will only create more problems. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

In winter no body uses the beach but dog walkers.  
people should be allowed to access the beach with there pups 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am happy with time changes for daylight savings, however I think 
until 8pm is too late it should be 10am to 7pm or designated area 
such as your option 3 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… as I have spent quite alot of time in WA, their system of designated 
beaches (dog frirendly, dog free) works very well.    This allows 
people who do not like dogs for whatever reason to enjoy their 
space.  The dog friendly beaches work well as everyone respects 
the rules.    Most people walked freely with their animals, without 
leashes.   Those dogs that ran and greeted others and humans 
were friendly and well behaved.    If there was an aggressive or not 
socialised dog then parts of WA also have a system where their 
collars  were either blue or green, representing caution to 
approach or friendly.  If you saw a dog with blue collar on and a 
lead then you knew  it had issues and kept your distance.      
Everyone should have access to the beach.   We have enough 
coastline to share with our furry friends. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The rules about where dogs can and cannot be off leash do not 
always seem appropriate to me. 
My objection to the Daylight Savings Rules (on leash 10am - 8pm) 
is for a couple of reasons: 
If the day is not too hot, I prefer to walk my dog during the day as 
there are less people and dogs on the beach and it better fits into 
my routine (For example, I am almost 65 and go to bed early so I 
don't want to be dog walking after 8pm). I don't think it is a good 
idea to force dog owners to all walk their dogs at the same time; it 
makes more sense to have less dogs on the beach for longer 
periods of time. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I regularly walk my dog between the Largs Bay and Semaphore 
jetties. My current dog is very placcid but large so, I walk her on the 
lead in these areas as I now that people can be nervous of large 
dogs. However, I always walked my previous dogs, Cavalier King 
Charles Spaniels, off the lead in these areas and they brought a lot 
of joy to people. Dogs usually use more energy when off the lead 
and they have more sensory stimulation as they are free to sniff. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven This is a good off leash beach for dogs (the dunes prevent dogs 
leaving the beach). I think it is just confusing and unecessary to 
have two different rules for the beach. Most owners already attach 
the leash as their dogs approach the exit to the beach without this 
rule (due to snaes in the dunes, dogs and people entering the 
beach through the dunes and the car park) 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater This is rules for rules sae and not necessary, just confusing for dog 
owners. 
As jetties are at exits to the beach, dog owners already re-leash 
their dogs or ensure control at these points. 
Instead of making life harder for dog owners, dog owners should 
be supported as dogs bring huge mental health and exercise 
benefits. In many countries in Europe, dogs are allowed 
'everywhere' (trains, buses, underground trains, hotels, town 
centre, public right-of-way footpaths in the countryside). If 
anything, Australia should be relaxing it's rules regarding dogs. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… There should be both dogs off leash areas and daylight savings 
rules. Responsible dog owners will ensure there won't be any 
problems, but there will sometimes be issues with irresponsible 
dog owners. Unfortunately this will always be the case but that's 
no reason to punish all dog owners and their dogs. Perhaps the 
council could increase patrols when the beaches and grassed areas 
are particularly busy to create a presence which will deter bad 
behaviour. Let's keep the PAE area dog friendly please! 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

I think the on leash in designated areas is a good compromise. Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Keeping dogs on leash around jetties would be too difficult and 
result in unnecessary stress and unwarranted fines. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The maximum possible area for all year off-lead dog use should be 
made possible. 
Playgrounds & outdoor gym areas may be dog free 
Dogs on lead on jetties & kiosk areas should be permitted. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; With my 
adult friends and family; To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think clear rules for off leash a all times and on leash at all times 
would benefit everyone as then you can choose to exercise your 
dog at any time of day and equally avoid dogs if you want to by 
selecting the area of the beach that suits your purpose. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
Having a safe space to take reactive dogs and/or sensitive children 
could benefit the community. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I love the idea of having an off leash zone all year round. It is a 
large space, clearly defined by Strathfield tce which is a known 
landmark. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog off-leash area all time: we strongly against this option.  
We as a young family enjoy going to beach (Taperoo/Osborne) very 
frequently. However, there were multiple occasion that large dogs 
without leash intimidated our children and us and one occasion 
dog approached very quick from distance and almost pushed our 
child down to ground. Considering young family in this area has 
been growing recently, Option3-3 which has designated area of dog 
off-leash is definitely not good option and should not happen.  
Dog on-leash all time: 
This is definitely most preferred options at all area as we feel safer 
and dogs and dog owners can still enjoy time at beach together. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

Dog should not be off-leash. Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Dog off-leash area all time: we strongly against this option.  
We as a young family enjoy going to beach (Taperoo/Osborne) very 
frequently. However, there were multiple occasion that large dogs 
without leash intimidated our children and us and one occasion 
dog approached very quick from distance and almost pushed our 
child down to ground. Considering young family in this area has 
been growing recently, Option3-3 which has designated area of dog 
off-leash is definitely not good option and should not happen.  
Dog on-leash all time: 
This is definitely most preferred options at all area as we feel safer 
and dogs and dog owners can still enjoy time at beach together. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Unfortunately there are too many irresponsible selfish dog owners 
that can not be trusted to be considerate and responsible. Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Would prefer dogs on leash in public places (except for dog parks) Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Other: Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Very difficult to provide general feedback about this entire thing. 
For example how difficult it would be for MANY residents to easily 
provide feedback.  
If this is all about dealing with problem dogs, perhaps creating a 
policy around that would be more effective than potential bans on 
off leash dogs that are to the most part extremely well behaved. 
Having lived in semaphore for 45 years we have never been 
attacked or harassed by dogs on the beach, so quite a good record 
to date. I would indeed be very sad to see semaphore become less 
dog friendly 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Option 1. I have lived and frequently use the the coast for over 40 
years and have not encountered an issue with the current rules and 
dogs on leashes. It seems to be one that works and allows dog 
owners time to walk their pets during reasonable times.  
This is not only my opinion but maybe a list of breeds that should 
be muzzled on the beach during unleashed hours as there are a lot 
of new and different breeds which have lock-jaw which is 
something to consider if there is an incident. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My family walks our 2 dogs at least once a day on the beach. It is a 
time when our dogs can explore and get much-needed exercise. 
Being confined to a leash would mean they get next to no exercise 
at all. It's also a time they can make new friends.  In the thousands 
of beach walks, we have never witnessed a single incident with any 
dog, and especially in the warmer weather there are always lots of 
dogs on Largs Bay Beach (and previously Semaphore South where 
we used to live). As much as I would love to walk our dogs at any 
time off-leash, I am happy to compromise by abiding by the current 
daylight saving hours.  There are hardly ever any people without 
dogs on the beach before 10am, so to ban the thousands of dogs 
from being able to run, chase a ball and swim is completely at odds 
with what is actually happening on our beaches. It is one of life's 
great joys to watch dogs run freely. To take this away would be 
madness. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

opinion previously given 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

I would like for the rules to remain as they are currently Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

I would like for the rules to remain as they are currently Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I would like for the rules to remain as they are currently 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities; Other: To pet other peopleâ€™s dogs() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I love that our beaches are dog friendly. I would like to see the 
current restrictions changed to just weekends and school holidays 
as the beaches are quiet during the week. I think dogs on leads 
around the jetty and kiosk is probably a good idea as these areas 
are busy with people. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore As much as I love free range dogs I think having them on lead on 
grassed areas or around walkways with lots of people is probably a 
good idea 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I fear having a designated off leash beach will see too many 
restrictions to other suburban beaches. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I utilise the reserves and beaches for exercise and relaxation and 
dislike dogs running up to me and licking, sniffing and jumping on 
me when off leash.  I am allergic to dogs and do not appreciate 
peoples pets off leash.  I am all for people bringing their pets 
outside, however on a leash, others should be able to enjoy the 
space just as much uninterrupted and at risk of an asthma or hay 
fever attack. 

Daylight Savings Rules  

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore Should not be limited to designated areas for dogs on leashes, it 
should be all areas where dogs are on leashes.  They still get to be 
taken out, yet other members of the public are able to enjoy the 
same space uninterrupted. Especially for people with allergies and 
are afraid of pets. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven I utilise the reserves and beaches for exercise and relaxation and 
dislike dogs running up to me and licking, sniffing and jumping on 
me when off leash. I am allergic to dogs and do not appreciate 
peoples pets off leash. I am all for people bringing their pets 
outside, however on a leash, others should be able to enjoy the 
space just as much uninterrupted and at risk of an asthma or hay 
fever attack. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I utilise the reserves and beaches for exercise and relaxation and 
dislike dogs running up to me and licking, sniffing and jumping on 
me when off leash. I am allergic to dogs and do not appreciate 
peoples pets off leash. I am all for people bringing their pets 
outside, however on a leash, others should be able to enjoy the 
space just as much uninterrupted and at risk of an asthma or hay 
fever attack. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the current conditions  
Allow off lead at all times out of day light savings May to October  
On lead 1000-2000 day life saving savings off lead all other times 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Keep as it is currently Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Current conditions do not cause problems as owners should have 
dogs in control if if lead 
Keep as current state 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven North Haven Beach is never very busy, during winter months it's 
95% people with dogs on the beach therefore they should be let 
off leaches during this time. On leash from 10am - 8pm during 
daylight saving is ok. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Having taperoo to Osborne off leash at all times is preferable, the 
10am to 8pm is quite restrictive, especially when trying to take 
your dog after work in summer months. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Happy to have daylight saving restriction’s on dogs off leash.  
Would love there to be a area where dogs can be off leash at all 
times 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Croydon Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… i have been exercising my dogs for years now at Largs North. 
Generally i have had no issues with my or other dogs, or people.  
 Largs North is not a high use beach, and often is empty in the 
middle of the day, even in summer 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Your options are flawed; 
Why not keep current rules but add an off leash at all times around 
Largs Bay. 
We went consistently in winter and only dog owners were using 
the beach.  Your proposed options would make this harder and 
more confusing. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

Your proposed change makes no sense. Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
The two proposed changes both are terrible.  You will create 
confusion and negatively impact a lot of people.  
The off leash area is a great idea but I’d rather see current rules 
stay than accept either of the other options as written 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… In relation to dogs on beach from Semaphore to the breakwater, I 
think the current arrangement is sufficient. 
Not related to dogs, but cars need to be prevented from going on 
to the beach for personal reasons - they are accessing the beach 
from the yacht club, eg picnics, driving the length at night.  These 
are not people related to the yacht club or surf life saving. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Croydon Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities; Other: 
Photography() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Responsible dog owners exercise their dogs daily or twice daily so 
that their dogs are happy, healthy and well socialised. Responsible 
dog owners also clean up after their dogs and clean up public 
spaces like beaches and parks too.  We don't stop cars using roads 
because a few people do not follow rules, crash or drive under the 
influence. Don't prevent all of the responsible dog owners from 
walking their dogs off leash because a few  irresponsible people 
may break the rules. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Angle Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules of dogs and daylight savings work well as it is 
consistent with other beaches and councils. Limiting dogs off lead 
use during winter will be a huge deterrent to visit the city of PAE 
beaches 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven As I like to go for long walks along beach with my dogs,it would be 
very inconvenient to put on leash at certain areas. More consistent 
when all beach line has the same rules 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater As I like to go for long walks along beach with my dogs,it would be 
very inconvenient to put on leash at certain areas, especially during 
winter when beach use is dramatically used less than in 
summer.More consistent when all beach line has the same rules. I 
strongly believe dog owners are very good at following current 
rules (anybody can see that by visiting the beach before 10am 
during summer with all the dogs running about,and at 10 the dogs 
mostly disappear). It seems silly to change something that works 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My comment only relates to North Haven Beach. 
I live on North beach and have both large and small dogs and I walk 
them twice daily. I agree that all dogs must  be under effective 
recall and control at all times from both other dogs and humans. I 
have lived with Option 1 for over a decade and it works  as there is 
a dog walkers community here.After 10am , during Daylight saving , 
it is generally too hot for dogs anyway. 
 I am also ok with Option 2 as this proposed on leashed area  is 
where the Surf Club has flags over summer and where people view 
Ships and fish off the rocks. But I do think that this proposed 
onleashed area should only apply to the Daylight saving months 
but this isn't an option.  
To conclude, Option 2 is a great compromise for all. Dogs then have 
a large open area to run free, and the onleash area, where most 
visitors to this beach swim and picnic gives non dog lovers , families 
, rock fisherpersons and ship viewers a dog free safe area are to 
relax in. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Option 2 is a great compromise for all dogs and humans. Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven My comment only relates to North Haven Beach. 
I live on North beach and have both large and small dogs and I walk 
them twice daily. I agree that all dogs must  be under effective 
recall and control at all times from both other dogs and humans. I 
have lived with Option 1 for over a decade and it works  as there is 
a dog walkers community here.After 10am , during Daylight saving , 
it is generally too hot for dogs anyway. 
 I am also ok with Option 2 as this proposed on leashed area  is 
where the Surf Club has flags over summer and where people view 
Ships and fish off the rocks. But I do think that this proposed 
onleashed area should only apply to the Daylight saving months 
but this isn't an option.  
To conclude, Option 2 is a great compromise for all. Dogs then have 
a large open area to run free, and the onleash area, where most 
visitors to this beach swim and picnic gives non dog lovers , families 
, rock fisherpersons and ship viewers a dog free safe area are to 
relax in. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I understand a small portion of the community do not like dogs, 
and although I am not a fan, I understand why we have the current 
'dogs on leads' during the warmer weather. These regulations are 
working, so why change it because a small few have requested it, 
when the majority of visitors to the beach area are dog owners 
(incl families)! 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore The majority of dog owners are responsible and keep unsociable 
dogs on their leads all year round. In ten years of visiting 
Semaphore South, I have never ever seen a dog incident 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

Not familiar with North Haven Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I feel strongly about this issue ... 
I understand a small portion of the community does not like dogs, 
and although I am not a fan, I understand why we have the current 
'dogs on leads' during the warmer weather. However, in winter and 
on cooler days (incl last week and the week before) there are no 
families, group gatherings, picnics ... there are only dog walkers!!! 
The most obvious answer to all of this is ban dogs off lead all year 
round between Semaphore South and Semaphore Jetty, stick with 
the current rules from Semaphore Jetty towards Largs Jetty and 
allow dogs off lead and properly controlled all year round from 
Semaphore South heading towards Semaphore Park to Marani 
Court Reserve. 
That provides a solution for all beach users, without discriminating 
against any part of the community 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… if people are aware that a certain beach allows dogs off lead, but 
under effective control, then it is their choice as to whether or not 
to use said beach for recreation.  Making all beaches 'dogs on leash 
at all times' removes the enjoyment for the owners & the dogs.  
Dogs love to run free & most of them enjoy a paddle or swim in the 
ocean to cool off or just for fun.  Dog parks are great but don't have 
the space for people to walk & get exercise as well as their dog.  
Daylight savings off /on lead times are acceptable, but would be 
preferable to have a beach in that area where dogs can run free 
(under effective control) at all times.  8 pm is a little later than i 
would like as I get up to go to work at 6 am. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Need more signage around the beach and grass areas, also more 
dog wardens, and dog owners who do not pick up after their dogs 
should be fined.. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

same as previous feedback Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

same as previous feedback Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

would not like option number three but can live with the other two 
options. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would like to see the rules continue as they are option one, i 
would also like to see more signs around showing what the rules 
are, also there needs to be more dog wardens making sure the 
rules are applied, a lot of dog owners do not pick up after their 
pets and they should be fined for this. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore some dog owners do not control their dogs correctly and when 
walking with my grandchildren it can be very worrying when dogs 
come up to them if the dogs are just running wild. 
I have hardly ever seen any dog wardens around the North Haven 
area. 
There is a lot of Dog mess left on the walkways and grass areas, 
Dog owners need to be fined for this. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

Feedback as previous answers. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I would prefer option two but would NOT like option number three, 
could also live with option number one, there is enough dog mess 
around the north end of the beaches now let alone if dogs were off 
the leash all of the time, the paths going to the beach are full of 
dog mess. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Only dog lovers down beach in middle of winter so stupid to have 
dogs on leads.  Police current rules during daylight saving and leave 
things alone 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

It ain’t broke don’t fix it Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Works well leave it alone Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Works for shift workers 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The flexibility of being able to walk/exercise my self and my dog is 
important because I work during business hours. My preference 
would be to be able to have my dog off leash at anytime time but 
realise that not every dog owner is responsible. The best outcome 
would be to keep the rules as they have been in the past and this 
would accommodate the majority. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender:  Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… It would be great to have an area that is leash free all year round 
up in this part of the foreshore. There is a section down in west 
beach and it works really well, but it is a bit far to drive with a 
young family and a dog when there is a perfectly good pretty quite 
bit of beach up in Taperoo that would be perfect for the same 
situation. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 1 is a massive reason we love this area and choose to stay in 
the area. We have friends from other regions come down to visit to 
walk their dogs with us off leash!  
Option 2 is very restrictive - especially during the winter months 
when it is very rare we see other people without dogs on the 
beach.  
We walk our dogs down the beach 2-4 time a week as we live in a 
house with a small back yard and they enjoy the freedom of 
running around sniffing not being restricted by their lead. (We have 
two Dachshunds) 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Valley View 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; With my 
young family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I'd like option 1 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The main people enjoying the semaphore beach in the mornings 
(before 9am) are dog walkers who want to exercise their dogs off 
lead. A change to the rules where dogs cannot use this stretch of 
beach off lead at all will not benefit anyone and will impact many 
local residents who use the beach every morning and have always 
diligently abided by the rules. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender:  Suburb: Queenstown 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in sport (SLS, sailing); With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The dog owners need to have effective control on their dogs. Some 
days we take our dog to the beach and there is a handful of people 
on the beach - banning off leash dogs would be crazy when there 
isn’t an issue with other people 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore I think it important for dogs that are not friendly with others to be 
able to be identified. Unfortunately people take their dogs out, do 
not have command over them, some owner =s can barely maintain 
their dog on a leash, yet choose to have a large dog that does not 
mix well with other dogs. I think it is important to educate owners 
that if they are using dog off leash areas they still need to be in 
control of their dog and it doesn't they can be on their phone, 
running and completely unaware of their dogs location. I own a 
dog who is friendly with other dogs but I will still ensure they are 
under my command and in my sight however I have had difficulty 
trying to get others dogs away from my dog and owners who are 
difficult to locate to collect their dog. This education is important 
because it in unfair to tar all dogs with the same brush, its 
irresponsible owners that make it difficult for everyone. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater Allowing a family to only walk the dog off leash, where they can get 
the most exercise, only after 8pm or before 10am isn't practical for 
families who work and have children. I feel it not only accomodates 
retirees or the non working population. I think it is more important 
to educate families about being a responsible dog owner by picking 
up after them and ensuring birdlife remains protected.  There is 
insufficent light after 8pm not only for walking the dog for some of 
the year but also it endangers our birdlife as you cannot ensure you 
are able to have light to identify any hatchlings or small birds that 
must be avoided 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The rules don't seem to work, dog owners have little or no control 
over their pets,  it is just a matter of time before someone gets 
seriously hurt. I think then this would make the council 
responsible. Especially as they have under gone this public feed 
back process.  
I want dogs on leads on the beach at all times, that seems to be 
missing from the options? Why has the council so easily given in to 
the dog lobby! What was the point of this whole excercise? I feel 
really let down by the council. Where is the Mayor taking 
leadership in this? 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore Why isn't there an option for ON LEASH at all times?  There is a dog 
park just down the road, let dog owners go there! I am tired of 
dogs barking at me and jumping up at me every time I go to the 
beach.  
I want dogs on leads on the beach at all times, that seems to be 
missing from the options? Why has the council so easily given in to 
the dog lobby! What was the point of this whole excercise? I feel 
really let down by the council. Where is the Mayor taking 
leadership in this? 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven As before, the rules don't seem to work, dog owners have little or 
no control over their pets,  it is just a matter of time before 
someone gets seriously hurt. I think then this would make the 
council responsible. Especially as they have under gone this public 
feed back process.  
I want dogs on leads on the beach at all times, that seems to be 
missing from the options? Why has the council so easily given in to 
the dog lobby! What was the point of this whole excercise? I feel 
really let down by the council. Where is the Mayor taking 
leadership in this? 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Again, there is no option for dogs on lease everywhere at all times. 
This is not open and transparent consultation if there are limited 
options!  
There is no effective control by dog owners on our beaches! Where 
are the inspectors? I've never seen one!  
The reason council has undertaken this consultation is because of 
possible dog attacks - therefore it means you were aware of this as 
a possiblity! In law that means you will be responsible when that 
happens. It's just a matter of time! 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Non-
binary 

Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… There is almost nowhere where I can play with my dogs off leash, 
please let me play with my family without being tied.  I can't have 
kids,  dogs are my only family.  Human families have so many places 
to play.  I want to be able to be with my family on the beach too. 
Please allow us that freedom.  A single all year offleash dog beach 
is all I ask. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Don't punish well behaved dogs because some humans don't like 
dogs.  Let us share our home.  Off leash dogs doesn't mean danger. 
It just means dogs are happy too 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven Please let off leash all year round.  It's the only beach that hardly 
anyone goes to unless they have dogs anyway,  the dogs can't run 
away to different beaches it's the perfect place for a all year off 
leash beach. Let dog families have a play space at the beach!!! 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Stop excluding dogs. They are family too. 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Allowing dogs off leash on the beach is dangerous, there have been 
many times where I have witnessed aggressive dogs to both other 
dogs and people. Dogs should be on a leash or specific times for 
them to be off. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… To keep dogs on leash at all times would certainly be detrimental to 
the well being of everlasting people of all ages in the area Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I feel there is currently a good balance with the dog on leash laws 
currently in place. The hours for dog owners to use the beach is fair 
and doesn't overlap with other beach users without dogs. I am also 
open to the idea of an off leash area at all times, especially in 
winter where beach use for swimming is minimal. I think a good off 
leash area would be near the break water at Taperoo. The beach is 
extremely smelly and not good for swimming. It is more suited for 
dogs to run around and play. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to 
certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current system of dogs on leash between 10 and 8pm during 
daylight saving time has worked well for the decades it has been in 
use. So this is the main strategy I would support.  
However as a person who mainly walks the dogs in the evening, 
the weeks at the beginning of and end of daylight saving are dark 
at that time (ie 8pm) so i would favour the time limit going to 7pm, 
not 8pm. Or link it to sunset eg an hour before sunset. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Prefer option 1, it gives dog owners who live close to the jetties the 
option to be off lead at the designated times. 
There are usually only a lot of people around those areas on very 
hot days,  
and around Semaphore jetty in particular. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven This is about education. Both dog owners and beach users without 
dogs need to be educated about behavior around each other. 
If it is busy with families with children at the north end, I would 
usually keep my dog under close effective control or on lead. But 
that is usually a much smaller area than option 2 is indicating. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater In favour of an off lead at all times north of Straithfield Terrace to 
accommodate people who are unable to walk their dogs in daylight 
savings times.  
The exclusion zones around the jetties seem a too wide at 500m.   
How will these zones be managed?  
Therefore still prefer to have the daylight saving rules Option  1 
current rules 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Unfortunately even with current rules about dogs on leashes, many 
people ignore this and their dogs, often large dogs, are off leashes 
and not controlled. Young children and others are vulnerable.  
Some dog owners are not doing the right thing and do not pick up 
their dog's poos and others pick it up and throw their bag onto the 
ground or beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Dogs still should be on leash in grassed areas. People think they 
can control their dog but this is not always the case. Not only are 
people at risk but other dogs are vulnerable. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the Option 3 proposal. I think the on-lead at all times around 
the Jetty's is a good solution. An off-lead at all times area is 
excellent. Option 3 is a good proposal. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

On-leash at designated areas helps to foster trust. Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I like this option as it will give everyone the opportunity to enjoy 
parts of the beach. I think this is the most balanced and fair option. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… In my experience, the majority of locals are responsible and 
sensible dog owners. It would be a shame to disadvantage them, 
due to the behaviour of some people who visit the area with their 
dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my young 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Whilst I understand the concern ref dogs off leash on the beach as 
far as I am aware there have been no attacks by dogs on these 
metro beaches. In winter and during inclement weather the only 
people on the beach are dog walkers, who often help keep beach 
clean picking up litter. To have dogs on leash the whole time would 
severely limit the exercise of both dogs and owners. The current 
rules work well but a dedicated beach or area for dogs off lead all 
the time would be fantastic for everyone and allow those who have 
concerns about dogs to stay away from these areas. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven This beach is not used by many people and to have dogs on lead at 
all time sin certain areas is ridiculous, no  one else is there most of 
the time. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; To participate in 
sport (SLS, sailing); With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I'm mainly interested in keeping our beach rules as it is. 
Along the the track and on the lawn reserves, dogs should be on a 
leash at all times. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater Personally believe kept the way it is best. As a young family with no 
backyard we visit the beach multiple times a week during the 
warmer months. Even with the current on leash rules we have had 
multiple incidents with dogs who were meant to be on leashes  
(one dog jumped up on my toddler and knocked her to the ground, 
another came running into our beach tent again freaking out the 
kids). We have also witnessed numerous dog fights and seen some 
serious lack of dog control. We have friends who will only walk 
their dogs when other dogs are meant to be on leash due to issues 
they have had as well. I have absolutely no issues with dogs, and 
would love a dog if we had a suitable house other there is some 
terrible owners out there who think everyone loves their dog and 
happy to let them roam around with little to no control and ruin 
the beach experience for everyone. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender:  Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… In my view, the current rules work well, ie., having specified times 
that allow for dogs to be off lead and able to enjoy running and 
playing, providing of coarse that the animal is voice controlled. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 
If the dog is under effective control, I certainly don't have any issue 
with it being off lead. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

In my view the current rules are working perfectly well. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

In my view, the current rules work fine, so why change them. 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Walkley Heights 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Walkley Heights 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The daylight savings rules I hate due to means my dogs are not able 
to enjoy the beach without being harassed or attacked Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Dogs should be on leash at all times there it's near main road I've 
had dogs run off the grass to get my dogs walking on the paths 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

People aren't going to put them on leash then off they will just 
leave them off 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Agree to certain areas being on leash and others being off leash. 
Would be ideal if people stuck to their areas and were responsible 
so that we can all enjoy your beautiful beaches. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven I think there should be an only off leash place too for people to 
excercise their dogs as long as they are responsible and that it 
should babe clearly marked to avoid confusion. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I think this option is a happy medium for all involved. Just as long 
as people understand that it is unleashed all year round and know 
to go elsewhere if they are uncomfortable with dogs off leash. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Nearly every day time I visit the beach with my young daughter I 
don't feel safe with the dogs off lead and far from their owners. 
When I had a dog for 12 years dogs would often be off lead when 
they are meant to be and I come up to my dog and I don't know if 
that dog is safe. My little cavalier dog (that passed last year) was 
attacked by a Doberman at the dog park behind the otr. Couldn't 
get him out of the dogs jaws for what felt like forever, luckily he 
was ok. The dog was unregistered. I don't trust dog owners to do 
the right thing because I have witnessed too many owners not 
following the rules. Too many dog attacks. Look at the ads now 
running on TV. Beaches belong to everyone and they have a right 
to feel safe, including dogs feeling safe. There is no need for a dog 
to be off a lead on beaches. There are long leads or dog parks. 
Please do not section off whole sections of beach for off leash 24/7 
as It will create anti social behavior of dog owners thinking they 
own the beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore Nearly every day time I visit the foreshore with my young daughter 
I don't feel safe with the dogs off lead and far from their owners. 
When I had a dog for 12 years dogs would often be off lead when 
they are meant to be and I come up to my dog and I don't know if 
that dog is safe. My little cavalier dog (that passed last year) was 
attacked by a Doberman at the dog park behind the otr. Couldn't 
get him out of the dogs jaws for what felt like forever, luckily he 
was ok. The dog was unregistered. I don't trust dog owners to do 
the right thing because I have witnessed too many owners not 
following the rules. Too many dog attacks. Look at the ads now 
running on TV. Foreshores belong to everyone and they have a 
right to feel safe, including dogs feeling safe. There is no need for a 
dog to be off a lead in public places. There are long leads or dog 
parks. I must say most are on a lead on foreshores that I see 
anyway. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven This question does not have the option to express your dislike of 
day light savings on leash times - for the reason that you believe 
they should be onleash all the time or the hours should be a earlier 
and later (9am-10pm). Lots of young children are on the beach in 
summer before 10am because it is so hot, not so many young kids 
after 10pm! That time needs to change to earlier if you are going to 
propose certain off leash times. Young children are a group that are 
most at risk to dog attacks. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

On leash around jetties is a great suggestion as this is where young 
children tend to go. Thank-you for making thus suggestion. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Often people with dogs off the leash dont really have them under 
control and think it amusing when they approach strangers who 
dont know the dog. If they cant walk on the streets without a 
leash, why the beach, 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I'd like to see the same 100 metre on leash by-law around signed 
hooded plover breeding sites that other metro councils have 
implemented 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I am scared of dogs; I dislike dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Relates to all of them. The main problem is dog owner ignore the 
rules and hardly have their dog(s) under control or on a leash. And 
the amount of people not cleaning up after their dogs is increasing. 
All the options are in favour of dog owners.  Why isn't there an 
option for a dog only area or beach goers only area? 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight savings rules can be restricting as I can't often get there in 
time. 
My dog does not interact with people or other dogs as he is 
focused on his ball, he needs to be able to run freely to get his 
exercise. 
I would love to have an area where he can run freely all year round. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Rules only work if penalties apply, there needs to be more policing. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven Please do not change this, unfair to people like us who walk our 
dog every day in this area off the lead because that’s where we 
live. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Please do not make rules for north beach that apply only to a few 
that use it regularly. It’s unfair. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… 50% of people don't have effective control of the unleashed dog. 
They leash them to walk to the beach, unleash them on the beach 
and let them run. If they had effective control they would be 
unleashed on the way to the beach. 
90% of raised voices on a beach is an owner, or owners, calling 
their dog, or dogs, back/desist etc. 
The only effective control of a dog is a leash. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am very concerned about PAE council plans to make dogs be on a 
leash at the beach at all times. I believe the current rules work well 
and provide a nice balance allowing times for dogs off lease and 
family time at the beach. I bring my dog from outside the council 
area 3 times a week at least to Semaphore beach as it is such a 
lovely area and community. I will also get a coffee and buy local 
produce in the shops there. 
If the rules were to change to have dogs on a leash at all times I will 
have to go elsewhere. I think you also need to consider the impact 
on local businesses. Semaphore is a thriving community with lots 
of dogs and I fear you will loose some of that if you change the 
rules.  
I respect the requirement for families to have time on the beach 
with small children who don't have to worry about dogs off lead. 
That is why I think the rules work well as is. 
I don't see the need to change them. 
Please leave the restriction rules as is. 
Thanks Wendy 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Please leave the rules as they are. It works well. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Please leave rules as is. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Please leave rules as is. 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Manningham 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Understand not everyone likes dogs, however in a public 
community outside space owners should be able to take their dogs 
to any beach on leash. As a dog owner it is important to me when 
there are times for off leash for dogs and community to interact. 
Not all individuals have access to transport to be able to access 
alternative beaches where different regulations apply. Thanks for 
your consideration. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

See previous response. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current set up and times work for everyone, dog owners pay 
registration, and in most cases do the right thing. You should be 
keeping it the same. Simple as that. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Shouldn’t be changing this at all! Keep it the same Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
Option one is the only thing that makes sense. Option 2 is absolute 
rubbish 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
I honestly am gobsmacked at these ridiculous suggestions, I want 
to enjoy the beach and surrounds like everyone else. I shouldn’t 
need a manual and a thousand signs to figure out what we can do 
this is insane 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs off leash under effective control, how do you define that? My 
concern is that effective control could rapidly become 
uncontrolled. We’ve had to deal angry dogs off leash and it’s not 
fun. We have 2 young kids (5 and 1yo) and a small dog, and to be 
frank the idea of a large dog off leash on these public areas is scary 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore The prospect of a dog off leash in these public areas frightens me. 
We have two young children and a small dog and we’ve seen what 
can happen when effective control becomes no control 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven The prospect of a dog off leash in these public areas frightens me. 
We have two young children and a small dog and we’ve seen what 
can happen when effective control becomes no control 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

The prospect of a dog off leash in these public areas frightens me. 
We have two young children and a small dog and we’ve seen what 
can happen when effective control becomes no control 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Hi, I walk and run my dog at North Haven Beach.  I like the current 
situation referring to dogs on leash for daylight saving hours. It 
gives us dog walkers enough time to run our dogs on the beach 
before 10am. I have 3 year old dog that I have been taking to North 
Haven Beach about 3 to 4 times a week, mid week between 9 and 
10am and most people on the beach at that time are other dog 
walkers. Leave the conditions for dogs off leash for the whole 
beach as the current conditions. It gives us plenty of time to 
walk/run our dogs and have them off the beach by 10am. 
Regards, 
Neil. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven I dislike the idea of dividing up the beach, my experience over the 
last 3 years is most people don't come down to the beach until 
after 10am. Which leaves enough time for dogs to have a run on 
the whole beach and be off by 10am. 
Neil. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I occasionally walk/ run my dog from level with Ocean View College 
to Taperoo breakwater and most of the people on the beach are 
dog walkers it's not the best beach that is we go there to run the 
dogs. It's away from the more populated spots, Largs and 
Semaphore. So keep the rule as they are. Dogs off the beach by 
10am. 
Neil. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the idea of dogs being allowed everywhere on leads, however 
near build up areas they should remain on leads ( near Jetty’s) 
North Haven beach should be, dogs off lead allows always  
Mon-Fri - dogs should be allowed off lead during the day in zoned 
areas between semaphore and largs and surrounding non build up 
areas on beach. 
Weekends to remain as the current daylight savings hours on lead 
(except for North Haven) 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 
I think it should be a safe area for dogs to be allowed off leash all 
year round 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

A space for dogs to be off leash during the day is a must for shift 
workers and emergency service workers who only get specific 
hours off during the week. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To walk my dog(s); With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe that allowing dogs to be off-leash at all times will help 
spread out the times people take their dogs on the beach. A lot of 
people with young kids like to go early in the morning and dog 
walkers are also allocated this time as their only option.  
If dog walkers can have their dogs off leash any time they wish this 
will stop the beaches from becoming over crowded with people 
and dogs at the same times. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore On grassed areas my views about dogs on leashes are different. 
The beach is a lot safer for a dog to run around than on land so I 
think rules in place make sense for the grassed areas. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations); I love dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be able to run free under control in all areas when it is 
not busy. Daylight saving rules work at the moment but I have 
never seen a compliance officer enforcing them, especially during 
busy times. Most days it feels like a private  beach as there are no 
other users. Don’t penalise the responsible dog owners. 
Irresponsible dog owners will ignore any rule you have in place. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Once again, there are times when there are no other users with the 
current rules. Don’t break what doesn’t need to be fixed. I would 
like to see the statistics of usage as opposed to the perception of 
usage. We often throw a ball on the grassed areas for the dogs to 
retrieve and only do this when there are no other users - and this 
occurs a lot. I have never seen a council compliance officer when I 
have used the spaces. Dogs on lead on the shared 
walkways/bikepaths is just common sense. In my 40plus years of 
living in the area and walking my dogs at least every second day 
along the foreshore and beach areas I have only been bothered 
once by a dog. Very very very low statistics when working this one 
out… But I am a responsible dog owner. Once again, don’t penalise 
those that do the right thing. Send compliance officers out in the 
busy times to enforce the law/educate irresponsible dogs owners 
instead. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven North Haven beach even more so is a private beach in winter and 
even in most of summer. No-one about at all. Don’t penalise 
responsible dog owners for the irresponsible dogs owners that will 
ignore your new rules if implemented anyway. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Same as other responses. Winter, working days, cold summer days 
it feels like a private beach as there are no other uses. Let the 
responsible dog owners let their dogs off lead during the less busy 
times. Keep the rules as is but send compliance officers to patrol 
the beach during busy times to educate/enforce the laws with the 
irresponsible dog owners. Never seen a council 
Compliance officer in my 40 plus years of using the beach. 500m 
either side of Semaphore and Largs Jetty as an on lead area is a 
joke as it effectively means there are no off lead areas in this strip 
of beach, which is where we live and walk the dogs. Please contact 
me to see ample photographic and video evidence of us and the 
dogs being the only beach users on very beautiful days where one 
would expect there to be other users. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be allowed on beaches at all times. These are 
important areas to walk dogs freely off leash. I’ve not seen one dog 
run through dunes or protected areas unsupervised. They just want 
to play and swim.  Bins on the beaches like the ones at west lakes 
shore and Tennyson encourage dog owners to pick up after dogs, 
and human rubbish too. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Would prefer all grassed areas to be off leash however option 2 is 
sensible due to the increased pedestrian and cycle traffic around 
jetties. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 2 is the sensible one for all. 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe that dog owners in our area are responsible and their dogs 
are well behaved. I'm at the beach almost daily and from what I've 
seen, a vast majority of people have trained their dogs and pick up 
after ther dogs. I don't have a dog at the moment, but I love them 
and it makes me happy to see them running and playing at the 
beach. I do believe that a responsible owner would never keep the 
dog off leash anywhere if they knew the dog has behavioral issues 
or isn't trained. Allowing off leash dogs in all areas doesn't mean 
everyone will have the dogs roaming around regardless. If there 
were some irresponsible owners, they should be fined just like in 
any other case. This Earth is meant for all living beings to live freely 
on. And learn to coexist. I would like to hope. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Same as previous answer. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I agree with the daylight savings rules, however they are not 
policed enough so are therefore ignored by a vast group of dog 
owners. 
The shared paths may be on lead areas - however since the rule 
change there has been no signage put up so from Largs to North 
Haven people are still walking their dogs off lead & I have been 
abused multiple times for asking people to put their off lead 
uncontrolled dog on lead. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Once again needs to be patrolled & signage. Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Off leash all year round gives nowhere for dogs that don’t want to 
be surrounded by other dogs nowhere to go! 
Dogs under effective control has Little understanding to the many 
who yell out ‘ITS OK MY DOG IS FRIENDLY ‘ as it rockets towards 
mine!  
My dog may be reactive, nervous, puppy or in my case last year 15 
years old and got flattened by a ‘friendly’ Labrador with no recall! 
Off leash areas are an excuse not to train your dog how to recall - 
not everyone but for many. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think it’s sensible to have areas where dogs have to be under 
control - on leash during high use times, alongside areas where 
people can choose to go with their dog off leash if they feel 
confident in keeping their dog, other dogs and people safe. I 
support the current day light saving rules so families and people 
can enjoy the beaches during summer days and dog owners still 
have the option to walk their dog off leash early morning and late 
arv/evening and all the time during winter. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore The grassed areas on the foreshore are places for picnics, kids 
playing, people sitting and gathering. I think it’s fair enough that 
dogs can be there also but on leads so people can relax and enjoy 
themselves without worrying about dogs. So long as dog owners 
have other options reasonably close by (ie enough places) and  
enough times during the day to have off lead time with their dog 
on the beaches and swimming etc, it’s fair enough to have dogs on 
leash at all times on the grassy reserves on the foreshore. Perhaps 
in winter the dogs off leash daylight saving rules/times could apply 
to the grassy reserves areas, when those areas are not being used 
as much by people. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
The third option is my favourite. It gives everyone opportunities. I 
think 200-250m total around the jetties is enough to accommodate 
people who really don’t want any interaction with dogs or people 
to go with reactive dogs. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Have encountered problems with dogs off lead not being 
supervised by owners who are busy socialising with other dog 
owners. In hot weather many swimmers and beach goers are on 
the beach well before 10.00. So many dog walkers will ignore their 
dog poo. Just walk quickly past it. Have had young grandkids 
knocked over and terrified, towels peed on and aggressive dogs 
threatened us. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore Just maybe we would like to enjoy the beach and foreshore areas 
without dogs present. Many councils interstate have the gumption 
to ban them from these areas without too many problems. There 
are dog parks that are built just for dog owners. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 10.00 is too late in summer to enforce dogs in leads. Many have 
people have been to the beach for a dip and are leaving because it 
is too hot or have their shelters up and have settled in for the day. 
It seems the status of dogs is being raised as equal to humans 
which is disturbing. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Having people congregate in small areas around jetties while dogs 
have free reign over the rest of the beach is absolutely outrageous. 
Dogs off lead south of the Semaphore Lifesaving Club where there 
are fewer people on the beach is a much better idea. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am happy with the current arrangement where dogs are allowed 
on the beach without a leash up until 10.00am Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 1 - I would like our dogs to be able to access the grassed 
area directly in front of our home at North Haven off leash but 
supervised at all times. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my young family; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We have our dog under control, and will put on leash when 
required. 
No reason why we can't have off-leash 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules are effective as long as there is adequate 
supervision and enforcement. Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Dogs should not be off leash in all grassed areas as some dog 
owners do not maintain effective control and it is 
unsafe/unpleasant for people, other dogs , birds and animals 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
Sound options to maintain year round use for residents while 
providing more control during busy times in summer 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Unfortunately, some dog owners do not manage their dogs 
effectively to allow off leash at all times. Over 20 years I have 
observed increasing number of negative interactions of dogs and 
their owners with people, other dogs, wildlife (incl seals and 
endangered birds). There is a significant coastal dune environment 
north of Taperoo which should be protected. Furthermore I have 
seen how off leash rules can ruin a beach for other users. My 
Victorian family live near a beach which used to be much loved by 
families, caravan park users and residents. It got turned into an-off 
leash beach and made it unsafe, unpleasant ,littered with dog 
faeces due to some poor dog/owner behaviours. There are many 
responsible dog owners, clubs and friends who share the beach 
safely with other users. Unfortunately, its the bad ones who ruin it. 
Continuation of current daylight savings rules and on-leash around 
high use areas (including if there's sand carting and sailing 
competitions)  is best. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… thats all 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am very happy with the "Daylight Saving" dog rules that are 
currently in place.  
On lead from 10am to 8pm summer time 
Off lead but under effective control at all times other than official 
Daylight Saving rules 
In winter there are usually only dog walkers on the beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I dislike dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight savings rules: I walk on the Semaphore to Largs beach 
every day and have done so for many years. I have not at any time 
encountered any issue or reason for changing the current rules 
which balance the interests of the overwhelming majority of 
beachgoers. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Off-leash all areas: Dog-owners unable to access the beach need 
suitable accessible areas to exercise their pets. Ideally people with 
mobility and accessibility issues should not be faced with 
restrictions that make it more difficult or potentially impossible to 
exercise their dogs. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven North on-leash area: to be effective this option will require 
additional council expenditure on signage and policing which is an 
imposition on ratepayers that appears completely unwarranted 
and unjustified. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater On-leash around jetties: use of beaches outside daylight savings 
months is predominantly by dog walkers. I have never witnessed or 
been made aware of an issue that would warrant this inconvenient 
restriction during this part of the year. When daylight savings rules 
apply, all beach areas are on-leash from 10am. From personal 
observation, beach use by people other than dog walkers before 
10am is minimal. Current arrangements are effective, but if a 
compromise is unavoidable it should not go beyond an extension 
of hours by no more than 2 hours morning and evening to preserve 
continuing access to an off-leash window that does not impact the 
overwhelming majority of other beachgoers. 
An unrestricted off-leash area north of Taperoo may be beneficial 
to people unable to access other restricted off-leash areas if they 
have the mobility / transport to do so (which many do not), but 
this must not be at the expense of reasonable off-leash access to 
jetty areas. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My dogs are timid so I'm reluctant to walk them where other dogs 
are off leash Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Sadly there are too many dogs that are not well-behaved and as a 
result can be a problem to people, children and wildlife Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be on leash at all times in areas where there is also a 
shared path with people and bycycles. At the beach: daylight saving 
rules should consider days with very hot temperatures, when lots 
of people are still at the beach till late so - during these days - dogs 
should be allowed just till 10am (no after 8pm). 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
For the Grassed Foreshore Reserves I would like to see dogs on 
leash at all time. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven North Haven Beach is a notorious area where people bring dogs 
who could cause troubles at other PAE beaches or shared areas so 
dogs should be on leash at all times. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Although i would like to see some dog restrictions around jetties, 
Options 2 and 3 seem difficult to put in place (will need specific 
signing too), so option 1 ok. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I prefer on leash as it is the safety option, we have been almost 
attacked a number of times and owners don't seem to have 
effective control over the majority of dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
On leash designated areas are too small- where people are walking 
on grassed areas dogs should be on leashes. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Please dont restrict people 
Bringing their dogs to the beach as it’s therapeutic for the dogs and 
people too. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender:  Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Restrictions need to be backed up with reason. 
Initial review not include residence of PA & new restriction are for 
residence who do not reside here. 
Dog walkers and people should assimilate together, learning 
mutual respect for each other like many places around the world.  
Soon nowhere a family can go out with their dog & include 
swimming. 
Even though we pay annual fees for having a dog. 
Families commonly don't stay as late as 8pm with children, 6pm 
would be more appropriate. 
Most parks in the area have a great play ground, but this now 
means no dogs can be in these areas. 
Consult an animal expert, they'd tell you how running, walking and 
exercise is important to a dog's health, mentality and prevents 
problems from occurring in households. 
Dog that need to be on leads or muzzled, special parks where they 
can walk their dogs, such as almond tree flats, so they don't feel 
swamped by "intrusive dogs", and fear that their dog may over 
react 
Voting option to reduce restrictions!  
Thanks 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 1 is best. 
Cyclist should use road and cycle lane, rather than top speed along 
wooden walk way. Making safer for walking dogs, and not being 
forced to go on to beach or pavement. Best option #1. Better 
would be reduce end to 6pm, as families have gone home. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 
Option 1 
Better, make finish 6pm 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 1 
Better: finish time 6pm 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I dislike dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my young 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Agree with Dog on Lead around Jetty areas as people deserve the 
ability to visit the beach without dogs running around. Happy with 
the daylight savings rule however sometimes 8pm is too late in 
early and late summer as the sun has set before then. The Off Lead 
PM timing would be best on a sliding time scale to ensure dog 
owners have at least 30 minutes before sunset. In early summer 
and late summer, I find that the sun has set before 8pm rendering 
the beach walk not achievable. A designated off lead at all times 
area of the beach is a great proposal like West Beach. In summer I 
tend to travel from Birkenhead to West Beach just to avoid 
awkward confrontations from no-dog people. At West Beach there 
are no such confrontations. A dog off lease portion of a beach (that 
is sign posted) resolves this conversation. Sign posting is essential 
as it resolves all awkward conversations. If the rules were to 
change to on leash at all times on the beaches I would definitely 
move to a new area 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore Happy with on lease at designated areas. Very logical and resolves 
the issue between dog owners and non dog owners. The majority 
of people tend to visit the Jetty areas and desrve the ability to use 
the area without free roaming dogs 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven Agree that the main area where people congregate should be dogs 
on leash. The area to the south can be off leash and happy with 
daylight savings rules except that it could be modified to 30 
minutes before sunset for early summer and late summer 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Happy with Option 1 and 2. I think that leashing around Jetties 
works and allows people to visit the beach in peace. Option 3 is not 
clear to me therefore I have selected Loath it. I am very happy with 
on leash around jetties, however you need the southern beaches 
to also be off lease during the less busy times as I am very aware of 
people living near the southern beaches walk to the beach. If off 
leash was only available north of Taperoo this would cause more 
people to have to travel to the beach in their cars. My 
interpretation of Option 3 might be wrong. I think the timing 
before 10am off leash works, however during early and late 
summer the 8pm rule doesn't always work when the sun sets 
before 8pm. Better option  would be 30 minutes before published 
sunset times. If Off Leash was not available on City of PAE beaches I 
would definitely move to another area. West Beach as an off-leash 
beach at all times works well.  A West Beach like option would 
reduce the issues dramatically. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… It is disappointing to see my tax dollars wasted on this effort.  There 
is no problem to solve.  Anyone who spends time on the beaches 
or foreshore, as I do, can plainly see that.  This is the kind of 
government meddling that has lead to widespread mistrust (and 
worse) of government.  If the Council actually cares about their 
reputation and wishes to protect their ability to be respected on 
issues which truly matter, they would be wise to leave non-issues 
like this alone. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven Hilariously stupid idea.  This section of the beach is, by far, the least 
used area of the beach. 
Enforcement of any rules in this area in this area is extremely 
difficult and serious efforts to do so would be an epic waste of 
public money and resources.  Anyone who spends time in this area 
will observe that the existing rules are largely ignored and any new 
rules will be as well. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think what we have now seems to work well. Why would you 
want to change it? Dogs can be free to be dogs early in the 
morning and later in the day and during the middle of the day they 
can still go the beach but must be on a leash. if you dont like/are 
scared of dogs, go to the beach during the middle (bulk) of the day. 
leave it all as is please. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore leave it as is.  
if some dog owners arent controlling them, get the council 
inspectors to target them for extra dog training! don't ruin it for 
just a few bad dog owners. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

leave as is. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender:  Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The beach and environs is for everyone. I have lived in the area for 
36 years and had a dog for 16 years who died just before covid hit. 
We were down on the beach virtually every day of her life but I still 
swim in summer and walk every week. 
The local community know each other and chat smile, it is a very 
special space as our beach is so vast and family friendly. 
To make laws above the current daylight saving laws is so small 
minded. I believe that most of this is new look at changes is based 
on absolute minimal negative interactions, albeit some no doubt 
very sad outcomes. Perhaps 0.1% of dogs down at the beaches of 
Semaphore and Largs who are there regularily involved?? My 
border collie dog was there for her exercise and no way would she 
have been able to live her life out if she was on a lead. She ran and 
swam and the only bad gigs we came across in all that time was 
three fights bought on by other dogs, quickly ended before any 
injury. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Current rules related to the beach between Semaphore South and  
North Haven Breakwater do not need to be amended (i.e Option 1 
of PAE consultation).  They are a good compromise and more than 
adequate for dog owners and the public more broadly.  
There is absolutely no need for any additional measures for 
leashing dogs in the vicinity of Largs Bay or Semaphore Jetties 
outside of Daylight Saving Hours, as families are not picnicking on 
the beaches during this cold weather period. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Current rules (Option 1) are more than adequate for dog owners 
and the general public. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 
Current rules (Option 1) are a good compromise and more than 
adequate for dog owners and the general public. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Current rules (Option 1) are a good compromise, and a fair balance 
for dog owners and the general public. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Why not leave the rules as they have been for years. We have 
always walked our dogs from Ralston Street to Semaphore jetty 
with no problems. Why are you changing the rules now. It is a load 
of BS as far as we are concerned. Why not do a vote on it to the 
rate payers of PAE 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Just a load of BS someone in council doesn’t like dogs and wants to 
make a name for themselves 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

What is the reason behind all this BS Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Just leave as it has been 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… There wasn't an option for no preference. I own well behaved dogs 
but believe many owners don't do the right thing, can't control 
their dogs and don't read their behaviour well. I like leash laws but 
I'd also like to be able to use long leashes for more room for play 
and swimming. I've seen an increase in owners walking their cats. I 
believe leash laws will allow this to be further enabled which is a 
good thing. I also believe there should be some flexibility and some 
off lead areas, as some dogs can become more reactive when they 
are on a lead so some owners may prefer off lead locations as a 
more suitable option for their pets. I'd honestly recommend dog 
leash areas for the majority of the time with some areas being off 
leash or areas being off leash during certain times. I'd also 
discourage the limitation of non dog areas as generationally 
research is starting to show the younger generations are not having 
families and are prioritising pet friendly locations and options. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Love the experience of meeting other people's dogs when out and 
about. Understand that many value the ability to let their dogs off 
leash for training and exercise purposes. As long as the dog is 
under effective verbal control I see no issue with it. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore If dogs are under effective control it seems unnecessary to have 
designated on-leash areas. It will take unnecessary effort to 
enforce and cause confusion. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

Unnecessary. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
To me this seems to be more about keeping dogs away from small 
children who are more likely to be in these areas. If absolutely 
necessary I see there can be a benefit to having dogs on leashes, 
but do still see it as hard to enforce. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think it’s totally within reason for people to be able to have 
allocated time to have their dogs off lead, but not at times. 
We frequent the beach around semaphore and largs and often 
have trouble with dogs off lead trying to take our food and scaring 
our young children. I love dogs, and believe their should be times 
for them to roam free on the beach, but not at the risk of babies 
and young children’s wellbeing 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current times for dogs off leashes works well and having 
walked my dog through the Outer Harbour tracks and Horth Have 
beach have encountered no problems over the last 7 years. Any 
change to the current regulations would appear to be prompted by 
a minority with vested interests. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times)  

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 
This is too limiting, leave the current system and regulations as 
they are. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

Leave it as it is. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I will be emailing a detailed submission on behalf of BirdLife 
Australia. Our preferred options are North Haven - Option 2 - North 
on leash area and Semaphore - Option 2 On-leash around jetties. 
Unfortunately the options do not go far enough to protect wildlife 
on all PAE beaches as is required by land managers under the 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. 
This is explained in detail with recommendations in our 
submission.  
Kind regards, 
Deborah Furbank 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven Having on-leash areas is not only important for wildlife, it also 
provides a safe area for small children and those who are anxious 
around dogs. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Having on-leash areas is not only important for wildlife, it also 
provides a safe area for small children and those who are anxious 
around dogs. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I strongly object to any change to the current rules regarding dogs 
on/off leashes   Stop wasting ratepayers’ money on a war against 
dogs. The majority of dog owners and our dogs are responsible 
members of the community.  
Concentrate instead on litter management and regulation! 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Leave as is - no change Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Unfortunately dog many dog owners think everyone else loves 
their pets as much as they do. Ive experienced several instances 
where dogs off leads have come up to me, and my children, 
intimidated me, and been told "he wont bite". We cant be certain 
any dog owner is responsible and the outcome of a dog turning on 
anyone, especially a child can be catastrophic. There is no reason 
people cant walk their dogs on a lead and if their dog requires large 
areas to run free then it is not suitable for suburban areas. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Hi I love seeing dogs on the beach and I feel they have their times 
to be off the leash already. I often feel unsafe if a big dog can just 
run up to me when I am on the beach and also when riding my bike 
I am afraid of crashing into them as they often are not sensible in 
regards to bikes. Please keep the dogs on the leash between 10am 
and 8pm and I will feel that we all have our times then. Why do 
they need to extend this in anyway. Dogs love being out early or 
late as the path and the sand gets hot too. I do like dogs and feel 
that they need to be allowed on beaches off the leash for fun and 
exersize, but I don't see why we should feel restricted by opening 
up the times any further. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I feel the grassy areas are also for the children not just dogs. 
Families often have picnics and play in the sandhills. We don't need 
dogs off the leash where family have food etc. This could be a 
disaster and also the dog poo is everywhere. They should not be 
allowed off the leash between 10am and 8pm anywhere 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven I feel that dogs should never by off the leash after 10am and before 
8pm at all times of the year. Why would we allow and area of the 
beach where some people may fear to go...no! Dogs don't need 
any further changes, they can go in the designated times...before 
10am and after 8pm 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like option 2. The daylight savings rules work well, plus adding the 
on-leash areas around the jetties allows people to enjoy the beach 
outside of DLS times without worrying about dogs. Easy for the 
council to enforce too. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Daylight savings rules are simple and work well. I like the addition 
of the extra rules around the jettyies because that is where lots of 
young kids and families go.  
Option 3 is not good because it will be not good for the people who 
live up that way. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight savings rules - The current arrangements work perfectly 
well. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Option 1 - Please note that many dog owners with mobility issues 
find it easier to access the foreshore than the beach. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Options 2 & 3 - Even at the height of summer, you don't find many 
families on the beach before 
9am.  I think if you are going to introduce on-leash zones around 
the jetties, these shouldn't come into effect until say 8am.  This 
way it's a win-win for both dog walkers and beach users. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Glanville 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I’d be okay with keeping things as-is. The rules & times are clear 
during summer months, and I enjoy going to the beach any time 
with my dog through the colder months, as there are often no 
other beach users. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Option 1 is great for me - option 2 could lead to some confusion. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater I feel that leaving things as-is works. Other beach users get many 
hours of the day without dogs roaming in warmer months, & dogs 
get the freedom to enjoy the beach early morning or late evening - 
or during the cooler months when there are often no other beach 
users around. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe the current rules work well and are in line with other 
metropolitan councils. Most of our local community walk their 
dogs before 10am, plenty of time to be off the beach before other 
users. It's generally too hot and too busy after 8pm and most locals 
wouldn't let their dogs off the lead in this situation.  
The proposed off leash area is too far to walk to. I don't like these 
areas and dog parks as people tend to let their dogs run 
unattended.  
I don't agree with on leash all times and dog exclusion areas all 
year as the beach is virtually empty during winter. We use the 
beach all year round no matter the weather to exercise ourselves 
and our dogs. A lot of people walk their dogs before they go to 
work even when it's dark and inclement weather. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I know that the grassed foreshore reserves are very busy in 
summer and understand the need for dogs to be restricted at these 
times. However in winter the beach is sometimes hard to access for 
elderly people and those with mobility issues. There aren't many 
people around in winter except for dog and solo walkers so I don't 
agree on restrictions during these times. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater I agree with Option 1 as I believe the current rules are working 
well. Other beach users have the majority of daylight hours and 
most people walk their dogs before 10am. 
It works well as there is plenty of time and space for everyone to 
enjoy. 
Option 2 has some merit but I can't agree to it because it is all year 
round. The beach is virtually empty in winter. Also I can't agree 
when the distances around the jetties haven't been decided upon. 
If it was daylight savings only and the distance around the jetties 
was reasonable I could give it more support. 
The proposed off leash area is too far to walk to and then back 
again and driving isn't a feasible option. Also the facilities are 
limited with no public toilets, bins etc. Dog parks and restricted 
areas can be quite intimidating for some dogs, especially with 
inattentive dog owners. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Placing dogs on leash on beaches is ludicrous. It comes back to 
effective control. 
In addition, as a rate payer the expense to police such a ludicrous 
proposal is wasteful and unnecessary. 
PAEC should be spending its time and money on more worthwhile 
community programmes such as the NYE and Australia Day fire 
works. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Once again the proposal to put dogs on a leash is ludicrous. It all 
comes back to effective control. 
Cost to police this can be better spent on other social pursuits such 
as NYE and Australia Day fireworks. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Effective control 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I can't see how you will enforce the proposed on-leash rule near 
jetties? How will dog owners know where the "line in the sand" is? 
I see young families heading to the beach at 8am on hot days, dogs 
are off leash then. As a rate payer (of 32 yrs) I don't understand the 
Councils willingness to risk litigation by allowing this. A better 
solution is all dogs on leash on the grassed areas and beach around 
Semaphore and Largs Bay. I see you state dogs must be on a leash 
on the bike/ walk path but I see dogs off leash everyday, the 
regulation is not monitored or enforced(how many warnings/ fines 
have you issued?(. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

On the grass dogs need to be on leash. Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater I see this as a compromise. It gives dog owners a beach to have 
dogs off leash but I would like to see all other beach areas on leash 
at all times. Possible dog attacks are a liability the Council should 
not ignore. I can't see how the Council will enforce the boundaries 
suggested near jetties, especially when the regulation on the 
shared path has not been enforced during the 32yrs I've lived in 
Semaphore. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The rules above are adequate.  The issue I have is that some 
owners haven't properly trained their dogs or adequately socialised 
them from an early age.  Owners, like myself, have put time and 
effort into doing so in order to have our dogs enjoy our local area 
but are well trained and friendly.  Some dogs scare me and my 
young children when they are off leash.  It is also becoming more 
apparent that some owners are not picking up after their pets. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore From my experience, most owners have adequate control of their 
dogs in off-leash areas within the local community therefore I don't 
see a need to change. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… With councils approving new builds that take up an entire block, 
there’s is no back yard for dogs to play/run. Council therefore has a 
responsibility to provide areas for dogs’ recreational activities. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I love dogs, I don’t trust them around small children and we have 
had a couple of horrible experiences with dogs off leash coming up 
to my children and eating their food, chasing the kids when they 
get excited and weeing on our things. The owners ALWAYS say 
‘they’re harmless’ and ‘oh well’ when clearly don’t have adequate 
control of their off leash dog that they have enabled to come over 
to us. I love the beach and shouldn’t have to be worried about my 
children being injured by dogs with irresponsible owners so the 
more on leash areas on beaches the better. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think you can maybe make certain parts of some beaches dog 
freindly like between point A and Point B between certain times 
and dogs can be off the leash or on a beach that is not as popular 
as Largs or Semaphore 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 
If the beach is free than I think you can have your dog off a leash as 
long as its under effective control. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); For 
recreation; To exercise; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am a dog trainer and own a human and dog reactive dog. When I 
walk my dog on the beach he is always on lead and muzzled for the 
communities safety. He has been rushed by uncontrolled off leash 
dogs on numerous occasions. If it weren’t for his muzzle and 
effective control I have with him he would almost certainly injure 
the off lead dogs who rudely rushed up to him. As a result, we do t 
visit the beach as often as we’d like to, which is a shame because 
he loves the beach. It seems unfair that our movements are 
restricted despite abiding by all laws and regulations for dog 
ownership on public property while other people can take their 
unsocialised untrained dog to the beach and let them off lead. 
More education needs to be done around what “effective control” 
means. I am tired of hearing “Don’t worry, he’s friendly” while an 
overaroused golden retriever barrels towards my fear-reactive dog 
on the beach…yet if my dog defends himself, he’s the bad guy. 
Doesn’t seem fair does it. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Dogs should absolutely be on leash at all times on the foreshore 
near the jetty, kiosk and playground. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 3 is the best of both worlds. Reactive dogs can feel safe 
walking on lead in designated on leash zones and unsocial, 
uncontrolled dogs can run amok in the off leash area. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I live on the beach but unfortunately, I can no longer go for a run 
on my local beach due to dogs that are not on leashes and run up 
to me barking. I've asked several owners at different times, to put 
their dogs on a leash but they will not. They have said their dogs 
don't like me running, or told to just get over it. Even when I walk 
on my local beach, dogs off leashes come running up, jump on me 
and scratch me, or bark at me and scare me. I love dogs, but I don't 
like owners that do not control their dogs. Therefore I would like to 
see dogs on leashes so people can enjoy the beaches. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Unfortunately, people do not have control of their dogs. People 
allow their dogs to run around and jump on people, scare people 
by barking at them, and knock small children over. I have had dogs 
growl and snap at me, scratch me, jump on me and almost fell over. 
I asked the owner to put their dog on a leash but they say their dog 
is just playing and to get over it. The next door neighbour has a 
small dog and a big dog off its leash attacked it and it had to be 
rushed to the vet to have stitches. Dogs off leashes is not a good 
idea. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven Dogs on leashes is preferred as people generally do not have 
control over their dogs. They run around jumping on people, 
knocking kids over. The dogs on north haven beaches is out of 
control. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I think dogs should be on leash all times to be honest because 
unfortunately people do not control their dogs. It is only a matter 
of time before someone is injured badly or a small child is bitten 
due to unruly dogs on beaches and their owners cannot control 
them. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; For recreation; 
To exercise; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have regularly run with a group along the beach from north haven 
to Largs for many years. There are too many dogs in this location 
that are uncontrolled and often run towards our group of runners 
as though we are something to hunt or a target. There needs to be 
more dog parks and more leashed mandates so the many kids and 
families e.g. stay at home mums trying to occupy their kids by 
taking them to the beach can come down and sun bath without a 
dog coming up and licking their face while their owner is kms away 
(frequent in this location). Also kids should be able to safely play 
without coming face to face with uncontrolled dogs while simply 
playing in the sand. Dog owners in this area effectively take control 
of the whole beach with only one dog as they regularly have no 
control over it once it is off and running without leash. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore Under effective control means nothing. The majority of dog owners 
believe their dog can do no wrong and is always under their 
control, until it isn’t. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

I kite surf here and prefer not to be harassed by a dog. Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

This is where I regularly run on the beach. Dogs are dangerous 
when uncontrolled off the leash, they see someone who is freely 
exercising/running in the area and behave as thought it is a threat. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Current rules work well, leave them as they are. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I could with live with option 2 if it was only implemented during 
the daylight saving period. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 
I could with live with option 2 if it was only implemented during 
the daylight saving period. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe that the current rules/restrictions work well, dogs 
currently get less than 30% of daylight hours off-leash on the beach 
area during daylight saving restrictions. We have worked with this 
for years, as someone that walks their dog every day, all year 
round, on the beach from north of the Largs Sailing Club to 
Tennyson, I don’t believe changing the rules will help the wider 
community. The mental heath of some people will be adversely 
affected, as will the behaviour of dogs. Again, as someone who 
walks on the beach daily I am yet to see any serious incidents 
involving dogs, whether it be with humans or other dogs. The 
grassed areas need to be left alone for those who have mobility 
issues and can’t go on the sand, especially when the blue mat is 
removed during the cooler months. They allow their dogs to chase 
a ball, or similar, on the grassed areas, you can’t take this away 
from them because sometimes it’s the only time they get to 
interact with other like minded people. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I do not see the need for restriction to be in place during the “non 
daylight savings” period. The only people out walking in these 
areas are dog walkers. I believe that the rules on the grassed areas 
should reflect the same rules as the beach areas so there is no 
confusion. We need to adhere to the KISS strategy, with decent 
signage, pictures that cater to our multi cultural society. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven My preference is option 1, option 2 could be considered but not 
during the cooler months, option 2 is only viable during the 
daylight savings periods. We need to keep things as uniform as 
possible without penalising people, and their dogs, during times 
when they are the only people on the beach. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I represent over 520 members of Beach Dogs Of Lefevre Peninsula, 
we have taken a poll amongst the group and our preference is for 
option 1, option 2 needs clarification on distances before it can be 
considered, option 3 is not acceptable because it has the potential 
to have way too many dogs in a restricted area. We need 
consistency across the board. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I find the experience of going to the beach very unpredictable with 
or without my own dogs. I often see dogs with major behaviour 
problems (aggressive, barking at children, running away from 
owners) and actually don't take my dogs down to the beach at all 
any more out of fear of something going wrong. It seems like a 
matter of time before it gets out of hand.  
The beach and foreshore areas should be peaceful, relaxing places. 
With off leash dogs everywhere it really isn't! There seems to more 
dogs around than ever before. It'll be great to put some stronger 
rules in place.  
I love a good walk every day with my dogs, but I don't want trouble 
with off leash dogs on every walk! If we do go to the beach, and I 
keep mine on a leash, I'd love to not be approached by other dogs. 
It isn't fair for everyone to not be able to go because a few are so 
naughty. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Extend the on leash areas to cover most the grassed foreshore, 
with minimal spaces for off leash. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
Stronger rules would be better. Even in daylight savings times many 
dogs are off leash here. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Love option two. Really fearful of option 3. It sounds like a recipe 
for disaster, especially once all the new houses are complete at the 
old barracks.  
Still prefer dedicated off leash areas that are the minority of the 
beach. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog off leash areas, not a fan.  just because I love my dogs, it 
doesn't mean everyone else loves them. we have a rescue that was 
badly injured pre rescue. at a dog park were owners didn't have 
good recall of their dogs, our pooch had their healing leg re 
damaged and has since become nervous when dogs run at her. I 
have owned all my life and the first rule of dog owning is when 
meeting other dogs they  should be introduced on leads not 
charged at with owners saying its ok their friendly. just like people 
not all dogs like other dogs and their response can be 
unpredictable.  Many families with young children dont have dogs 
and can be nervous. My thoughts are dogs in public places should 
be on leads for the safety of both humans and dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore The grasses areas are also places for families to enjoy the space - 
therefore  dogs should be on leash in all public areas. Keep the dog 
on a lead and walk with them, both owner and dog have a 
healthier outcome. eliminates all risk of injury. Cleaning up after 
your dog is easier when on leash, its harder to pretend it wasn't my 
dog. have seen so many owners walk away when dogs off lead. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater option 3 is a solution that would fit for all to enjoy the beach - 
those who want to run dogs off leash have a designated area and 
families/ dog owners can also enjoy a pleasant time at the beach 
with out the concerns of dogs that owners don't have effective 
control over. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Unfortunately I’ve been bitten by a dog previously while running 
along the semaphore foreshore.  My wife, young daughter and I 
often go to the beach/foreshore and I like the idea of having dogs 
on a leash around the jetty and the designated area for North 
Haven beach - I avoid the beach at times when there is a lot of 
dogs not on leashes due to safety concerns. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Option 2 due to current safety concerns I have with option 1 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
I live in the area and frequent regularly especially over summer, it 
is a big enough beach for option 2 to be practical for safety reasons 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I prefer on leash around jetties due to safety 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I feel that as long as the dog/s are non reactive they should be able 
to be off leash Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 
I feel the rules should not change during daylight savings.  They 
should remain the same as non daylight savings rules. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My wife and I had two dogs for over a decade and one or both of 
us walked them on the Semaphore-Largs beach daily. Both dogs 
died in recent years. Also for 20 years I ran several kilometres on 
the beach before work, a few days a week. In my experience, most 
dogs on the beach are reasonably well behaved, but there are 
unpleasant exceptions, especially for runners and on warm 
weekends when the beach is busier and there are many dogs. I 
have always favoured (1) an on-leash rule at selected times, and (2) 
total exclusion of dogs at all times from a stretch of beach, say half 
or one kilometre long, for the sake of residents and visitors who 
are fearful of dogs, have small children, or don't enjoy being 
jumped on -- or threatened -- by a dog, or having wet sand shaken 
on their belongings, or their clothing urinated on by a dog (quite 
common!). Thanks for your thorough process with this sensitive 
issue and the opportunity to comment. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am quite happy with the way things are. Regurlar dog owners I 
believe are very considerate with regards to children and families 
on the beach. I certainly have control of my dog but still place her 
on leash when children are around. I have never had any problems 
and I walk my dog of leash about 99% of the year. I walk from 
home to Strathfield terrace. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I love being able to take my dogs on an outing, both on and off 
leash but also understand that some people may not like dogs 
being around for various reasons. I think that having balance on 
dog related matters is critical because it is important to enable dog 
owners to properly exercise their dogs (particularly noting that 
houses/yards are getting smaller). Dedicated dog parks are also not 
suitable for all of dogs and so i do not consider them to be a 
solution. Having the ability to run a dog in a large open area (like a 
beach) is essential. I have always considered that the "on leash" 
rule between 10am and 8pm during the summer months is 
appropriate, and enables dog owners to then bring their dog to the 
beach either before 10am or after 8pm (this is a reasonable level of 
balance to suit everybody in the busy summer months). 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven Option 1 is my preferred option. Referring to my responses on the 
first question, I consider that the "on  leash" "of leash" rules of 
Option 1 create the necessary balance to protect all interests, 
particularly given that summer is when the beach is most 
populated. In winter, there is far less traffic and it is appropriate for 
dogs to be able to be let off leash to ensure proper exercise and 
socialization. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater As with my answer in relation to North Haven beach, Option 1 is 
my preferred option. I consider that the "on  leash", "of leash" 
rules of Option 1 create the necessary balance to protect all 
interests, particularly given that summer is when the beach is most 
populated. In winter, there is far less traffic and it is appropriate for 
dogs to be able to be let off leash to ensure proper exercise and 
socialization. Further, having a leashed zone around certain areas 
of the beach may create confusion as to the parameters of the 
rules. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender:  Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; With my 
young family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the current rules in place for dogs at semaphore and Largs 
beaches. In day light savings time having dogs on lead between 10 
and 8pm and off lead allowance at other times. In less peak periods 
the rules should also stay as is. Dogs can be off lead at all times.  
There is no need to change the current rules 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I feel that all dogs should be on leads at all times on the grassed 
foreshore areas around the jetties. It makes for a comfortable 
environment for families and others to picnic, eats ice cream and 
enjoy the space safely.  
My dogs always are on lead currently in this space. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven I like the current day light savings rules. There is no need to change 
what is already in place and known by dog owners in the 
community 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Please keep the current day light saving rules. There is no need to 
change it 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe the current day light savings rules work very well. They 
provide people who want dogs on leash all times 10 hours of day 
light, 7 days a week, 6 months of the year for people who like to 
visit the beach during the more popular months of the year. This is 
a great restriction which currently works for most beach users in 
the PAE council area. The other 6 months of the year from April to 
end September are the quieter months of the year when there are 
far less people on the beach providing plenty of space between 
people and dogs that are off-leash and under effective control. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore The current rules of off-leash under effective control areas works 
well. I dont have a problem with the designated areas for on-leash, 
however this will need to be enforced by the council and I am not 
sure that council has the capacity to do this. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven I believe the current day light savings rules work very well. They 
provide people who want dogs on leash all times 10 hours of day 
light, 7 days a week, 6 months of the year for people who like to 
visit the beach during the more popular months of the year. This is 
a great restriction which currently works for most beach users in 
the PAE council area. The other 6 months of the year from April to 
end September are the quieter months of the year particularly at 
North Haven when there are far less people on the beach providing 
plenty of space between people and dogs that are off-leash and 
under effective control. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current day light savings rules work very well. They provide 
people who want dogs on leash all times 10 hours a day, 7 days a 
week, 6 months of the year for them to visit the beach during the 
more popular months of the year. The other 6 months of the year 
from April to end September are the quieter months of the year 
when there are far less people on the beach providing plenty of 
space between people and dogs that are off-leash and under 
effective control. This provides a good balance for the whole 
community. The red on-leash zone has too large a distance gap yet 
to be decided in options 2 & 3 of 150-500m at each jetty. If it is 
later determined to be 500m at each jetty, this is 1km of a total 
beach area that is too long, 300m at each jetty would be sufficient. 
I think the green zone in option 3 will be problematic with off leash 
dogs being restricted to one smaller zone causing more incidents 
and people living locally not being happy about having all the off 
leash dogs 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Prefer dogs allowed off leash only in designated, fenced locations. 
Not on greenspace or beaches. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
On leash areas are too small. 
Off leash areas should be fenced to contain the animals. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Off leash should be in fenced areas only. 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the off-leash daylight savings, but the times are not always 
good. At the start and end of daylight savings there is no daylight 
after 8pm to walk my dog.  
A better option would be "1 hr before sunset" but I presume that 
many people around struggle with this variability.  
Ultimately, this option 3 return an all year dog area is a great 
solution! Thank you 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Most visitors to the beach and foreshore reserves come during 
Daylight Savings, between 10am to 8pm, and dogs are currently 
required to be on-leash during those times. I strongly support this, 
especially as our beaches are not busy outside of those times. 
Families who have a fear of dogs can already feel completely 
confident that if they go to the beach or foreshore reserves 
between 10m-8pm in Daylight Saving, that all dogs will be on-
leash, so I don't see an issue there.   
However I actually don't mind if dogs were required to be on-leash 
throughout the year between the hours of 10am-8pm on beaches 
and foreshore reserves. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I tend to practice dog training techniques (such as come, etc) on 
foreshore reserves, but definitely not during the hours of 10m - 
8pm in Daylight Savings, and I would still like to be able to practice 
dog training in those areas. I never let my dog off the leash in those 
areas to practice training, unless I am confident in the training, 
which I guess you could say I only do it, if my dog is under 'effective 
control'.  I need to practice this training with my dog, where there 
are distractions, and the reserves are great for this, especially near 
the jetties. 
In summary, I agree that all reserves and beaches should be 
designated off-leash, but only outside of 10am-8pm in Daylight 
Savings. I think it is too risky outside those hours of Daylight 
Savings to allow dogs off-leash as not all owners have their dogs 
under 'effective control' - and most visitors go to foreshore 
reserves during 10am-8pm in Daylight Savings. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

I think that the current rules are really great and work well. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I think that the current rules work well for both dog owners and 
visitors. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current restrictions are an appropriate compromise for dog 
owners and other recreational users. ie Dogs being allowed off 
leash on the beach during winter months and restricted to being 
on a leash between 8am and 8pm during daylight saving. 
Generally the dog owners that frequent the beach are attentive to 
their pets and the dogs are well controlled whereas in some of the 
designated off leash dog parks the owners are at times not 
supervising their pets as thoroughly 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times)  

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… While some of the projects PAE have completed like, the foreshore 
playground at Semaphore South, sand dunes and replacing the 
grass although have been improvements I strongly feel the change 
of dogs on beach rules is someone trying to justify their job. 
Reason I feel this way is night-time and wintertime are mostly dog 
owners on the beach, so I do not see any benefit at and or a reason 
for dogs to be on leads. Not once while running along the beach at 
night/early morning have I seen a family. 
I get and understand the daylight-saving rule and 100% agree with 
it as the peak times for families to attend the beach.    
The time and resources could be put to better use for thing that 
need to be attended to like lack of water pressure, lack of car 
packing in the narrow streets, etc 
Thank you for your time. 
Cheers and have a good day! 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Being a dog owner / lover, I love the idea of having all areas off lead 
however I understand that unfortunately some dog owners don’t 
have effective control for their dog and still have them off the leash 
and because of this I understand and agree with the proposal of 
rule change. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater While some of the projects PAE have completed like, the foreshore 
playground at Semaphore South, sand dunes and replacing the 
grass although have been improvements I strongly feel the change 
of dogs on beach rules is someone trying to justify their job. 
Reason I feel this way is night-time and wintertime are mostly dog 
owners on the beach, so I do not see any benefit at and or a reason 
for dogs to be on leads. Not once while running along the beach at 
night/early morning have I seen a family. 
I get and understand the daylight-saving rule and 100% agree with 
it as the peak times for families to attend the beach.    
The time and resources could be put to better use for thing that 
need to be attended to like lack of water pressure, lack of car 
packing in the narrow streets, etc 
Thank you for your time. 
Cheers and have a good day! 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Just think people who know their own dog should be allowed to 
have it off leash on the beach as long as it is under control and 
doesn't disturb others.  Responsible dog owners are a lot cleaner 
than a lot of people who leave behind rubbish, 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 
North Haven beach is where everyone knows one another and like 
to see dogs running free in and out of the water. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… With regards if dogs should be on a leash or off a leash at certain 
times, I would say it depends on what risk there is to the public or 
the environment.  Naturally summer months and high 
pedestrian/bicycle traffic areas this risk is much higher. 
So my conclusion is for the beaches during the summer months 
where there is more people about I am in favour of the current 
daylight savings rules. For the grass and designated areas where 
there are people throughout the year, I am in favour of dogs being 
placed on a leash at all times. This includes Jetties, playgrounds, 
and cafes and other amenities located on the foreshore. I am not in 
favour declaring different parts of the beach with different rulings. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore With regards if dogs should be on a leash or off a leash at certain 
times, I would say it depends on what risk there is to the public or 
the environment.  Naturally summer months and high 
pedestrian/bicycle traffic areas this risk is much higher. 
For the grass and designated areas where there are people 
throughout the year, I am in favour of dogs being placed on a leash 
at all times. This includes Jetties, playgrounds, and cafes and other 
amenities located on the foreshore.  I am not in favour declaring 
different parts of the beach with different rulings. 
These are my thoughts and how I back them. I hope they help. I 
would be interested in how the committee came to there 
agreement. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven I am not in favour declaring different parts of the beach with 
different rulings.  What is your rationale for doing so?  Ask yourself 
this question. What is the risk to the public or environment which 
differs for these designated areas. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I started this survey thinking I would have the one reply then I find 
out when I hit the next button you further breakdown the survey 
into various parts. I find myself now hitting the Previous button to 
amend my written response. I am sorry if my answers are not in 
the order intended but you have my thoughts in general of what I 
would like to see. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Firstly, I see no logic in dogs being on leash from 10am-8pm in 
daylight saving periods, outside of weekends, public holidays, and 
school holidays. There are very few people on beaches outside 
those times. I have never seen any rationale to this sweeping 
calendar based rule. 
Secondly, I believe most of the beach can be off-leash at all times, 
certainly in winter, and for parts of summer. 
Thirdly, I believe some areas should require dogs to be on the leash 
always, such as roads, bikepaths, footpaths, and jetties. 
Finally, I also agree with some areas, such as food areas, being dog 
free always, unless the animal is to assist with a genuine disability. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore I think the grassed areas are more likely to have people with 
families picnicking. I think it is better for dogs to be on leashes, 
especially in summer holidays, weekends, and public holidays. I 
have trained my dog and seen others train their dogs, and I have 
not seen very many dogs which can ever be said to be under 
effective control in all circumstances when not on a leash. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater I am baffled by this process. Before anyone changes rules, or asks 
the public to vote on change, surely there should be a rationale  as 
to why any change is necessary. 
Is there evidence of problems? If so, what are they?  
I have no objection to dogs being required to be on leash around 
the jetties at busy times, ie summer school holidays, weekends, 
public holidays. But given that dogs are required to be on leash on 
beaches from 10am to 8pm already in daylight saving periods, 
what is the point of the new rules? Aren't dogs already required to 
be on the leash during the peak times for beach use? 
But I see no reason for such jetty zones outside holidays and 
weekends in daylight saving times. It is ridiculous to have zones in 
winter. 
And if "leash" zones were introduced around jetties, the rest of the 
beach should allow dogs to be off-leash, since anyone objecting to 
dogs could go to the jetty zones. 
As for distances, surely 100m each side of the jetty would be 
enough - but unnecessary. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… AS a former dog owner and potential owner of another, I know that 
dogs represent arguably the most consistent way for residents to 
get regular exercise for themselves. Walking a dog on the beach 
increases the variety of muscle use and differing levels of effort, 
whilst swimming, throwing sticks and balls increase enjoyment for 
human and canine 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Some residents with dogs are elderly and may find sand difficult, so 
be able to exercise their dogs off-leash on grass will be important. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I believe that Option 2 represents a sensible compromise for dog-
walkers and dog-phones alike. Dog walkers (especially elderly) 
need easier access than Option 3 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… In my experience dogs of leashes on the beach have not been a 
problem.  What you will find is there are some people who are 
unable to get to the beach with their dogs prior to 10am and after 
8.00pm can be a safety issue.  Monday to Friday I have walked my 
dogs during the day and the amount of people in both summer and 
winter is minimal and the dogs are not an issue.  Walking the dogs 
on the beach for the last 10 years has provided interaction for both 
human and dogs.  I have made many long term friendships and 
even had mental health support when my husband died 5 years 
ago through my dog walking.  Off leash provides happier healthier 
and less vicious dogs that can interact with both their dog friends 
and humans. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I think Option 3 should have been two questions 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Love the current rules of dogs on leash in daylight saving hours. 
Went to the beach yesterday at 930 and only owners of dogs on 
beach at that time.  
Dogs should be able to run free under effective control before 
10am in daylight saving time. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Keep at current rules. Option 1 
Have never seen young families without dogs on the beach that 
early. 
Non daylight saving hours dogs should be allowed to roam on 
beach. No families seen that early as too cold. Only dog owners at 
this time. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
Keep option 1 current rules 
As my previous answer 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Keep Option 1 
Too many different zones create problems.  
People with limited mobility or don't drive will find it harder to 
exercise their dogs.  
Keep current hours. Option 1 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Gillman 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Semaphore is a great dog lovers beach and most people are 
mindful of when to leash there dogs 10am is perfect for dogs to be 
on leashes and in summer people go to beach earlier anyway 
before it gets to hot . 
The business on semaphore road benefit from dog lovers. 
most dog parks are to small and little grassed for dogs to run I have 
been taking my dog to the beach for over 20 years 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore the problem with the designated areas is that those areas will be 
made smaller and smaller  
and before you know it there will be no where to go and I guess 
that's the idea 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… On Monday a 6 year old student told me how scared he, and his 
little brother, were of all the big dogs on the beach at Semaphore 
Beach.I have been cornered by dogs, two German Shepards 
jumped on me at the same time and I've been circled by a barking 
angry dog who would not respond to the owner.I watched a 
teenage boy have his boardies ripped by a dog at North Haven. 
Met an old man taking his great-granddaughter and his dog for a 
walk, at Taperoo, who was circled by a raging barking dog.I told him 
contact the council.  Council has done nothing. It doesn't matter 
whether there are dogs on leashes rules, as many people ignore 
them anyway.  Dogs should always been on leashes as there are 
too many now. I have had dogs, I have been here since 89 and 
walked the beach with them.  Now we have dog parks, use them 
for off leashes. How come dogs get the best time of day?  Before 
10 am.  Children should have those time. I know parents complain 
about their small children having dogs run up to them. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Dogs should be on lease at all times. Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
North Haven Beach dogs should always be on leases and how 
about having some time with no dogs allowed at all. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Why should Taperoo have off-leash?  What to suit the residents at 
Semaphore.  NO.  Dogs should always be on leashes.  How dare you 
make our Taperoo beach for people not to have on leashes.  What 
about us who live here?  There are dog parks which my rates pay 
for.  Oh and what about the plovers which have disappeared at 
Taperoo because of dogs?  And I have been here long enough to 
see pelicans land on the beach and dry their wings.  Gone.  Why 
dogs.  And I was just talking to a neighbour about how the plovers 
have gone. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I don’t mind dogs on the beach as long as they are controlled 
either by voice or on leash. Sick of dog owners allowing their dogs 
to come up to my kids or pee on my belongings. Also sick of seeing 
dog poo on the beaches and walkways. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
The old rule says that dogs need to under control but they often 
are not. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I take my children on the beach right on that boarder line and I 
don’t want more dogs in the one area because it’s off leash. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; For recreation; To 
exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Many dog owners lack of effective control. 
Most owners let their dogs run free without foresight of what their 
dog might encounter over the dune when entering the beach or 
with their dog leading 50m ahead of them.  
Be that a dog weary child, an unfriendly dog or a dog on lead that 
doesn’t like being approached by another dog. 
Daylight saving curfews give an excuse to owners to not put their 
dog on a lead when common sense would suggest. For example at 
9.55am when my 3 and 5 year old kids were doing Vac swim at 
semaphore south they were circled while in class by 2 very large 
dogs, I challenged the owner and his response was that it was 
within curfew, I kindly asked him to use his brain and go 
elsewhere.. 
I have many other examples of unsociable dog owners / dogs 
however poor practice from dog owners is at the root of it. 
Basically a lot of dog owners don’t use their brains when it comes 
to controlling their dogs. 

A bit of presence or even enforcement by council might help                        

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore I like dog on lead at all entrances etc. 
There should be dog of lead areas, however it comes down to 
effective control which most dog owners don’t have 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Effective control 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… With the increase in dog numbers post covid any increase in 
restrictions to dog on-leash areas are an extremely bad idea as 
exercise and social activities for dogs is crucial for their health and 
well being. Dog on-leash areas are not the answer, education to 
both dog and non-dog owners is the way to allow both to interact 
safely. More infrastructure such as doggie bag boxes and water 
fountains should be prioritised to aid with the increase in numbers. 
Dogs are a vital part of local members mental health and I have not 
seen a dog in my many years of living here impact my want or need 
to visit the area. If anything, restricting dog activities in the area 
would only detract from my love of the area. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore The current rules are working fantastically well and are clearly 
being managed appropriately at the dog owner level, which is 
exactly where they should stay. The proposed rules are far too 
restrictive and have no benefit to the community, only increasing 
confusion and complexity for dog owners in the area 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven This area is so small as it is that it provides no benefit to produce a 
dog on leash area here. The current rules are working extremely 
well and should not be changed as it will only increase confusion 
and complexity. As well as cost money. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

See all previous answers regarding current rules working and new 
rules only adding undue complexity and stress to owners. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Really dislike out of control/ off the leash  dogs when I am going for 
a walk, especially worried when I have my grandchildren or 
disabled brother with me. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Prefer on leash at all times on grassed areas Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Why are the needs of dog owners being preferenced over those of 
us who would like to access areas without being scared by off leash 
dogs. The endless dog faeces is also an issue 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I feel indifferent about dogs; I dislike 
dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… There are dogs that I love, dogs that I like, there are other dogs I 
feel indifferent about and dogs I’m not comfortable with. I think 
the rules of reasonable control of a dog need to be considered. I 
can’t stand dogs with no recall or boundaries. 
I find the dog rules real challenging within this council area; there 
are minimal places where one can go and let their dogs run free. 
My dogs like to go out for a swim and I don’t necessarily want to go 
into the water myself. The beach is one place near home where I 
can let my dogs run. 
 I dislike dog parks; they are too small and stress my dogs out and 
are not a healthy environment for dogs.  
We need a council area that is available to all. My proposal would 
be to make the area north of the Largs Bay Jetty to North Haven, 
off-lead, all times for dogs. The rules south of Largs Bay Jetty apply 
as they are now. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Honestly, one standard rule for all areas; this will just create 
confusion if option 2 is considered. What next, fences to dictate 
these zones? Option 2 is over the top. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
The whole of North Haven beach is hardly used; this needs to be an 
off lead beach. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Honestly, all proposals are poor. Off lead for anything north of Largs 
Bay Jetty; the beach is quiet and hardly used. Same rules for 
anything south of the Jetty. People need to train their children and 
themselves to tolerate dogs. Maybe you could have children and 
adult training classes where they can get used to dogs? These 
proposals are trying to appease a vocal minority that never use the 
beach. Alternatively, you could provide acreage for my dogs to have 
a run…. Where in this council district can I do this? 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Glanville 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Why change the current rules when they work so well? 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I feel current rules work well for all beach and foreshore users and 
do not require any changes. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; To 
walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like dogs and although I can understand the concerns/fears some 
people may have about dogs being off leash, it’s a shame all dog 
owners have to follow restrictions during most of the day for 
daylight savings already even if their dog is well behaved/under 
effective control.  
I think individuals need to take more responsibility for their dogs 
and ensuring they are under effective control at all times. I wonder 
if there’s a better way dogs/individuals could be reported if 
individuals do keep taking their dog to a public spaces that is being 
a public nuisance? Like a photo of the dog to send to the council 
through an app or something? Just an idea to try and meet further 
in the middle so not all dog owners are restricted further for the 
behaviour of some owners/dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Personally I like option 3. I like the idea of a year round dog beach 
to allow dog owners a space to exercise and enjoy the beach with 
their dogs at any time. I feel this could be a good compromise for 
dog owners and people who would like more “dog free” spaces. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in sport (SLS, sailing); With my young family; With my adult friends and 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… People chose to live in beach areas for the lifestyle it offers. There 
are no issues with the current rules for dogs during daylight and 
non daylight savings in PAE. If the council were to make the 
requirements for dogs to be on lead more restrictive, it would 
negate the reason people look to live in these areas. Especially 
when there is no cause to create change. Council has no legitimate 
reason to make these changes and they are well aware that the 
people living in PAE have not received information about the 
potential to change dog laws - they've done this on purpose to be 
manipulative. Very disappointed in such behaviour. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 1 is great because there is no issue with the current rules 
and no need to change them. Option 2 is vague and clearly written 
with ambiguity where the potential to have large leashed areas is 
at the discretion of councils without disclosing the facts. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To walk my 
dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Option 2 …. On lead around jetties . Daylight saving rules elsewhere 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I advocate for the strictest rules possible for dogs to be on-leash at 
all times in all public areas - which as far as I can tell is Option 2 for 
all three categories.  
I have this view because too many dog owners are irresponsible 
with their dogs off-leash in public spaces, allowing them to 
approach humans and other dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Prefer Option 2, but would like to see it extended to on-leash at all 
times in all areas. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
Prefer Option 2, but would like to see it extended to on-leash at all 
times in all areas. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Prefer Option 3, but would like to see it extended to on-leash at all 
times in all areas. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I appreciate that dog owners would love to allow their pets to roam 
off the leash on beaches at all times.  However points for 
consideration include: 
if off the leash can the owner always see where excrement has 
been deposited by their dog in order to pick it up?   
particularly during school holidays and weekends, young children 
are likely to be on the beach before 10am during daylight saving.  
Unleashed dogs pose a potential threat to small children. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Proposal seems reasonable Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven Option 2 appears to be a reasonable compromise as families with 
young children can locate close to the SLSC and not be concerned 
about the dangers of unleashed dogs interacting with their children 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The ‘on leash’ scenarios make owners much for responsible for 
their dog. Owners allowing dogs to wonder freely off leash are 
often the same owners who do not pick up dog poo along the 
paths, grass areas and beaches. This is my biggest issue with dogs 
along the foreshore. Whether it’s signage, council presence or 
more bag stations, dog owners need to be accountable for their 
dog. Perhaps the more ‘on leash’ areas we have the more 
responsible they will be. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate in 
environmental activities; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs on leash on the beach, during daylight savings 10am - 8pm 
works well. 
At all other times, it is my experience, that dogs and responsible 
dog owners can share the foreshore with other members of the 
public.  
Please do not change the current arrangement. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
it is reasonable that dogs are on leash in the designated areas 
described in Option 2 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

can live with it Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

please leave as option 1 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Option 2 is a good option.  Dogs on leads in busy areas is sensible 
and should be accommodated by dog owners.  
 Dogs on leads on pathways and walkways is also sensible as so 
many bike riders ride way too fast along the pathway and I am 
often worried a dog or a child would be injured if not appropriately 
monitored.  I think maybe longer times available during day light 
savings for off lead could be an option say rather from 1000hrs am 
maybe from 1400hrs as this would allow shift workers a longer 
period to walk their dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Keep the rules as they are, they work. 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am in favour of the current daylight savings rules as it allows all 
beach users to share the beach 
In summer there is a long stretch of hours (10am and 8pm) when 
all dogs must be on lead and no one is 'bothered' by them. My 
experience in the last 30 years is that people with young families 
actually want to interact with my dog, asking if their children can 
pat her or throw a ball. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I do not support year round red zones, zones should be time 
related - there is no one in these areas in the middle of winter 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Red Zones: I cannot support the on leash designated areas as the 
council has not specified the exact area prior to consultation and 
the fact that it will be 365 days of the year. The beach is empty in 
winter (other than dog walkers). In reviewing your maps the areas 
you have as red zones are 450 metres for Semaphore and 400 for 
Largs Jetty. So of my usual return trip of 5km that takes in both 
Jetties, of that walk 1.7km would be on leash even in the middle of 
winter. Green Zone: I have spoken to people who have just bought 
in to Fort Largs and they are very angry that you would be turning a 
beach into a 24 off-leash area. What resident would want this? You 
would encourage 'dog park behaviour', owners that don't watch 
their dogs, and a concentration of dogs that are not under effective 
control could lead to more dog incidents. What facilities are here to 
support the increased influx of cars? This is a very bad idea PAE just 
keep the current rules that have worked for years. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven I am totally against the new rules for North Haven Beach as I 
specifically chose to live on North Haven Beach and paid a lot of 
money to do so as I love the ability to walk our dogs out the front 
of our house with no lead. There is a real community feel on the 
beach as a lot of residents have dogs and are all social. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Effective control is an easy out for dog owners. A leash is effective 
control. Anything else isn’t effective. Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Grassed areas should be family oriented. Loose dogs are a threat to 
young families. Especially if they’re trying to enjoy food. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

There is no point to onleash if it isn’t enforced. The current on 
leash isn’t enforced to an effective level so enforcement is an issue. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… During SUMMER dogs should be on leash between 10am -8pm on 
all beaches except between South terrace and the Palais, this 
should be an on leash area 8am -8pm (summer only) 
During WINTER there is hardly anyone on the beach other than 
dogs and owners, off leash at all times should apply  
Lawned areas on FORESHORE should be on leash at all times 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore During SUmMER I think dogs should be on leash on all foreshore 
grassed public areas. Just as they should be on any footpath in any 
suburb. If you want your dog off leash go to the beach or a dog 
patk  
During WINTER dogs can be off leash with effevtibe control 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven I dont attend the beach in the north haven area, its out of my way 
and as I walk to the beach from Ethelton it's too far for me to walk 
to North Haven,  I'm a pensioner. I would strongly disagree with off 
leash rules applyimg to this beach only 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater All abive options are good 
 During SUMMER dogs should be on leash berween semaphore and 
Largs jetties, when considering young children and families.  
During WINTER there is no such need for any restrictions as the 
beaches are deserted except for dogs and owners 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender:  Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have a small dog and severe lung disease. Being able to exercise 
my dog on the beach and socialise there is very important to me. I 
see this as a disability issue. I have tried to talk to Council's 
disability person about this but apparently you don't have one! I 
have been using the beach for over 40 years for various activities 
including dog walking. The current arrangement is a sensible 
compromise that was widely consulted on on the time. I see no 
need to change it. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

The present arrangement is fine. Please leave it alone 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Gillman 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The beach is an excellent place to both exercise and socialise dogs 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

The status quo is perfectly adequate Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to 
certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think having an off leash at all times area North of the breakwater 
is a great idea.  I like the idea of on leash at all times around jetties, 
but would also like to see that extended as I'd like a place to walk 
my reactive dog on-leash with less people around.  I dont like the 
off leash at all times between taperoo and the breakwater as my 
lived experience is that the boundaries are not respected and dogs 
often run up to my on leash dog. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

I'd like to see a larger on leash at all times area. Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Sefton Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Current daylight savings rules on beach are ok, but end them at 
7pm, as it's too dark to walk dogs by 8pm.  I agree with on leash 
areas around jetties at Largs & Semaphore for both beach and 
foreshore. Other beaches including North Haven should be left as 
they are as they are not busy beaches.  N.Haven and Taperoo have 
more dog walkers enjoy them than families and sunbathers.  
Grassed areas and reserves rules are fine as they are other than 
around the jetties, but could include foreshore from Semaphore 
through to just north of Largs Jetty as these are busy.  The 
foreshore at Taperoo and N.Haven should be on leash during 
daylight savings.  The foreshore just north of N.Haven SLSC should 
be excluded from restrictions.  The public don't use this area for 
picnics and it is used daily by residents of those houses backing on 
to the area as a place they can freely let their dogs run anytime 
without bothering others. Fence off all playgrounds, then kids are 
safe. Leave N.Haven reserves alone. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven There are more SLSC guards than beachgoers most of the summer 
and way more dog walkers than anything else.  If people want to 
lay in the sun or picnic away from dogs, there are plenty of other 
beaches nearby.  Leave N.Haven beach as it is please. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Will the council clear the mountains of seagrass on the area of 
Taperoo beach designated dogs off leash all year round?! 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Current rules are working on Semaphore Beach. I have walked the 
beach almost every day for the last 4 years and never witnessed a 
dog incident. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think if dogs are trained they should be allowed on the beach, 
they spend so much time caged in our houses they should have 
freedom 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Male Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs off lead is preferable at all times, but owners remain 100% 
accountable for their dog's actions. If a dog acts inappropriately, 
the owner needs to face consequences. Perhaps education for 
owners around this? 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore I prefer the off-leash version as it is currently. Again, owners need 
to be held accountable for their dogs. Maybe CCTV on the 
foreshore to ensure this? 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven Again, off leash is preferable where possible. Land sizes are getting 
smaller, and dogs need exercise. It's amazing that we're able to 
walk our dog (off-leash) on the beach when allowed. TO ensure the 
enjoyable of non dog-lovers, owners needs to be 100% accountable 
for their dogs and they need to be under effective control (or on a 
lead if not trained). So, can we put systems in place to ensure this? 
CCTV or roaming security at peak times? 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Again, owners need to be held accountable. If effective 
accountability can be maintained, then off-leash would be 
preferred where possible. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to 
certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I appreciate all the different types of on-leash and off-leash rules 
and I honestly believe if it's not broken don't try and fix it.  I think 
the current rules both during daylight savings and outside of this 
work with those who abide by them.  Unfortunately in the same 
way you will not please everyone all of the time, you will not have 
abiding citizens/dog owners all of the time either. I pass a number 
of a people on my morning walks who walk a dog off-leash on 
footpaths despite the rules.  I'm a big believer that if a dog owner is 
walking a dog off-leash and is approaching another whose dog is 
on-leash, then regardless of how well trained a dog is, when 
passing all dogs should be on-leash.  If your dog has a tendency to 
be aggresive, then it goes on-leash within a certain distance of 
another dog. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore As someone who walks quite early in the morning when there are 
not many people about, I like the opportunity to allow my dog to 
sniff and run freely.  However I do understand at other times of the 
day or in certain areas where children or elderly may frequent, it is 
best to have designated areas for the safety of all, dogs and people 
alike. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The proposal of on-leash areas is a great improvement to busy 
areas! Personally I would love to see the on-leash rules extended to 
more open space areas where pedestrian / family activities are 
more popular.   
My only concern of the all-time off-leash areas is that the increased 
dog activities thereof could be a potential threat to the fragile 
ecosystem of the foreshore sand dunes. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like dogs -I have two currently. For nearly 10 years I have 
encountered countless irresponsible dog owners with over-
zealous/ unsafe dogs on the beach/foreshore and have seen 
numerous young children and (particularly migrant) families visibly 
anxious over free roaming dogs.  Rights of dog owners shouldn't 
outweigh the rights of humans wanting to feel safe in a public 
place. All year on-leash 10-8 is the only sustainable solution - 
simple and requires less policing.  The leash free suggested option 
at Taperoo is short sighted. Investors/ homeowners will have to 
contend with roaming dogs dominating the space. Not the dream 
lifestyle currently being sold to them. I also believe that jetty areas 
should be dog free outside of walking trail - the Largs one becomes 
much too busy to adequately control dogs - i've unfortunately seen 
a few scuffles between dogs (and near misses with children) there 
too. I think 500 metres each way is fair so people can congregate 
comfortably. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore Having dogs running around freely puts me off organising any get 
togethers. Having someone's dog running over to you feels 
intrusive even when they are of good temperament. Having dog's 
on leashes provides security to people using the foreshore for 
recreation/enjoyment. It would also means the owner does not 
have an excuse for not seeing their dog pooping and forgetting to 
pick it up! 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Yes to on leash around jetties, yes to leashes 10-8. What about all 
year around? We don't stop wanting to enjoy the beach when 
daylight saving finishes! There has been really lovely weather 
recently and lots of visitors outside of daylight savings times. Why 
is people's safety and enjoyment being compromised then? 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; To participate in 
sport (SLS, sailing); With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I prefer to keep dog control measures as is. Two good reasons: 
1. Have lived in area and been down that strip of beach at least 3x 
per week for 60 years and all year round, with or without dog. 
Could count on one hand dog issues, yet loose count of positive 
interactions in a month never mind a longer period of time.  
2. Have just returned from six weeks in Europe where dogs and 
people coexist on and off leashes in many contexts (public 
transport, planes, shops, pubs, restaurants, streets, parks, etc). This 
is in all countries. Put faith in people, not more laws/ by laws/ 
controls.  
Don’t jump to the minority 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

See comment for first set of options 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); With my adult friends 
and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing); To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Would be happy if the rules stayed the way they are, daylight 
saving rules and anytime off leash for the rest of the year. Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater Would be fine if rules stay the same. Off leash anytime except 
during daylight savings and abide by current rules. Before 10 in the 
morning and after 8 at night  
Crazy doing on leash all year round as in winter/ colder days fog 
walkers are the only ones on the beach. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have seen many dogs down at the beach out of control pestering 
bypassers and even other dog owners. Some owners have no 
control of their dogs. This is why full control is needed. The amount 
of dog poo along the path is a discrace. On the beach there is less.  
Just today i the board walk right in the middle of it was dog poo. 
Cameras should be installed and dog owners should have numbers 
on their dogs when i public. This will make easy reporting for 
owners doing the wrong thing 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Glanville 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Day Light saving Rules work well - please leave as is 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times)  

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Daylight saving rules should apply to these areas as well. Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

If on-leash rules come into effect around jetties, no more 200 
metres should be enforced, otherwise limiting access to off-leash 
areas. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Signage will need to be very obvious if changes occur Beachgoers 
aware off lead in ocean allowedThe beach can do with bins at 
beach level for human and dog waste as people will use them 
rather than leaving all sort of waste behind The north haven half 
half option seems extreme it will be a small area to have a dog off 
lead .500metres is also too large for the jetties 150 is more 
reasonable Who will monitor the zones?will there be more beach 
patrols during summer? I have lived here 20 years and seen some 
annoying dogs and owners at the beach but no dog fights 
cramming us all together may well have this undesired effect 
Division doesn’t always lead to good outcomes 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven It’s not a large area to be divided up and all year is too much on 
lead time when exercising Let’s face it often the beach is not busy 
so to be on lead is senseless especially in the cooler months 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

The daylight savings rule works well I would not like to see 
Semaphore and Largs become dog unfriendly Too many rules and 
restrictions leads to the desire to break them 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); With my young family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Concept 1: is the status quo.Its okish. It's restrictive for dog-
walking/ personal exercise in the summer. If it was combined with 
areas you can walk your dog at any time ie say north of Largs jetty 
it would be better. Or only apply at weekends and public holidays. 
The rest of times should allow off-leash. Having walked Semaphore 
beach for 40 yrs the vast majority of days outside summer 
weekends and holidays are quiet and there is no justification for 
limiting dogs.  
Concept 2: there should be several off -leash areas at all times in 
the plan. And not all on the periphery. That prejudices against 
people with mobility issues or who don't drive. 
Concept 3 and 4: both options are overly prescriptive/ blanket and 
make no logical sense. Requiring dogs on leashes * in the summer* 
at the Semaphore forefront is fine, and most dog owners do this 
intuitively. But a dog on a leash on a winter, late autumn or early 
spring night with noone else around is just plain silly. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore It is never going to make sense to have a dog on a leash 'at all 
times' in any given area. The scenario of having to put your dog on 
a leash to traverse a geographically defined area  rather than a 
socially and seasonally defined one ( when there are lots of people 
around)  is silly. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven It is not clear why North Haven Beach is apparently an exception? 
Neither of these options appeal.  
This is a beach, as local Peninsula residents, we will go to to walk 
our dog if our own Semaphore Beach is crowded.  What is special 
about the Northern part of the beach which requires dogs on leash 
co mm pared to the other end? 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Confusing! Really. This is trying to micro-manage something which 
can largely be negotiated socially. Dog owners don't generally just 
have their dog on or off leash. We calibrate it according to the 
circumstances. You are trying to find a blanket solution to 
something which is more about edu action ( on all sides). 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Devon Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… It would be wonderful to have a segregated dogs only beach with 
leash off Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 20-24 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations); I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think the daylight savings hour work well as most people wanting 
to exercise their dogs prefer to do so early in the morning then by 
midday is when more people may use the beach for recreation, and 
for people with reactive dogs who do not want off leash dogs 
around.  
I think an offlead at all times area would be useful to some but is 
overall not essential if there are offlead hours available as given by 
the daylight savings hours. Additionally, unless this would apply to 
large sections of the beach (which I feel many would oppose 
anyway), having too many different sections with different rules 
seems over complicated and hard to follow. 
I think it is reasonable to have on lead all times areas around 
popular areas like the jetties, with full dog exclusion being too 
restrictive on dog owners, although I don’t think these zones need 
to be too big if daylight savings on-lead applies after 10am 
anyways. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I think that option 2 is ideal because the on-lead areas can get very 
crowded and hectic and so not appropriate for having dogs off-
lead, and still leaves plenty of grassed area not too far away for 
people who want their dog off lead, especially for owners with 
mobility aids who may not be able to use the beach. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven I think that option 2 is unnecessarily restrictive on dog owners, as 
this makes a third of the beach unusable to them all year round 
and confines the dogs into a smaller space. The daylight savings 
hours already provides on-lead only for most of the day in summer. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I think the on-lead areas around jetties are important but could be 
a bit smaller.  Given daylight savings hours, these areas are already 
on-lead in popular beach going times, so mostly in effect in winter 
and before 10am, leaving a large stretch of beach where people 
exercising their dogs would need to stop and leash their dogs even 
when the beach is mostly empty or other dog owners. Despite this, 
it is useful to have a space in the morning and winter where people 
can leave belongings on the sand and be confident it will not get 
damaged by a dog, as well as using the beach before it gets too hot 
in summer for people who do not want dogs around.  
As a dog owner, I like the off-lead area in option 3, as this would be 
the only place where I could spend time with my dog on the beach 
during the day in summer without restricting his and my 
movement with a lead. Despite this, it also requires people who 
want dogs on lead to have less space or to travel further if they live 
up north. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: New Port 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like third option of semaphore beach particularity because it has 
all time leash section near the the jetty.  
I understand that dog owners want their dogs to enjoy running 
session on the beach, but people, who are not comfortable being 
around (large) unleashed dogs, also want to enjoy the beach. 
I think making some areas of the beach free from unleashed dogs is 
a great idea. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I like the second option because it provides safe zone for people 
who are not comfortable with large unleashed dogs. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
Same as the first one. I like second option for creating safe zone for 
non dog owners 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I like the idea of having all time leash zone and the the size of zone 
should consider the fact like how far poorly trained dogs run. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To participate in environmental 
activities; With my adult friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Although I don't have a dog at present, we used to walk our dog on 
Semaphore and Largs Bay beaches for many years, when I visited 
my mother in Largs, and later when we moved here from 
Melbourne.  I am used to dogs being allowed to run free in parks in 
Melbourne and generally there were few issues. 
I see the dog walking as an essential part of exercise for families 
and individuals of all ages, and as part of building up community.  I 
understand that some systems need to be in place when the beach 
is busy, but I think the current system works very well. There are 
always going to be one or two people who do not control their 
dogs and they need to be reported and fined.  
I am firmly against dogs being banned from beaches or being on 
leashes all the time. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Kilburn 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Lightsview 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Lightsview 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; With my adult friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think it comes down to the dog. I have a friend with two 
dobermans and he wouldn't let them off the lead as he's a sensible 
pet owner, yet other people are not.  I think if the dog is of a 
certain weight (not size, due to Saffi's for example) then they 
should be muzzled or on the lead.  If a smaller/mid sized dog, 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore As mentioned before, I think a weight element should be in play 
here as it comes down to the damage the dog could do to a child or 
other dog.  Anything below 8kg couldn't do much harm or would 
have a problem in getting off of someone.  This is a critical factor. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven The problem is that small dogs often get harmed by big dogs - 
never the other way around.  So putting all dogs int the same area 
presents risks, whereas being able to find a space relevant to your 
dog it safer. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… From my experience of regularly walking my dog on North Haven 
beach , the daylight savings hours seem to work well. 
Families don't seem to venture down much before 10am anyway. If 
they do, generally they bring their dog with them. 
I would be open to changing the hours back by 1 hour to 9am if 
that meant others could utilise the beach earlier in particular 
during the hotter days.  
Dogs need this time to run and play and socialise. Its healthy for 
their owners too. 
I understand people work different shift hours and often want to 
take their dogs down to be off leash late morning or mid afternoon. 
I'm not sure how busy the weekdays are with families because I 
work and really only go down on weekends and early evenings.  
I hope to get down in time for the community engagement on the 
beach this week. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times)  

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would like PAECC to leave the rules as they are 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I see no problems at this time - continue with on lease during 
daylight saving 10-8 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Leave rules as they are.  Beach restrictions 10-8 daylight savings 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Please leave the beach rules as they currently are. I have been 
walking my dogs daily morning & night for 15 years on the beach & 
have never seen any issues with dogs of lead . 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
Leave the rules as they are, option 1. The beach is too small to have 
on leash rules. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Option 2 & 3: there are only dog walkers on the beach during 
winter and cooler days. An all year jetty on leash rule is not 
necessary. If its cool or windy there are no families having picnics 
on the beach. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would like dogs off leash during daylight saving extended, maybe 
from 9.00 am to 7.00 pm for shift workers and families to have a 
slightly more flexible time. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven I would like dogs off leash during daylight saving extended, maybe 
from 9.00 am to 7.00 pm for shift workers and families to have a 
slightly more flexible time. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I would like dogs off leash during daylight saving extended, maybe 
from 9.00 am to 7.00 pm for shift workers and families to have a 
slightly more flexible time. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Croydon Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 80-84 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I walk my dog on Largs North beach early morning and don't see 
any reason to restrict off lead dogs. Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My wife and I have lived in Semaphore for the past 13 years and we 
use the beach almost every day. The current system works 
extremely well and we have met so many people particularly dog 
owners who are happy to share their dogs with other people. This 
is soooo important in society.  
The beach is a separate area to the grassed areas. Yes that is stating 
the obvious but the point is ( and you really need to participate in 
these morning walks to appreciate what I'm saying ) 
people with or without dogs are generally more friendly on the 
beach. It's a different environment and people act differently. We 
stop and talk and the dogs are often the catalyst. 
And allowing the dogs to run and socialise is just as important as 
the people socialising. 
On the grassed areas and paths in particular people are on the 
move, or playing games whatever, so dogs running riot may pose a 
problem in that environment. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater While the issues are somewhat complex I have found this online 
survey  difficult and it may not reflect my feelings.  
Let me just say again and specifically  in regard to Semaphore 
beach that the current and long standing arrangements work well. 
Let the majority rule on this issue. There will always be some who 
don't like dogs, so they need to avoid the beach at certain times. 
We all have to share  and get along with each other. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The proposed option is over complicating it, keep as is.  
Have adequate signage for when dogs can be on and off leash.  
The issue isn't when dogs can be on and off, the issue is that 
people don't want to obey by the rules and don't want to train 
their dogs cause "they're friendly". Start fining people for not 
obeying the times or having dogs off leash that aren't under 
control. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven You are never going to get people to stay within the areas, if there 
are no consequences for them going over the "line". 
Keep it to certain times, simple is better. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Taperoo is my local beach, I have a reactive dog, and this is 
generally the quieter end of the beach which makes it easier for 
me to take him down there and avoid other dogs when needed, 
again keep it simple. 
I do think dogs on leash around jetties make sense as these are 
generally entry/exit points to the beach and makes it safer for 
everyone, especially those that dont like dogs. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current restrictions during daylight savings have worked very 
well. Keep it like this. 
In winter and autumn it's ONLY dog walkers that use the beach.  
There is already a mechanism in play-dogs must be under ‘effective 
control’ accepted and understood by dog walkers but rarely 
monitored by PAEC. 
Generations of dog owners have walked their dogs on the beaches 
of PAEC. It has been, part of the colour and culture of the area. It is 
an attractor.  
Over many many years the dog owners have witnessed very few, 
almost no, problems with unmanageable dogs and/or owners 
Families with young children also have dogs that need exercise and 
there are many that use the beach before 10 am in the summer 
months. Here dogs, children and families co-exist happily.  
Dog owners care for the beach – they pick up rubbish and they 
report problems. 
No other seaside council area has draconian restrictions-why us? 
For those elderly or health compromised off-leash is important for 
exercise and social interaction 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I believe that the current restrictions are entirely adequate in all 
areas. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

I believe that all current restrictions are entirely adequate Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I believe that current restrictions are entirely adequate 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Croydon Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think all dogs should be kept on leashes to keep other dogs and 
member of the community safe. Some people are not comfortable 
with dogs running around freely and this will ensure they feel safe 
and happy to visit these public spaces. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore I think dogs should be on leash at all times in all public spaces - 
regardless of whether you have effective control of your dog off 
leash. I say this as a dog owner and with the understanding that 
some people are just not comfortable having dogs off lead in public 
spaces. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: New Port 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs in public need to be controlled. I have fsmily and friends who 
have all had unpleasant experiences with dogs off lead. These 
areas a fantastic places for families and people must be kept safe. It 
only takes one incident or injury with a dog and that is too many. I 
am a dog owner and if I want my dog off lead I can go to North 
Haven. At other times I am happy for her to stay on lead. Being 
harrassed by another person's dog can make a beach experience 
unpleasant especially when people say " he won't hurt" as the dog 
then jumps on you ! Owners say they are responsible but some are 
not. You only have to at how much pooh is left around to have clear 
evidence that some simply don't care ( the majority do but they are 
not the problem.) Finally, there are now quite a few dangerous 
breeds about eg pit bulls. These dogs are weapons and I am sure 
the council would not allow people to take a gun to the beach so 
why allow these dogs off lead ? A strong no to allowing more off 
lead areas. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Should be no off lease areas in Semaphore beach surrounds. Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 2 seems best to keep everyone safe all year. 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Support daylight savings rules and dogs to be off leash under 
effective control except for existing designated areas eg: footpaths, 
walkways 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

On-leash on shared walkways & footpaths Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Lightsview 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to 
certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would be sad to see dogs excluded from large sections of the 
beach but am in favour of virtually all other proposed options (i.e. 
on leash at all times/in all areas or off-leash areas and times). We 
have a dog, and our children are fairly comfortable around dogs, 
but I absolutely appreciate that that isn't the case for everyone. 
People should be able to use the beach, and surrounding areas, 
without being "forced" to interact with dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To participate in environmental activities; For 
recreation; To exercise; To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Our community is a dogs lover community, our beaches are for all 
to enjoy. The current rules allow all types of beach users to enjoy 
them. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current rules work very well. I use the beach every single day 
of the year. Except on the summer, the beach is used and enjoyed 
by the local community that loves dogs. Dogs are important for 
socialization, enjoyment, mental and physical health. People 
exercise while walking their dogs. The benefits are enormous. 
There is no point in barring dogs around the jetty’s all year around 
when 80% of the time there is nobody on the beach. In the 
summer dogs are on leash during day time. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules work okay and i don't see any reason to change 
them, dogs need exercise too and each problem should be dealt 
with on their own merit, most dogs are reasonably behaved, but 
dogs have bad days too, just like humans. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I don't see the problem with the current system (option 1) , and 
still feel dogs are supposed to be under control at all times, so if 
your dog is a pest they need to be on a lead, if your dog is well 
behaved what is the problem, some people need restrictions more 
than the dogs.  Dogs have rights to, and require exercise and less 
restraint. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Control the people more than the dogs, some people are more 
pests than the dogs, and fine the ones who are not doing the right 
thing, and leave the rules as they are. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Mansfield Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… There should definitely be times were dogs are available off leash 
all year. Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Think this is a great option to allow dogs space to run and be with 
family but also fully acknowledge some people don't like dogs or 
have small children and don't want them interacting with dogs 
outside their control. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

500m around the jetty is an excellent idea. Giving families and 
people who don't like dogs space to enjoy the beach and a large 
buffer to allow people to leash their dogs. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my young 
family; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As a non-dog-owner walker at Semaphore beach (3-4 days/wk), I 
like the current arrangement. It works well & seeing the dogs run 
free bring me joy. I see no reason to change the non-daylight 
savings times to restrict dogs on-leash (or exclusion) anywhere incl. 
near jetties because there are so few people other than dog 
walkers during many of those months - apart from long-
weekend/warm Sep weekends. I support a permanent off-leash 
area throughout the year as well, as there are many days during 
daylight savings that aren't busy days/not school holiday times, & 
the beaches should be more available for dogs off-leash then. We 
don't want to encourage people to have to drive to an off-leash 
area for their regular walks, so it's necessary to have off-leash 
options spread throughout the beaches. If the jetty beaches 
changed to on-leash all year, being for 150m either side would be 
ample. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I am happy with Option 1, it works well. Regarding Option 2, the 
grass areas near the jetty entrances, they don't even have that 
many people there without dogs for half the year, so no need to 
stop the dogs from getting their off-leash exercise. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven I don't see the need to change from Option 1, but if it does change, 
then the proportion of all-year on-leash area if it was only from 
Australia Two Ave to the north end of the beach, would be a 
reasonable proportion of the overall beach to offer various options 
for different people. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I like Option 1 best as it's clear for everyone. It prevents the need 
for extra beach signage defining zones. It prevents dog walkers 
having to avoid jetty areas which are so popular for them in the 
mornings. It would be sad to lose that. I don't have a dog but like 
watching them & know they need to run for exercise & socialising. I 
like that Option 3 gives people a chance to at least go somewhere 
off-leash during daylight savings times as before 10am/after 8pm 
doesn't suit everyone, but we also don't want everyone to start 
driving to a place to walk their dog, we want people to be able to 
walk there. So, if they jetty beaches are definitely going to become 
all-year on-leash, I would suggest 150m from the jetties to be more 
than enough to offer people who don't want dogs off-leash to have 
somewhere to go. I say this because during non-daylight savings 
times, there are so many days when there aren't even many non-
dog walkers on the beach, that there is no need to be overly 
restrictive. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Non-
binary 

Suburb: Northgate 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My dogs & I love going to the beach all year round in winter there 
is hardly anybody in summer with daylight savings I am happy to 
walk my dogs first thing in the morning off lead I don’t want to be 
on the beach when it is to busy 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I like to walk my dogs on the grass area off leash I think if you are 
walking on path then dogs need to be on a leash in winter there 
are not many people walk 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 
Dogs off leash at all times not daylight saving hours allowed before 
10.00 in morning then after 8.00 at night works well for everyone 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
I think the hrs for daylight saving on & off leads are easy for 
everyone to understand trying to police those areas if a waste on 
money we are on leads at 10.00 am when most people come down 
or later 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules of dogs on leash during daylight saving hours 
works fine and does not need to change. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I think that the current rules of dogs off-leash before 10 am and 
after 8 pm during the daylight saving period works well. I would 
prefer that the rules stay the same. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

the current rules of dogs off-leash all year round and on leash, 
during the daylight saving hours period, between 10 am & 8 pm, 
works well, please do not change this. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 20-24 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

leave as is why change it is fair the way it is 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Securely fenced off-leash areas should be readily available & the 
only area where dogs should be off lead. Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Dogs should be  on leash at all times. Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Dogs should be on leash at all times in public areas. 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Klemzig 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Hi, 
I have to two small girls that are afraid of dogs and do not feel safe 
on the beach if dogs run around and confront them. 
I feel dogs should have beach area for dog owners and dogs and 
there should be beach’s for people with small kids that are afraid of 
dogs. 
There is one more thing I would like to add is dog owners don’t 
clean up after their dogs on the beaches and having area with dog 
poo and pee is not hygienic and spoils the area for everyone to use. 
Thanks for allowing us a platform where we can express our views 
and thoughts. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore Hi, 
To be fair dogs owners struggle to control their dogs and having 
two small girls that are afraid would not enjoy having dogs 
approach them off their leash. 
My girls literally jump and cry, and feel it’s best to have areas 
specifically for dogs and dog owners where they can have fun and 
enjoy the space together. 
We would like the same for our two little girls, areas and space 
where they can enjoy without fearing if a dog will attach them. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven Hi, 
To be fair dogs owners struggle to control their dogs and having 
two small girls that are afraid would not enjoy having dogs 
approach them off their leash. 
My girls literally jump and cry, and feel it’s best to have areas 
specifically for dogs and dog owners where they can have fun and 
enjoy the space together. 
We would like the same for our two little girls, areas and space 
where they can enjoy without fearing if a dog will attach them. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Hi, 
To be fair dogs owners struggle to control their dogs and having 
two small girls that are afraid would not enjoy having dogs 
approach them off their leash. 
My girls literally jump and cry, and feel it’s best to have areas 
specifically for dogs and dog owners where they can have fun and 
enjoy the space together. 
We would like the same for our two little girls, areas and space 
where they can enjoy without fearing if a dog will attach them. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Semaphore south to North Haven breakwater concepts relates to 
my place of residence.  The 3 options discussed have merit and I 
can walk our dog happily within the restrictions.  Dog owners on 
the whole in my experience are responsible and will walk their dog 
on lead if engagement with other dogs is not positive.  It is difficult 
to legislate for stupidity or irresponsible owners.  On leash 
restrictions during winter on the beach is counterproductive as 
most people using the beach are a different clientele (mostly 
walkers) to summer users (young families, swimmers, young 
people socialising).  Dog Parks do not have the area to allow a dog 
such as mine to really stretch out for a run without obstacles. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater When determining on-leash and off- leash boundaries it is perhaps 
better to use colour coded signage (like traffic light colours) at track 
entrance points to the beach so people know what zone they are 
in.  Streets are possibly better boundary indicators than landmarks 
because, for example, Largs bay sailing club or Largs pier hotel 
would need to elaborate north end or south end which may be 
confusing for 'out of area' visitors to the beach. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… take grandchildren to beach they interact with the dogs which is 
great, theyre always friendly & enjoy a pat Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Hampstead Gardens 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
I vote for option 1.  This survey is set out in a really stupid way.  You 
should have set out options 1, 2 and 3 and then asked for people to 
actually vote for one of them and then asked for people to make 
comments if they wished to.  Very poorly set out. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I often visit the beach to run with my dog from the breakwater to 
Largs or Semaphore jetties. Most of the time my dog would be on 
lead as she is reactive to other dogs. Depending on the 
weekday/time of my visit there is often few or no people on the 
beach. During this time I do let my dog off lead. She has very good 
recall and I ensure that she is back on lead before anyone else 
(with or without a dog) gets close. Accordingly we have not had an 
issue that is our fault. My main concern is that there are people 
who have no offlead recall and seem to not know how their dog 
will react to other dogs (including reactive dogs). They are also 
unaware of other dogs approaching. Regularly, my dog (when on 
lead) is approached by offlead dogs who can get nasty when my 
dog reacts to them. She has been bitten many times. The owner 
cant understand my frustration and anger towards them after 
these attacks. The options presented do not sufficiently emphasise 
the "effective control" element 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 
I typically have my dog onlead at all times at North Haven, 
especially during busy months, so either option is fine. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Option 3 is perfect if we lived in a world whereby all dog owners 
are responsible people. As stated earlier many dog owners do not 
have effective control of their offlead dog on the beach. These 
people often have aggressive dogs yet seem incapable of putting 
their dog back onlead when other dogs are approaching. They are 
often unaware, or do not care, that they have a reactive dog and 
hence they take no action to prevent an incident from occuring. My 
onlead dog has had several serious attacks in the all year/all times 
offlead area defined in Option 3. In fact this is a hotspot for dog 
attacks and hence I have been forced further South to avoid such 
encounters. I would say that Option 3 encourages more reckless 
people with offlead dogs who have no respect for other users of 
the beach (with or without a dog). The dogs that are offlead in this 
area are often more aggressive and of the larger breeds. Effective 
Control needs a greater emphasis, a definition, and how it will be 
policed. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The beach from the breakwater at Semaphore South to the Jetty 
should be a designated family zone. Dogs should be on lead in this 
zone to keep children safe. The zone should be regardless of 
daylight savings or time of day. Currently, the only time small 
families feel safe on the beach is when dogs are on lead in the 
middle of the day when the UV rating is the worse and the tide is 
out. Children's safety should come before dogs. I have seen so 
many incidents on the beach between dogs and children. It is not 
safe. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven Dogs require adequate off lead time in a safe area to run,swim and 
play.this provides both dogs and owners physical and mental health 
benefits. It provides opportunities for older residents to safely 
exercise their dogs with like minded people providing them with 
physical exercise, help reduce falls risks and reduces social isolation 
and loneliness. Dogs provided with off lead times with other dogs 
develop social skills and lessons boredom barking and destruction, 
lessening neighbourhood disputes and dog abandonment. On a 
personal level I doubt I would have moved to an area that I new 
was Going to change the laws to provide myself and my dog the 
opportunity to exercise the way that was in practice when we 
moved here 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Why are these changes even being considered, the rules are fine as 
they are. People travel from all over Adelaide with their families 
and their dogs to visit our lovely beaches. My partner and i 
purchased a house here because of all the beaches that are dog 
friendly. I think it is completely uncalled for and the fact that it is 
even being entertained as an idea to remove the dog beaches and 
create exclusion zones is atrocious.  
I think mayor claire’s dog hating changes should be blocked 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Valley View 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Drive down every weekend to walk dogs 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; With my 
young family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Residents and visitors to PAE council enjoy bringing dogs to the 
beach.  
The daylight saving rule gives the best of both worlds to beach 
goers with dogs and those without. In winter when the beach isn’t 
utilised for swimming and recreation as often I think off lead 24/7 
is sensible.  Having a permanent off leash area is a great option for 
beach goers with dogs when it’s daylight savings rules.  
Please do not make the beach a dog exclusion area or an exclusive 
dog on leash area. I feel that the PAE will loose visitors and their 
business. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current conditions (Option 1) work well. I use the beach 
regularly and see very little issues. Locals who use the beach 
regularly do not seem to create the problems, it is mainly people / 
dogs who come to the beach infrequently (and generally only when 
its' hot and crowded) that incite the problems. Dogs need a good 
open space to be able to run and swim. The current option 
provides this opportunity whilst also allowing time and space for 
others to use the beach during the heat of summer without dogs 
running off lead. In my experience, often the only people using the 
beach in the colder months when all day off leash applies are 
people walking dogs and it would be very unfair to restrict this 
opportunity. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To participate in environmental activities; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As my oldest dog is now nearly 12 years old and has walked on the 
beach for this period, I can verify that the camaraderie between all 
beach walkers is much improved. There were some incidents very 
early on between some more aggressive dogs (and owners), but 
this no longer occurs. I believe that this is because as a broad group 
of familiar people we discourage persons  who visit the beach with 
dogs that act in an inappropriate manner and owners who do not 
respect other peoples personal space are encouraged to leave the 
area, albeit in a polite way. 
Regarding the process to allow dogs off lead on the beach at North 
Haven, I find it rather strange. Given that the North Haven area, 
including Taperoo and Osborne, are currently witnessing a high 
level of housing construction which would undoubtedly increase 
the likelihood of greater residents beach foreshore participation for 
recreational purposes. Surely this would simply be shifting the 
problem, if there really is one, to another area. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Leave existing rules as they are. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; Other: Events() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe changing the rules from what they are currently would 
negatively impact to the community. Although I would like to see 
the daylight hours shorten till 7 pm (October & March), I would 
hate to see the rule change to negatively impact not only dog 
owners, but people who love dogs. Dogs off lead already have to 
be well-behaved and under consistent control.  
Personally, I would avoid going to semaphore and chose another 
beach to go to, which would impact the local businesses. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I think this would have a negative impact on the community and 
would drive people away from visiting semaphore and surrounds. 
Personally, I would probably avoid going to semaphore and go 
south to Grange or Henley. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I don’t think things should change. I think the third option, even 
though it looks amazing would negatively impact the residents that 
are living in the selected green area. It’s all well and good if they 
have dogs and like the off lead access, but what if they don’t. They 
don’t get to choose to have a beach that they can visit. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe that the existing laws/rules should be kept. The on leash 
during daylight savings is fair but it still allows for dog owners to 
have a  small period of time each day. In the cooler months, the 
beach is rarely used by swimmers and the majority of users would 
be dog owners who utilise the area well. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

I think the current rules do not require changes or amendments Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I believe that the current laws do not need to be changed 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Enfield 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater While not over the moon about restrictions around jettys during 
daylight savings at all times, this is something I can live with for the 
benefits of the minority that may fears dogs and are still on the 
beach during these times (after 8pm or before 10am). I can support 
this on the basis that the distance from the jetty is reasonable - my 
view is within 100m, providing a 200m stretch this would be in 
effect. 
I think this distance is reasonable for the following reasons: 
1. It is a distance that most spatially aware people can judge with 
some confidence 
2. I would not expect families with young children to not venture 
further than this if there are anxiety issues 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules  

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current regulations do not cater for shift workers with dogs. 
These are the people who serve our community as nurses, doctors 
and other health care workers, police, firefighters, prison workers, 
cleaners, hospitality workers, etc. Because of shift work they are 
unable to walk their dog/s before 10.00am. They are “forced” to 
break the regulations if they wish to exercise their dog/s off lead. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current regulations do not cater for shift workers with dogs. 
These are the people who serve our community as nurses, doctors 
and other health care workers, police, firefighters, prison workers, 
cleaners, hospitality workers, etc. Because of shift work they are 
unable to walk their dog/s before 10.00am. They are “forced” to 
break the regulations if they wish to exercise their dog/s off lead. 
People are generally law-abiding but there is a significant number 
of people who break the current regulations to exercise their dog. 
The law needs to change. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be allowed to be off lead on our beaches during 
daylight savings - it’s not fair to exclude dogs, beaches are there to 
be enjoyed by everyone. I however, have had my dog on a lead and 
been approached by an unfriendly dog who tried to attack my dog. 
So I do see merit in both proposals but I don’t think it’s fair to 
penalise all dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the existing dogs on leash requirements and don't wish for 
any change Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; With my 
young family; With my adult friends and family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… There is nothing wrong with the current curfew regarding dogs off 
leash.. people generally got to the beach after 10am & I think it’s 
fair for dogs to off the leash before that time 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Enfield 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Would love to see that all dogs are required to be on a leash at all 
times. except in Dog parks that are put in place for that reason. Sick 
of people not controlling their pets when on the beach or the 
reserves. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I can see a lot of effort and thought has gone into this survey but I 
think it is unnecessarily complicated, too long and will put a lot of 
people off from doing it 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Just leave the laws that are in now on leash 10am to 8pm … win 
win situation family’s have have time after 10am to have their 
picnics and dog lovers can have time before 10am 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Leave things as there are. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have lived by the beach all my life and believe that the current 
rules for dogs on beaches work well. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

The current rules work well. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

The current rules work well. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

The current rules work well. 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); For recreation; With my adult friends and 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I support option 3 as it provides dog owners to have a space that is 
not time limited and also protects those who are not fond of dogs 
to visit the beach near the jetties. 
I particularly like option 3 as the beach to the north is rarely 
populated and would be unlikely to impact beach goers that do not 
prefer to have dogs roaming. I often walk my dog from cheapside st 
along the beach to the north - so this would be fabulous. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To participate in sport 
(SLS, sailing); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My feedback focuses on dog off-leash areas. Allowing well-behaved 
dogs to be off-leash offers several benefits: 
Physical Exercise: Off-leash areas let dogs engage in high-energy 
activities essential for their health. 
Social Interaction: Being off-leash facilitates better interaction with 
other dogs and people, aiding socialisation. 
Owner Responsibility: The idea hinges on dogs being under 
effective control, stressing the role of responsible ownership. 
Mental Health: Free exploration enriches a dog's life and positively 
affects their mental health, as well as the owner's. 
Community Inclusion: Restricting to on-leash areas may discourage 
pet owners from beaches, impacting community inclusivity. 
Human Benefit: Owners gain freedom for activities like jogging and 
picnicking without holding a lead. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I feel that the current balance of on and off leash areas and times 
acknowledge and cater for all the kinds of beach users and their 
patterns of usage. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I think it would be difficult to enforce the on leash designated areas 
on the grassed areas 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven I feel the existing on leash daylight savings times recognise the 
patterns of use for the beach. If you do need extra protections for 
the designated jetty areas they should be on- leash 10 am - 8 pm 
not on leash at all times. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Is there a reason why the extra off leash area north of Taperoo is 
only being offered in conjunction with additional on leash 24/7 
areas? Obviously people who would would like additional off leash 
areas in summer are likely to dislike additional on leash 24/7 areas. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Think this option would be great 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Blair Athol 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I love to let my 2 medium sized dogs run on the beach off-leash. It 
is probably one of my favourite things to do, watching them do 
zoomies on the sand and in the waves, does wonders for my 
mental health and soul! However, I understand that not everyone 
loves dogs as I do, and have witnessed people freeze in fright as my 
dog runs towards them. I know they're harmless, but the other 
person does not. My dogs have pretty good recall most of the time, 
but occasionally they're too quick for me and approach strangers 
hoping for a pat. I always put my dogs on-lead when approaching 
other dogs on-lead, and small children. 
The beach is a place we all want to enjoy, and I agree that rules put 
in place make everyone feel safe to do that. I have felt that the 
daylight savings rules have been good, although I'd prefer the on-
leash time to be more like until 11am-7pm. Maybe a designated 
dog beach where they can be off-leash all the time would work, 
and then all other beaches can be on-lead 24/7 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I think option 2 is better. I don't think its necessary to have dogs 
off-leash around the jetty, this is where there are larger numbers of 
people and small children. I have 2 dogs that are generally good at 
recall - until they aren't - but at least I know my dogs are not 
aggressive. I'm concerned that other dog owners would let their 
poorly behaved dogs off leash 'because it's their right', and 
someone could get frightened by the dogs, or even hurt. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven I don't use this beach, so this does not affect me. If it did, I guess I 
would go and find a different beach to let my dogs off-lead. I guess 
it gives people who are scared of dogs, a beach they can go to that 
they know won't have any dogs running around untethered. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I like Option 3, I think this is a great solution. 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My wife and I, with my family of adult children and grandchildren 
often visit friends living in the PAE beach area with our five socially 
obedient canines.  
My grandfather and his three brothers built their homes in Exeter 
and Largs Bay in 1915 so we have a generational attachment to the 
area and associated beaches for picnics and recreational areas with 
our canine friends. 
Apart from leaving off- lead dog times as they are now.  
Perhaps you could consider a section of the beach front close to 
"Largs Bay near acceptable amenities as no lease restrictions?   
This would seem a successful and acceptable compromise carried 
out by the West Torrens council. 
Kind regards 
John and Siv Ivey 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore My wife and I, with my family of adult children and grandchildren 
often visit friends living in the PAE beach area with our five socially 
obedient canines.  
My grandfather and his three brothers built their homes in Exeter 
and Largs Bay in 1915 so we have a generational attachment to the 
area and associated beaches for picnics and recreational areas with 
our canine friends. 
Apart from leaving off- lead dog times as they are now.  
Perhaps you could consider a section of the beach front close to 
"Largs Bay near acceptable amenities as no lease restrictions?   
This would seem a successful and acceptable compromise carried 
out by the West Torrens council. 
Kind regards 
John and Siv Ivey 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven My wife and I, with my family of adult children and grandchildren 
often visit friends living in the PAE beach area with our five socially 
obedient canines.  
My grandfather and his three brothers built their homes in Exeter 
and Largs Bay in 1915 so we have a generational attachment to the 
area and associated beaches for picnics and recreational areas with 
our canine friends. 
Apart from leaving off- lead dog times as they are now.  
Perhaps you could consider a section of the beach front close to 
"Largs Bay near acceptable amenities as no lease restrictions?   
This would seem a successful and acceptable compromise carried 
out by the West Torrens council. 
Kind regards 
John and Siv Ivey 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater My wife and I, with my family of adult children and grandchildren 
often visit friends living in the PAE beach area with our five socially 
obedient canines.  
My grandfather and his three brothers built their homes in Exeter 
and Largs Bay in 1915 so we have a generational attachment to the 
area and associated beaches for picnics and recreational areas with 
our canine friends. 
Apart from leaving off- lead dog times as they are now.  

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 



 

Perhaps you could consider a section of the beach front close to 
"Largs Bay near acceptable amenities as no lease restrictions?   
This would seem a successful and acceptable compromise carried 
out by the West Torrens council. 
Kind regards 
John and Siv Ivey 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe walking on the beach with my own dog off leash is very 
good for my mental health and general health,  My husband being 
disabled in a electric chair also loves to see his dog run free.  Dogs 
have to be controlled with your voice and command. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Owners need to be able to control their dog and then there is no 
problem.  Need to concentrate on people that cannot control their 
dog or who have a difficult dog.  People with difficult dogs should 
not be able to spoil it for responsible dog owners. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 
This is a very quiet beach with little people or dog traffic and 
should be off leash 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Well behaved dogs need to be off leash so they can enjoy the 
beach like their owners.  Owners need to train their dogs well. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The needs of the community need to be taken into account in this 
decisions. The needs of only a section of the community cannot be 
taken into account and a balanced approach that meets all needs 
must be implemented. Given the community includes dog owners 
who wish to use the foreshore and beach areas allowing times for 
dogs to be off leash in all beach areas is imperative. Most dog 
owners are responsible and most dogs are well behaved and to 
cater only for potential concerns of dogs off leash is not helpful. In 
25 years of living in the area I have not witnessed any issue with 
dogs off leash on the beach. I advocate to continue the enjoyment 
of all in the community by having rules where there are allocated 
times off leash depending on the time of year (including having a 
no restriction in winter months where there are almost no people 
on the beach). I don't think it is broken so no need to fix it. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I don't think there has been demonstrated any issues that require 
any change in practice or rules. Allow all in the community to 
access areas as and how they wish. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven I don't think there has been demonstrated any issues that require 
any change in practice or rules. Allow all in the community to 
access areas as and how they wish. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I don't think there has been demonstrated any issues that require 
any change in practice or rules. Allow all in the community to 
access areas as and how they wish. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Bad owners make for bad dogs ,everyone on the beach knows and 
loves my dog and comment how well behaved she is .Bad owners 
are the problem here 

Daylight Savings Rules  

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times)  

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… dogs should be able to run free on the beach and swim, if you 
don't like dogs go to the beach when on leash Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 

dogs need to be able to run free and swim Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender:  Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To exercise; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I don't understand why you need to change the way things are.  It 
seems to be working.  I think your spending our rates on stupid 
workshops and meet and greets. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Don't change anything leave it the way it is.  Start worrying about 
more important things.  I will be voting next mayor election.  Stop 
wasting everyones time. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven People go to the beach with their  dogs and then go to the shops 
and spend the day.  People will find somewhere else to go.  Have 
you talked to the shop owners.   Not a good idea. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Stop trying to create problems for everyone.  Spend our money not 
yours on more important things. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… If it were up to me dogs would be free to run on the beach at any 
time. However, I appreciate there are some people who are 
wary/scared of dogs. So we have to find a compromise. It would be 
wonderful to have some beaches that are leash free at all times 
and other beaches areas that have limitations to off leash. 
Although, any limitations should be limited to Summer,  as, 
generally speaking dog walkers go to the beach throughout the 
whole year, rain or shine. Whereas other beach users are few and 
far between during cooler months. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

The ‘off leash’ for grassed area at Largs in option 2 is excessive. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Outside of daylight saving times, the majority of persons who use 
the beach have a dog - often dog owners are the only people on 
the beach. In view of this it makes no sense to limit dogs to their 
leashes all year round. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations); I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): I don't currently visit(Too many dogs off leash 
and owners not caring about their dogs approaching other dogs and people) 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Definitely need space where dogs cannot be off leash. And it need 
monitoring/policing better. Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

The on leash only area should be bigger Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family; With 
my adult friends and family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Every dog, whether reactive or friendly, has the right to go out in 
public including our beaches and foreshore. As an owner of a 
friendly dog I recognise this and do my best to keep my dog safe, 
under effective control and exercised. However, the proposed new 
laws have drastic consequences for my and my dogs quality of life. 
As a physically disabled dog owner in PAE the amount of beaches I 
can directly access include North Haven Beach, Semaphore South 
and Snowden beach ONLY. I am also limited to the time of day that 
I am physically able to take my dog out. My dog is my disability 
assistance dog, and therefore I cannot live without her. But she 
must get her energy out to do her job. Every day this winter we 
have attended north haven beach, and it has vastly improved both 
our quality of lives. Letting grumpy white middle-aged men, or 
people who don’t like dogs, dictate where and when we can take 
our dogs will be life changing for me in the worst way. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven It’s barbaric! I cannot physically walk to the off leash area proposed 
as I am an ambulatory wheelchair user and use only the northern 
end of the beach. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Again, the area of the beach that I can access has been removed. 
With the new proposed laws for semaphore south and north haven 
I will only be able to take my dog to Snowden beach for the rest of 
her life. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I understand the need to have dogs on leash when near roads etc, 
that makes sense, but keeping dogs on leash in big, open spaces 
doesn't. There may be cases of dogs being nuisance but more often 
it is visitors to the beaches creating more issues. Better 
energy/money could be spent on stopping people littering, clearing 
up dog fouling and anti-social behaviour on the beaches rather 
than punishing local dog walkers 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore lots of cyclists and runners use the tracks along the grassed 
foreshore and there is a fair bit of traffic in these areas as a result. 
Makes sense to have dogs on leash for safety here. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Probably the best course of action for all involved. 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Manningham 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore I like that you allow off-leash on the grassed foreshore areas, I 
would LOVE it if you could put some fencing up so the dogs are 
protected from running out onto the road or possibly running onto 
the pathways. It doesn't need to be a planned out dog park just a 
grassed area fenced in for safety. Thanks. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
This option sounds great. Would love daylight savings rules to be 
10am-7pm. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
I would love it if daylight savings rules were 10am-7pm. 
I like both options 2 & 3. I think up to 500m distance either side of 
the jetty is reasonable, although some sort of signage would need 
to indicate the boundary. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Ottoway 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I walk my dog and my partners two dogs between Semaphore 
South to Largs Bay at least three times per week. My dog is placed 
on leash if there are other dogs around as she can be a bit reactive 
and my partners dogs are off leash. 
The current set up of one rule for all beaches works well. I have yet 
to encounter bad dogs or owners during my visits, and am happy 
with the on leash rules for daylight savings. 
I cycle the beach with one of the dogs off leash at least twice a 
week from Semaphore South to Largs / return and having a section 
of the beach as on leash at all times would be very inconvenient. 
She is happy to run along side the bike and never bothers other 
people of dogs. 
I support "no change" to the current rules and believe that if 
something is taken off the community it is very hard to get this 
back. My belief after travelling to many places in the world is that 
we have too many rules in place at home to satisfy the vocal 
minority. 
Thanks, Simon 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I'm happy with either option but option 2 would not bother me if 
dogs were allowed off leash in the associated beach areas. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 
I don't think dogs off leash outside the designated daylight saving 
hours is an issue in this area. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
I have never experienced any issues with dogs off leash around the 
jetty areas, so I would not support a change to the current rules. 
As I cycle with a dog a couple of days per week from Semaphore 
South to Largs this would be an issue for me. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Northgate 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Would be great to have dog off leash exclusion and inclusion zones.  
The daylight savings time doesn't work for all those with other 
commitments during those hours, or if extremely hot days.  
Having kids and a dog, they enjoy playing together in the water, 
running after the ball, jumping on the sand hills etc, anytime we 
visit. would be great if, like down south at O'sullivans beach ramp, 
they had a dog friendly beach. no restrictions of hours. You enter 
knowing this. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Male Suburb: Woodville Gardens 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; I don't currently visit() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… When I go out with my dog, he is on a leash at all times.  I have 
never taken a dog I own out in public "off leash", as I never trust 
other dogs that are "off leash". 
Dogs are all prone to violence, as is their nature, and even my 
Miniature Poodle who I love as if her were my child, I would not 
trust him if he was "off leash" and approached by another dog. 
I have had a dog in my life since age 4 (A bloody long time), and 
think I know all dogs temperaments well. I started with a Sheepdog 
in Quorn, then Pekingese, Shelties, (bred Standard Poodles in 
Sydney), a Weimaraner, 3 Corgis, and now Oz my Miniature Poodle, 
and I have never trusted any of them not to take the challenge of 
another dog if confronted. 
I have also never trusted any of my dogs alone with children, and 
never would. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Enfield 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I am scared of dogs; I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would like all dogs, big or small, to wear muzzles when in any 
public area. I would feel safe to walk my chihuahua if I knew that 
potential bites could be stopped. 
https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/dog-muzzles-how-why-
use-them 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Blair Athol 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Dogs must be under effective control with any refuse collected & 
placed in bins. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 
Dogs under effective control with refuse collected & placed in the 
bin. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Dogs under effective control with refuse collected & placed in the 
bin. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); With 
my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven North Haven beach is where most dog owners go - i for one use 
North Haven majority of the time. you can't just have the dogs in 
one little section. They need to be able to run quiet freely. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

i love option 3 end of story. 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Woodville Gardens 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have been taking my child to the beach for years. I have watched 
idiots not care their dog was off it’s leash upsetting other dogs and 
dog owners. I have seen dogs charge at other dogs and also charge 
at us. I hate and I mean really hate when dogs are off their leash. 
My self and my son (11 yrs old with disabilities ) hate it when dogs 
take over the beach and owners not giving two shits if their dogs 
charge at people or small children. I have also seen a small child 
been bitten by a dog for no reason. I always watch the beach  and 
constantly watch our backs if there is dogs off the leash. I feel I 
have to do this to protect us and I shouldnt have to feel that was in 
a public place where we go to relax. I believe dog owners should 
have their dogs on a leash at all times at the beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
100% dogs on leashes at all times so people and relax and enjoy 
these Public places. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
100% dogs should 
Be on leashes at all times. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Nope. They should be on leashes at all times on all beaches the 
reason I say this is, if you have rules at one beach different at 
another it confuses people and no one knows what’s going on. One 
rule for all beaches and that’s it. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

The current system works without issue in my experience. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current system is clear and operates effectively in my 
experience so option 1 Is my preference. 
The number of people on the beach, in the jetty areas proposed for 
‘on leash at all times’, are so minimal in the winter months it is 
ridiculous to implement change for minuscule benefit. I highly 
doubt having an ‘on leash all year round area’ will encourage 
anymore picnickers by the jetty when it is blowing a gale, cold and 
in the middle of winter when many are still conscious of exercising 
their dogs. 
Applying a lead at a difficult to determine position for a difficult to 
determine distance for the sake of essentially nobody on the beach 
seems pointless. It will be difficult to police and in all likelihood 
encourage disputes as to where the line in the the sand is. Let’s just 
keep it as it is….it doesn’t seem broken. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We currently have young children and grandchildren visiting the 
beach pre-10 am in the morning to avoid severe UV of the middle 
of the day and are constantly approached by unleashed dogs 
weather be daylight, saving, or not throughout the day. I believe 
tougher rules will deter some bad dog owners from allowing their 
dogs to approach children, unfortunately they believing that their 
dog can’t hurt a child or an adult unfortunately most dog owners 
believe their dogs are not dangerous to other people which is very 
wrong in my experience. A  9 am to 8 pm daylight saving period 
would be more suitable and allow children safety on our beaches. 
That should also include a 10 meter clear distance when on or off 
leash away from children at all times. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore We currently have young children and grandchildren visiting the 
beach pre-10 am in the morning to avoid severe UV of the middle 
of the day and are constantly approached by unleashed dogs 
weather be daylight, saving, or not throughout the day. I believe 
tougher rules will deter some bad dog owners from allowing their 
dogs to approach children, unfortunately they believing that their 
dog can’t hurt a child or an adult unfortunately most dog owners 
believe their dogs are not dangerous to other people which is very 
wrong in my experience. A  9 am to 8 pm daylight saving period 
would be more suitable and allow children safety on our beaches. 
That should also include a 10 meter clear distance when on or off 
leash away from children at all times. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven We currently have young children and grandchildren visiting the 
beach pre-10 am in the morning to avoid severe UV of the middle 
of the day and are constantly approached by unleashed dogs 
weather be daylight, saving, or not throughout the day. I believe 
tougher rules will deter some bad dog owners from allowing their 
dogs to approach children, unfortunately they believing that their 
dog can’t hurt a child or an adult unfortunately most dog owners 
believe their dogs are not dangerous to other people which is very 
wrong in my experience. A  9 am to 8 pm daylight saving period 
would be more suitable and allow children safety on our beaches. 
That should also include a 10 meter clear distance when on or off 
leash away from children at all times. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater We currently have young children and grandchildren visiting the 
beach pre-10 am in the morning to avoid severe UV of the middle 
of the day and are constantly approached by unleashed dogs 
weather be daylight, saving, or not throughout the day. I believe 
tougher rules will deter some bad dog owners from allowing their 
dogs to approach children, unfortunately they believing that their 
dog can’t hurt a child or an adult unfortunately most dog owners 
believe their dogs are not dangerous to other people which is very 
wrong in my experience. A  9 am to 8 pm daylight saving period 
would be more suitable and allow children safety on our beaches. 
That should also include a 10 meter clear distance when on or off 
leash away from children at all times. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As a resident who has walked my dog daily in North Haven for the 
past five + yearsI've seen firsthand how having designated off-leash 
areas benefits our community. These spaces encourage exercise, 
promote socialisation, and draw dog-loving visitors to our local 
cafes, ultimately enhancing the overall well-being of our 
community. 
Introducing limitations on off-leash access would be disheartening, 
especially considering the limited nearby alternatives. We face 
isolation here, with many residents lacking transportation to access 
the nearby dog park in Largs. With housing developments 
encroaching on our green spaces, the beach remains a crucial, safe 
haven for responsible dog owners. 
Restricting the beach area or imposing year-round hour limitations 
would significantly harm our community. It's imperative that we 
preserve this valuable resource for the well-being and enjoyment 
of all residents and their four-legged companions. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven As a resident who has walked my dog daily in North Haven for the 
past five + yearsI've seen firsthand how having designated off-leash 
areas benefits our community. These spaces encourage exercise, 
promote socialisation, and draw dog-loving visitors to our local 
cafes, ultimately enhancing the overall well-being of our 
community. 
Introducing limitations on off-leash access would be disheartening, 
especially considering the limited nearby alternatives. We face 
isolation here, with many residents lacking transportation to access 
the nearby dog park in Largs. With housing developments 
encroaching on our green spaces, the beach remains a crucial, safe 
haven for responsible dog owners. 
Restricting the beach area or imposing year-round hour limitations 
would significantly harm our community. It's imperative that we 
preserve this valuable resource for the well-being and enjoyment 
of all residents and their four-legged companions. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would like to see dogs on leashes at all times as the current off 
leash rules state that dogs must be under effective control. This is 
subjective to what is effective control. I dislike dogs running up to 
me or my grandchildren as you are never sure about what they are 
going to do.  Even good dogs can turn on people and this does not 
make for an enjoyable time at the beach foreshore. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Don’t like dogs off leash around children. Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Dogs should be on leashes at all times. 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have No problem keeping my dogs on leash. There are too many 
dogs that aren’t properly controlled off leash. There needs to be 
more and clearer signage of the different areas regarding dogs. 
There also needs to be the occasional bin on the beach for dog 
mess. Thank you for the good doggy bags we now have. It’s great 
that they are en iron mentally friendly and that they have handles! 
Also thank you for more drinking points and the new lightening in 
the pathway. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I think Option 2 is going to cause a lot of confusion as to exactly 
when the dog needs to be on leash. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Option 2 makes perfect sense. Also to protect from snakes Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 3 would make a lot of people happy 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I use beach (not foreshore grass) a lot for myself and my cocker 
spaniel.  Running free is so good for dogs and mine is both friendly 
and gentle with dogs and people. 
On leash is restrictive and less rewarding for both of us. My dog 
stays with me 90+% of time and has never caused an 
inconvenience. 
I remain wary of other (esp larger) dogs and keep a distance where 
possible.  I try to assess whether other dogs and people are 
friendly or welcoming and act accordingly yet conservatively at all 
times. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I see grassed areas as both smaller overall and more occupied by 
less mobile people (who cannot perhaps used beach/sandy areas ).  
I think more restrictions for dogs is appropriate here. 
I would support on leash at all times in these areas and push dogs 
off leash to beach/sand areas. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I like or accept the practicality of having a “dogs on leash” area 
near jetties. I suggest 250m either side of Largs and Sema4 jetties is 
sufficient.  If absolutely necessary it could be extended to say 350m 
south of Sema4 and north of Largs.  Not so between the jetties as it 
doubles the impact between the two jetties. 
This preserves the shaded areas under jetties and provides a 
minimum 500 m space around each jetty, where dogs must be 
leashed. 
It also should not unnecessarily punish locals from nearby streets 
and properties from having to walk too far to exercise their dogs. 
I note that for the first and last 6 weeks of daylight saving 
working/weekdays there are typically very few beach users, except 
for Xmas school holidays. 
There is no point in effectively closing beaches when nearly no one 
is present. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Of the options, 1 is the best. The signage required for dog exclusion 
zones in 2 will be problematic let alone working out a distance. 
500m side of the jetty excludes a significant part of the beach 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater I am bemused that there are greater restrictions here than the 
grassed are of the foreshore option. As an observer the grassed 
area is more populated  with visitors in summer period, especially 
from 5pm onwards than the beach yet the current rules are that 
dogs can be off leash on the grassed area. I do not understand the 
higher limitation on the beach! 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s); For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… In WA they have designated dog beaches (that families also choose 
to visit), which I found to be very inclusive. The daylight savings 
rules are unrealistic for us during the work week as bedtime is just 
after 8pm. As a resident who lives 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Indifferent towards designated on-leash areas provided there are 
spaces that do allow off-leash activities nearby. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven This beach is visited so much by locals with their dogs, including us 
at least 4x per week atm. I think this beach should become a 
designated space for off-leash dogs at all times. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Great idea to have a designated area for all time off-leash activities. 
This beach is wide and we have observed that this end is no where 
near as busy as semaphore. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe by putting off leash areas in will not stop people from 
taking their dogs into leashed areas. Dogs should be leashed at all 
times for their and other's dog's safety. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 2 is definitely better than option 1 but it doesn't solve the 
problem of people still taking their off leash dogs into the area. 
Personally I would love to see at least one stretch of a beach being 
under leash only or day light savings rules. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe all dogs outside of your private property should be on a 
leash at all times. Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Please keep all dogs outside of their own backyard on a leash and 
under effective control 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
Please keep all dogs outside of their own backyard on a leash and 
under effective control 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Please keep all dogs outside of their own backyard on a leash and 
under effective control 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I agree with the 3rd option of having dogs off leash from Strathfield 
the onwards Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

This is a great patch of beach for dogs to enjoy the seaweed when 
it washes up and to splash and play 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to 
certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): I don't currently visit(there are too many 
unrestrained dogs that are not under control of the owner, essentially running free 
with no attention from the owner. this has resulted in several "near miss" occurrences 
with our dogs and we made the decision some time ago to stop freq) 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would much prefer dogs to be on leash in all public areas at all 
times - as dog owners this is by far the most responsible option. 
dogs already have several dog parks in the area for free running.  
failing a blanket on-leash rule, we support the options that provide 
the most on-leash areas so that we at least have specific areas to 
avoid if we don't want to encounter off-leash dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
dogs should be on leash in all public places at all times, excluding 
official dog parks. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
dogs should be on leash in all public places at all times, excluding 
official dog parks. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

dogs should be on leash in all public places at all times, excluding 
official dog parks. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Mansfield Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I walk my dog on the beach on a lead never off lead and I hate it 
when dogs off lead rush at my dog you just never know if there 
aggressive these days especially when kid killers are off the lead. 
I can tell you if a known child killer rushed at my dog on the beach 
ide kill there and then. 
So my answer is no I have my dog on a lead so the add says dogs 
have bad days as well.. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think dogs should be on leash at all time unless there is a fenced 
area. I see too many people who think they have fantastic control 
over their dogs and they don't.  
I love dogs but it is confronting to have them run up to you when 
you don't know them. 
You also don't know if your dog has pooped when you aren't close 
to them and I HATE dog poo left by owners. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater This seems to be the option that caters for everyone but I wish I 
didn't live in the section that is the off leash part of the beach. I can 
see that it is a less used part of the beach and can live with it as 
long as it doesn't attract heaps of people with big dogs to run riot! 
I'm assuming the council will keep an eye on what happens if it 
does become the new model. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Clearview 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think option 1 is best. Dogs should be allowed off leash at all 
times in these areas provided under adequate control. Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Provided people have control of their dogs I don’t see how it 
should make a difference if on leash or off leash. So I think option 
one is the best. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Ferryden Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Whilst I love the idea of off leash areas, many in the PAE area are 
inadequately fenced for both dogs and young families. Many of the 
reserves have busy roads either side so you can't allow children or 
dogs to play under supervision without fear that one of them will 
end up on the road. There are some great dog parks in the area but 
not enough particularly when there's so many green spaces. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
If we're trying to simplify things, having areas that are off leash and 
off leash is more confusing. It's fine how it is now. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

More confusing Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Like the idea of having year round off leash areas including actual 
beach 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like option 3 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Klemzig 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Windsor Gardens 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I can understand on leash on grassed areas where there is a lot of 
activity and cars. The beach is ideal as an off leash exercise area. I 
assume most dog owners do not want harm to occur to their dog 
or people, so they monitor their dog. I have not had a problem 
with other dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven I am happy with daylight saving rules, however, I would prefer the 
on leash between 10 - 6. By 8 when it gets dark it is more difficult 
to see your dog to monitor it. Maybe the rules could apply to the 
weekend  and be more relaxed during the week. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Option 1 is my preferred option as Taperoo is a bit of a walk for my 
old girl(wife) Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Grassed areas on lead Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Taperoo is a bit of a hike for my old girl(wife) 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Respect that both dog owners and non owners should be able to 
enjoy the beach. 
Rules should respect both and compromise accordingly 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Devon Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Regarding daylight savings on leash requirements 10am-8pm - I 
understand that people don't want to be bothered by dogs when 
they are relaxing by the beach. However I do fully support certains 
areas during these times that allow off leash dog walking - it can be 
nice for owner and dog to be able to splash in shallows on hot 
days. As a dog owner who does like to abide by rules I would hope 
that there is clear signage. I do feel that signage at Semaphore 
South to Semaphore is not especially obvious currently. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I think option 2 is totally reasonable and I would understand if this 
came into effect as a dog owner. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Regarding on leash only areas around jetty i think 100m either side 
is reasonable 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender:  Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I want rules to stay as they are  
If we have to compromise then I think we should make an on leash 
area around the jetty precincts 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Broadview 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Feel this is the best option as it works and caters to nearly all 
peoples' needs. You can never please everyone all the time, but the 
best option is most of the people, most of the time as it's more 
realistic. Most people won't walk their dogs in the heat of summer 
while there are crowds of people anyway, I know I don't, early 
morning and evening is great. In the winter when there's less 
swimmers etc on the beach, you can relax and let your dog have a 
good run, any time of the day. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times)  

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven again the current rules work the best, reviewing them doesn't 
mean you have to change them. Allow people to have common 
sense; if a beach is crowded you don't let your dog run, if there's 
space and few people then you can. Most dog owners are 
responsible and courteous. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I  think that the current system works. I can also see the benefit of 
an exclusion zone eitherside of the jettys, (100 Meters at most) 
where dog should be on lead during daylight saving  months. 
Also a beach (Taperoo) where dogs can be off lead at all times. That 
allows people who are unable to get to the beach before 10 am  
have some where to go. Most responsibledog owners would not be 
on the beach in the midle of the day during the summer months 
because of the heat. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I think that all grassed areas and footpaths should be on lead at all 
times. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am a regular beach dog walker and would be mortified if I could 
not let my dog off lead.  I absolutely support this, on the basis dogs 
can be controlled. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Off leash all areas as long as dog is under control Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To participate 
in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs off leash makes me scared to take my young children to the 
beach. People rarely have control over their dogs. I always walk my 
own dog on a leash 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my young 
family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe all dogs should be on leash at all times on the beach, walk 
ways and grass ways.  There are a couple of dog parks around the 
area that you can take your dog to run and be free off leash. Just 
think if your dog happened to bite someone or another dog, how 
would feel if you had to put that dog down all because of it not 
being on leash. Yes ALL dogs can bite, whether they have shown 
aggression or not. It's a not brainer - dogs on leash at all times and 
I have and love dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore I believe all dogs should be on leash at all times on the beach, walk 
ways and grass ways.  There are a couple of dog parks around the 
area that you can take your dog to run and be free off leash. Just 
think if your dog happened to bite someone or another dog, how 
would feel if you had to put that dog down all because of it not 
being on leash. Yes ALL dogs can bite, whether they have shown 
aggression or not. It's a not brainer - dogs on leash at all times and 
I have and love dogs. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven I believe all dogs should be on leash at all times on the beach, walk 
ways and grass ways.  There are a couple of dog parks around the 
area that you can take your dog to run and be free off leash. Just 
think if your dog happened to bite someone or another dog, how 
would feel if you had to put that dog down all because of it not 
being on leash. Yes ALL dogs can bite, whether they have shown 
aggression or not. It's a not brainer - dogs on leash at all times and 
I have and love dogs. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I believe all dogs should be on leash at all times on the beach, walk 
ways and grass ways.  There are a couple of dog parks around the 
area that you can take your dog to run and be free off leash. Just 
think if your dog happened to bite someone or another dog, how 
would feel if you had to put that dog down all because of it not 
being on leash. Yes ALL dogs can bite, whether they have shown 
aggression or not. It's a not brainer - dogs on leash at all times and 
I have and love dogs. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Gillman 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be on leashes unless they have excellent recall and 
their owner also has recall skills and the dog will recall well. My old 
dog has a long lead because I won't let him run free on any beach 
because people don't appreciate having a strange dog run up and 
jump all over them or knock children over. Dogs should be 
controlled on the beach and owners need to be responsible. Not all 
dogs like other dogs running up to them and that is when problems 
occur. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Dogs should be on lead on paths and grassed areas. Well trained 
dogs only off leash that adhere to recall on the beach otherwise on 
lead. off leash dogs particularly some breeds Bull terriers, 
staffordshire bull terriers, and Rottweilers off lead can be a 
problem but also small dogs who behave extremely aggressive 
more than bigger breeds. Safety is on leash and my dogs are not 
ever off leash in public anywhere. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven as previous out of hours yes perhaps dogs off leash, but between 
8am and 10pm on lead all the time for safety of people and other 
dogs especially where there are irresponsible dog owners who 
don't train their dogs, have no idea, and cause risk to other dogs 
and owners, plus children. Actually it is the adults that are the 
problem maybe they should be on leash. the ones who don't go to 
obedience and are irresponsible dog owners. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
the North Haven beach is fairly secluded so off leash dogs that will 
recall are safe and fine there. Perhaps it should be a dog beach 
Semaphore south dogs should be on lead because of the volume of 
people, children and other dogs. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Gilles Plains 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think dogs should be on lead, and people  fined for not picking up 
after  dogs Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

I'm just believe  all dogs should be on leads in public area. Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should always be on a leash in a public space. There are parks 
for dogs to be off leash and if they want a bigger area to run their 
dog, buy a farm! 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Leave North Haven beach exactly as it is currently. 
There is no need to change the existing requirements. Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

Leave as is. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven I support Option 1. We have 3 dogs which we walk twice daily on 
the North Haven Beach - Early Morning & Evening (Rain, hail or 
shine!). The current rules work extremely well. 90% of the time the 
entire length of the beach is very sparse with people - usually 
between 1 and 10 persons at any given time, mostly fellow dog-
walkers. On warm days there are a lot more people, usually in the 
day time or evenings. These usually coincide with daylight savings 
times. I usually avoid walking my dogs when there are a lot of 
people on the beach. 
I have lived on the North Haven Foreshore for 25 years, and I 
believe the current rules work very well for Dogs. If the rules were 
to change then we would be forced to reconsider our choice to 
have dogs because we enjoy the freedom of allowing our dogs to 
run, swim & socialise with other dogs unrestricted. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family; To 
exercise; For recreation; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); For recreation; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I understand that not everyone keeps their dogs away from people 
on a busy beach, and not everyone is a responsible dog owner, and 
these spaces need to be shared by everyone. I think the daylight 
savings rule is the best and most fair way to ensure the spaces are 
shared and accessible for all. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven The daylight savings rule is respectful and gives all an opportunity. 
To make areas on leash all year, especially when there are so many 
times through the winter months that the beach is empty is 
unreasonable.  
The beach before 10 is absolute hive of friendly dog activity - its 
promoting exercise and socialisation for people, and dogs - and 
then allows all other people to access the beach peacefully for the 
rest of the day. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater For reasons the same as my answer to the previous question.  
I can understand the jetty and grassed area at Semaphore being 
leash at all times, as its a busy spot a lot of the year - but very 
rarely is the beach either side busy, and I think we need to have 
some trust in dog owners, and not punish them all. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Enfield 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To walk my dog(s); With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Not all dogs are the same and all have varying levels of training and 
control. I acknowledge that other community members don't have 
the same fondness for my 4 legged family member as I do. 
That said, I've put a great deal of effort into ensuring my dog has 
the required skills and temperament to be apart of our community, 
he loves the beach and I don't understand how his safety and 
enjoyment can be compromised by being on the lead in the water. 
Placing a lead on a child and letting them play in the water would 
be considered poor practice due to a choking hazard. Why is it 
deemed acceptable to place my more active dog at a greater risk of 
entanglement? 
Additionally limiting restricting the perfect hours for my dog to be 
off lead to have a swim during summer is disappointing.  
I would urge you to make dog friendly beach "locations" rather 
than restrict by daylight savings. Residents and dog owners can 
choose based on their intended activities. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Roll out a compromise, option 2 but include the beach and have 
exclusion zones for on-leash. 
This gives both reserve and beach goer's the option to avoid any off 
leash dog interaction if the so choose. 
The busier locations are usually when responsible dog owners 
would put their dog on a leash regardless to protect their dog and 
not scare or inadvertently bump a young child. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven Remove the day light hours restrictions.  
Segregate by all means but don't place my dog at risk of 
entanglement or loss of enjoyment by being on a leash during the 
best part of the summer days. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe that many dog owners believe that they have "Effective 
control" over their dogs, however this is often not the case.  
Many dogs (in excess of 20 in 3 months) have approached us and 
our dog, jumping, licking or otherwise not being under effective 
control. Thankfully our dog is friendly, however I believe this poses 
an extreme safety concern for young children, members of the 
disabled community or people with dogs who are in training or 
otherwise not inclined to be approached by other dogs. 
an on lead at all times policy would enforce responsibility on the 
dog owners who are unable to effectively control their dog through 
recall or other means 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Traffic heavy areas such as the jetty should require on-lead dogs at 
all times. As there are many distractions and possibilities for dogs 
to become involved in un-wanted situation (ie. a game of frisbee), I 
believe they should be on lead as a general courtesy to other 
members of the public using these spaces 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven as non-daylight savings times are the least, I do not believe that 
having dogs off lead is sensible. a dog that cannot be seen also 
cannot be treated with caution or avoided by other members of 
the public if they wis to do so. Enforcing an on-lead rule between 
the hours of 6pm-8am would be far more effective as a dog can be 
seen more easily during the daylight hours 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

As previously noted having dogs off lead during low visibility is not 
sensible. I believe that dogs should be onlead during these times to 
minimise any unexpected or unwarranted interactions 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… This council abrogates its civic role in providing for the care and 
well being of its residents instead it panders to extremist views of a 
small number of residents and other like minded non residents. 
Instead of providing dog control officers to fine irresponsible dog 
owners it seeks to exclude all dog owners and their well behaved 
and loved family dogs. It’s time that the ratepayers stood up and 
stopped this rot by voting out members of council who back the 
proposed dog exclusions. Enough is enough! 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

The current system option one is working no need to change it. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

The current option is working leave it as is Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The council is seeking to pander to the extremist views of a limited 
number of residents and some non residents. The beaches have 
always been places for families and their dogs. The council dog 
control used to patrol the beaches to monitor use and behaviour. 
To be fair the vast majority of any anti social behaviour is by alcohol 
and or drug fuelled people most of whom I believe to be non 
residents. The vast majority of dogs who frequent the beach with 
residents, are well behaved and well socialised family pets. This 
council is pandering to extremist views. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight saving hours are restrictive if you work. Taking a dog off 
leash after 8 pm in isolated beaches is of concern- particularly if 
alone. It would be good to limit it say 11-7pm … all proposals about 
dogs on leads near jetties is fair -500 m is probably too much … 
150-200 m either side is fair …great initiative to have unlimited dog 
area north of Strathfield Tc… maybe North Haven beach can be 
same unrestricted/ on lead zones .. not just during DSL unless DLS 
is less hours 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore This is a good option for everyone and provides safe areas for 
people who don’t like dogs or who are with kids  
Think 150-250m either side of jetty fair distance 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven Option one is good and option two better if unrestricted… if people 
did the right thing and put dogs on leads when others around it 
would work but unfortunately not everyone is like this  
8pm is too late though given beach is very isolated at this time 
especially for females on their own - can this be earlier ? 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
This is a good option for everyone  
DLS time should finish earlier as beach isolated after 8 pm  
Space on either side of jetty should be 150-200 m either side of 
jetty 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing); To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I feel current rules strike a fair balance between dog owners, trying 
to have the freedom to exercise the dogs off lead. It should just be 
at a time that doesn’t impact the large number of beachgoers in 
the summer. 
If there was a need to have a 24 hour per day of lead area I feel it 
should be Strathfield Terrace north, to maintain maximum 
segregation between dogs off lead and families during peak use 
times. 
I don’t believe that the full time exclusion zone around jetties will 
be effective at reducing the interactions between Off lead dogs and 
families at the beach, as there are very few beachgoers prior to 10 
o’clock in the morning, so the impact is on dog owners when there 
is no detriment to having a dog off the lead in the first place. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Might be easier to have a blanket rule that includes dogs on leash 
at all times. Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Simplicity is key, dogs on leash at all times 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think this is a great initiative. I avoid the beach because I have a 
reactive dog and can't take him because people can't control there 
dog. I keep my dog on the leash and their dog approaches us. 
To have an on leash areas would be awesome but would need to 
be policed as people sometimes just don't care about others it's 
effecting  
I feel my dog misses out on the beach because of it. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore I have a dog but sometimes you just want to be able to relax and 
not worry if that dog approaching while having fish and chips is 
friendly.   
Not everyone likes dogs and it gives people knowning that dogs in 
this area are on a leash more peace of mind 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven Known I have a safe space to take my dog and friends and not 
having to worry about off lead dogs or getting chased if I go for a 
run along the beach 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
In summer as the jetties get very busy and lots of distractions I 
think it's important that dogs are on leashes in these areas. 
Prevents dogs from running over to people but also a safe space for 
everyone to enjoy 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Glanville 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My dogs are greyhounds and unfortunately cannot be let off-leash. 
While it is easier and safer for me when other dogs are on-leash as 
well, we generally manage interactions with off-leash dogs without 
problems. I think, having a designated off-leash area is good for 
dogs and should improve compliance elsewhere. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Dog owners are often optimistic about the level of control they 
have over their pets. Also, people get distracted and don't watch 
their dogs closely all the time. I think, additional security in highly 
used areas near jetties is a good idea. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater My dogs are greyhounds and unfortunately cannot be let off-leash. 
While it is easier and safer for me when other dogs are on-leash as 
well, we generally manage interactions with off-leash dogs without 
problems. I think, having a designated off-leash area is good for 
dogs and should improve compliance elsewhere. 
Dog owners are often optimistic about the level of control they 
have over their pets. Also, people get distracted and don't watch 
their dogs closely all the time. I think, additional security in highly 
used areas near jetties is a good idea. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Glanville 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like having off leash time periods where I can bring my dogs (like 
early in the morning) with low traffic.  But I also like having places 
where I can walk my reactive dogs safely on a leash and not worry 
about off leash dogs running to my dogs.  So having both options is 
sensible.  I think everyone like having off leash options for their 
dogs, but its whether there are responsible dog owners who have 
control of their dogs, which is a community concern. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I think its sensible to have on leash in areas with high traffic, like 
the jetty areas. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
I think its confusing having the beach divided , how are people on 
the beach able to ascertain they are in a leash/non leash zone? 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
I agree with option 2, there must be on leash requirements where 
there are a lot of people.  I also like the daylight savings rules, 
because it gives an off leash option during the busy months, but at 
times where there should be less traffic. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Lightsview 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs are best on leashes for every bodies safety, especially the 
dogs. The number of times some unleashed dog "who won't hurt 
you" "my dog would never do that" "has never done that before" 
runs up and attacks a leashed dog in the presence of small children 
is frightening. The Council may be obliged to actually spend some 
money and do something. Hopefully it will be effective. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore Dogs should be on leashes all the time, Dogs should only be off 
leash in separated dog parks, where there is clear rules and owners 
are responsible for their dogs behaviour and liable for any damage 
they cause. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

Dogs should be on leash all year except for dog parks Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Dogs should be on leash at all times, protecting dogs every where. 
Owners should be liable for damage caused by their animal. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Love the current rules, think it provides a good balance in summer 
with the on lead times Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

good balance for this beach Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think the daylight savings hours could be shortened until 7pm. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore I have two very small dogs which I rarely let off lead unless in a 
park area where I know I can protect my dogs. 
I think at a minimum the busy areas around jettys should be on 
leash to protect where large amounts of people and dogs are. 
Also around these areas are food places and where people have 
picnics so I think this would be more enjoyable for them. 
I feel it will be hard to police though as there are so many owners 
who don't believe their dogs are a threat and have off leash at all 
times. In reality my small dogs have been attacked by larger dogs - 
mine were leashed, larger dogs not leashed. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s); With my young 
family; With my adult friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Happy with dogs on leash on grassed areas along the esplanade at 
all times. 
Happy with current rules re dogs off leash on beaches except for 
Daylight Saving between 10am & 8pm.  
My observation is that most people use common sense to put their 
dogs on leash near young families etc. & most dog owners seem to 
be most considerate of other beach users. 
During daylight saving if rules need to change, I am happy with 
dogs being on leash near the jetty areas during Daylight Saving 
between 10am & 8pm. 
Can't see any point in the rules changing between May & 
September as during winter I am often the only person on the 
beach in the middle of the day. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Daylight Saving seems to be the time when the on leash at 
designated areas should apply. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I think the current rules for dogs on beaches are working well & 
cannot see a need to change. When I take my young grandchildren 
to the beach I find the current Daylight Saving rules are adequate & 
if we go down before 10am the dog owners are always most 
considerate. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; With my 
adult friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Pro option 2 but would have on leash required from 9am as young 
children generally on beach from this earlier time to avoid high UV 
times of the day. Would also like year round requirement in all 
areas where dogs are permitted off leash that owners ensure their 
dogs still remain a minimum of 10m from young children. Have had 
a lot of incidents with my young children at North Haven Beach 
being swarmed by dogs off leash which is very distressing for them 
and the dog owners have done nothing to prevent this or 
subsequently remove their dogs from my children. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven Would prefer the daylight savings rules to commence from 9am as 
young children usually on beach from this earlier time to avoid high 
UV times of day. Would love exclusion zone to be extended. Also 
requirement year round in any permitted off leash area for dogs to 
be kept at least 10m away from young children. This has been a 
reoccurring issue where dog owners take no action to prevent, or 
to remove, dogs swarming my young children. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Avidly against off leash all year round. My experience has been that 
dog owners do not exercise any effective control over their dogs (or 
pick up after them) currently and this will likely not change or 
worsen should off leash areas be expanded to apply year round. It 
would make these areas NON family friendly and really unusable to 
families with young children or anyone who is uncomfortable 
around dogs which would be devastating as it is a family favourite 
for many.  
On leash from 9am also preferable as young children out at this 
time to avoid high UV times of day.  
Requirement for dogs to be kept at minimum 10m from children at 
all times when and where off leash is permitted also desirable. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Option 3 
Would be great to have a designated beach where dogs can be off 
all year round 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Having 2 dogs that we care for,we frequently walk the track along 
the grassed areas.Our dogs are on a leash at all times and I believe 
this is the only way to combat unruly dogs,dogs that run at us 
scaring our aging dog and upsetting our dogs, many dogs have 
irresponsible owners who feel its their right to let their dogs run 
freely.It would also help with the dog poo problem of owners 
walking away from their dogs,not "noticing" their dog has 
pooed.There are dog parks provided for dogs to be let off their 
leash but I feel keeping dogs under control being on a leash at all 
times anywhere in public places is necessary. This would take 
increased signage and education of the public. thankyou 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I believe all dogs should be on a leash in all public areas at all times 
as I explained in detail on the previous page 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like to be able to walk my dogs without dogs off leash racing over 
to them (or me).  My dogs are little and I feel unsafe for them when 
large dogs are off leash.  I think ALL dogs should be on leash AT ALL 
TIMES in public ( a long leash is fine ). 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

on leash in all public places Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Greenacres 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Windsor Gardens 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To walk my dog(s); With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I dislike dog off leash areas because some dog owners cannot be 
trusted to know what kind of dog they have. My dogs enjoy 
meeting other dogs however they are reactive due to excitement 
and they are small. When other dogs come up without a leash and 
they are not controllable by their owner, this becomes a dangerous 
situation. It can be traumatic for all parties if my small dog 
becomes overwhelmed by an excited but uncontrolled dog off 
leash and snaps at them. Let alone the possibility of off leash dogs 
attacking other dogs and people. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be on leash at all times, there is nothing worse than 
being rushed by an off leash friendly dog! Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Dogs should always be on lead! Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

There should only be one rule - always on leash 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Need to segment beaches to allow some off leash areas at all times 
for small dogs with separate areas for bigger dogs. Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Good plan at present Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
I believe that this beach should be off leash at all times similar to 
West Besch while other beaches should have daylight savings rule. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 3 provides best result although this could be waived if 
North Haven was made off leash at all times. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times)  

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore The current option is appropriate and effective. I also agree with 
footpaths and shared paths being always on leash as designated 
under the Dog and Cat Management Act 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven I disagree with always having areas specific for on beach leashed 
dogs. This is a recipe for disaster, the dogs will not be effectively 
socialised, thus the council may raise more problems than what 
there currently are. For example, negative dog interactions on our 
beaches only accounted for 4.5% across all the council areas in 
2022. Negative dog incidents on the beach have in fact decreased 
in the past 2 years. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Option one is the most equitable and effective rule proposed. This 
is not a broken rule. 
Current daylight rules align with other councils making it easier to 
understand the rules no matter what beach you are on. 
Any enforced, on leash areas will be cost prohibited to regulate 
with all year council patrols. Currently patrols are only needed for 
daylight saving hours. 
I walk Semaphore to Largs most days and see dog owners being 
respectful when there are families, children, or exercisers by jetties, 
the owners are placing their dogs on lead if they feel there is any 
chance of not maintaining effective control of the dog(s). Indeed, I 
leash my younger of the two dogs I have, when anywhere near 
young children, whether there is a jetty or not. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Devon Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think it's important to provide a dog exclusion area for those who 
really prefer to not have any dog interaction. Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I think having a designated leash only area near busy sections is a 
really good idea. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 3 is a great way to keep everybody happy. 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations); I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight saving rules - 8pm is too late for off-leash to kick in as 
many families are settling in for the night before then meaning 
dogs miss out on important opportunities for socialisation and 
exercise at the beach - one of the only safe places to take them in 
the hot weather. Mornings are often too difficult as families need 
to juggle school/child care drop off etc before 10am. 
Dog exclusion areas - there is simply no justification for why a dog 
should be excluded from an outdoor area if restrained on a leash 
less than 2m long. Increase the punishment for not picking up after 
dogs if that's the problem but don't stop them even entering an 
area. Australia is already so far behind many other countries with 
our rules around pets. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 2: Why complicate things by adding two small 'on-leash' 
areas? Keep it simple - dogs are allowed off leash on the grass as 
long as you have them under control. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven Option 2 - again, why add complications?  
There are already time limits that dogs are allowed off lead, which 
is most of the useable part of the day during the main beach-going 
season. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The existing rules already account for keeping dogs away from 
families who are having a picnic - they are only allowed off lead 
under the effective control of the owners.  
Why is our council considering complicating the rules for residents 
and disrupting their daily routines so that for a few months of the 
year people who don't like dogs feel more comfortable sitting on 
the grass? Research clearly shows that pet ownership & dog 
walking is good for health. Why make it harder for people? 
Christian H, Bauman A, et al (2018). Encouraging Dog Walking for 
Health Promotion and Disease Prevention. American Journal of 
Lifestyle Medicine, 12(3). 
Epping, J (2011). Dog Ownership and Dog Walking to Promote 
Physical Activity and Health in Patients. Current Sports Medicine 
Reports, 10(4): 224-227. 
Lentino C, Visek AJ, et al (2012). Dog Walking Is Associated With a 
Favorable Risk Profile Independent of a Moderate to High Volume 
of Physical Activity. J of Physical Activity & Health, 9(3): 414-420. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I use the beach for recreation a lot and I am also a member of the 
Semaphore Surf Lifesaving Club and participate in patrols and club 
activities.  
I feel the current rules as they apply to the beaches work well. 
I was unaware that dogs were allowed off leash on the grassed 
area all year. Although I haven't seen this to be a problem, I think it 
has the potential to be. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I was unaware that dogs were allowed off leash on the grassed 
area all year. Although I haven't seen this to be a problem, I think it 
has the potential to be. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); For 
recreation; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I wasn't actually aware that dogs were allowed off leash on grassed 
areas, and rarely see a dog off lead other than on the actual beach. 
I would be happy for dogs to have to be on-leash around the grass 
areas surrounding the jetty's as this is where people are eating and 
children are playing on playgrounds. I believe dogs off lead should 
be reserved for the beach. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I do feel annoyed when the beach is empty on a bad weather day 
and I can't take my dog off the lead to run.. having a dog beach 
would be brilliant. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Where are the sections for dog off leash at certain times? I would 
prefer the times to be early in the morning,  so we can allow our 
dogs off leash to swim and chase a ball, but can be on a lead when 
walking back home, as they do now 
 If this doesn't change then that's ok with me. Thank you 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe beaches/shared areas should have dogs on leads at all 
times as owners/dogs can be unpredictable and time and time 
again has proven that dogs that are "friendly" are simply not, or 
they are a nuisance to other dogs on leads. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog owners need to be responsible for their pets. However, people 
need to be responsible too, and accept an acceptable risk when 
leaving the house. Accidents can happen, but banning or exclusion 
is not the answer. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

I understand the need for dogs to be onleash in busy thoroufares. Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
There is very low foot traffic during winter. Being on-leash is huge 
overkill. Dogs need exercise. Particularly through winter. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

150 to 500 is massive overkill. During daylight savings dogs should 
be off leash until exiting the sandy area. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my young 
family; With my adult friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Having dogs off leash early Saturday and Sunday morning creates a 
very good community environment.  
It’s good for people’s mental wellbeing.  
I work in the mental health area and know clients that look forward 
to this all week. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I do not agree with the off leash area at all times north of Taperoo. 
If this happens the beach area there will be over crowded and 
there will be even more dog attack incidences then what there 
already is. I would not feel comfortable taking my young family to 
my local beach if there are dogs off leash at all times. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would prefer to keep the current on and off leash times as they 
are.   
Day light saving times for dogs suit me and other times of the year 
during cooler months to have my dogs off leash to enjoy the beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Prefer the current rules. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Prefer current rules Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Prefer current rules 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Ottoway 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… When the beach is less populated, dogs should be allowed off 
leash, ie winter Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I had actually thought the 10am-8pm rule was year round! It is 
confusing when some public areas are on leash and some are off. I 
really like the idea about having a “dog beach”/off leash area 
toward north haven. I think this would entice more visitors (and 
their dogs) to the area and it’s a less used space. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I think this allows for a safer area - having dogs off leash at 
Semaphore foreshore poses a huge risk in summer, with a high 
number of people, young children using the space as it has access 
to facilities and a playground. It makes sense to have this busier 
space with dogs on leash, although monitoring this would be 
difficult. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven Don’t really use this section of beach although I see a lot of people 
walking their dogs along the marina (near the Sailmaster) who 
probably do 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I think it should be on leash on the reserves near jetties. Daylight 
savings rules on the beaches and off leash past Strathfield Tce to 
north haven. This way all users can access the beach, during peak 
times of beachgoers dogs will be on leashes and we will have a dog 
friendly space for people to walk their dogs at any time of day 
along the beach (I know this is popular in Victoria). I live on 
Strathfield Tce and would love to be able to walk up the street, 
grab a coffee and take my dog to the beach - with young children 
pre 10am and post 8pm are difficult times to manage. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Context is important. I understand and support dogs on leash at all 
times in the immediate area around Largs and Semaphore jetties. 
Daylight savings rules at North Haven Beach make sense (as they 
are) and provide balance to the community. Dogs on leash all the 
time at the northern end of North Haven Beach (including the grass 
behind it) is overkill - the walking paths, beach and grassed area 
are EXTREMELY quiet most of the year and the off leash times in 
this area provide very important amenity for our family and dog. 
Please keep existing rules. We strongly oppose the change to 'dogs 
on leash at all times' for the northern end of North Haven Beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
This is an extremely high traffic area, it makes sense to have dogs 
on leash immediately around the jetty. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven We STRONGLY OPPOSE option 2. This is a very quiet area, and the 
daylight savings rules work well. We back on to the grass affected 
by this proposal - and we don't have a backyard ( none of the 
houses along here do). They have been designed to 'spill' onto the 
grass area, and this is such an important amenity for us, our family 
and our dog. Imposing option 2 would severely limit our ability to 
exercise and socialise with our dog. The beach is not always 
suitable because of weather conditions, and my husband has a 
disability which limits his mobility. He would be unable to get down 
to the beach on most days, or even take the dog for a long leashed 
walk. Proposal 2 would limit him from taking her on a short 
unleashed walk on the surrounding grass and paths, or even throw 
a tennis ball directly outside our house. We find this proposal 
draconian and is looking to remedy a problem which doesn't exist 
given how quiet the area is. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I think on leash around jetties and daylight savings rules are the 
right mix. By having dogs off leash all the time, you create a 'doggy 
beach' rather than spreading dogs across the entire peninsula. It is 
also generally too hit for dogs on the beach during the day during 
daylight savings, so provides amenity for those to swim without 
dogs during peak times without really affecting dog owners. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have young children who love dogs, I have always taught them to 
be cautious about going up to dogs as not all dogs like to be patted. 
Having designated areas where you know dogs will be under 
control gives peace of mind for both me and children and the dogs! 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I think it's important for families to know where they can set up a 
picnic or play ball and know that dogs will be restrained. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

The shade of the jetties is often busy with young children. I think it 
would be safer to have dogs on leash around these areas 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Valley View 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe dogs should be allowed off leash in leash free areas all 
year round at all times of the day, regardless of DST Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 
Dogs should be allowed off leash all hours of the day regardless of 
DST 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Off leash timings should be all day and not dictated by DST 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Northfield 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My partner and I love going to the beach to walk our two dogs off-
lead in the warmer months. There are always many other off-lead 
dogs who are well-behaved and walking next to their owners. It is 
one of my favourite things to do with my dogs. It would be a great 
loss to us if dogs were not allowed off-lead at all, and we would 
probably never go anymore. If you must restrict the off-lead times 
then extend the daylight savings off-lead times to the rest of the 
year, so that we can at least go in the mornings. When we've gone 
in the mornings before, there are never any young families/kids, 
just other dog owners walking with their dogs off-lead like us, so I 
don't see the problem in letting dogs be allowed off-lead before 
10am, or even 9am if you must, before families arrive. If you decide 
to have no off-lead times at all then I expect you will see a decrease 
in dog owners going to the beaches, and a decrease in all those 
dogs quality of life (i.e. less exercise/stimulation/enrichment). 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven I can't see why we can't have designated off-leash times, that way 
everyone is happy. By forcing dogs to be on-leash at all times dog 
owners will never get to walk their dogs off-lead, not even in the 
quiet hours of the morning or in the middle of winter when hardly 
anyone else will be there anyway. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I think it would be hard to enforce these designated "on-lead 
zones", especially as some dogs (such as puppies) might run over 
to the on-lead area before the owner has time to get them back on 
a lead. Or owners might not know/remember exactly which areas 
are off-lead and on-lead. It would probably be easier to just have 
the same rules applied to the whole beach. But in saying that, I 
would prefer these on-lead zones over having the whole beach on-
lead. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Oakden 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… On leash if the owner doesn't have control to be able to recall the 
dog, in any circumstance Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore In close quarters e.g. jetties, crowds, dogs must be on leash, if 
there are large gaps between beach users the off leash needs to be 
allowed 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Options 2 or 3 as they both provide better protection for both dogs 
and humans near jetties etc 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; For recreation; 
To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I consider the beach my Happy Place, but I am bordering on dog 
phobic. If during my beach walk I see a dog in the distance not on a 
leash I become very nervous and alter my route to avoid near 
contact with the dog. Recently I saw a man enter the beach and 
remove his dog from the leash and it immediately ran and jumped 
up full body on another beach goer. Many, Many times someone 
with a dog has let their dog run up to me. My concern is with the 
rule about the dog being under verbal control, this is not 
happening. I don't consider the dog to be under verbal control if it 
is let loose to run up to me or anyone else for that matter. I also 
don't see how this can be monitored. For someone to then tell me 
to calm down it's only a small dog doesn't help the situation if 
someone has a real fear. I'd like to add that I have enjoyed beach 
walks during day light savings and see many dogs off the leash then 
too. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities; With my adult friends and family; With my 
young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs need off leash time for their health and wellbeing.  I am 
aware too, as a dog training instructor to the community (I am also 
a sports dog competitor) that some dogs are not as reliable off lead 
as mine are.  I feel there is a very positive role for local community 
dog clubs to educate the public about dog etiquette both on lead 
and off leash.  It is also true that a very small minority of dogs are  
not suitable to be off lead, but it is highly unfair for the vast 
majority to be disadvantaged because of the few.  It is true also 
that some people without dogs can ruin the beach experience for 
others but we don't ban people from the beach.  Overseas, many 
countries allow dogs in restaurants and on public transport. We are 
already too restrictive.  The countries that restrict dogs highly see 
way more behavioural problems in dogs than those that do not 
stop dogs from learning to partake in an active and 
environmentally fullfilling life. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I like to obedience train my dogs off leash for competition focus on 
the grassed areas as they offer the perfect distraction practice with 
passers by. I have not experienced any problems from other dogs.  
With the road so nearby, it seem that only those with dogs that 
stay close and under good control tend to have their dogs off leash 
due to the road being there.  I agree with dogs being on lead on 
the walking shared use path.  ON THAT SUBJECT THE (SILENT) 
ELECTRIC SKATE BOARDS, SCOOTERS AND BIKES, AND EVEN 
NORMAL BIKES THAT CHARGE AT HIGH SPEED ALONG THE BEACH 
ARE INCREDIBLY DANGEROUS.  IVE HAD MANY NEAR MISSES WITH 
AND WITHOUT MY DOGS.  THEY CHARGE THROUGH GROUPS OF 
FAMILIES KIDS. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven North Haven is a lovely safe beach for dogs walkers with very few 
non dog walkers, usually just a few people fishing.  We walk our 
dogs there regularly. Very, very few swimmers (ironically, even 
though the surf life saving club is there). 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 
I wonder how the 2 areas would be separated? I also think the 
proposed off lead area is too small if there were many dogs there. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The off lead area  from Strathfield Tce is too small. There is no 
parking within easy walking  distance of the beach. It needs to be 
the whole area from Chester St onwards.  
How will it be policed? How will the areas be separated? 
Keep the rules as they are. As it is, the beaches are almost deserted 
outside summer, and even then are often empty of people on 
weekdays. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Firstly, any generic rule for all dogs doesn't take into account the 
variable nature, sizes and training of dogs, so there is a collective 
approach/punishment applied by such blanket rules take into 
account. 
Secondly, any dog control rules are generally followed by 
considerate owners of well behaved dogs, while the less 
community minded dog owner with the less well behaved dogs will 
still generally ignore any regulations. 
Therefore, we and up with a situation where the good are 
restricted in their enjoyment while the less good act in an 
unrestricted manner - the end result being that there is no real 
improvement regarding poor dog behaviour but the enjoyment of 
good dog ownership is reduced. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore While keen to limit restriction on dogs being off lead, I think as the 
beach areas around the jetties are getting busier each succeeding 
year and with lots of children, etc it would be sensible to have dogs 
on leads. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
The current rules work well.  In winter few people use this beach 
other than dog walkers. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Current rules work well.  In winter few people other than dog 
walkers use the beaches.  Not sure why the all-year-round-north-
of-taperoo is not offered as a 4th option in conjunction with Option 
1.  I believe better education on what amounts to effective control 
would not go amiss either, so dog owners are more aware of the 
requirements to have their dogs off lead. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight savings restrictions on the beach should be changed to 
10am - 6pm rather than 10am - 8pm. Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Education for responsible dog ownership and also how to behave 
around dogs is paramount. Beach etiquette can be learned if 
offered in an engaging way eg leash dogs around young children. 
Punishment and patrolling should not be the first port of call. Be 
proactive not reactive. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Keep all rules as they currently are. 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To exercise; To walk my dog(s); To 
participate in environmental activities; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I don’t understand why the council is wasting so much time and 
money on this item. The current system has worked since the 
1980s. 
All this discussion about dangerous dogs, yet less than 5% of issues 
are from beach front areas. 
Go down the beach early during warm weather and see what the 
humans leave behind! That is becoming an eyesore for all visitors L! 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Why change what has been working for so long?! Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

No need to change what is already working 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules have been in place as long as I can remember.  
The daylight savings rule already allows everyone to enjoy the 
space and there literally is no one else on the beach but dog 
walkers in the non daylight savings time. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Again, change for what reason?? Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven The area stipulated is too small for on leash.  There will be too 
many dogs in the one area and I believe this could create more 
problems! 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Again restricting space for off leash will create more problems.  
What is the distance for on leash around jetties???  How is this 
monitored?  The current daylight savings rules allow everyone to 
enjoy the whole beach not just parts of it!! 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think it’s important to have responsibilities dog owners that 
exercise their dogs appropriately. Allowing dogs to run free on the 
beach during certain times means that dogs get the exercise they 
need. There are precious little places where there is space to do 
this. Keep the rules the way they are. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… A little concerned that the areas around the Jetty in the proposal 
are up to 500 meters.  This is a large area.  Our dog is always on the 
lead so does not impact us.  I do understand that Jetty areas are 
busy, and any issues are likely to be in the jetty area. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… North haven is a small beach and your proposed small off leash 
area is always completely covered in sea weed and will cause issues 
forcing off lead dogs in a small confined space. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven North haven is a small beach and your proposed off leash area is 
always completely covered in sea weed and unusable. This would 
cause issues with dogs being confined to a small area. The beach is 
hardly used over winter other than for dog walkers. Current rules 
work well.  Other countries allow dogs in cafes, accommodation 
and on planes with very few issues as they are used to mixing with 
people and other dogs, we are doing the opposite in our country. 
Our dogs are part of our families and give us so much love and joy. 
We need to give them an opportunity to live their best life. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 10-14 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; To participate in 
sport (SLS, sailing); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

No need to change the current rules. All my friends love dogs 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… the rules as they are currently, allows a family to enjoy the summer 
and also allows us to be able to walk your dog. Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As always, it's the few dog owners that spoil things for everyone, 
plus so do parents and children too.  It should be even and fair for 
both groups of people.  We all pay the same rates. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

The playground and kiosk are not near the jetty.  How about you 
make that area a dog free zone say 50m either side of the 
playground. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… North haven beach, (NHSLC end ) 
Over the past 18 months since living at north haven I have walked 
my dogs 5-6 times a week with zero issues of off leash with dogs. 
Most community members are friendly and give a wave. I believe 
dog owner should have a right to be able to let their dogs off the 
leash when they deem safe.  
Thanks  
Lee 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven Lived at North Haven for 18 months use the beach 5-6 time a week 
with my dogs and never seen or had an issue. Happy to keep it the 
same. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Options for local residents is best option. Covers for most peoples 
needs. Safe place for people to feel comfortable in the no dog 
arrears. With the off leash area at one end give both residents and 
dogs a place they can relax with the understanding 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… well trained dogs allowed off lead on beach and grasssed areas any 
time. Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Not everyone loves dogs, and some are scared have mobility issues 
sure. But dogs promote good community, and benefit health, I 
know my own health living with a chronic medical condition has 
benefitted enormously: I’m stronger happier and healthier with 
dog. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
The current rules work well. I don't see any reason for change. 
There doesn't appear to be any evidence of the need for change. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
The current rules work well. I don't see any reason for change. 
There doesn't appear to be any evidence of the need for change. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The current rules work well. I don't see any reason for change. 
There doesn't appear to be any evidence of the need for change. 
I think the options that have changing rules depending on where 
you are on the beach or foreshore, are confusing. The clearest and 
easiest to follow rules are the current rules. 
My experience, having spent time on these beaches for more than 
30 years, is that the majority of dog owners/walkers are 
responsible. They are courteous of others, with and without dogs, 
and take care of the beach by picking up rubbish and cleaning up 
after their dogs. It's a very friendly and positive community and the 
dogs are loved and cared for and have a great life too!  
There is plenty of evidence to support the view that a community 
like this, has a huge impact (positive) on the mental and physical 
health of its residents. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Windsor Gardens 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Responsible dog owners and their dogs should be able to enjoy the 
beaches freely. It’s not the same experience for the owner or the 
dog to have a dog on lead. There is nothing better than seeing a 
happy dog running and swimming on the beach.  
There are plenty of places where dogs must be on lead at all times 
or are not allowed. Whilst the beach is at its busiest, it is fair that 
dogs should be on lead but outside of this time dog owners should 
still be allowed to take their dogs to enjoy the beach lead free. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Current daylight savings rules are fine. The beach is popular in 
warmer weather with many visitors frequenting the area. Leash 
laws around the jetties are acceptable in conjunction with daylight 
savings however in winter this could be more flexible. During the 
cooler months the beach is sparsely populated and it is mainly dog 
owners. Dogs should be on leashes at all times away from the 
beach such as the grassed foreshore areas and bike path. This 
obviously does not apply to other areas such as local ovals already 
catering for dogs. 
As a side note I am the owner of a small timid dog(6kgs in weight) 
and walk the beach frequently at all times of the year. My dog is 
well controlled off leash and doesn't seek out other dogs. I have 
never once encountered a threatening situation where I or my 
timid dog were or felt at risk. At worse some of the larger breeds 
were a little playfull at times but there never appeared to be any 
aggressive behaviour. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Common areas away from the beach should be leashed all year 
round. It is for the safety of people and dogs. Unleashed dogs can 
be hit by cyclists and cars. 
While most dogs are good they are effectively under control until 
they aren't. Leashed around jetties and grassed areas and the bike 
path. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater I believe all options are viable as long as the distance from each 
jetty is limited to 150 metres for leashed dogs on the beach during 
daylight savings. If it was 500 metres that would effectively cover 
the entire distance between Semaphore and Largs Bay jetty. That 
would be an overreach especially in winter. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the current option of dogs on leash during the daylight 
savings hours. 
I go to the beach everyday in the middle of winter when there is no 
one in sight, I love letting my dog run during these times and don’t 
think it’s necessary to enforce on leash during times of the year 
when the beach isn’t used by many others. 
I do agree they need to be on leash during busy times and within 
vicinity of the jetty’s where most people hang out. 
I always leash my dog when I see about her dog or people 
approaching. But I would like off leash options when there’s no one 
else there. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I walk my dog on the beach through winter and there are many 
times when there’s no one on the beach. I like the option of letting 
him run off leash during those colder months. I’m more than happy 
to follow the on leash rules for daylight savings. 
If one area is made off leash only, it means having more dogs in a 
contained zone… and in the cooler months or times of day (6am) 
when not many people are on the beach we can’t spread out and 
stay away from each other. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); With 
my adult friends and family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

No need to change it. It works and it’s good. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

There would have to be signage along the beach so designated  
areas were clearly marked, I am concerned that too many rules 
changes along the beach could cause too much confusion 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Disgusted with your council. Only 4.8 % of dog attacks happen on 
beach so why exclude your council rate payers with dogs walking 
their dogs on the beach.  I walk 3 doggies every week on the 
Semaphore to Largs Bay kiosk walk they socialise, they play and 
Millie get her old lady joints moving she has arthritis so needs the 
softer packed sand to lubricate her joints.  I wish only the worst in 
life for anyone who stands in the way of the doggies who just want 
to have time on the beach.  Dogs running together and catching 
balls create a happy family atmosphere so banning dogs is a cruel 
and senseless thing to do.  Have respect for all life dogs count. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore There are people travelling from all over especially on weekends to 
walk their dogs at Semaphore and Largs Bay.  I have spoken to 
some of them and they need the parking and toilets so prohibiting 
them bringing dogs to run off leash means your local businesses 
loose money no more coffee shop and fish and chip shop 
purchases.  Under utilised beaches and for what because a very, 
very small chance a dog might snap at a kid throwing sand at it? 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The beach is not the most popular due to seaweed, not digs off 
leash. I believe the foreshore rules should change to on leash at all 
times as this is mainly where families meet and eat etc, not the 
beach. The beach can be busy in school holidays otherwise fairly 
empty. In fact in cool days and months the only visitors are dog 
walkers.  We help keep the beaches clean from the disgusting 
visitors and semaphore is and has always been very dog friendly 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

I believe this is where most people spend their time Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

The beach is often empty and having shared time works. I spend 
time with my family without our dogs and with them and all times 
have worked with current rules 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 20-24 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The only time my dog experiences full freedom is moments he can 
be off leash at the beach. I don’t have children, and he is like my 
son to me, for him to never have that opportunity if dogs always 
have to be on leash would be very upsetting. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As a responsible dog owner I  keep my dog on a leash during the 
prescribed times. I often see other responsible dog owners with 
their dogs on the leash during 'off leash' times. Dog owners know 
whether their dog is safe to be off a lead, or not. 
In Winter (off-leash prescribed times) there are very few - if any - 
families on the beach! Especially before 9am when all you see is 
dog walkers! 
We pay rates, we buy local products, we pick rubbish up and 
participate as part of the community, so why should we be 
discriminated against? 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Perfect plan! Suits all users of the area 
Besides, what families congregate in these areas in cold wet 
seasons, other than dog walkers! 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

500m seems a bit far, but 150 is fair 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: New Port 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My dog recently died, but loved walking on the beach and playing 
in the water. I've never encountered a dog owner on the beach 
who hasn't had good control of their dog when off-lead, and the 
vast majority of users during the current off-the-lead times are dog 
walkers - very few beachgoers without a dog. 
The rules should reflect mixed use of our beaches - dogs are 
currently only allowed off-leash for a short amount of time (in my 
opinion, these times should be extended) so banning dogs or 
making beaches leash only is not fair to rate paying and dog 
registration paying owners and dogs. I am against creating bans or 
further restrictions. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I'd prefer it if dogs were made to be on a lead at all times. Our 
greyhound must be on lead at all times. I hate it when unleashed 
dogs run up unbidden. I find it frightening. There are too many 
irresponsible owners who have no control of their pets, or just 
don't care. They think their dogs have "a right" to run free on the 
beach, foreshore. Well, I have a right to feel safe. If people want to  
let their dogs run free, I suggest they visit a fenced dog park, or 
move to a large property. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Dogs need to be on lead in public areas, for the safety of all visitors 
to the foreshore. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am ok with exclusion zones for areas of heavy traffic such as 
around jetties, but do not support them for the whole beach Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I think 2nd and 3rd options appear viable and a good compromise 
for all users 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; With my young family; For 
recreation; With my adult friends and family; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have a dog that isn’t friendly to other dogs. I’m unable to take 
mine to the beach for a walk anymore because other people let 
their dogs off lead & they can run up to my boy. 
I have mine on a lead at all times to be responsible but others are 
so careless. 
They believe that because their dog is friendly they can have off 
lead.  
They don’t appear to think about what if that other dog or person 
isn’t so friendly..  
it puts their dog at risk of attack.  
Everyone should have their dogs on a lead to be in full control at all 
times.  
I would be happy with certain zones that I know I can take my dog 
to a spot that I feel safe no other dog will be able to run up to my 
boy, I’d hate for someone’s pet be injured. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I understand that dog owners want their pets to run free but it can 
be quite scary for people with genuine phobias. I walk between 
Largs and Semaphore jetties on a regular basis and am not sure of 
the leash rules, perhaps it is better signage that is required with 
the rules? 
Most times I do see dogs without leads on the grassed area next to 
the Largs beachfront cafe, so dog owners need to take 
responsibility too but who is policing this?  Visitors to the area 
most likely would not know the rules? 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; To participate in 
environmental activities; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I don't see why we need to change the current dog laws, that give 
both dog owners and non dog owners access to the beach that 
best suits their individual preferances. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I can accept that high traffic areas around the two jetty's can be 
better suited to on leash dogs. I just think this could be confusing, 
having different rules for grassed areas. I like that dog owners are 
able to make good choices about their own dogs capacity to 
behave in the areas is good for all the communal spaces. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven I feel current day light saving laws are fairer for the whole 
coastline. Option 2 could see a  an unfair concentration of dogs for 
those residents living that southern end of that area. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I maintain that current laws are adequate giving dog owners and 
those not owning dogs good clear options about what they can 
expect by dogs laws on this very popular section of the coast. I 
think the changes, which I can live with in option 2 are confusing 
and hard to know where those boundaries lie for all beach users, 
potentially causing more conflict between dog owners and non dog 
owners. Option 3 would mean higher concentration of dogs in one 
section of our beaches and unfair on residents living and visiting 
that section of the beach. Equally is would be confusing to all 
beach users where this boundaries lie. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; I don't currently 
visit() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… While I love and trust my dog, I cannot necessarily say the same 
about dogs with which I am not familiar. Many people and children 
do not know enough about dogs and too many make incorrect 
assumptions, which lead to misunderstandings and sometimes 
even injury. Dogs should be on-leash - always. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
In higher traffic areas (human and mechanical) dogs should always 
be on-leash. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation; To exercise; To walk my dog(s); 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… It would be nice to see a range of areas for dogs and their owners 
to enjoy alongside the rest of the community. For example, I 
understand that it is frustrating for owners of a reactive dog to be 
walking on the beach and have their dog approached by off leash 
dogs - for this reason, on lead at all times areas are a good thing. 
But there should also be an option for off leash at all times - 
perhaps a small section of the beach that is not so busy, as well as 
the daylight savings rules in the more popular areas. Even better, I 
would love to see separate off leash areas for big dogs and small 
dogs so all our furry friends can play safely! 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven This is a great option for dog owners with reactive dogs to enjoy 
the beach at all times of the day, as well as members of the public 
who aren't comfortable with off leash dogs. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; With my young family; To walk my 
dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The daylight savings rules have worked well for years, and are 
easily understandable. The alternatives proposed are far too 
restrictive. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
Option 2 would mean an artificial divide across what is a quiet and 
peaceful beach. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 1 is fair and is working well. 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; For recreation; Other: 
Also as a consumer - I often visit the stores and businesses in semaphore on the days 
we visit the beach() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have found that unfortunately too many dog owners don't ask 
myself or my daughter if we feel safe with their dogs. They say 
things like, "don't worry, she's friendly".  
I love dogs! My daughter loves dogs!! But we don't like dogs and 
owners that come up and jump all over us without asking. This is a 
safety issue: sometimes the dogs that are a bit aggressive.  
I've had to put my daughter behind me as two dogs started barking 
and losing it at each other.  
I also unfortunately personally know a friend who uses your area, 
whose dog bit their owner, requiring 11 stitches, and they are still 
advocating for their greyhound to be allowed off leash. This is 
madness! We don't know what kinds of dogs are off leash, as 
owners often act with their heart rather than their heads. 
As regular visitors and consumers in your area, where we spend a 
lot of our leisure time and money, I would feel a lot safer if dogs 
were always leashed, for the above reasons. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I'm concerned that this leaves it up to owners to interpret the 
meaning of "effective control". 
Even great people have blind spots when it comes to dogs and I 
don't want my daughter to be bitten!! 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I understand the on lead times on the beach, but would like to see 
them shorted to 6pm at night. It gives those that work early a 
reasonable chance to go to the beach at night at a reasonable time. 
As someone who spends a lot of time on the beach through SLS, 
there are usually low numbers on the beach after 6pm except 
those rare perfect nights through summer, in which case it is still 
packed till nightfall. Even 5pm is often empty. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Like this as well, plenty of lawn options for those that have control 
over their dogs. Lots of space for dogs to sniff and roam 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Like the on lead during daylight saving but would like to see time in 
afternoon shortened to 5or 6pm. Like on lead around jetties 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Making areas exclusively on or off leash all year round is a poor 
community decision, and a terrible environmental decision.  I 
spend a lot of time training my dog, so that she remains under 
effective control, and I can currently walk to the beach to let her off 
lead and roam.  I would have to get in my car and drive north of 
Strathfield terrace from Semaphore South to do this under the new 
rules.  Wasting petrol, adding to fumes, and creating angst towards 
the council. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I dislike dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… In winter there are only dog walkers  on the beach   . In summer 
the restrictions  of time are useful . I am off the beach before 
people arrive . 
Dogs like to swim and having yo keep them on a lead is not 
possible when swimming . 
The reserves dogs should be in leads there  
. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
Often too much seaweed up there anyway . So I like to walk the 
entire beach  the limit would make it too short . 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… 365 days I walk dog at the beach from 6am-8am never had an issue 
as a senior citizen I wont be changing the way I walk under any 
circumstances 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 20-24 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I walk my dogs at Semaphore beach every morning, rain, hail or 
shine at 6:30am with a group of other dog walkers. The ONLY 
people I ever see on the beach between 6:30am-8:00am on 
weekday mornings are dog walkers. If you want to ban dogs from 
being on the beach, you will no longer have anyone on the beach 
at these times. I am originally from Canberra and have moved here 
to study veterinary medicine and I personally believe Adelaide 
people do not leave their houses in bad weather. All winter, I do 
not see anyone on the beach. I can’t believe we would even 
consider banning dogs from being off leash or even being on the 
beach at all every day all day to make way for the minute percentile 
of people who are there and hate dogs being within their vicinity. 
Instead of just doing a blanket ban and then trying to enforce that, 
why doesn’t PAE just enforce the current rules it has in place and 
ensure that dogs who are off lead are under effective control. I 
have NEVER had a bad incident. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

See previous response. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I really hope that the people making these decisions are spending 
time in their early mornings to go down to the beaches and see 
what it is like. I am not sure what the relevance of the jetty is. As 
I’ve mentioned in previous responses, there is nobody without a 
dog on the beach before 8am on weekdays, including near the 
jetty. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Due to incidents with dogs in the past, both myself and my teenage 
son are scared of dogs, and every time we visit a beach there are 
dogs off leash running up to us, jumping up at us with their owner 
usually far away trying to recall them but being ignore by the dog. 
This happens also during the on leash hours. Very scary for us! I 
would love a dog free area that we could visit. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I wish to inform those who it concerns that we have a 11 month 
old Kelpie that needs a good run and is well behaved and loves 
going into the water. Having dogs off leash early in the morning is 
enough restrictions during daylight saving in the warmer months. 
Colder months it is irrelevant. All dogs love the freedom and 
exercise of the beach. Maybe having allocated areas for dogs off 
leash is an option at certain times. Don't punish the dogs to try to 
please those who don't appreciate the extent of their preferences. 
It will make it a lonely quiet place to be if you see how happy 
people are to see a dog loving the beach and able to interact with 
them. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 
I think the current restrictions are enough. Colder months it 
doesn't matter as much. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Having all these rules complicates it all,how do you know how far 
to put a dog on leash and where to go, what times can they be off. 
Having dogs on leash around 10metres of a jetty seems fair enough 
and easier to judge. Option 3 needs an area off leash for those who 
live south  of semaphore. Two areas would be fairer, and don't 
have to be as large an area. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… There is no need to force dogs on lead at all times.  The current 
rules daylight saving work well and there is no need to change this.  
The whole community needs to be able to cohabitate and 
participate in various past times and interests.  Dogs are a very 
important piece of many people’s lives and the ability to exercise 
them.  I have no idea what the drive for this enquiry is but I hope 
that a common sense solution is found. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I see absolutely no reason for changing the current arrangement.  It 
works well and is an important part of many rate payers lives.  
Often during off leash periods dogs and their owners are the only 
ones on the beach and at other times my experience has been of 
extremely respectful dog owners and dogs.  I have not heard of any 
negative dog interactions and this would seem to be supported by 
the evidence over the past 2 years which I understand shows a 
decrease in incidence. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I love the beach. My dog Marley loves the beach. My husband and I 
thoroughly enjoy taking Marley to the beach so she has 
somewhere to run around off-leash that’s an open space where 
she doesn’t feel restricted (being a anxious dog on lead, that 
doesn’t enjoy the confined spaces of the dog park (As much as I do 
love dog parks))  
Along with Marley, I too have anxiety and suffer from depression. 
Without this daily outing that Marley and I have of running along 
the beach together then we would both be stuck inside all day with 
not a lot of socialising (on both our parts) Having the option to take 
Marley to the beach and get outside has been a huge help for both 
our mental health illnesses and has helped both of our confidence.  
Thank you kindly, 
Aleisha and Marley 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater I love the beach. My dog Marley loves the beach. My husband and I 
thoroughly enjoy taking Marley to the beach so she has 
somewhere to run around off-leash that’s an open space where 
she doesn’t feel restricted (being a anxious dog on lead, that 
doesn’t enjoy the confined spaces of the dog park (As much as I do 
love dog parks))  
Along with Marley, I too have anxiety and suffer from depression. 
Without this daily outing that Marley and I have of running along 
the beach together then we would both be stuck inside all day with 
not a lot of socialising (on both our parts) Having the option to take 
Marley to the beach and get outside has been a huge help for both 
our mental health illnesses and has helped both of our confidence.  
Thank you kindly, 
Aleisha and Marley 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… After visiting the beach today and had a dog off leash charge at my 
two greyhounds, I and my daughter were left shaken. This was 
around 6pm. The owner unfortunately did not have voice recall of 
her small dog, one of my dogs became reactive and my other 
nearly pulled his collar off. Please do make these very popular 
public spaces leads on for safety for animals and humans 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

All animals should be on leash for everyone’s safety Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Responsibility dog owners will keep dangerous dogs on leads at all 
time. But there should be at least 1 beach in Adelaide where dogs 
can enjoy themselves. I understand it shouldn't be a busy beach 
but inbetqeen Semaphore and Tennyson or Semaphore and North 
haven should be 1 dog friendly beach. People could decide then if 
they want to go there or on a dog on lead beach. I think that would 
be a win win for everyone 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

Nit the busiest beach. Make it dog friendly! Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The vast majority of  dogs are well behaved and similarly most dog 
owners are responsible. I have walked my dogs at  Semaphore 
beach on and off the leash for 35 years without incident. There is 
no need for change. 
In this isolating time do not underestimate the way dog walking 
builds community and provides social exchange between young 
and old. 
Also the changes are very human privileging denying other species 
the right to use beaches unhindered or unchained. It’s a very 
conservative attitude at a time when ethics is willing to explore the 
rights of the non human. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Glanville 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I dislike dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The path along the foreshore is, in my opinion, ONLY for walkers, 
runners and cyclists. If only one area is kept as a Leash-only area, 
please keep this as the first priority. Cyclists and elderly walkers can 
be (and have been) injured by tripping over dogs, and runners are 
at risk of large, active dogs chasing them and thinking it's a game. I 
can live with the grassed area being off-leash, but I am sick of 
encountering dogs running towards me on the path when I walk or 
run each day in the early morning.    
I think it is reasonable that dog-owners use the beaches Off-leash 
before 10am and after 7pm, and Lease-only on weekends and 
every day during the summer: Dec-Feb, when young children may 
be on the beach. No matter how well-trained the dog, preschoolers 
are never 100% safe around dogs off leash. Where there is a 
decision between being Child-safe and Dog-friendly, I would much 
prefer that the Council chooses Child-safe; they don't vote but they 
are also residents.      
Thank you. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Option 2 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Option 2 provides families with young children with a safe space. 
There are plenty of other areas where people can allow their dog 
to exercise so this seems fair. 100m either side of the Jetty and on 
the Jetty itself seem to be a reasonable distance. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Prefer as it is as or even off lead at all times - it is very hard to walk 
two active dogs on lead on a beach together. Let’s face it beaches 
are pretty empty during the day so no point to have dog on lead. I 
trust owners will decide what is best for their dog and surrounds. I 
guess the people who don’t will also certainly not care what rule is 
in place. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

I need one dog on and one dog off the lead :) Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Looking at Normanville why can't we just make dogs on leads a 
100m each side of the jetties. Most visitors and people in general 
only use that part of the beach anyway. This will allow to keep 
everything as normal for the dog walkers and the dogs. I would like 
times for on and off lead stay the same. I have lived in the area for 
14 years and to warrant these changes on people who use the 
beach everyday so a few can use it once a year is one of the 
craziest things I have ever heard. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Why don't we remove the bikes and scooter's speeding as you walk 
along the path, I see them being way more of a problem than 
someones dog. Most dog owners have good control over their dogs 
and it's only people that come for a visit that seem to have a 
problem with their animals or other people's dogs. Why should I 
and my dog suffer so that someone that only uses the area a 
couple of times a year can feel warm and fuzzy. We live work and 
spend all our time in the Semaphore area and it would be a big loss 
for the community if we loose the little things that make our 
community great. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 
No changes for the local community would be the better option for 
the rate payer. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

100m rules near the jetties would be better for having dogs on 
leads and off lead in-between the jetties at all times. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family; To 
exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Would love rules to stay the same. Most people visiting the beach 
early in morning are the are people with their well behaved dogs. 
This is one of the reasons I chose to live near the beach. In winter it 
is all people with their dogs.  
If someone is scared of dogs they can come during the time the 
dogs are required to be on a leash. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

Please keep the same Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I should have the same rights as anyone else to take my small dogs 
on the beach and exercise them and myself - how dare you try to 
take those rights away. I walk early and rarely see children and my 
naughty dog is always on a leash. I literally moved house to be 
closer to the beach for the benefit of being able to walk and swim 
with my dogs. This does not require taking the rights of everyone 
away but should focus on those who do not do the right thing. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Seriously what is wrong with you - dogs are family  
Have harsh penalties for those with naughty dogs (and kids) and 
leave us alone 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Grow up and treat us like adults - my dogs are less offensive than 
many people and their children and they love their weekly walk 
and swim 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am happy to have my dogs on lease in between 10 an 8. 
However, I am opposed to them having to be on leash on the 
beach 365 days of the year.   
I really only take them on the beach during winter as to not to 
interfere with summer beach goers.  I only ever see one or other 
two people on the beach usually they have a dog also. 
Please don’t make us a nanny state by implementing such a ban. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore I really don’t mind having dogs on leash on pathway and grassed 
areas - I think as a responsible dog owner they should be on lead in 
these areas as they are not far from the road.  However, I’m 
opposed to not allowing them off leash on the beach. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
I’m opposed to changing the current rules.  As a rate payer, I utilise 
the beach only in winter to let my dogs have a run off leash.  I feel 
if you take this from us you are removing one of the benefits of 
being a resident. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Penalties for dogs not under control should be increased.  
Also, place inspectors at beaches to enforce rules of ‘dog under 
control’ 
 Don’t penalize responsible dog owners who do the right thing and 
who live in these beautiful areas on purpose, so they can walk their 
dogs freely. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise; For recreation; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We have our own dog that we walk on the beach with a lead. We 
love dogs however we have had instances of dogs just running up 
to us, it can be quite intrusive they run all over your personal 
belongings and can be scary especially when we are with our 
grandchildren especially if it’s a larger dog. Maybe there could be 
designated areas for people to let their dogs run off the lead but 
otherwise I really feel they should be on leads. There are so many 
dogs down there it’s a bit of an overload. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

On leads please. Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As the owner of a Chihuahua who never walks further than 10 
metres away from me regardless of where we are walking; I see 
these restrictions as absolutely ridiculous. My mother in law often 
walks my dog down at Semaphore and North Haven twice a day 
and has never had an issue along these beaches with the dog being 
a threat to children, other dogs, etc. If this law is imposed it will 
very much hurt our families fitness regimes and social aspects as 
well. Luckily my partner and I live down South where our council 
respects our freedom and appreciation of the beautiful beaches we 
are blessed to have along our SA coastline. Such a shame this has 
even become an issue. If your child or dog is scared of dogs, as an 
owner/parent you have the responsibility and option to voice that 
to whoever is imposing a ‘threat’ to you in that time. I was very 
scared of dogs as a child and that didn’t mean my mum couldn’t 
take me to the park or beach. Just had to let people know of my 
fear.  
Thanks. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore As my previous statement said, I think the idea of dogs being on 
leashes is ridiculous. People have voices, use them if you have an 
issue with another dog or your child is scared but do not take away 
the freedom for  those who are genuinely enjoying fitness, leisure 
and sporting opportunities along our magnificent coastlines. If this 
chance is allowed I can guarantee it will impact not only our family 
but many more and make it much harder to stay active and enjoy 
our lives the way we should be able to. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… In my experience it is when the animals are on leash it is when the 
animal is more temperamental. Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Been walking there for years with my dogs.  Never had an issue 
with dog fights etc. Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain 
stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To 
participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate in environmental activities; With my 
adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe everyone should reasonably expect to use public spaces 
for their enjoyment as they see fit. Mandating restrictions on a 
single species of animal unfairly targets individuals and their choice 
to keep a pet. 
Responsible pet owners will do the right thing if they have 
problematic pets, irresponsible pet owners will ignore any 
mandates as enforcement is exceptionally low. This further 
disadvantages the pets and owners who will naturally do the right 
thing. 
With a pivot towards sub division and higher density housing, I 
believe open spaces should be retained for all residents. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I believe everyone should reasonably expect to use public spaces 
for their enjoyment as they see fit. Mandating restrictions on a 
single species of animal unfairly targets individuals and their choice 
to keep a pet. 
Responsible pet owners will do the right thing if they have 
problematic pets, irresponsible pet owners will ignore any 
mandates as enforcement is exceptionally low. This further 
disadvantages the pets and owners who will naturally do the right 
thing. 
With a pivot towards sub division and higher density housing, I 
believe open spaces should be retained for all residents. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven I believe everyone should reasonably expect to use public spaces 
for their enjoyment as they see fit. Mandating restrictions on a 
single species of animal unfairly targets individuals and their choice 
to keep a pet. 
Responsible pet owners will do the right thing if they have 
problematic pets, irresponsible pet owners will ignore any 
mandates as enforcement is exceptionally low. This further 
disadvantages the pets and owners who will naturally do the right 
thing. 
With a pivot towards sub division and higher density housing, I 
believe open spaces should be retained for all residents. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I believe everyone should reasonably expect to use public spaces 
for their enjoyment as they see fit. Mandating restrictions on a 
single species of animal unfairly targets individuals and their choice 
to keep a pet. 
Responsible pet owners will do the right thing if they have 
problematic pets, irresponsible pet owners will ignore any 
mandates as enforcement is exceptionally low. This further 
disadvantages the pets and owners who will naturally do the right 
thing. 
With a pivot towards sub division and higher density housing, I 
believe open spaces should be retained for all residents. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I take my dog down the beach every morning for a run I would hate 
her not be unable to go for her morning run Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… There has to be a compromise, bans all the time are unfair to dogs 
but bans at some times are suitable to accommodate other 
people's needs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

On leash near jetties makes a lot of sense, I always put my dog on 
leash near the jetties as there tends to be more people, a total ban 
along the whole beach is wrong but near jetties makes sense. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Off lead at the quiet times, in less populated areas makes sense. It 
allows the dogs to get adequate exercise without having to take a 
second trip to the dog park. If there is adequate signage, families 
can plan around that. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

That no go line is arbitrary and impossible to police Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Dogs should be able to be off leash around Jaycee Park north 
haven. The space is perfect for it. People play fetch with their dogs 
there all the time. It's wonderful 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… During daylight savings 11am -6pm no dogs on beach. Outside 
these hours on leash.  
Outside of daylight savings on Leash 11am- 4pm and off leash all 
other times.  
A dedicated all hour off leash beach! 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

No!!! Option 1 only 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Have been walking my dogs a few times a week there for years.  
Never had an issue with other dogs.   If people want dogs off the 
beach then why not do a fenced area like a Brighton in Victoria has.  
Huge area for dogs to run and swim and they are fenced in. 
Just because someone is scared of a dog the rest of the world 
shouldn’t have to suffer.  Kids can be a pain at the beach with their 
screaming and crying…..do we ask for a child free beach…no we 
don’t.  We all need to get along 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Beaches are for the use of anyone. If I walk my dog and clean up 
after it then council has no right to control this Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Leave it alone. No harm done and it is great to see dogs having so 
much fun 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I visit Semaphore beach regularly (2-3 times per week) with my 
small Jack Russel dog, he is obedient, trained and when off leash is 
always under my control. I often meet with other regular dog 
walkers on the beach, usually between 7.30 and 9.00am every 
week and they always have their dogs under control off leash. I 
have never had any issues with any other dogs what so ever and 
have always found the dog owners very friendly and respspecful of 
mine and all other people with dogs on the beach.  I will strongly 
encourage the council not to alter the status quo, it currenlty works 
well. I must also mention that my dog has never had any issues 
with any beach users that are not dog walkers. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The way things are now work well - if you go to the beach out if 
daylight savings most of the time it is empty so no need to have 
restrictions. 
Like they say - if it ain’t broke no need to fix it!!! 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Leave things as they are Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Why change things that are working well now Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We have been coming to Semaphore beach every weekend for the 
last thirty years and always walked the dogs off lease when 
permitted to do so.Semaphore beach is great for socialising the 
dogs and also to meet up with like minded people and share a cup 
of coffee at the Train Station Kiosk.It is a great place to keep fit and 
socialise. 
I think current times work well and hate to see them changed. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I would like to see the pathway along the foreshore have a speed 
limit for bike riders reduced to twenty mph as they are a hazard for 
elderly people,children and animals. 
I would like to keep option 1. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I would like to see the current rules kept the same as they currently 
are. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I walk this area with my dogs regularly & have never had an issue 
with dogs off lead. You are taking away the freedom &  fun from 
our pooches whlist they are at their happy place. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… My dogs   listen to my recall and love other dogs and people!!  
I want my dog to be able to run!!!!  
If someone has a dog that doesn’t get on with other dogs don’t 
bring it at off leash times!!! 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have a reactive dog so like to have options for on leash or off 
leash areas. Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Many families spend time on the grassed foreshore areas, 
especially near the jetties and it seems like a good idea for dogs to 
be on leads in these high-volume areas. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I like options 2 and 3 but think they may be more difficult to police. 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I visit the beach & foreshore to walk dogs with family & friends 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

I support the current daylight savings rules Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

I support current daylight saving rules Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I support current daylight savings rules 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Blair Athol 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think have designated times and areas for dogs off leash is 
reasonable. Dogs are increasing and as a state we need to 
accommodate for the demand and have open spaces for dogs. I 
regularly come in the morning to semaphore and have no issues 
with dogs running off lead as long as they are friendly. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore How are you going to mandate the on leash  rules without 
constantly finding people which will cause negative vibes for the 
area. I assume there Will be well signage up to enforce this rule. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; To walk my 
dog(s); For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate in 
environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Allowing dogs off leash and current rules to remain the same for 
North Haven beach!  Locals using this beach usually manage their 
dogs well and I see no reason to change the rules in this area! It is a 
great community feel with the local community and their pets! To 
change would adversely effect ours and our dogs quality of life. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven Allowing dogs off leash and current rules to remain the same for 
North Haven beach!  Locals using this beach usually manage their 
dogs well and I see no reason to change the rules in this area! It is a 
great community feel with the local community and their pets! To 
change would adversely effect ours and our dogs quality of life. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my young 
family; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I dont believe any area of the beach should have dogs off-leash all 
times, we need to feel safe when going to the beach, especially 
when taking children. I see many dog owners taking their dogs to 
the beach during the off leash times and they have no concept of 
effective control, in particular dog owners who take multiple dogs, 
they allow their dogs to move and maneuver their way around 
other peoples dogs and other people, even when the other 
persons dogs are on leads and the other person is showing fear 
from the dogs, we all know they are pack animals and this lack of 
effective control can have serious injury and potentially legal 
consequences, so lets limit the potential exposure to injury, by 
limiting the time when dogs can be off the leash. I believe the time 
that dogs should be allowed off leash is before 10am and after 
8.00am all year round. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I do not believe any dog should be allowed off leash within 200 
meters of a childrens playground or a public BBQ area, the reasons 
are obvious in relation to childrens safety and the enjoying a family 
outing without the disruption of off lead dogs being attracted. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
The area north of the entrance is used for the surf life saving club 
including Childrens training, hence in full support. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The Jetty area is supported well by families should be safe  and i 
support a 200m zone. 
The concept of allowing the area between North Haven break 
water and Taperoo all the time is irresponsible, why penalise a 
certain area and what is the selection critera based around, this 
selection process was not mentioned anywhere. There is a new 
beach side housing complex at Taperroo, these residents 
purchased a beach side property for them and their immediate 
family members to enjoy the beach, why should they be subjected 
to unfair treatment. 
I dont believe any area of the beach should have dogs off-leash all 
times, we need some time to feel safe when going to the beach, 
especially with children. I see dog owners taking dogs to the beach 
during the off leash times and they have no concept of effective 
control, dog owners who take multiple dogs, they allow their dogs 
to move their way around other peoples dogs and people, even 
when other dogs are on leads and the other person is showing fear. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The daylight savings rules sometimes feel a little restrictive, 
especially during the weekdays. 10am to 8pm makes sense during 
the long summer weekends, but perhaps during weekdays when 
the beaches aren't so busy it could be brought back to 7pm so we 
don't have to walk our dogs so late. 
That said, what good are rules if they are not enforced? Plenty of 
times I see dogs in on-leash areas around Semaphore (especially on 
the footpaths of Semaphore Rd) off leash, regardless of the impact 
to other community members. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore There are many places where there is no barrier between the 
foreshore reserve and the Esplanade. This poses a safety risk for 
dogs, especially if they are not under effective control. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater My main issue with the proposed changes is the unknown distance 
of the on-leash zone around the jetties. The idea makes sense, but 
given there is only ~1.5-1.6km between Semaphore and Largs 
jetties, a 500m on-leash zone would only leave around one-third of 
the distance available for off-leash walking/play. For those dog 
owners who use the jetties as a start and end point this would 
definitely reduce the amenity of the beach for our dogs, especially 
if it is a year-round restriction. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Being able to walk my dogs off leash on the beach is what I love 
most about living where I live. It is very important for me that I be 
able continue to do this. 
I am content with the way things are now. My concern is that 
changes to other areas will change where other people choose to 
go. It may lead to an increase in people/dogs in the patch of beach 
I use regularly (taperoo end). While I don’t want to restrict 
anybody, my preference is for a solitary walk on a less populated 
beach and choose my time accordingly. 
I can understand possible rule changes for grassed areas. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater I am content with the current rules. 
I am concerned that making changes to beach rules will change 
where people choose to walk and increase the concentration of 
dog walkers in a smaller area. 
I prefer people spread out over the current span of the beach.  
As an Introvert I am more comfortable with less people in the area 
I am walking in. Waving to regulars at a distance is fine. The closer 
people are, the more expectation there is for unwanted  social 
interaction. I am there for a walk, not to talk. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Hillcrest 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Day light savings rules are simple and easy to abide with. It 
becomes very confusing when we start on and off leash in different 
areas/times etc. I feel this has been working ok and not even sure 
why it needs to be changed. I understand there are people who 
would like to have off leash areas all the times as well as people 
who are scared of dogs and will prefer if they are on leash all the 
time. I don't like the dog exclusion areas. If dogs are on leash they 
should be ok anywhere. Keep it simple I say. Easier to comply (for 
people) easier to control (for you) 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Due to the paths being 'on leash' at all times I think it gets very 
confusing for people. Leash on/leash off depending where you are 
walking. That is why I don't think Off-leash in the grassed areas 
work as dogs will be running around. 
I like the second option as those particular areas are usually very 
crowded and I think having dogs on leash there at all times will be 
good for all concerned. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
I am not very familiar with this area so happy to go with majority 
on this one. 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I think the current rules are ok and don't see a need to change 
them. 
I can live with either of the other 2 options though once again I 
think it becomes confusing when you have areas on/off leash. 
I believe that people get it right when it is a simple rule, especially 
if we consider non English speaking people. 
I also think it is easier to control if people know what times the dog 
is allowed off leash and what times the dog needs to be on leash. 
Simple! 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to 
certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight savings times needs to start earlier e.g. 6.00 am and then 
it would be useful. The current hours exclude us from going there 
before work. I cannot go after work, or it can be too hot for my 
black dog to go at that time. If you ever see a dog under "effective 
control" let me know. I've never come across one, they just do 
what they want, go as far as they want. Owners are not 
responsible. Owners do not train dogs on recall. 
Off leash areas all times- excludes people from going to those areas 
at all times by default, if they don't like dogs, are scared of dogs, or 
have a dog that is scared of off leash dogs. Both of these rules are 
biased towards dog owners with off leash dogs. The rest of society 
has to risk having uncontrolled dogs running at them or not go 
those areas. Beach and foreshore grassed area access should be 
biased towards non-dog owners, not towards dog owners. 
"Effective control and close to the owner" is not effective in 
practice. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore Off leash all areas makes life difficult for non-dog owners and 
others not wanting uncontrolled dogs running at them, see my 
previous comments. Dog owners do not have "effective" control of 
their dogs, 
Designated areas on leash should be bigger than designated off 
leash areas in such popular suburban beaches and foreshore 
reserves where many people come from far and wide to visit. On-
leash areas should be a minimum of 1 km long, and very clearly 
sign posted and frequently policed by the council to enforce it. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

Reasonable sized on leash area is more fair for all users. Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater On leash areas around jetties should be a minimum of 1 km long, 
ideally much longer than this (3-5 km). As stated previously, rules 
should be biased towards non-dog owner/users of the beaches and 
foreshore areas, these remain the majority. The issues are that dog 
owners with dogs off leash very rarely have their dog under 
"effective control". Few can recall their dog Before it runs over to 
another dog or other people on the beach or foreshore. So the 
minority are ruining the day of the majority. You need to actually 
spend some resources on educating dog owners with off leash dogs 
on what "effective" control is and what recall is. Duty of care is a 
responsibility here. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I dislike dogs; I am scared of dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… the key phrase here is "under effective control" . If you use the 
Semaphore foreshore and beach daily, as we do, you will 
immediately see that the rules are not well posted, and NOBODY 
follows the rules. I have never in 8 years of walking the 
foreshore/beach seen an off-leash dog "under effective control". 
Please BUILD A DOG RUN. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore if you walk the foreshore daily, as we do, you will see that dogs and 
their owners do not differentiate between the footpath and the 
grassed area. Dogs running wild on the reserve ruins it for others as 
the dogs cover the entire area, they don't sit in one place. ALSO... 
DOG POO. The dog poo and bags are everywhere. Dog owners 
have abused their privilege. BUILD A DOG RUN. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

if you are elderly and disabled, the area around the jetty is 
dangerous. People on bicycles, scooters, motorized skateboards, 
and dogs, and NOBODY FOLLOWING RULES. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To exercise; For 
recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Council published that dogs were to be on-leash AT ALL TIMES. This 
is a very sensible decision for everyone except a few vocal dog 
owners who believe their dog can do no wrong. Council has clearly 
been scared into submission by aggressive dog owners (who 
probably own aggressive dogs!). I should be able to walk on the 
beach AT ANY TIME without being bothered by off-leash dogs. 
Almost every day my quiet peaceful walk is disturbed by a dog 
bounding up to me and/or owners calling 'Nelson/Fido/Spot'loudly 
as the dog ignores them. There is a new large dog playground just a 
couple of minutes further along Military Road where people can let 
them off leash. I am EXTREMELY DISAPPOINTED that council 
published a dogs on-lead policy and then lost the courage to 
enforce it. Responsible dog owners should agree that dogs should 
be on leash. As the Dog Management campaign points out, any 
dog can bite. We will hold COUNCIL responsible if so.  Please 
change the policy as planned! Thank you. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 
The on-leash at all times policy is great but that should apply 
everywhere, all the time. See my previous answer! 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

As above! On leash at all times, everywhere. Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater All these options include the phrase 'off leash under effective 
control'. We all know this is a nonsense. All dogs can bite as the 
current advertising campaign tells us vividly. And in three years of 
walking on the beach almost daily, I have NEVER seen a council 
ranger or officer enforcing this, so it's totally meaningless. If 
Council continues to allow dogs off leash you MUST undertake to 
monitor and enforce the effective control rule otherwise it's totally 
meaningless. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I do like the concepts of off lead all times and on lead at all times in 
certain specified areas. I'm not certain that dog exclusion is 
required if you have on lead at all time areas. I think daylight saving 
rules complicate the issue and rules should be simple if you expect 
users to understand and willingly obey them 
An off lead at all times area would prove popular. I currently walk 
the beach each day between Strathfield Terrace and the Taperoo 
breakwater with my dog and there are usually few users of the 
beach without dogs in that area, and in fact few users in general 
because it is an area that is often covered in seaweed. The majority 
of dog users currently walk their dogs off lead in that area so it is 
reasonably good concept to use that area as an off lead area. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
On leash is a sensible option in areas that small children are 
present. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
It is a reasonable sharing of use to have an on leash area so that 
small children can feel safe. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I do like the concepts of off lead all times and on lead at all times in 
certain specified areas. Daylight saving rules complicate the issue 
and rules should be simple if you expect users to understand and 
willingly obey them 
An off lead at all times area would prove popular. I currently walk 
the beach each day between Strathfield Terrace and the Taperoo 
breakwater with my dog and there are usually few users of the 
beach without dogs in that area, and in fact few users in general 
because it is an area that is often covered in seaweed. The majority 
of dog users currently walk their dogs off lead in that area so it is 
reasonably good concept to use that area as an off lead area for 
the community. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my young 
family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules around dogs are fine as they are. Please don’t 
further restrict people’s lives through harsher rules. With so many 
single households now, pets and primarily dogs, are now a critical 
part of people’s lives and mental health. They bring people 
together and help connect communities. There are so many places 
places that now restrict dogs. It’s completely backwards. Other 
countries approach this very differently and embrace dogs as part 
of the community. Learn from other countries rules. The very small 
number of issues involving dogs should not wreak it for the rest of 
us who are responsible dog owners. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I’m ok with more rules on the grassed area. I usually walk there at 
night in winter so no one is around and my dog can be off lead. It’s 
busy in summer so I get the need to have tighter controls. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven What a stupid idea. I’d actually suggest this area should a dog off 
lead all year. Where in the options is an area for dogs to be off lead 
all year? I drive to west beach all summer because PAE Council 
don’t off any off leash areas. Unfair. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Not necessary. With the day light saving restrictions in place this 
change to limit digs around the jetties is not needed. Outside of 
day light saving the vast majority of the people on the beach are 
dogs owners. There is one cranky lady who walks Largs to 
Semaphore. I bet she’s the one that’s started this whole review! 
She should get a dog! 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Female Suburb: Osborne 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have a small dog which has been attack d by big dogs off lead at 
North Haven beach. Unfortunately dogs are mainly not under voice 
control of their owners. And dogs are not always predictable. Some 
early morning and late night opportunities for dogs to be off leash 
can work well and be fair to all. HATE A BLANKET BAN ON DOGS 
OFF LEASH. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 20-24 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be allowed off lead but under effective control AT ALL 
TIMES. This gives owners who have reactive, anti social, or less 
obedient dogs an obligation to stay on lead (and they usually do!). 
There is a very clear un spoken rule amongst the residents who 
walk their dogs on the beach and reserves - if your dog is on the 
lead, I’ll call mine back and keep it leashed until we pass each 
other. If yours if off lead, I will allow mine to say hello / play. IT 
WORKS! Realistically, the people who use these areas the most are 
the dogs. Most use it at least twice a day, all year round. The dog 
walkers are the ones who clean up after the recreational beach 
users constantly throughout summer. I understand the beach and 
reserves are for everyone to use, but forcing dogs who have been 
off lead in these areas their whole lives, will create conflict 
between residents and council. The regular dog walking residents 
know their dogs and make responsible decisions regarding being 
on or off the lead 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Off leash at all times is the best options. Dog owners can choose, 
based on the abilities of their dogs if being off lead is suitable. 
Residents who aren’t in the off lead areas won’t have to DRIVE 
their dogs up to the off lead areas. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 8pm is far too late to have my dog out and swimming when I start 
work at 6AM, and then I would be at work for the morning off 
leash hours. These hours only suit non-locals who come to the 
beach a few times a month and TRASH the beach as they do so. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); For recreation; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… With dog exclusion areas the opportunity for  a longer walk for 
older residents who live near the jetties is restricted. Not everyone 
has a car to drive to an off leash area. The current daylight saving 
rules allow people to walk their dogs freely and don’t interfere 
with the majority of beach goers who arrive after 10 in summer 
and are predominantly absent during winter. 
Thankyou 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
Has anyone actually surveyed the number of people who actually 
visit North Haven beach ? 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Some dogs are reactive on leash with other dogs. If a dog is under 
effective control off leash what difference does it make walking 
past the jetties? 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); For recreation; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dog rules in place to day light savings.  
The dog on leash areas definitely keep us from visiting semaphore 
& PA during the day throughout daylight savings, which is 
disappointing. 
 There is far too little off leash time during day light savings for 
reserves & beach time. If under effective control I don’t understand 
why a portion of beach isn’t assigned to dog off leash area. 
Ridiculous having west beach & south of Adelaide as the only 
options of metro beach areas where dogs are allowed off lead year 
round. Myself & MANY others want this changed. Please :) 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 75-79 Gender: Male Suburb: Woodville Gardens 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family; To 
exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We visit semaphore daily to walk our dog and to exercise, we also 
meet up , we with others we also regularly go to the Cafe daily Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 

them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Providing the dogs are well behaved and under good control, we 
have our dog on leading these areas for safety and peace of mind 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
We have no interest in the North haven area, we only visit 
semaphore 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To 
participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate in environmental activities; With my 
adult friends and family; With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Woodville Gardens 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; For recreation; 
To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I really love the idea of an on leash area near the largs and 
semaphore jetties. My dog is a rescue from the AWL and is 
reactive, and my friend is fearful of dogs. So creating safer spaces, 
where there is no risk of off lead dogs creating stress/anxiety would 
be amazing. It would also be great for community members with 
young children, keeping them safer by having areas they can enjoy 
without off lead dogs around.  
I'm not as keen on a no dog zone. Dogs are part of the family. A 
major activity of going to the beach is a family walk, which might 
become difficult if there were stretches the dog was not allowed 
into. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore Grassy areas are a popular location for family BBQs and gatherings. 
Having on-lead areas for dogs would be good. Off lead dogs are at 
risk of getting into the belongings of other community members, 
which could include foods poisonous to dogs. People who are 
anxious/fearful of dogs, and small children should have grassed 
foreshore areas they can go to where dogs must be on lead. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater On leash around jetties would be brilliant. You never know which 
dogs are going to react to each other, requiring leads in these areas 
gives anxious dogs a space to enjoy the beach with their owners 
having control over how close they get to other dogs. Community 
members fearful of dogs will also be more at ease in these areas 
with the risk of an off lead dog running up to them removed. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules  

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… If something isn’t broken, don’t try to fix it. Leave it well alone. 
What an absolute waste of time and money. 
The people who own the dogs that cause problems will not abide 
by any rules.  
Responsible dog owners do not cause any problems. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

Crazy idea. Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules work for us.  
I walk our dog every morning from Noonies up to Semaphore/Largs 
Jetty on the beach and then usually back along the foreshore path. 
Once the weather improves we sometimes go in the evening 
before sunset. 
Through the winter months you ONLY see dog walkers on the 
beach/foreshore and a blanket ban on off-leash times would not 
make any sense at all.  
I'm not sure why PAE have spent so much time and money on this 
consultation when there is clearly nothing wrong with the current 
rules in place.  
If you change the rules, the people that do not obey them now, will 
continue to not obey them. You will just penalise EVERYONE 
instead of policing the rules and giving visitors warnings/expiation 
notices. 
Who at PAE hate dogs and dog walkers? 
I personally picked up 2 poo bags worth of rubbish this morning 
from the beach alone, are you going to send more staff to clean the 
beaches if you discourage dog walkers? 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore The on-leash areas in Option 2 should only be in place for Daylight 
Savings or Summer weekends. As I've previous mentioned, you do 
not see anyone apart from dog walkers through most of the winter 
months (we are the only ones crazy enough to be down there). 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven North Haven beach tends to be much quieter than 
Semaphore/Largs and this is a great place to take dogs that might 
not want to interact with other dogs as much.  
The North end is often completely covered in seagrass and not very 
accessible at all times. 
Current rules that in place work well for this area. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater It's interesting that you have 2 anti dog options and the only 1 good 
one for dog walkers and this is what we currently have. 
I personally think that 100m either side of each jetty would be 
more than enough space. If you allowed 500m in total either side 
of both jetties this would exclude a massive amount of the beach. 
There are dog walkers with limited mobility that use the jetty for 
access to the beach, they would not be able to do this with this 
option. The current accessible options need people to walk over 
quite a lot of the beach to get to the water. 
Again you have no allowance for winter/daylight savings for 
options 2 and 3, I will repeat myself. The only people using the 
beach in winter are dog walkers, there should always be daylight 
saving/winter allowances in the rules. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater We have lived at Semaphore South for 15 years and have always 
walked our dog on the beach in the mornings. During winter the 
only people on the beach are local people with dogs. Obviously 
during summer there are more people using the beach, so the 
current day light savings rules make sense. It seems ridiculous to 
penalise the majority of people who use the beach year round. 
Discouraging people from exercising on the beach first thing in the 
mornings seems counter intuitive to the promotion of good 
lifestyle choices.  
All of the dogs on the beach that I have ever encounter are 
extremely well behaved and friendly (as they are there everyday). I 
understand that during peak times on the beach it is not practical 
to have dogs off leash, but the majority of owners can recognise 
this for themselves and leash their dog when appropriate. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As someone who has two young children who both have been 
traumatized by incidents on the beach with dogs and irresponsible 
owners, I would prefer that dogs remain on-leash as much as 
possible. Dog exclusion areas and on-leash areas mean that every 
person can enjoy the beach without having to worry how 
obedient/well behaved a dog is. I don't see why the council should 
make provisions for dogs to be off lead on the beach, our rates 
already pay for dog parks. Why should extra provisions be made 
because someone buys the wrong breed/size of dog suitable for 
their living situation? If all dog owners were responsible and 
trained their pets properly there would be no problem, 
unfortunately this is not the case and so rules need to be in place 
to protect the public from owners that do not 'do the right thing'. 
Allowing an off-leash area on the beach is a slippery slope because 
it is a self policing principle, so all it takes is one poorly trained dog 
to race off and potentially hurt someone. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore As the council cannot police or guarantee the behaviour of every 
dog in these areas it is best to err on side of caution and provide 
areas that guarantee the public's safety. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven I'm a local to this beach with two young kids, both of whom are 
now terrified of dogs because of incidents there. Last summer my 
family was down at North Haven beach for the afternoon when a 
woman decided to take her Labrador off leash and start pitching a 
tennis ball down the beach towards we had set up for the day. The 
40kg dog leapt for the ball, narrowly missing my 15kg, 3 year old 
son. Had the dog hit him, we would off been going to the hospital 
for sure. The woman seemed ignorant to the fact that she was 
putting my kids in danger until I raised it with her. The incident 
terrified my son and has had a profound affect on interactions with 
dogs. Because of this I am hyper-vigilant at the beach and I so 
observe owner/dog interactions quite closely. The amount of dogs 
that can't/won't obey a command is concerning to say the least. 
Option 2 at least gives me some peace of mind that I can take my 
kids to the beach without them being further traumatised, injured 
or worse. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Owners already get dog parks paid for by our rates, public spaces 
should not have to be sacrificed further to this. Owners should buy 
breeds appropriate for their living conditions, if you don't have 
space on your property for your dog to run, don't buy a breeds that 
need to run so much. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… walking my dog on lead and off is very important to me. This is the 
reason I moved to Largs Bay. Most of locals abide by the rules. 
Sunday mornings are terrible at the beach so I avoid this day. Alot 
of people come from outside the area. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; With my adult friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs are not under effective control unless they are on a leash.  
Mum was bitten by a dog at the Taperoo beach. Our dog was bitten 
in Largs Bay surrounding streets by an unleashed dog. Our 
daughter has a dog phobia thanks to an uncontrolled dog on beach 
rushing at her as a child. 
Community areas are primarily for humans to enjoy with or 
without dogs but if we can't enjoy these areas due to unleashed 
dogs - you have failed us. 
There are dog parks for unleashed dogs to enjoy at their own risk. 
Beaches, foreshore, ovals are predominately for the enjoyment of 
the people. All people, not just those who want to let their dogs 
run free to scare and bite other people and other dogs, as dogs are 
never under effective control when they are not on a leash. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore Dogs are not under effective control unless they are on a leash.  
Mum was bitten by a dog at the Taperoo beach. Our dog was bitten 
in Largs Bay surrounding streets by an unleashed dog. Our 
daughter has a dog phobia thanks to an uncontrolled dog on beach 
rushing at her as a child. 
Community areas are primarily for humans to enjoy with or 
without dogs but if we can't enjoy these areas due to unleashed 
dogs - you have failed us. 
There are dog parks for unleashed dogs to enjoy at their own risk. 
Beaches, foreshore, ovals are predominately for the enjoyment of 
the people. All people, not just those who want to let their dogs 
run free to scare and bite other people and other dogs, as dogs are 
never under effective control when they are not on a leash. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven Dogs are not under effective control unless they are on a leash.  
Mum was bitten by a dog at the Taperoo beach. Our dog was bitten 
in Largs Bay surrounding streets by an unleashed dog. Our 
daughter has a dog phobia thanks to an uncontrolled dog on beach 
rushing at her as a child. 
Community areas are primarily for humans to enjoy with or 
without dogs but if we can't enjoy these areas due to unleashed 
dogs - you have failed us. 
There are dog parks for unleashed dogs to enjoy at their own risk. 
Beaches, foreshore, ovals are predominately for the enjoyment of 
the people. All people, not just those who want to let their dogs 
run free to scare and bite other people and other dogs, as dogs are 
never under effective control when they are not on a leash. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Dogs are not under effective control unless they are on a leash.  
Mum was bitten by a dog at the Taperoo beach. Our dog was bitten 
in Largs Bay surrounding streets by an unleashed dog. Our 
daughter has a dog phobia thanks to an uncontrolled dog on beach 
rushing at her as a child. 
Community areas are primarily for humans to enjoy with or 
without dogs but if we can't enjoy these areas due to unleashed 
dogs - you have failed us. 
There are dog parks for unleashed dogs to enjoy at their own risk. 
Beaches, foreshore, ovals are predominately for the enjoyment of 
the people. All people, not just those who want to let their dogs 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 



 

run free to scare and bite other people and other dogs, as dogs are 
never under effective control when they are not on a leash. 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I’m happy with the daylight savings times that there are calibrated 
times for dog owners in the morning and evening on leash times 
during the day. 
This has served its purpose for many years and there’s been no as 
in zero evidence presented that this needs to change. 
I would personally like more off leash time during the day during 
daylight savings because sometimes I can’t make the morning 
times but I’m willing to support anyway.  
I can certainly live with off leash areas all the time but because I 
thought the concept was ok the last time in theory, council used 
that answer and that of others to push through seriously hated 
laws of on leash all the time on beaches dog wonders and residents 
have enjoyed for decades so I’m still wary of giving any support to 
unleashed areas all the time. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I’d be happy to support an unleashed area at Taperoo but because 
it’s coupled with silly all year round laws for leashing around jetties, 
I can’t support it. As council have heard from those deeply 
connected to the beaches and community, ad nauseam, the 
beaches of the Le Fevre Peninsula are empty of people during 
winter and much of spring and Autumn. Changes to these laws are 
petty and unnecessary. 
Honestly what is the actual problem here that council has spent 
two years trying to change? No sound evidence nor rationale has 
been provided for changing the current laws except vague 
mutterings about dog behaviour and incidents that have never 
been proved.  
The peninsula is probably the most dog friendly parts of this state 
and there is absolutely zero reason to try and disrupt that. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Prefer to keep status quo on North Haven & Semaphore beach’s. 
Agree that dogs should be on leash on footpaths Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times)  

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); With 
my adult friends and family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Not only do most dogs require open space off lead, it's also the life 
style that attracted me to living in Largs bay / semaphore. Enjoying 
taking my family and pooches to the beach utilising the off lead 
hours which I believe works well.  
We enjoy walking from our house in Largs to semaphore beach to 
Largs bay jetty and back.  
Like many others its the life style that attracted us to living and 
staying here in Semaphore, being able to let your pooch off lead 
within the dedicated hours. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Grass eareas which are near the bike and walk way, also right on 
roads and car parks, dogs must be on leashes. I feel for the safety 
of pedestrians & dogs as well as to eliminate the risk of accidents 
that the grass eareas, dog must be on lead 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 
Keep this beach on the day light saving rules as well as semaphore 
south 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

If following the day light savings rules this is a non issue 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: New Port 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Daylight savings time - it should be guided by temp now time. 
Some days it’s so cold, none around therefore I think on those days 
dogs should be allowed to run free under supervision. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Wingfield 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think the on leash areas proposed in specific areas are a good 
idea, due to it being a mixed use area with heavy foot traffic and 
tourists. 
I think keeping the grass reserves under daylight savings time on 
lead limits is a good idea also, as it's a mixed use area and non dog 
owners would probably prefer not to have loose dogs running up to 
them while they're enjoying using the grassed areas. 
I think there also needs to be more frequent enforcement around 
people picking up after their dogs, I walk one of my dogs down 
there regularly and often have to dodge fecal landmines, for that 
reason I think the on lead during daylight savings will help rather 
than dogs running off unsupervised to poop anywhere. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am strongly in favour of leaving our on beach rules as is, being off 
leash during non daylight saving and then the on leash 10am - 
8pm, it's how it been, it works well, the amount of people down 
the beach is so minimal during winter,  only us dog lovers with our 
fur babies. 
Don't have a problem with dogs on leash in the grass area where 
the angel, kiosk area is. 
In my 11 years of taking my dog down to semaphore, I have never 
seen a serious situation with any dog. Please leave as is, people 
with dogs keep this area alive 24/7 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Like the rule as is, but can live with the grass area near and around 
jetty where kiosk and angel are 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); With 
my adult friends and family; For recreation; To exercise; Other: Donâ€™t visit if there 
is to many dogs() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Under effective control is a ridiculous rule and it doesn’t get 
followed but people or councils 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current day light savings rules work, crating zones would 
confuse people and suggest would be difficult to police Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore I own dogs and walk them off leash but I can definitely see the 
benefit of having zoned areas on the grassed foreshore for families 
to have safe environment 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Female Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
People have been walking dogs off lead here for such a long time I 
think if the rules change this drastically people will be caught out 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven How will you monitor half way of the beach? It’s also not a big area 
so there will be alot of dogs in a small space which will cause more 
issues 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

There needs to be clear signage for dogs on leash in these areas. 
However again, having a designated area means ALL dogs will be in 
those areas which could cause more issues 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the idea of a designated area for off lead all times 
 I also think we should stay with the daylight savings rules 
everywhere else ie: as per usual 
Not keen on a dog free zone on the beach but perhaps on the 
grassed area during summer holidays. I’m thinking about the 
foreshore at semaphore here when it’s really busy during summer 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership:  Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules  

Off-leash (all times)  

On-leash (all times)  

Exclusion (all times)  

Grassed Foreshore 
I feel all reserves area especially when there are people around 
dogs should be on the  lead all times of the year 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

would be nice to have a NO DOG AREA 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I have an issue with people that don’t abide by the rules and either 
don’t keep their dogs on leads at the right times or let them run up 
to my dogs. More education and classification about the meaning 
of “effective control” is needed for all dog owners. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Again “effective control” needs be very clearly defined so no dog is 
running up to another without permission. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Effective control needs to be drilled into owners and the fact that 
no dog should be running up to other dogs or people without 
permission, and that dogs should only be let off lead if they can be 
called back. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; With my young family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would love to be able to take my dog anywhere with me, and 
have him rub free, but I understand exactly why this can't happen. 
communities are full of people from all sorts of backgrounds, 
allergies etc, and I can't know who is going to be comfortable with 
a dog around them, off leash, not can I know if another dog is 
going to be okay with that! 
I frequently visit the beach with my dog, however it is difficult in 
The winter time to get there with daylight, around full time work 
hours.  
I live at the beach in the summer time, and my dog does too, 
however it is difficult for him and I to enjoy our activities (paddle 
boarding etc) when he is restricted to a lead, for a variety of 
reasons. I am all for dog on leash areas, and no dog areas, however, 
I would LOVE there to be certain beaches which are off-leash every 
day of the year (aside from plover nesting times) as my dog still 
wants to play and run in the summer time too, and I don't want to 
have to restrict that to 8pm or later. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore Yes this makes perfect sense. Semaphore is incredibly busy in the 
summer time, and adding in unleashed dogs in these spaces would 
only add to the chaos. Not to mention, the crowds are often huge, 
and it's not easy to see if another dog is walking nearby and is 
hidden behind other people. This dog may be reactive, or vice 
versa. 
Although I like the idea of dogs being leashed in these specific 
areas, I do believe it should be in effect until around 9pm or so, as 
when it is less busy, it is nice to hang out with my dog, we often 
skate/run through this area (off leash) late at night in the summer, 
or he watches me skate on the halfpipe while he chills on the grass 
watching me, or sniffing nearby. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven I don't specifically dislike either of them, i just had a different idea! 
my thoughts for having an all year round, off leash area, was to be 
around here, as it is less busy with families etc, and further away 
from the busy beaches! I think the dogs of lefevre peninsula 
deserve one space to have a spot to run about in the summer. 
Of course, there are days when it's not safe to bring your dog out in 
the heat, due to burning their paws, dehydration etc! But having 
this space as an all year round, off-leash area, allows the 
opportunity for dog owners and their dogs to go out to the beach 
and frollock around when the weather does permit! 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Yes, I LOVE option 3!! 
These beaches are a lot less busy than the beaches south of Largs, 
which makes for a great area for the pups to zoom around to their 
hearts content! It can be a space for families with their own dogs, 
to play together in the summer time, and have a late picnic at the 
beach with their dog! 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing); To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules are working, however, dogs off leash at all times 
is my preference. Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I think it’s reasonable to have a dog exclusion area around main 
traffic areas like the jetty, but the majority of users of the beach are 
clearly dog owners who want to make the most of the wide span 
between Largs bay and outer harbour 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 3 clearly the best option for all beach users 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Ethelton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; With my adult friends and family; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I feel like all the options including current ones are too confusing, if 
you're walking your dog along the beach enjoying the day, chatting 
etc, you have to stop and think which section you're on to put your 
dog on a lead to walk past a jetty for instance, why can't all grassed 
and paths be on lead at all times and the beach follow current 
daylight savings restrictions, off lead early and late and on lead 
during the day? Over thinking and excessive planning leads to 
confusion. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

The idea of designated areas along the same path is  too confusing Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater Again the idea if different rules for different sections of the same 
area is too confusing.  I also think the designated 'safe' zone of the 
jetties will create more congestion in these spaces, what is the 
difference when having picnic under the jetty or under a tree on 
the grassed area? 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs; I feel indifferent about dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I use the beach/reserve/jetty almost daily with my dog and 
family/friends for the last 6 years. I can honestly say I have RARELY 
had any issues with any dogs being off lead.  
It would be such a shame to have further restrictions put upon 
beach goers with their dogs. The majority of people do the right 
thing; and to change more rules would be disappointing. If any 
rules are changing I’d love for the restricting daylight saving hours 
to be reduced or removed to allow beach goers and dogs more 
access to the beach off lead. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, sailing); To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore Considerations needs to be given to precise locations for 
designated areas, particularly at Largs since the grassed area is 
limited and elderly people from nearby streets walk there with 
their dogs and may be unable to access the beach so some of that 
area south of the jetty should remain as current regulations. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven Since the northern end is regularly used by people launching boats, 
it's logical and safer to keep dogs away from that area. The rest of 
the beach under daylight savings rules still provides plenty of room. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater The precise distance either side of the jetties should not be more 
than 150m south and 150m north (total distance 300m at 
Semaphore, and total 300m at Largs). Otherwise, should the 
distance be up to 500m either side, that would be a 1 kilometre 
distance on-leash at Semaphore, followed by a 1km distance at 
Largs. This would, in fact, leave only a 500m stretch between 
Semaphore and Largs where dogs could be exercised off-leash. 
As an example... we access the beach at Noonies in Semaphore 
South, and walk daily up to Largs Jetty and back. That's approx. 
5.5km. If 500m either side of the jetties were to be designated as 
on-leash area, then two-thirds of that distance would be on leash 
(approx 3.0km). This isn't reasonable. 
Additionally, the designated areas should not be necessary when 
it's not Daylight Savings. In winter, very few people frequent the 
beach but dogs are walked there all year round. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: New Port 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Let's not turn into a nanny state. Owners responsibility to know 
whether they have control of their dog on or off the leash. So 
annoying during daylight savings hours, no one on beach and 
unable to let my dog off. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Let's not complicate this people. Keep it simple. What are you 
really achieving here by making a dogs go on leash. Perhaps catchy 
phase it for everyone so that they know to put their dog on leash if 
it's busy instead. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Keep it simple. Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Complicated rules confuse people. 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am perfectly happy with the way the dog rules are. They allow for 
on leash time during the peak. During non daylight savings time 
there is absolutely NO reason for on leash. The beaches are 
virtually deserted except for the regular dog walkers. We do see a 
tiny group of dogless walkers but we coexist peacefully. I would like 
to point out that Australia is a democracy and since the VAST 
majority of users during the entire year are dog walkers the current 
rules should stay in place. We are the majority. Please hear us. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore As long as we have our dogs under control why should anyone care 
if we have our dogs off? Children run feral and uncontrolled all the 
time in the foreshore so why hassle dog owners? 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven How on earth do you think dog walkers are going to be aware of 
these stupid on leash areas once we are on the sand? I will 
reiterate, for the VAST MAJORITY of the year there ARE no families 
or walkers without dogs. The tiny number we see regularly coexist 
with no issues. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater There are no issues with the current set up. Why try to mess with 
something that has worked since as long as I have walked these 
beaches (nearly 50 years) I walk daily and the issues I have come 
across can be counted on  my hands. The main issue is with aggro 
dogs who are rarely walked and are not socialised at all. They 
usually come with aggro owners from the northern suburbs.  The 
other issue I would like to highlight is that the signage on the beach 
front is all faded out and I have had a few nervous people, usually 
with tiny dogs (I have small dogs myself) who get upset when they 
see dogs off leash because they are totally sure that dogs should be 
on leash after 10. They are too stupid to be able to understand that 
the sign not stating implicitly that dogs CAN be off least at all times 
during non daylight savings time. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I believe the current rules (Option 1 for every proposed area) are 
the best option. From my experience, specially at the North Haven 
beach, there is literally no one except for dog owners walking their 
dogs during April- October.  
And not many other people during daylight saving months either. 
However, I think there could be more investment in educating dog 
owners about “off-leash” manners and also what “effective 
control” means. Your dog should NEVER approach any person or 
dog (specially a leashed dog) without permission. If your dog can’t 
do that, put them on a leash when walking past other dogs/people 
until they are trained.  
For the beaches from Semaphore to the breakwater, option 1 and 3 
seem reasonable. Option two is really restrictive for dogs and their 
owners. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

I think both options sound reasonable. Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven As mentioned earlier, this beach is virtually empty (except for dogs 
and dog guardians) all throughout April-September. Option 2 is 
extremely restrictive for dogs specially given it’s a beach most 
frequented by families with dogs.  
The current rules work well I believe. Even for me and my reactive 
pup. When I see other off leash dogs I put her back on a leash and 
most people know to not let their dogs approach us. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; Other: Fishing() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Largs North proposal 2 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Option 2 makes sense to me. Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 45-49 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… It is not reasonable that there are areas, like the grassed reserves 
from North Haven to Semaphore South where dogs are allowed to 
run free at all times. It is all well and good to say the dogs should 
be under control, but in my experience owners do not always have 
control over their dogs. I walk on the shared path along the 
foreshore daily and regularly have dogs run up to me, across my 
path while I am walking . Most are friendly, some are aggressive. I 
have witnessed people falling over dogs running across their path 
and dogs fighting. None of these animals are fully under the 
control of their owners. Dogs should be leashed at all times in 
public areas. If people want to have their dogs off leash, then they 
can use dog parks. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore See my previous comments. Neither option provides that dogs will 
be under the control of their owners at all times and ensure safety 
to all in public spaces. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… While I can understand that there are those who want to avoid 
dogs  in public and locations where off leash dogs are more likely to 
interfere with others enjoyment (eg the busier areas around the 
jetties and playgrounds) a huge number of local residents 
specifically moved to the area because of the abilith to walk or run 
with their dogs off lead on the beach. In my 10 years living here I've 
found this to be a huge part of building community. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater It will be dificult to provide clarity about where the 'on lead jetty 
areas' are for those who access the beach a significant distance 
away. If these were implemented 200m total would be ample - 
even on busier days the picnics etc are normally very close to or 
immediately under the jetties. 
If restrictions were implemented they should be balanced with the 
off lead at all times area...though pretty much the only people who 
use that strip of beach are dog walkers anyway 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I don't think realistically the North Haven beach split would work. It 
is only a small beach. 
A better breakdown of beach would be eg Largs Bay jetty to 
Osborne breakwater off leash always, Semaphore South to 
Semaphore jetty off leash always and remainder of beaches as per 
existing off leash rules. 
There are far more dog people on the beaches than non-dog. I go 
to the beach every day, all year round, and the non-dog people 
come up to say hello (often not to me, but to the dogs!) 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven I don't think splitting such a small beach will work. 
There are a lot more dog friendly people on North Haven beach 
than not. I walk daily and have people engage with our dogs even 
though they don't have dogs with them. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Male Suburb: Sefton Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 
I would like an all time off leash area if there’s an all time 
restriction too 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 
I would like an all time off leash area if there’s an all time 
restriction too 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 
Seems unnecessary and doesn’t link with the dunes entry. I don’t 
see why it needs a different approach from other beaches. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or 
situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… So often the beach is empty and it makes no sense dogs should be 
on leads. 
I do think dogs should be under effective control when there are 
children and other beach users around, this could inlcude putting 
them on lead if they are not well trained.  
In my experience it is bad dog owners who create an air of unease 
around other dogs. Sadly good dogs and owners are tarred with 
the same brush as those who do not respect other beach users. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I understand the desire for dogs on leads around busy area such as 
the Jetty. However, on lead all year round doesn't seem totally 
reasonable when there will be times there are no other beach 
suers around, it seems pointless to enforce dogs on lead at times 
like that. However dogs on leads during weekends and school 
holidays, and even evenings in the summer would make some 
sense. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 
Seems pointless to make half a beach compulsory on lead. Either 
make the whole beach or none at all. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Having a dogs off lead area all year, at the end of the beach that is 
always the quietest makes sense. If this comes with the condition 
that dogs must be on lead at the jetty then this is a good 
compromise.  
Current rules work though sometimes seems pointless having dogs 
on lead during the day in summer when there is no one else 
around. Currently I think people let dogs run free unless there are 
other beach users, this works well as it is though technically not 
abiding by the rules. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am happy with the current rules.  We work hard on ensuring our 
dogs are under our effective control at all times. 
During winter (non-daylight savings) we see almost no people on 
the beach that aren’t with dogs.  So why restrict us from those 
areas?  
During daylight savings we make the most of the offlead time 
earlier and later.  
If you restrict us to smaller areas/sections of the beach, I think 
there might actually be more issues/incidents due to higher 
concentration of dogs in a smaller area. 
I believe that the people who ruin it for us are those that won’t 
follow the rules anyway. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore We leash up on foreshore at all times anyway. So this minimally 
impacts us, although I do think current rules aren’t 
signed/indicated well enough and would recommend hang 
improving this whatever the option 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Leave as is please.  Devote time and effort on education, penalties, 
signage 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… In theory the daylight savings rule is great. But it's not enforced at 
the peak times when most recreational/casual beach goers are 
there with their dogs. Many times I've encountered dogs who have 
no recall or are aggressive towards my dog who stays on the lead 
so I can easily pick him up if there is a problem. It's really scary as a 
dog owner walking along and wondering if the next off lead dog is 
going to be the one that attacks mine. I think if people have their 
on lead beach and an off lead one further north, during daylight 
savings, then that would solve a lot of problems. 
But the biggest problem right now is that there is absolutely no 
consequence to either following or breaking the rules, and your 
proposed changes don't go far enough in curbing the issue of 
people mis managing their animals. I am really disappointed with 
this outcome as I really loved the initial plan and thought it would 
make beaches feel safe for all to use. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater As detailed in my previous response(s) I think that during daylight 
savings dogs should be on lead at all beaches/ foreshore areas at 
peak times with off leash permitted north of taperoo. It's far too 
busy with non-regular dog owners who let their dogs loose and are 
a disaster waiting to happen. If there is some enforcement of the 
rules on a 35 degree day from 4-8pm then that would be a good 
start - there are no consequences, no education and nobody is 
doing anything to help the situation at the moment to ensure dogs 
are under control when there are more people at the beach. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am a responsible dog owner and control my dog at all times. I 
leash him where needed and don’t allow him to go up to other 
people or dogs unless it is ok with the person - and dog. It is 
irresponsible dog owners that make it hard for all of us. 
I like the rules where the dogs have to be leashed at certain times 
but are allowed freedom outside of peak periods. 
I don’t think I should be excluded from areas because I have a dog. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Croydon Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The current rules are pretty good, except it would be good to have 
an area that dogs can be off leash all the time as sometimes there 
is no one at the beach 10am-8pm anyway, and it gives dog owners 
somewhere to go during the day. I am a shift worker so have many 
day times where this would be useful. I think it's fine to have some 
on leash areas so people can go there if they don't want to be 
around dogs, as long as there is somewhere else for dog owners to 
go off leash. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Hillcrest 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
Other: Fishing() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… love dogs but on the beach with people of all ages there needs to 
be respect by dog owners getting their dogs to close , Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

300 meters 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No, but 
I care for a dog(s) 

Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be on leash at all times. Many people and children 
have genuine fear of dogs. Dogs cannot be guaranteed to be well 
behaved with others at all times. What is a collective consensus of 
what is effective control? Everyones interpreting that differs 
depending on if you are a dog owner, lover, phobia or I difference. 
You can't trust any dog no matter what age or breed. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore All dogs should be on leads at all times. Not everyone is 
comfortable with dogs and that needs to be respected. Dogs 
cannot be trusted regardless of age or breed. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven Dogs must be on leads in all areas during the curfew hours. That 
way beach goers know when it is safe to go and leave the areas.Ni 
dog can be trusted regardless of age or breed. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Dogs should be on leash at all times. No dog can be trusted 
regardless of age or breed. People should be able to go to beaches 
without fear of dogs beenoff leash. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; To walk my dog(s); To 
exercise; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I prefer the option 3 for dogs on the beach between Semaphore 
South and Taperoo. 
I usually put my dogs on a lead anyway, when there are people 
present  around the jetty.  
In busy times, I always walk north, so the idea of "off beach at all 
times north of Stratfield Terrace" is good. In the winter, local dog 
walkers are usually the only people braving the beach.  
I do not like the idea of the grassed areas being off leash, as they 
are very near car parks and the road. Dangerous for dogs and for 
families with young children accessing the beach. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven It is a fairly small area. Carparking and the beach would become 
very crowded.  
In an era when we are trying to get away from fossil fuels, this will 
result in more people having to drive to go for a walk with their 
dogs. We are trying to encourage less driving and more physical 
activity in the community. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

As previously commented, this is my preferred option. 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To 
participate in environmental activities; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We enjoy walking our dogs every day on our lovely beaches Our 
dogs also lov off-leash time  
We have been walking our dogs on thew beach off-leash for over 
30 years, yes we have seen some issues but over all it works  
there are options available  for people who hate dogs  to enjoy the 
beach as well as us. 
the current offleash rules or working 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like option 3 of having the Taperoo area available for dogs to be 
walked off of leads, but I think this could be extended to just north 
of the Largs Jetty.  Most dog owners on our beach are respectful of 
others and their dogs anyway and leash a dog when necessary 
around young children or smaller dogs. I agree with dogs being on 
leads in busy areas like the Jetties and places like Semaphore, etc., 
but I think you could extend the dogs off lead area to just north of 
the Largs Jetty. Most people who use this area are locals and we 
already have a courtesy of leashing dogs when necessary, and then 
letting them off once away from others. Thank you for forming this 
committee! It makes us locals feel like we are being listened to and 

have a say!         

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Please see my previous response 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; To walk my dog(s); To 
participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Semaphore has many elderly people who walk their dogs on the 
beach regularly which provides exercise, socializing for the humans 
& dogs. Many pet owners then go to local cafes etc. Should you 
ban dogs off lead it would challenge local owners who do not drive 
, the dogs would miss out on vital exercise. Would I want to live in a 
council area that is so mean spirited? Certainly not! Would such a 
mean council policy deter new residents choosing to live in the 
area? Definitely! 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): I don't currently visit(Because dogs ate running 
free and not under effective control . As a dog reactive dog from being attacked on the 
beach by off leash dogs when he sees an OFF LEASH dog he is reactive.  
Woth lots of $$ and tome spent on training he has vastly improved and I) 

Concepts: How do you feel about… 1) All options given have very little area of on leash,where dogs can 
go safely with being around other on leash dogs.  
2) The current situation also means during the hot dangerous high 
UV times in summer is the only time I can access the beach safely 
with onleash dogs.  
3) the ends and start of designated areas will be hard to follow as 
currently not even the current rules ate followed. 
4) I'd suggest the initial option of between jetty be all year on leash 
and outside be all year off leash. You can the have easily 
measurable areas and reactive dogs can walk on the beach safely 
all year at all times fir a decent distance 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven The second option is great as there is no confusion about what 
times and the areas are a decent size for a good walk onleash with 
your dog. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
1)how will people know when and where the areas start and end.   
2) whats to stop a dogg off leash going into an onleash area off 
leash even under effective control , not even a qualified animal 
trainer can give you that garentee 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 70-74 Gender: Male Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my young family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The beaches should retain the current rules ie around daylight 
saving; 
Ok with "on lead" at & around jetty entrances & on the Jettys; 
The grassed areas could be the same as foreshore above - during 
daylight saving times there are lots of BBQ's, eating areas & people 
use picnic blankets. Many dogs when off lead, while harmless (like 
our lab/retriever) can be a nuisance as they can hang around 
looking for food & I think its reasonable that during the daylight 
saving period that dogs could be on leads from 10am to 8pm to 
avoid them being pests for family groups having food. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Set out above: 
Dogs on leads 10-8 during daylight saving due to lots of BBQ & 
eating areas plus people having picnics & many dogs off lead - 
while harmless - can be a nuisance begging for food for some folk 
& small kids 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I am happy with the current situation I lived in Semaphore for 25 
years and was always respectful of the dog rules and thanked the 
Council  for the ability to have my dogs off leash if I wanted to it 
made living at Semaphore very special 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore The pedestrian/bike path runs along this grassed area so you will 
need to cross it with your dog does that mean on leash to cross the 
path a bit of a grey area around this designated area 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… The whole reason we moved here was because we walk our dogs 
on the beach. Used to be every Sunday. Then I decided to move 
here. All because of the off leash beaches 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I love the concept of having a dogs off leash at all times area. I love 
walking the beach with my dogs and do so regularly in both winter 
and summer. I would like an area where we aren’t bothering 
people sunbathing or young families.  
Option 3 - offlead at all times is very appealing.  
I support the on lead around jetty’s.  
I prefer off lead on the grassed foreshore, but on-lead at the area 
around the jetty’s 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore I like the idea that fish are on-lead around the grasses jetty areas. 
These areas are frequented by small children and families having 
picnics. It is appropriate for dogs to remain on lead here. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 
I don’t frequent this area regularly but support that there are areas 
where  dogs remain on lead at all times. 

Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Thank you!  PLEASE let us have an off leash all year option!!  It 
works well in southern suburbs.  
It is such a long way to drive to North Glenelg or even further to 
O’Sullicans beach in summer!  My dogs love a run on the beach 
and as I work nights I can’t easily make it in the morning session. 
The evening session is totally impossible as I have to leave for work 
at 8.30pm.  
I would love to utilise the beach during the day, mid week when 
others aren’t utilising it as much! 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would like the existing rules to continue, I believe that they work 
for the majority of people Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

Why does it need to be different at north haven Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… - Like the idea of restricted zones around the jetty 
- I think the daylight savings rule is generally too long, when the 
temp drops in March the beach is generally empty (similarly 
weekdays in October) - consider reframing from 'daylight savings' 
to 'summer'. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
- Like restricted zones around jetties. 
- Think off-leash should start north of the jetty in largs. 
- Think 'daylight savings' restrictions should be changed to 
'summer' restrictions to better reflect how the beach is used. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Peterhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I love the off-leash at all times rule during winter when the beaches 
are quiet. My dog is old and blind so I often go for beach walks 
without him and I love seeing happy dogs running and playing in 
the water. The current daylight savings rules are working fine but I 
would prefer dogs to be off-leash after 7pm because it's almost 
dark by 8pm.  
There is plenty of time during the summer from 10am to 8pm for 
people to walk their reactive dogs on-leash and for people who are 
afraid of dogs to enjoy their time at the beach. A dog exclusion 
zone or permanent on-leash area around the jetties is inconvenient 
and unnecessary. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I don't think it's necessary to change the rules but Semaphore 
foreshore is busy so it would be okay to have dogs on-lead on the 
grass. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater I think the current daylight savings rules are working fine but it 
would be better if dogs can be off-lead after 7pm instead of 8pm. It 
would be really annoying for dog owners to have to put their dog 
on-lead for 500m around the jetty during winter when no-on is 
sitting on the beach anyway. I think the on-lead at all times areas 
are unnecessary. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Rosewater 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Off leash rules during daylight works well I believe for most using 
the beach. The times the beach is busy dogs must be on leash 
which is fair for non dog owners. . The earlier off leash times let’s 
dog owners use the beach to let their dogs run free. When not 
daylight saving times the beach is usually not busy mainly used by 
dog owners.  
Don’t agree with designated areas would be too confusing for most 
to know where dogs can be off leash.  
Semaphore is a popular beach for residents and visitors. At a time 
where there is great demand for owners to include dogs on 
holidays or outings Australia wide we don’t want to make our 
beaches unfriendly. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

Too restrictive to only allow off leash on this beach. Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Male Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family; To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about…  

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I am fully in favour of off-leash at all times north of Taperoo 
providing dog owners maintain effective control of their dogs, 
which may require putting them on leash at times. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Male Suburb: Exeter 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Option 1 - Leave it as it is. The rules as they stand are adequate and 
cater for all groups. It makes no sense to legislate on lease on 
beaches during the winter months when the beaches are very 
sparsely utilised. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Option 2: The grassed areas round the jetties are heavily used in 
summer by families with small children. During winter months it is 
not a problem. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

Option 1. Works well at the moment, no need to change. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Option 1: The rules are adequate as they stand 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Blair Athol 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Our dog is a very important family member and as such 
participates in all our family activities and gatherings. My daughter 
is autistic and is more relaxed when our dog is with us. 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore I feel I am very responsible with my dog and would always put her 
on a leash if there was any sign of angst with another dog or 
person. I don’t feel the need for council to tell me. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Like the idea of year round off leash areas in appropriate locations. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Grassed areas often have people eating etc, think dogs should be 
on lead. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven Don’t think any change is needed to current rules, if anything I’d 
like to see a permanent off leash area as this beach is ideal being 
semi enclosed 

Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Love the idea of an off leash area. The on leash areas are overkill. 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Female Suburb: Port Adelaide 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; To exercise; To participate in environmental activities; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I would dislike dog off leash areas to be difficult to get to and 
require a vehicle to travel  to and from eg the Taperoo beach area. Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Dislike them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Much prefer the current rules. Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Having an off leash area north of Taperoo which is inaccessible and 
unwalkable from my house is a retrograde step. One of the reasons 
and attractions to living at Port Adelaide is to be able to exercise 
the dog within walking distance to Semaphore beach. It is a very 
unattractive proposition to have to drive to Taperoo Beach to walk 
your dog off leash during daylight savings hours. 
I was looking for Council to expand the options for off leash times 
during daylight saving between Semaphore South and Largs. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Glanville 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We have a german shepherd who is extremely well trained and has 
a leg issue. Having him on lead affects his natural gate so we try to 
take him to off lead places. He can't go to dog parks because he 
isn't allowed to sprint which is what he would want to do. In 
summer swimming is great for him but it's impossible to have him 
on lead for this. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore As previously said. The more off lead areas for our boy the better 
as we have him well trained. I would not be opposed to dogs 
having to show obedience class passes to get additional approval 
to have the dog off lead. If you can show your dog is trained you 
should be able to do extra things 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

I don't mind having a leash on area if other areas allow leash off Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Can live with it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I don't mind having on leash areas with off lead alternatives 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 35-39 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; 
With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Happy with current rules of Daylight savings (on-leash 10am-8pm). 
All other times, off-leash everywhere. 99% of dog walkers are 
responsible and respect rules etc.  
As a resident, walking 3 times a day on the beach every day, I see 
how empty the beach is, especially during winter. Only dog walkers 
are using it. In summer, people respect the rule. 
When weather is bad, beaches are empty expect for dog walkers. 
Why take this away when they are the only ones using it. 
Restricting dog walkers who are all local people makes no sense. 
Making smaller areas for off-leash is OK but you are putting more 
people with dogs in one concentrated area, it becomes a dog park 
which we already have. Also making one area off-leash and 
restricting everywhere else will affect residents as many cannot 
easily get to North Haven without a car. They are no longer able to 
freely walk their dog. 
Keep rules as they are. Off-leash all other times, in all areas and on-
leash during daylight savings 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Keep rules as they are. Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

Keep rules as they are, they work. Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

Leave rules as they are - Semaphore South to Breakwater Option 1 
- Daylight savings rules (current rules) 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 50-54 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs; I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); With my adult friends and 
family; With my young family; To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I thought this was the survey about proposed changes and options, 
but there is no scope to provide feedback about options. 
I walk my dogs down the beach in the morning about 5 days a 
week year round and in non daylight savings time you could say 
95% of people down there are dog owners. On shared paths and 
around the Semaphore Jetty Cafe dogs should be on lead. But not 
within 100-150m of the jetty. Most owners are responsible and put 
them on lead near or on the jetty. Don't change the rules, monitor 
the existing ones better, and educate the community about the 
existing ones. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

The issue is more the council not monitoring the existing rules Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
Keep the existing rules and monitor them better. The rule if 
changed should be on leash immediately around jetties and busy 
grassed areas near the jetty. Not 150m from the jetty. There's not a 
lot of common sense in the proposed changes. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: I live outside PAE 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation; With my adult 
friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Very important to me as a frequent user of this area that my family 
& friends can use the space without fear of dogs who are off 
leashes. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Like it 

North On-leash Like it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

500 metres would be my preference 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): Other: With my partner & young grandchildren() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… We have had many incidents as regular local beach walkers where 
dogs off leash have knocked grandkids over / scared them & beach 
towels peed on & have encountered dog faeces left on the beach. 
Our Adult son has been attacked & bitten trying to protect his dog 
on leash..  Dogs off leash are often  unsupervised , roaming behind 
walkers or groups chatting.  
without effective control. Rules are not enforced or adhered to. 
We've had dogs over the years, always walked on leash at the 
beach & have had incidents of aggressive off leash dogs not 
controlled. We believe the onleash area needs to extend at least 
between the Semaphore & Largs jetty to cater for a wider group of 
the community. Many interstate beaches do not allow dogs at all 
where there are families  & swimmers, eg the gold coast & Byron. 
Bay. The area marked on leash is too small for the influx of tourists. 
10pm is too late for summer heat , high UV.  Many families  go 
earlier before the heat. 9am would be a compromise 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore The crux of the issue is effective control & supervision. & how this 
is monitored. With families sitting on the grass even when dog 
faeces is collected there is still a residue 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender:  Suburb: Glanville 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I feel indifferent about dogs; I dislike dogs; I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To exercise; 
For recreation; To participate in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… There are places where dogs are on leash always for the protection 
of local wildlife. There needs to be times when people with 
timid/reactive on-leash dogs, and people who are not keen/afraid 
of dogs, can access spaces knowing they will not be randomly set 
on by off-leash dogs. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Like them 

Exclusion (all times) Love them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Love it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 65-69 Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation; To participate 
in environmental activities() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As long as a dog off a leash is safe to itself and others I can not see 
why a dog should not be off a leash and enjoy itself. Most dogs are 
better behaved than children and yet we don't ask for them to be 
put on a leash. A sign to say your dog must be under your control 
at all times would be enough. 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Dislike them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore If a dog is under control it should be allowed off leash in all areas. 
Just because the odd person can not control their dog it is not fair 
on all dogs and their owners. If a dog is not under control the 
owner should be fined. Cyclist cause more problems than dogs by 
speeding. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven During the summer children love playing and swimming with their 
dogs. They are a part of the family but if we make it uncomfortable 
for people to bring their dogs they end up staying home. 
We are not teaching children to mix with their pets. 

Current Rules Dislike it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs Bay 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Majority of local residents walk their dogs down the beach daily, it 
is one of the best parts of living in the area for dog owners and to 
change those rules would be extremely disappointing 

Daylight Savings Rules Dislike them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Dislike it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender: Female Suburb: Semaphore South 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I want to be able to walk my dog on the beach without being 
accosted by other people's poorly trained dogs who are left to run 
wild. My dog has been attacked twice at the beach by off lead 
dogs, so we appreciate the daylight savings hours where we know 
all dogs are meant to be on a lead. 

Daylight Savings Rules Love them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

Daylight savings hours should apply to foreshore too Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
People need places on the beach where they can always take their 
on leash dogs and feel safe they won't be approached by off leash 
dogs. It's not fair to not have areas like this and only cater to the off 
leash crowd. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Glanville 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… DOGS ON LEAD .I am 69 years old and the distance I can walk gets 
less every year. To have the ability to walk my dog off lead would 
be very upsetting. I don't drive.  Semaphore beach is my only 
option. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

I don't drive. Semaphore beach is my only option if I want to walk 
my dog off-lead. He loves being able to go off on his own. Please do 
not deny us this small pleasure. 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 40-44 Gender: Female Suburb: North Haven 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my young family; With my adult friends 
and family; To walk my dog(s); To exercise; For recreation; To participate in sport (SLS, 
sailing)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be allowed to run off leads! It is why we moved to 
where we live, for freedom. It's the owners that need to be 
responsible for training dogs and the owners to be fined if dogs are 
not under control. Exclusion times are an unnecessary evil and 
won't fix the problem. Big fines for stupid owners is the solution to 
the problem. 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore Dogs should be allowed to run off leads. It is why we moved to 
where we live, for freedom. It's the owners that need to be 
responsible for training dogs and the owners to be fined if dogs are 
not under control. Exclusion times are an unnecessary evil and 
won't fix the problem. Big fines for stupid owners is the solution to 
the problem. 

Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven Dogs should be allowed to run off leads. It is why we moved to 
where we live, for freedom. It's the owners that need to be 
responsible for training dogs and the owners to be fined if dogs are 
not under control. Exclusion times are an unnecessary evil and 
won't fix the problem. Big fines for stupid owners is the solution to 
the problem. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Dogs should be allowed to run off leads. It is why we moved to 
where we live, for freedom. It's the owners that need to be 
responsible for training dogs and the owners to be fined if dogs are 
not under control. Exclusion times are an unnecessary evil and 
won't fix the problem. Big fines for stupid owners is the solution to 
the problem. 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Birkenhead 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; With my adult friends and family() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Blanket answers to basic questions don't give a good idea. 
Appropriate dogs, trained or at least obedient pose no threat. They 
can run onto roads so need to be restrained in some situations.  
Agressive, dogs are not welcome anytime.  
Biggest problem I had with my dog was the food left on the ground, 
chicken bones and who knows what left for the dog to scavenge. 
That was more of a problem than other dogs or children. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Like them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 
Would be happy with either option. Option 2 is how I walked my 
dog with no issues. 

Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules  

On-leash around jetties  

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 25-29 Gender: Female Suburb: Angle Park 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs; I have a reactive dog (sensitive to certain stimuli 
or situations) 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I walk my dog both summer and winter at the beach and we 
constantly have off lead dog’s approaching us, my dog is reactive 
and anxious and the current rules means it is not relaxing for us 
particularly in winter and I would opt to go to on leash areas if 
available. Currently during the winter months there is no on leash 
only areas 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Dislike it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 
The bigger the on lead area the better as I love to walk and just 
around the jetty’s would be a short distance, would love to see 
between the 2x jetties as the on lead area as that gives a good 
amount of space year round for on lead dogs only 

Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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       About contributor 

Age group:  Gender:  Suburb: Largs North 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): With my adult friends and family; To walk my 
dog(s); To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Dogs should be allowed on the lead and off the lead. Good dog 
owners will follow the rules, bad owners that allow dangerous dogs 
off the lead will allow that to happen regardless of rules.  Instead of 
changing the rules to ruin it for everyone, more policing and fines 
could be done. Dogs should be allowed off the lead at beaches and 
surrounding areas. 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Can live with 
them 

Exclusion (all times) Loathe them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Can live with it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

There's no option to allow dogs off-leash all the time. This would 
be fair to have as an option, as there is an option to have them on-
leash all the time 

Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Loathe it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 55-59 Gender: Female Suburb: Blair Athol 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I love dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s)() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… I like the concept of dogs on leashes around the piers, with daylight 
savings rules for the other parts and the dog off leash at all times 
towards North Haven, If there could be an added caution for 
people with timid dogs or aggressive dogs about going into the 
dogs off-leash area as dogs run up to each other to play and some 
people with dogs on leashes have a problem with that 

Daylight Savings Rules Like them 

Off-leash (all times) Love them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Dislike it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Love it 

North On-leash Dislike it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Like it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Love it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 60-64 Gender: Prefer 
not to say 

Suburb: Alberton 

Dog ownership: Yes Relationship with dogs: I like dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To walk my dog(s); For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… Very upset that during day light savings months I'm not able to 
enjoy late afternoon and evenings walks on the beach with my dog 
OFF LEAD like others who don't have a dog!  
Waiting until after 8pm is TOO DARK. I'm an older person and have 
vision issues and don't find it safe to walk after dark. WHY can't 
there be a section near breakwater semaphore south for dog's OFF 
LEASH.DURING DAYLIGHT SAVING for us 

Daylight Savings Rules Loathe them 

Off-leash (all times) Dislike them 

On-leash (all times) Loathe them 

Exclusion (all times) Can live with 
them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Love it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

North On-leash Loathe it 

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Can live with it 
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       About contributor 

Age group: 30-34 Gender: Male Suburb: Taperoo 

Dog ownership: No Relationship with dogs: I am scared of dogs; I dislike dogs 

Reasons to Visit (reasons don’t visit): To exercise; For recreation() 

Concepts: How do you feel about… As a beach goer who is afraid of dogs I would like to have safe 
spaces for me to enjoy the beach - as well as simplified rules that I 
can always understand and be aware of 

Daylight Savings Rules Can live with 
them 

Off-leash (all times) Loathe them 

On-leash (all times) Love them 

Exclusion (all times) Like them 

Grassed Foreshore 

 Current Rules Loathe it 

On-leash around jetties Like it 

North Haven 

 Current Rules  

North On-leash  

Semaphore South to Breakwater 

 
Current Rules Can live with it 

On-leash around jetties Love it 

On-leash around jetties, 
north off-leash 

Like it 
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Re: Pups in Public Places - Dogs on Beaches and Foreshore Reserves 
I refer to your invitation for feedback on Council's proposals for "Pups in Public Places - Dogs on Beaches and 
Foreshore Reserves." 
Grassed Foreshore Reserves 
My preference is Option 2. 
North Haven Beach 
My preference is Option 2. 
Semaphore South to North Haven Breakwater 
My preference is Option 2. 
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Brenton Thomass 
Manager - Community & Environmental Health 
Port Adelaide Enfield Council 
PO Box 110 
Port Adelaide SA 5015 

Dear Mr Thomass 

- 6 OCT 2ilZ3

CITY OF PORT ArELAIC: EtlF!ELD 

Re: Pups in Public Places - Dogs on Beaches and Foreshore Reserves 

I refer to your invitation for feedback on Council's proposal for "Pups in 

Public Places - Dogs on Beaches and Foreshore Reserves." 

Grassed Foreshore Reserves 

My preference is Option 2. 

North Haven Beach 

My preference is Option 2. 

Semaphore South to North Haven Breakwater 

My preference is Option 2. 

Yours faithfully 
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Dogs of Beaches feedback  Version 2.2 

Key considerations for review of PA&E Dog On and Off Leash Areas 

 Points noted from the GoodDogs BadDays web page:
o There were 513 hospital admissions in SA due to dog bites in 2020/21 and

500 in 2021/22.
o “Statistics from South Australia’s local Councils show that 71 per cent of

attacks happen in a public place.”
o "Dogs are much loved but we must understand that any dog can bite, even

the family pet we all believe is harmless, for a range of reasons and 
completely unexpectedly.  When they do, they can cause a lot of harm." 

 Points noted from the Adelaide Metropolitan Coast Park Concept Plan (2001)
o “Generally residents of the northern suburbs of metropolitan Adelaide

gravitate towards the Semaphore and North Haven area of the Coast Park. 
This trend will be strengthened in the future following the completion of the 
Port River Expressway.” 

o “increased demand for a safe, pleasant and convenient Coast Park
environment particularly to enhance the health and safety of people 
recreating,” 

o “a set of integrated by-laws should be developed to control the free rein of
dogs during times when the beaches are being used by others.” 

o “It is also important that by-laws relating to access for horses and dogs are
integrated and clearly signposted for beach users to avoid confusion when 
moving along the beach from one council area to another.” 

 Points noted from the 2019 Charles Sturt Council review of dog leash suitability for
the section of Coast Park from Grange Road to Marlborough Street, Henley Beach: 

o “the area of Coast Park subject to consultation has caused confusion with
dog owners and non-dog owners alike using this space, as the adjoining 
footpaths around the foreshore and prior to this section and after, have a 
requirement for dogs to be kept on leash under the Act.” 

o “it is recommended that the dog-leash laws be amended, via Council
Resolution, to require dogs to be on lead at all times whilst being within this 
section of Coast Park.” 

o “the reserve path between Grange Road and Marlborough Street, Henley
beach is now an on-lead at all times area (leads can be a maximum of 2m in 
length).” 

 Dedicated Dog Parks are a recent development providing additional areas for
safely exercising dogs off-leash:

o Roy Martin dog park, Adelaide Brighton Community Park, Semapaw park.
o and significant other off-leash areas are available including Glanville

Coachhouse Reserve, EP Nazer Reserve and John Hart Reserve.



Dogs of Beaches feedback  Version 2.2 

Personal observations on sociological changes in recent times: 

 Increased visitors to Semaphore beaches and foreshore, as predicted in the
Adelaide Metropolitan Coast Park Concept Plan, and further encouraged by the
Northern Connector.

 Increased number of dogs on the beach and foreshore grassed area since Covid.

 Significant people activity on the beach and grassed foreshore outside of daylight
saving times, particularly September and April.

o South Australian school holidays are in April and Easter Sunday can be as
late as April 25th

o Victorian School holidays are in September.

 Grandparents are regularly seen supervising young children in the foreshore
precinct while the parents are working.

o Grandparents often have reduced physical ability to protect a young child.

 Disability support workers regularly making use of the grassed foreshore and coast
path with their clients.

 Parents (and grandparents) taking children to the beach earlier and later in the day
to avoid peak sun exposure.

 Government and community group recognition and action to protect coastal sand
dunes, through which dogs regularly run.

 A significant number of dog owners do not abide by the current rules.  We live on
the esplanade at Semaphore and regularly see the existing rules being flaunted:

o Dogs not on leads on the esplanade footpaths and foreshore coast path.

o Dog droppings left on the footpaths, verge and foreshore grassed area.

o Dogs running free on the beach between 10am and 8pm during Daylight
Saving, including through the sand dunes.

o Dogs not being in close proximity to their owners.

 It is irresponsible to let unrestrained dogs interact with small children and other
vulnerable members of the community in the same public areas.

o This implies either dogs are on a short leash, or vulnerable members of the
community should be kept away.



Dogs of Beaches feedback  Version 2.2 

Comments on the Options proposed by the Dogs on Beaches Working Group 

Grassed Foreshore Reserves 

Option 1 (current rules) 

Dogs allowed off-leash at all times all year round.  On shared pathways and footpaths, 
dogs must always be on-leash. 

Option 2 

Provides a limited area of the grassed foreshore around the Semaphore and Largs jetties 
where dogs must be on-leash at all times all year round.  Outside of these areas current 
rules to apply. 

Comment 

Both options mean off-leash at all times on the grassed foreshore in front of our home. 

It is not possible to stop an off-leash dog on the grassed foreshore area from straying onto 
the coastal path.  The off-leash dog does not understand the difference between being on 
the grass or the path.  Allowing off-leash on foreshore grassed area at all times, in 
practical terms, means off-leash at all times on the coastal path. 

The grassed foreshore area from Semaphore South through to Semaphore jetty is used 
extensively on warm days for family picnics, ball games, riding bikes or scooters, using the 
showers to wash off sand, and by people jogging or walking on the path.  If there is a high 
tide and fresh sea breeze the grassed areas can become extremely busy.  The implication 
in the survey options is that if these people don’t want to be approached by dogs they 
should cram into a small area around the Semaphore Jetty. 

As a minimum the rules applying to dogs on the beach (currently on-leash from 10am to 
8pm during daylight saving) should apply to the adjacent grassed foreshore areas. 

At Semaphore the Timeball Tower Reserve is currently designated as off-leash and is 
another area where families picnic and children love rolling down the grass bank.  This 
area should also have the same rules as the grassed foreshore and the beach. 

Semaphore South to Breakwater Beaches 

Option 1 (current rules) 

During daylight saving dogs must be on leash between 10am and 8pm. 

Option 2 

Provides an area between 150 and 500 metres in total around Largs and Semaphore 
jetties where dogs are to be on-leash at all times.  Dogs would be allowed off-leash at all 
times on the beach between Strathfield Terrace and the North Haven breakwater.  In all 
other areas the current rules apply.  

Comment 

The small area around the jetties outside of daylight saving is insignificant and unlikely to 
be complied with or policed.  How many owners walking their dogs along the beach during 
the quiet winter months are going to remember to put the lead on the dog when they pass 
an imaginary line? 



Dogs of Beaches feedback  Version 2.2 

The dog off-leash beach north of Strathfield Terrace does not affect us directly, but we 
would be greatly concerned if we lived at North Largs or Taperoo   

No consideration has been given to whether the daylight savings rules are compatible with 
contemporary beach use. 

Easter Sunday can occur as late as April 25th and the South Australian school holiday 
dates are 13th to 28th April in 2024 and 12th to 27th April in 2025. 

Victoria has school holidays during September with significant numbers of interstate 
visitors to our beaches and foreshore. 

Parents with young children regularly visit the beach before 10am to minimise sun and 
heat exposure. 

The regulations need to be consistent along the Coast Park, and the relevant Councils 
should be jointly considering whether the daylight saving period and times remain 
appropriate for dogs on beach rules. 

What do we think should happen? 

We consider the decision by Council in August 2022 to make the grassed foreshore area 
on-leash at all times to be the correct one. 

If implemented the same rules would then apply to the Port Adelaide & Enfield and 
Charles Sturt sections of the Coast Park. 

There is human activity, including very young, very elderly and disabled in this area 
throughout the year, and this will only increase when the West Lakes Shore and Tennyson 
sections of the Coast Path are completed.  People have a right to use this area without 
feeling anxious or fearful about being harassed by an unrestrained dog. 

At Semaphore all grassed foreshore areas, including the Timeball Tower Reserve, should 
be on-leash at all times. 

Regarding the beach areas we would prefer dogs always to be on-leash but accept that 
the same rules should apply along the coast, which are currently 10am to 8pm on-leash 
during daylight saving. 

As discussed above, the duration and timing of the on-leash period should be reviewed 
because of changes to when people now use the beaches.  But this should be  a multi-
Council review and agreement to avoid different dates and times applying along the coast. 



Dogs of Beaches feedback  Version 2.2 
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City of Port Adelaide Enfield – Pups in Public Places - Dogs on Beaches 

Submission from BirdLife Australia 

BirdLife Australia welcomes the opportunity to provide input to the City of Port Adelaide Enfield’s 
Pups in Public Places - Dogs on Beaches community engagement. We wish to highlight the 
importance of considering the impact caused by off-leash dogs on Beach-nesting Birds, when 
developing changes to dog by-laws that cover the City of Port Adelaide Enfield beaches. 

BirdLife Australia (formerly Birds Australia) is a highly respected, science-based, not-for-profit 
conservation organisation. With our specialised knowledge and the commitment of our Australia-
wide network of 13,000 members, and more than 100,000 volunteers and supporters, we are 
dedicated to achieving outstanding conservation results for our native birds and their habitats. We 
have an extensive ongoing program of research, including our National ‘Beach-nesting Birds’ 
Program, developed to address the impacts of people and recreational activities on beaches on the 
breeding of Australia’s native resident shorebirds, such as the Hooded Plover (Thinornis cucullatus 
[formerly rubricollis]) and the Red-capped Plover (Charadrius ruficapillus). 

The Hooded Plover (Eastern) is listed as Vulnerable under the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and the South Australian National Parks and Wildlife 
Act 1972 (Schedule 8). The Hooded Plover is the most threatened beach-nesting bird in South 
Australia because it relies exclusively on ocean beach habitat for laying eggs, incubation, and raising 
chicks which cannot fly for 35 days. The chicks need to feed themselves from day one, so that means 
they will go outside the fenced area to feed on the beach and at the water’s edge.  

Whilst Red-capped Plovers are not currently listed, the continued decline over the past 15 years, in 
the Red-capped Plover population across Gulf of St Vincent is of concern. A high rate of localised 
breeding failure is likely to be the cause of this decline. (Lees, D. and Bartley, K. (2022). Shorebird 
Population Monitoring within Gulf St Vincent 2021/2022 Annual Report. BirdLife Australia report for 
the Green Adelaide Board.) 

Hooded Plovers are a national priority and threatened species. Key to conservation success has been 
the coordinated and consistent approach to monitoring, reducing threats and awareness raising in 
the community by land managers and other agencies.  

The EPBC Act affects any group or individual whose actions may have a significant impact on a 
matter of national environmental significance. This includes local councils, landowners, developers, 
industry, state and territory agencies and Commonwealth agencies. 

The Australian Government’s Conservation Advice under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act, effective from 06/11/2014 for the species, identifies management actions required 
for protection of Hooded Plovers by governments and land managers. These include:  

1. Manage the use of (and access to) key beaches for recreation when plovers are breeding
– e.g. discourage or prohibit vehicle access, horse riding and dogs from beaches; implement
temporary beach closures; erect fencing to prevent people entering.

2. Adequately police beaches to ensure compliance with regulations, especially those relating
to dog walking, and undertake a review of existing regulations to assess whether there is
room for improvement.

3. Educate the public in research, monitoring, management and advocacy efforts.

4. Incorporate requirements for the hooded plover into coastal planning and management,
and erosion control activities, including:

a) limiting levels of urban development within the coastal zone,

b) adopting evidence-based best practice,



c) consulting with relevant state and local government departments, research
organisations, and community organisations.

The Australian Government has identified all breeding territories and non-breeding flocking sites are 
of high conservation significance. 

The Beach-nesting Birds Program: 
The Beach-nesting Birds program has been operating since 2006 and has trained volunteers and 
land managers in on-ground protection of priority breeding sites, engaged with residents and schools 
to raise awareness of the plight of these birds. Working in partnership with and support from Green 
Adelaide and the National Landcare Program, in partnership with Hills and Fleurieu Landscape Board 
and councils, this has been a very effective program at boosting breeding success of these birds. 
With Green Adelaide’s support, BirdLife Australia works closely with Adelaide and Fleurieu Peninsula 
councils to offer expert advice when reviewing legislation and management plans. We collaborate 
with councils, volunteers, and other land managers, to install temporary protective fencing and 
signage at breeding sites and offer training to relevant council staff. 

Up until 2017 all Hooded Plover breeding pairs in the previous Landscape Board region, Adelaide 
and Mount Lofty Ranges (AMLR) occurred on the Fleurieu Peninsula. In 2017 the first breeding pair 
was recorded in the Adelaide metro area, nesting at Seacliff. Since then, we have had breeding pairs 
at West Beach and Henley Beach.  

In August 2022, BirdLife Australia received a report of two Hooded Plovers on North Haven Beach 
(north of the marina). When a staff member attended North Haven to confirm the sighting, a juvenile 
Hooded Plover was present. Three Hooded Plovers were also seen foraging on Bird Island, Outer 
Harbor on the 18th of August 2022. One of the adults was banded with flag ‘KV’, this individual was 
banded at Maslins Beach in December 2020 as a fledgling and thus highlights the birds are beginning 
to extend their range north along the Adelaide metro coast. 

In September 2023, a pair of Hooded Plovers bred for the first time since monitoring commenced 
with a nest containing two eggs recorded on Bird Island. This significant breeding event further 
highlights the importance of introducing protection for the threatened species via Councils by-laws. 

Hooded Plover Juvenile – North Haven  Hooded Plover nest 11th Sept, 2023 - Bird Island 

As well as the potential of Red-capped and Hooded Plover breeding areas, beaches of Port Adelaide 
may also be used outside of breeding season as ‘flocking sites” for plovers and roosting areas for 
migratory shorebirds. Active management of dogs at these locations may also be of conservation 
benefit.   

Council By-Laws: 
Whilst we do not have a record of breeding activity in the Port Adelaide Enfield area, as the population 
of Hooded Plovers slowly increases, it is expected that they will move north looking for new breeding 
territory. The habitat from Semaphore South to North Haven is suitable breeding habitat. This season 
(September 2023) a pair of Hooded Plovers have been recorded nesting on Bird Island, located a 
short distance from Outer Harbour, for the first time. This further supports our expectation that the 
birds will be looking for suitable breeding habitat in this location in future seasons. 



Monitoring of Red-capped plovers at City of Charles Sturt and Port Adelaide beaches indicates that 
dogs off leash are a significant threat to the breeding success of the Red-capped Plover at metro 
Adelaide from Semaphore South Beach to Tennyson. There have been reports of suspected chick 
deaths due to off-leash dogs, one at West Lakes Beach and a confirmed chick death due to an off-
leash dog attack at Semaphore South Beach witnessed by a BirdLife volunteer. 

BirdLife Australia supports the implementation of on-leash zones. This benefits beach 
goers and local wildlife. Our preference for North Haven is Option 2 – North on-leash area. 
Our preference for Semaphore South to Breakwater is Option 2 – On-leash around jetties. 
However, further measures need to be implemented to ensure beach-nesting bird 
breeding zones are better protected across all beaches. 

In the adjacent City of Charles Sturt Hooded Plover nesting territories, monitoring since 2019 when 
Hooded Plovers first nested at City of Charles Sturt sites indicates significant levels of beach usage 
and a substantial risk of nest disturbance from beach walkers and off leash dogs at the site.  

Leashing regulations and fencing of nesting territories is a proven and effective management practice 
for this species supported by over a decade’s worth of research across Victoria and South Australia. 

The introduction of by-laws to better protect threatened wildlife is supportive of the Dog and Cat 
Management Act and the National Parks and Wildlife Act. With regards to the Dog and Cat 
Management Act 1995, control orders for dangerous and menacing dogs include clauses relating to 
a dog that has attacked, harassed or chased a person or an animal or bird, or is likely to do so, in 
circumstances that would constitute an offence against this or any other Act.  

With regards to the other Acts, it is also an offence under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1972 
with regards to the molestation of protected animals, it is an offence for a person to cause or permit 
the interference with, harassment or molestation of, a protected animal. 

As ideal habitat for Beach-nesting Birds exists between Semaphore South and North 
Haven, we would like to see the provision of temporary on-leash zones included in your 
by-laws, aligning with other Adelaide metro and Fleurieu Peninsula councils. City of 
Charles Sturt, City of Holdfast Bay and City of Onkaparinga councils all have a by-law 
requiring dogs to be leashed for 100 metres, at temporarily signed breeding areas. Marion 
Council’s small section of beaches are on-leash at all times.  

It would make sense, for consistency, that the City of Port Adelaide Enfield aligns their by-laws with 
the other metro coastal councils. The by-laws for City of Charles Sturt, City of Holdfast Bay and City 
of Onkaparinga are listed below for reference.  

City of Charles Sturt 
Dogs and Cats By-Law 2021 – By-Law No.5 
PART 1 - PRELIMINARY  
3.10 Hooded and Red Capped Plover breeding site means any land within 100 metres of a sign installed 
by the Crown or Council on land that indicates a Hooded and/or Red Capped Plover breeding nest, 
eggs or chicks are or may be present on the land or in the vicinity;  

PART 2 – Dog Management and Control 
6. Dogs on Leash Areas
A person must not allow a dog under that person’s control to be or remain:

6.4 in a Hooded or Red Capped Plover breeding site, unless the dog is secured by a strong leash not 
exceeding two metres in length which is either tethered securely to a fixed object capable of securing 
the dog or held by a person capable of controlling the dog and preventing it from being a nuisance or 
a danger to other persons. 

City of Holdfast Bay 



Dogs By-Law 2019 -By-Law No. 5 

PART 1 – PRELIMINARY  
6.7 Hooded Plover breeding site means any land within 100 metres of a sign on Local Government 
land that indicates a Hooded Plover breeding nest or chicks may be present on the land or in the 
vicinity.  

6.12 For the purposes of clause 10 of the By-law, a dog is (under effective control by means of a 
leash) if the dog is secured to a leash, chain or cord that does not exceed 2 metres in length and: 

6.12.1 the leash, chain or cord is either tethered securely to a fixed object; or  
6.12.2 held by a person capable of controlling the dog and preventing it from being a 

nuisance or a danger to other persons.  

PART 3 – DOG CONTROLS 
10. Dog on Leash Areas
10.2 A person must not allow a dog under that person's control, charge or authority to be or remain
in a Hooded Plover breeding site unless the dog is under effective control by means of a leash.

City of Onkaparinga 
Dogs By-Law 2022 – By-Law no.7 

PART 1 - PRELIMINARY 
6.19 a Hooded Plover dog-prohibited zone is any portion of land on the foreshore, Local Government 
land or any other public place that:  
6.19.1 an authorised person or other person authorised by the Council in writing (which authorisation 
may be subject to any conditions the Council sees fit to impose) has enclosed by a temporary fence or 
other barrier; and  
6.19.2 is identified by a sign that includes the words ‘hooded plover breeding site’ that is erected on 
or near the fence or other barrier; and  
6.20 a Hooded Plover dog on-leash zone is any land on the foreshore, Local Government land or any 
other public place that is within one hundred (100) metres of any sign thereon that includes the words 
‘hooded plover’ or otherwise indicates hooded plovers are or may be present in the area. 
Part 3 – DOG CONTROLS 
9. Dog on leash areas
Subject to clause 10, a person must not, without the Council's permission, allow a dog under that
person's control, charge or authority (except an assistance dog that is required to remain off-lead in
order to fulfil its functions) to be or remain:
9.4 on or within a Hooded Plover dog on-leash zone–
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City of Charles Sturt temporary sign 

.. 
.... 

Hooded Plover 
breeding zone 
Keep dogs on a leash 

at all times 
"Fines apply 

City of Holdfast Bay temporary sign 

We would like to thank the City of Port Adelaide Enfield and the Dogs on Beaches Community Working 

Group for giving us the opportunity to be involved in the consultation process. Please do not hesitate 

to contact us if you would like further information on any matter. 

Kind Regards, 



Response No: 
27 

Contribution ID: 11413 

Member ID: 6718 

Date Submitted: Sep 21, 2023, 05:12 PM 

Q1 Your email 

Email 

Q2 First Name 

ShortText ■

Q3 Last Name 

Short Text 1111 

Q4 Your question/message 

Long Text I would just like to put my views forward. I am a dog owner, border collie, and whilst well trained and disciplined she 
is getting older and her tolerance for other dogs varies and for this reason she is lead always. We love walking near 
the beach, and stick the footpath which is fine but not ideal when dogs off lead (while probably safe) come barreling 
up to us like a deranged lunatic. It's not great, so we basically avoid the area altogether. 
Also, not everyone love dogs and have fears and whilst dogs slowly wandering over to a picnicking group might 
seem cute to the owners, perhaps not so enjoyable to those with fears. 
For these reasons I say dogs off lead (between certain hours and guidelines etc) on the beach only, and everywhere 
else on lead 24/7 365 days a year. 

-

QS Attach a file (optional) 

Rle Upload 
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Response No: 
28 

Contribution ID: 11440 

Member ID: 6738 

Date Submitted: Sep 21, 2023, 08:23 PM 

Q1 Your email 

Email 

Q2 First Name 

ShortText • 

Q3 Last Name 

ShortText -

Q4 Your question/message 

Long Text Unleashed dogs should be restricted from all beaches and parks. Dogs should be on leash at all times. Too many 
people have been aggressively approached or attacked and this risk can be virtually eliminated by requiring dog 
owners to keep dogs on leash. 

QS Attach a file (optional) 

Rle Upload 
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Response No: 
29 

Contribution ID: 11466 

Member ID: 

Date Submitted: Sep 22, 2023, 10:44 AM 

Q1 Your email 

Email 

Q2 First Name 

ShortText -

Q3 Last Name 

ShortText -

Q4 Your question/message 

Long Text lam prepared to go with the rules. I found most people with a dog do the right thing. I had my problem awhile ago 
but now my dog must stay on the lead regardless and does not cause any problems 

QS Attach a file (optional) 

File Upload 
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Response No: 
30 

Contribution ID: 11922 

Member ID: 7090 

Date Submitted: Oct 08, 2023, 03:41 PM 

Q1 Your email 

Email 

Q2 First Name 

ShortText -

Q3 Last Name 

Short Text 1111 

Q4 Your question/message 

Long Text Dogs should always remain on lead unless in a designated off leash area. Open beaches and foreshores area not 
suitable off lead areas. I always keep mine on lead but the number of times they have been harassed by other dogs 
off lead and not under effective control is multiple. 

QS Attach a file (optional) 

Rle Upload 
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Response No: 
31 

Contribution ID: 12063 
Member ID: 
Date Submitted: Oct 17, 2023, 02:14 PM 

Q1 Your email 

Email 

Q2 First Name 

ShortText -

Q3 Last Name 

ShortText -

Q4 Your question/message 

Long Text Why not just to keep it as a status quo?? 

QS Attach a file (optional) 

Rle Upload 
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Response No: 
32 

Contribution ID: 12143 

Member ID: 

Date Submitted: Oct 19, 2023, 06:37 PM 

Q1 Your email 

Email 

Q2 First Name 

ShortText -

Q3 Last Name 

ShortText -

Q4 Your question/message 

Long Text We walk our dog on Largs North beach every day and have not encountered any issues. Everyone is courteous and 
friendly. Pls leave the hours as they are -daylight saving hours on lead 1 0am-8pm and off lead all other times. As the 
LeFevre Peninsula has a large dog population, pls allow them to enjoy our wonderful beaches especially in winter 
when they are seldom used by people. 

QS Attach a file (optional) 

File Upload 
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Response No: 
34 

Contribution ID: 12155 
Member ID: 
Date Submitted: Oct 19, 2023, 11:02 PM 

Q1 Your email 

Email 

Q2 First Name 

ShortText -

Q3 Last Name 

ShortText -

Q4 Your question/message 

Long Text We have been waking our dogs at Semaphore beach for 7-8 years. They are dog owners who come to the beach in 
all seasons. Pleased do not CHANGE the rules and make the beach dogs unfriendly because we will never be there 
any more. 

Q5 Attach a file (optional) 

Rle Upload 
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Response No: 
36 

Contribution ID: 12220 
Member ID: 6658 
Date Submitted: Oct 21, 2023, 07:52 PM 

Q1 Your email 

Email 

Q2 First Name 

ShortText -

Q3 Last Name 

ShortText -

Q4 Your question/message 

Long Text The wording "under effective control" should be changed. The wording should include a reasonable distance from 
the owner, as everybody's understanding of the current wording is different. For a well trained dog 50m away from 
the owner could be ok. An untrained dog is a different story altogether 

QS Attach a file (optional) 

Rle Upload 
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Response No: 
37 

Contribution ID: 12227 

Member ID: 

Date Submitted: Oct 22. 2023, 02:23 PM 

Q1 Your email 

Email 

Q2 First Name 

ShortText -

Q3 Last Name 

ShortText -

Q4 Your question/message 

Long Text I'm writing to give support to Birdlife Australia's proposals to improve protection for beach nesting birds along 
Adelaide metropolitan beaches. As a committed Hooded Plover volunteer on the Fleurieu Peninsula, it has been 
amazing to observe the difference the local councils can make in improving public awareness and implementing a 
range of actions to improve the success rate of reproduction in these highly vulnerable species. Please consider 
seriously. implementing the 100m leash by-laws around nesting sites. 

QS Attach a file (optional) 

Rle Upload 
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Response No: 
38 

Q1 

Email 

Q2 

Short Text 

Q3 

Short Text 

Q4 

Long Text 

Contribution ID: 12312 

Member ID: 736 

Date Submitted: Oct 25, 2023, 09:48 AM 

Your email 

First Name 

-

Last Name 

-

Your question/message 

To whom it may concern 

Subject: Request for Continuous Off-Leash Areas for Dogs 
Dear Port Enfield Council, 
I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing to express my concerns and opinions regarding the proposed changes 
to dog off-leash areas in our community. As an avid dog owner and a responsible member of this community, I have 
several reservations about the idea of designated off-leash areas and would like to share my perspective. 
First and foremost, I believe that allowing dogs to be off-leash at all times, as it has been in the past, is in the best 
interest of our community. The current setup allows dog owners to enjoy open spaces, such as the beach, with their 
pets without constraints. This freedom has fostered a strong sense of community and has provided an opportunity 
for both owners and animals to recharge, exercise, and play in a natural, unstructured environment_ 
I am concerned that the introduction of designated areas will concentrate a higher number of dogs in smaller 
spaces. potentially leading to overcrowding, territorial issues, and an overall less pleasant experience for both dogs 
and their owners. This can also create tension among dog owners as they compete for limited space. I believe that 
our current system, which offers more expansive areas for dogs to roam freely, is more effective in reducing 
conflicts and maintaining harmony in our community. 
Moreover, I find the idea of designated off-leash areas to be somewhat discriminatory. Australia is a nation known 
for its high per capita dog ownership, and this diversity should be reflected in our approach to accommodating the 
needs of our community. A one-size-fits-all approach may not consider the unique requirements of various dog 
breeds, sizes, and temperaments. Allowing off-leash access to broader areas, such as the beach, is inclusive and fair 
to all dog owners, regardless of their pets' characteristics. 
In addition, I would like to express my strong support for maintaining our existing daylight saving rules. The current 
rules have served our community well and should be preserved. I encourage you and the City Council to keep these 
rules as they are, and I urge all residents to "Vote 1" in support of this preservation during any upcoming 
discussions or elections. 
In conclusion, I urge the City Council to reconsider the proposal for designated off-leash areas and to maintain our 
current system, which promotes community bonding, inclusivity, and a sense of belonging for all dog owners and 
their beloved companions. I believe this approach aligns with the spirit of our community and ensures that our 
beautiful beach remains a cherished place for relaxation, exercise, and play for all residents and their dogs. 
Thank you for your time and consideration. I look forward to a resolution that benefits our entire community and 
continues to make our city a great place for both residents and their four-legged friends 

QS Attach a file (optional) 

Rle Upload 
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Response N o: 
39 

Contribution ID: 12314 

Member ID: 7277 

Date Submitted: Oct 25, 2023, 10:57 AM 

Q1 Your email 

Email 

Q2 First Name 

ShortText -

Q3 Last Name 

ShortText -

Q4 Your question/message 

Long Text I do speak on behalf of all participants in our household and we are all dog lovers and walk our dog at the beach. As 
our working hours vary and therefore, we request that you keep the Dogs on Beaches at CURRENT (OPTION 1 ). It's 
that simple. Don't need to spend any more of our funds on ongoing drama and waste our hard-earned money on 
further conversations, meetings, surveys etc etc. Spend that money to educate the different nationalities that are 
not familiar with dogs in their lives. People from different ethnicities don't like dogs. For example, Muslims think 
dogs are not clean animals and therefore, they do not like dogs. Spend the money on education, rather than 
restricting or banning something. Knowledge is power. 

These surveys, talk about this situation with dogs off-leash takes time, effort, and money. There are many elderly 
people in our community who walk their dogs peacefully every day at the beach and it is inhumane to change those 
rules and take one thing that makes those people and their dogs happy to fill someone else's agenda. A dog on a 
leash is far more unpredictable than a well-trained dog that is off-leash. Because they are under pressure. I take my 
dog to elderly homes and he goes to all the humans first and greets them and gets a pat. It makes their day better. 
The day someone comes up with the idea to ban that, that'll be a sad day for all. My dogs come to work with me. 
In the years I have walked with my dog singularly or as a group, with all off-leash dogs, I have N EVER witnessed a 
single fight not even a snarl!! So why I ask, these changes? 

As our living spaces are becoming smaller and smaller the dogs miss out. The dog parks are disasters waiting to 
happen. All in a pressure cooker situation. Unruly dogs and arrogant owners think their dogs don't need to be 
disciplined. We have made friends with many people who visit our beach from different areas that do not belong to 
this council and don't take that away from 1 00's of people who enjoy seeing their best friend having some freedom 
in this BIG space. By restricting these current times you are not only taking away our dogs' freedom but ours too. 
Please consider. 

Thank you. 

QS Attach a file (optional) 

Rle Upload 
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Response No: 
40 

Contribution ID: 12387 

Member ID: 4918 

Date Submitted: Oct 26, 2023, 07:35 PM 

Q1 Your email 

Email 

Q2 First Name 

ShortText •

Q3 Last Name 

Short Text 1111 

Q4 Your question/message 

Long Text Using a iphone, I cannot find the survey mentioned at the top of the page. 
Being a small, well socialised dog owner, I would rather off leash at all times but I understand larger dogs belonging 
to irresponsible owners can be a problem. 
Tough one, glad ifs you, not me OD 

QS Attach a file (optional) 

File Upload 
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Response No: 
42 

Q1 

Email 

Q2 

Short Text 

Q3 

Short Text 

Q4 

Long Text 

Contribution ID: 12563 

Member ID: 4670 

Date Submitted: Oct 31, 2023, 02:30 PM 

Your email 

First Name 

-

Last Name 

-

Your question/message 

m JUSt a mg my two cents wort re the revision of the hours dogs are required to be on lead while on our 
beaches. We all love dogs just not ones that are not under effective control by their owners, I personally think any 
reduction to on leash laws while on our beaches is not only irresponsible but also dangerous to other rate payers 
and other dog owners. Hopefully the city of PAE council won't buckle to an irresponsible minority. While it's nice to 
have your dog off lead, it's even nicer to feel safe and unbothered on our beaches. Kind regards Max From 
Queenstown. 

QS Attach a file (optional) 

Rle Upload 
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Response No: 
43 

Q1 

Email 

Q2 

Short Text 

Q3 

Short Text 

Q4 

Long Text 

Contribution ID: 12564 
Member ID: 4670 
Date Submitted: Oct 31, 2023, 02:33 PM

Your email 

First Name 

-

Last Name

• 

Your question/message 

ear y toy poo e oves Is wa s a ong t e pat owever I was thinking a closed area for small dogs under 
8kg and a bigger dog enclosure park for bigger dogs� small dogs do not get injured and have opportunity 
to socialise off a lead if owners choose. Kind regards-

QS Attach a file (optional) 

File Upload 
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Response No: 
44 

Q1 

Email 

Q2 

Short Text 

Q3 

Short Text 

Q4 

Long Text 

Contribution ID: 12565 

Member ID: 4670 

Date Submitted: Oct 31, 2023, 02:36 PM 

Your email 

First Name 

-

Last Name 

-

Your question/message 

oo a ernoon 
I'm the responsible owner of a female, desexed Pug, Maggie. Maggie is registered with PAEC. My cat is also 
registered with Council. The only time I take Maggie off lead is on the beach near the water. Leads on dogs in the 
water pose a safety risk of getting snagged causing injury or at worst death. If Maggie goes in the water with me she 
also wears a dog life vest. My concern is dangerous breeds, such as Pit-bulls, Rottweiler's or Doberman's and those 
not under effective control. Including dogs not desexed as per the requirements of current laws. Many times I have 
picked Maggie up to protect her from charging out of control dogs. Further, people not picking up after their dog or 
using bags sometimes supplied by Council is shameful. Not only unacceptable human behaviour but may spread 
disease if the dog isn't properly vaccinated or wormed etc. There needs to be more bag stations between Largs 
beach and Semaphore beach. Dogs must be on lead on grassed areas and footpaths. For not only other's safety but 
their own. It is a shame that responsible owners may be penalised for those failing to consider others. Laws need to 
be changed that it is compulsory that if your dog attacks another, the owner or person with the dog must give their 
name, address and contact number and show Drivers Licence for identification. Far too often people run off and 
leave the injured do and the distrau ht owner to fend for themselves. Not acceptable by today's community 
expectations. 

Q5 Attach a file (optional) 

File Upload 
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Response No: 
45 

Contribution ID: 12742 

Member ID: 

Date Submitted: Nov 09, 2023, 03:47 PM 

Q1 Your email 

Email 

Q2 First Name 

ShortText ■

Q3 Last Name 

ShortText -

Q4 Your question/message 

Long Text Where can I complain about dogs on the beach being unleashed, out of control and their owners not having control 
and leaving their poo all over the beach. 

The beach should be free from roaming, menacing dogs that attack children and free from dog faeces. 

I've had multiple incidents where my young children have been attacked by unleashed dogs during leashed times. 
What or who helps me then, while my two young children are being attacked/jumped on etc? It doesn't make sense 
to give dogs right of way over a human being- children. 

Where can I complain please? 

QS Attach a file (optional) 

File Upload 
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DOGS ON BEACHES COMMUNITY WORKING GROUP 

Workshop 4 – held 3rd December 2023 

15 members in atendance, start �me 1.05pm 

Dataset Presenta�on 

The Manager Community & Environmental Health provided a comprehensive summary of the 
consulta�on results. 

This was followed by a facilitated Q&A session to support understanding of the data for all working 
group members. 

Working group members in general realised the need to compromise on the needs of dog and non-
dog owners when deciding on the recommenda�ons to put to Council for each area.  

North Haven Beach 

Comments from individual working group members: 

• Small beach – not worth it?
• Dog people want it to stay as is
• On-leash zone too small
• Surf Life Saving move around (based on �de and seaweed) - nippers

The working group discussed North Haven being a small area of beach and whether it was beneficial 
to split this area of beach. People exercising dogs would like this area of beach to stay under current 
daylight savings rules. The on-leash area proposed is quite small and o�en covered in seaweed. 
North Haven SLSC said that the on-leash area wouldn’t be beneficial to them as they need the 
flexibility to move their ac�vi�es based on the weather condi�ons and �des. Overall, the working 
group didn’t believe there was enough support from the community or the SLSC, to proceed with the 
proposed Op�on 2 for North Haven Beach. 

Working Group Votes: 

• Op�on 1: Current rules / daylight savings – 12 (unanimous)

The Working Group’s preference for the North Haven Beach is: 

to retain the current, day light savings rules 
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Grassed Foreshore Reserves 

Comments from individual working group members: 

• Like the idea of an area for people with reac�ve/scared dogs to have a safe space 
• Good compromise 
• Data suggests a compromise is worth discussing 
• Doesn't necessarily align with beach outcome 
• People with mobility issues (mee�ng their needs to access off-leash space) 
• Consider foreshore redevelopment, allow redevelopment to make adjustments 
• Needs to be a clear boundary (between on-leash and off-leash use) 

There was support from members of the group for Op�on 2 providing safe spaces where people with 
reac�ve/scared dogs could spend �me. Crea�on of a family / community focused spaces in key high 
traffic areas. 

Feelings that Op�on 2 provided a good compromise to offer on-leash and off-leash areas on the 
grassed foreshore. Community engagement results suggest a compromise for this area is worth 
discussing as the proposed op�on (op�on 2) received the most support out of all the op�ons 
proposed by the working group.  

The proposed on-leash areas don’t necessarily align with the beach outcomes and the group 
discussed the benefits and/or need for these rules/spaces to align. 

Members of the working group discussed the needs of people with mobility issues to be able to 
access grassed foreshore spaces with their dogs. Ensuring that grassed spaces are s�ll available for 
off-leash use. 

Considera�on of the upcoming Semaphore Foreshore redevelopment and the need to be make 
adjustments to meet the needs of this redevelopment. Without having this informa�on available to 
them, the working group thought council administra�on were best placed to have the flexibility to 
make this decision. 

The need for there to be a clear boundary for the on-leash areas in order for these rules to be easily 
conveyed and enforced. Conversa�ons around boundaries were mostly focused on the Semaphore 
on-leash area and whether this space should finish at the boundary of the exis�ng playground and 
skate ramp or extend to the southern edge of the reserve near the train shed. Working group 
members view on this varied and they were happy with council staff and elected members making 
this final decision. 

Working Group Votes: 

• Op�on 1: Current rules, off-leash all areas – 1 vote 
• Op�on 2: On-leash areas – 11 votes 

The Working Group’s preference for grassed foreshore areas is  

Option 2: defined on-leash areas at all times 
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Semaphore South to Breakwater beaches 

Comments from individual working group members: 

• Need an inclusive op�on 
• Line up beach with foreshore 
• An op�on for shi� workers  
• People can work it out (new rules / any rule changes) 
• Off-leash area or reduced daylight savings hours? 
• Northern sec�on ideal for dog off-leash area 
• Reserva�on around previous decision, do not want 500m either side of jety 
• Want an off-leash area but not on-leash areas 
• Keep on-leash zones, extend daylight savings �mes (more off-leash �me) 
• Data indicates support for Op�on 2 zones for on-leash 
• Be consistent with foreshore  
• Don’t need to be consistent with foreshore  
• About 100-150m for people to feel safe (from off-leash dogs) 
• Line up with an entry path 
• In line with paths on grass area 
• Op�on 1 won’t get through or Op�on 4 (doesn’t meet goals of working group) 
• Safe zones in summer (daylight savings) only 
• Support op�on 1 but can see it doesn’t consider other perspec�ves 
• Consider on-leash areas but only during daylight savings �mes 
• Need to consider needs for others with different needs 

Group members highlighted the need for an inclusive op�on for this area of the beach, something 
that offers an opportunity for everyone to access and enjoy this space.  

A separate off-leash area was discussed by the working group as this came across strongly in the 
engagement results around concepts however Semaphore South to Breakwater beaches Op�on 3 
was not well supported. Members of the working group felt this was because the on-leash and off-
leash zones were included as one op�on. Group members discussed the need to make sure there is 
an op�on for shi� workers as they make up a large percentage of our workforce in PAE. One member 
discussed the possibility of adjus�ng/reducing daylight savings hours instead of crea�ng an off-leash 
zone.  

The Working Group voted on the inclusion of an off-leash area and daylight savings rules as a fourth 
op�on to discuss.  

Working Group Votes: 

• Off-leash area- 8 votes 
• No off-leash area – 5 votes 

A fourth op�on with a northern off-leash area was added to be further discussed by the working 
group. 

Group spoke about how easy it would be for community members to navigate areas with different 
rules and how this could be promoted and enforced. Some members felt that the rules needed to be 
as simple as possible while others thought that community members could navigate different rules / 
learn new rules, without any issues. 
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Group members discussed how far someone needs to be away from a dog off-leash to feel safe. They 
thought that 100-150m was sufficient and therefore the zones should be 200-300m per jety 
ensuring that the area aligned with beach entrances and grass foreshore pathways. There were 
reserva�ons about previous 2022 council decision and if Op�on 2 was close to that original decision 
if the on-leash zones were 500m either side of the je�es. The working group discussed the 
possibility for the on-leash zones only being for daylight savings rather than all year round. The group 
also discussed the possibility of lining up beach on-leash areas with foreshore on-leash areas.  

Staff discussed the unlikelihood of Op�on 1 being successful due to it not mee�ng the goals of the 
working group and the needs of the whole community.  

Working Group voted on how they felt about Op�on 1, 2, 3 and 4 

• Op�on 1: daylight savings rules 
o Like – 4 
o Can live with it – 4  
o Needs work - 5 

• Op�on 2: On-leash areas 
o Like – 6 
o Can live with it – 3  
o Needs work - 4 

• Op�on 3: On-leash areas and northern off-leash area 
o Like – 5 
o Can live with it – 2  
o Needs work – 6 (3 with daylight savings for considera�on for on-leash areas) 

• Op�on 4: Northern off-leash area 
o Like – 4 
o Can live with it – 4  
o Needs work - 5 

Members of the group highlighted the need to focus beyond their personal needs and act for overall 
community benefit. 

Intensive discussion led to a breakthrough where the group could work on and agree to a 
compromise that provided opportuni�es for all community members to find a safe and enjoyable 
space on the beaches. 

This wasn’t the first choice for each group but offered something for each with compromise for each. 
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The Working Group decided that considering the goals of the group, that Op�ons 1 and 4 were 
unlikely to be successful and decided their preference as a group would be Op�on 3: On-leash Areas 
and Northern Off-leash Area, with the considera�on to be taken by Council whether on-leash areas 
would be all year around or only during daylight savings. Op�on 3 was supported by show of hands, 
in two variants, for Council to consider whether the on-leash areas apply at all �mes or during 
daylight savings only. 

The Working Group’s preference for Semaphore South to Breakwater beaches is: 

On-leash around jetties (all times) and off-leash north area 

OR 

On-leash around jetties (all times during daylight savings only) and off-leash north area 

(Council to consider whether the on-leash areas apply at all times or during daylight 
savings only) 

Two members of the working group had le� the workshop prior to the final vote on the preferred 
op�on to be taken to Council. Two members of the working group felt very strongly that Op�on 1: 
daylight savings Rules, should s�ll be presented to Council as a possible op�on forward as it was the 
op�on most strongly supported by the overall community through community engagement. 

Workshop Debrief 
In relation to the Semaphore South to Breakwater beaches there was some confusion during the 
workshop. Following the workshop the Council staff and facilitator met for a debrief on the 
workshop and in particular to discuss the confusion around Option 1 (daylight savings rules for 
Semaphore South to Breakwater) and whether this was a valid option. This was a result of a 
comment that Option 1 was included as a baseline in the survey to determine how the community 
felt about the current rules. 
 
Whilst the conversation during the previous workshop was that this option would be included as a 
baseline question, this was not referenced as a baseline question in either the Council report in the 
lead up to or in the community engagement survey. This conversation was only during the Dogs on 
Beaches Community Group Workshop. 
 
As the data from community indicated a level of support for this option and to remove any 
confusion, this option will be included in the final Council report with context alongside the group's 
preference, Option 3 (which includes on-leash areas, an off-leash area with Council to consider 
whether the on-leash rules are to apply at all times or only during daylight savings). 
 

Addi�onal Notes 

Changes in demographics in the region raises a need to review dog management in rela�on to 
diverse cultural perspec�ves on dogs in public places. 

On and off leash sec�ons appear to be a trade-off with further discussion warranted. 

Workshop Close: 4:45 pm 
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